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ABSTRACT
Historically, archaeologists working on non-state societies have tended to interpret
religion and large-scale religious architecture as necessarily integrative, that is, as naturalizing
the social order or producing an abiding sense of community. I argue here that this focus on
integration has limited our ability to understand how and why religion changed through time and
how religion may have been a driver of social change. We will benefit from considering the
political dimensions of religious practice in non-state societies as much as in more “complex”
settings. This study explores the articulation of religious practice and religious architecture with
social and spatial boundaries in the prehispanic U.S. Southwest. In particular, I examine
variability and change in rectangular great kivas—large, semi-subterranean religious structures—
in west-central New Mexico and east-central Arizona between 1000 and 1400 CE in relationship
to socially diverse contexts that might be viewed as borderlands or frontiers.
The study pulls together two broads strands of research. The first is an examination of the
unusual great kiva at the thirteenth-century CE Fornholt site (LA 164471) near Mule Creek, New
Mexico, in relation to the broader history of the surrounding Upper Gila area. This portion of the
research is based on two seasons of excavation at Fornholt and on an examination of records and
ceramic collections from the Upper Gila. I suggest that the Upper Gila may be considered a
borderland or frontier through time and that viewing Fornholt as a borderland site sheds light on
the site’s material culture, including its great kiva. The second strand of research is a comparison
of great kiva architecture and assemblages across the larger study area based on the examination
of museum collections and the aggregation of published and unpublished architectural data. The
broader study demonstrates that, while these great kivas make up a coherent tradition and fit
within the larger world of southwestern religion, great kivas in borderland contexts show
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experimentation and change in ways that more centrally located great kivas do not. I argue that
this diversity can be viewed in light of the negotiation of social boundaries in borderland
contexts, including the role of great kivas as political venues or contested spaces.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The structures that archaeologists working in the prehispanic U.S. Southwest label “great
kivas” are large, semi-subterranean religious spaces. This study is particularly concerned with
the rectangular great kivas used in west-central New Mexico and east-central Arizona between
roughly 1000 and 1400 CE—that is, from the time of the earliest room block architecture in the
area to the end of substantial prehispanic settlement in the region. Rectangular great kivas have
deep roots in the earlier pit structure architecture that characterizes the region and in many ways
make up a coherent tradition, with certain key attributes that are widely or universally shared
among structures. However, rectangular great kivas did change through time and vary in space,
and one of the principal goals here is to understand the social implications of the geographic and
temporal differences among great kivas.
Perhaps the southernmost example of a post-1000 CE rectangular great kiva appears at
the thirteenth-century Fornholt site (LA 164471) near Mule Creek, New Mexico. Mule Creek is
located at the edge of the Upper Gila region of southwestern New Mexico, a region that I will
argue can in many ways be viewed as a borderland or frontier—an area with a deep history of
diverse social connections—and the rectangular great kiva tradition encompasses other
borderland or culture contact contexts.
Past discussions of rectangular great kivas have dwelt heavily on an interpretation of
religion, and particularly religious architecture in non-state societies, as “integrative.” I will
argue that this exclusive focus on religion as maintaining the status quo has limited our ability to
understand both how religious practice changed and how religious practice might have driven
social change. In particular, this study focuses on how the religious practice associated with great
kivas articulated with the social boundaries and diverse social connections present in borderlands
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or situations of culture contact.
In approaching this problem, I pull together two complementary strands of research.
First, I present a detailed study of the archaeology of the Upper Gila area of southwestern New
Mexico, including both the results of excavations carried out at the Fornholt site and a broader
examination of the borderland history of the region. The second strand is a spatially and
temporally broad study of rectangular great kiva architecture and artifact assemblages drawn
from published and unpublished collections and documentation. The Upper Gila serves as a
laboratory in which to examine borderland dynamics at a local scale, while the regional study of
great kivas both contextualizes the study of Fornholt and the Upper Gila and allows the
construction of a larger social history of rectangular great kivas.

Religious Architecture and Social and Spatial Boundaries
One of the overarching goals of this study is to challenge the treatment of religion in
“small scale” or non-state societies as necessarily integrative. The supposedly integrative role of
religion, and particularly religious architecture, in the Southwest has often been treated as selfevident. Alternatively, integrative interpretations have drawn from models in which religion
makes the social order sacrosanct and therefore unquestionable or in which participation in
religious activity creates an abiding sense of community. In reality, there is little difference
between models in which religion naturalizes the social order of non-state societies and
theorizations in which religion naturalizes the hierarchies present in cities and states. Both are
fundamentally political models. I argue here that we should make explicit the political
assumptions contained within our treatment of religion in small-scale societies—or any other
societies for that matter. Specifically, I suggest that there is a need to consider the potential of
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religious activity to be multivalent, to be contested and contentious, and indeed to be
instrumental in the division or disintegration of groups within any society. Even where religious
architecture is intended to be in some sense integrative, there is no guarantee that the attempt will
be successful, and integration within one group might simultaneously strengthen the social
boundaries between groups.
Archaeologists, including those studying the prehispanic Southwest, have recently begun
broadening their study of religion, both in the sense of embracing religion itself as a field of
study and in the sense of exploring the ways in which power and inequality may be manifested in
religious practice. Fowles’ (2013) work, in particular, has challenged traditional interpretations
of religion in the prehispanic Southwest; he has most recently argued for abandoning the term
“religion” altogether, partially on the grounds that using the label at all supports an artificial
distinction between politics (particularly politics-as-government) and religion as distinct, natural
categories. Studies exploring the political dimensions of religion in the Southwest have primarily
focused on late (i.e., Pueblo IV) contexts or on Chaco Canyon and the regional developments
surrounding it—settings that to some extent lend themselves to a discussion of power, whether in
the presence of monumental architecture or the aggregation of remarkable artifacts. There is a
degree to which emphasizing the disjuncture from earlier time periods (as in the introduction of
new “cults”) or the uniqueness of Chaco merely pushes the egalitarian-integrative ideal of
religious practice farther back into the past. This is not to suggest that major changes in religious
practice did not occur in the late prehispanic period or that the developments at Chaco were not
major events that may have been unique in the history of the Southwest. I would suggest,
however, that viewing rectangular great kivas through a political lens should be particularly
useful precisely because they originate and occur primarily (though not exclusively) in
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comparatively small settlements—contexts that have not tended to inspire discussion of politics
or the political aspects of social change. Rectangular great kivas are also tied to religious change
in the late prehispanic Southwest, in that the tradition of rectangular great kiva use was not
carried, at least in its original form, into the historic Southwest. I will argue that the end of the
rectangular great kiva tradition can be viewed in light of their political history.
For the purposes of this study, I characterize religion as “marked” practice (following
Keane 2008, 2010), that is, practice recognized by participants as being in some way set apart
from or above more quotidian activity. The difficulties inherent in separating the built
environment into simple “domestic” and “religious” categories of space have long been
recognized in the Southwest and elsewhere (e.g., Brück 1999; Smith 1990). However, great kivas
are clearly set apart from room block space in their size, form, and contents, and there is a degree
to which the treatment of religion as marked practice that is both set within and set apart from
daily practice allows us to circumvent the problems in drawing dichotomies between religious
and domestic or sacred and secular space. While I don’t embrace Fowles’ proposed substitution
of “doings” in place of religion, I draw on similar sources in describing religion as
encompassing practice as much as belief. I suspect that the action surrounding great kivas was
not easily separable from the meanings that great kivas carried and will refer to “religion,”
“religious practice,” and “religious architecture” here, rather than employing a system in which
ritual-as-action is balanced against religion-as-belief. The approach I adopt here is broadly based
in practice theory—that is, on practice as producing and reproducing social structure, as tied to
the negotiation of power within society, and as a historical process capable of producing longterm change and unexpected consequences. Situating structure within individual agents or actors
allows for the recognition that actions and material culture (religious or otherwise) are
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perennially multivalent, and that the meanings of objects or actions may be open to contestation
throughout their histories.
My focus here is specifically on the history of great kivas within the socially diverse
contexts that might be described as borderlands or situations of culture contact. Studies of culture
contact in relationship to religious change have been among the most important applications of
practice theory to historical questions (i.e., Ortner 1989; Sahlins 1981). While there is a clear
need to address issues of scale and intensity in applying concepts developed in the context of
modern states and global colonialism to non-state societies, I will argue that there is real utility in
adapting ideas about borderlands, boundaries, and culture contact for use in smaller-scale
settings. Borderlands or frontiers have been described as zones characterized by diverse social
connections, a diversity which opens possibilities for creativity and hybridity. Such
experimentation need not be politically neutral, however, and borderland hybridity may represent
ambiguity and ambivalence as much as it does the embrace of multiple traditions. Material
culture may be recruited in the negotiation of social boundaries in these contexts, and it is worth
considering the significance of both the flow of practice or material across social boundaries and
particular contexts or instances in which practice or material does not cross boundaries. Here I
address the degree to which great kivas in borderlands differ from those in more centrally located
settlements, how the differences articulate with the negotiation of social boundaries in these
diverse settings, and how these changes fit within the histories of individual borderlands and the
history of the rectangular great kiva tradition.

The Study: Great Kivas in the Upper Gila and the Central Southwest
Geographically, this study covers an area of west-central New Mexico and east-central
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Figure 1.1 Map showing the distribution of rectangular great kivas within the study area. The
inset shows the thirteenth-century great kiva at LA 3279 in the eastern Mogollon Highlands
(after Oakes and Zamora 1999:Figure 2.55; image courtesy of the Office of Archaeological
Studies).
Arizona that includes part of the southern edge of the Colorado Plateau, much of the Transition
Zone between the Colorado Plateau and Basin and Range province of southern Arizona, and the
area surrounding the Upper Gila River in southwestern New Mexico. During the time period
considered here, rectangular great kivas seem to be most densely clustered—and are certainly
best known—in the San Francisco, Tularosa, and Blue River drainages, an area that I will refer
to as the eastern Mogollon Highlands. Great kivas farther to the west in the mountains of the
Arizona Transition Zone include a deep tradition of rectangular great kiva use in the area around
22

Point of Pines, and rectangular great kivas present at the very large, late settlements elsewhere in
the larger area. The late Arizona Transition Zone sites in particular (Grasshopper Pueblo, Point
of Pines Pueblo, and Kinishba) show a substantial amount of evidence for immigration from
more northern areas and can be to some extent described as situations of culture contact. The
southern edge of the Colorado Plateau encompasses the intersection of the rectangular great kiva
tradition with the circular great kiva tradition that characterizes much of the northern Southwest,
and in several locations and time periods, the southern Colorado Plateau can be viewed as a
borderland or frontier. Of particular interest here are the rectangular great kivas that were
constructed along the Upper Little Colorado River and its tributaries in the thirteenth or
fourteenth centuries CE.
In the most basic terms, the great kivas discussed here were large (between about 91 and
330 square meters in area), rectangular spaces that almost always possessed entryways facing
east or southeast and were usually excavated to at least some degree below the ground surface.
Their characteristic floor features included a large, informal hearth flanked by floor grooves or
vaults. The rectangular great kivas associated with room block architecture discussed here are
clearly the descendants of the great kivas built in Pithouse period settlements in the same general
region. While I will argue that this deep history is relevant to great kiva meaning through time,
Early and Late Pithouse period great kivas themselves are largely outside the scope of this study.
During the eleventh and twelfth centuries (the Reserve phase) in the eastern Mogollon Highlands
and in the Point of Pines area, great kivas are associated with small room blocks, which are
themselves part of larger dispersed clusters of small settlements. In the subsequent Tularosa
phase, during the late twelfth through the thirteenth centuries, settlements associated with great
kivas in the same area became larger, including at least one very large site—Turkey Creek
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Pueblo, in the Point of Pines area. The great kiva at Fornholt in the Upper Gila dates to roughly
this time period. The eastern Mogollon Highlands seem to have been largely, though not entirely,
depopulated during the late thirteenth century; the builders of the Upper Little Colorado
rectangular great kivas may have come primarily from the eastern Mogollon Highlands. The last
rectangular great kivas in use in the Southwest appear to have been those dating to the fourteenth
century in the Upper Little Colorado and at late, aggregated communities in the Arizona
Transition Zone.
Among the Upper Gila, the Upper Little Colorado, and the late Arizona Transition Zone
sites, the study area encompasses multiple culture contact or borderlands contexts. The great
kivas themselves are particularly well suited to a study of borderland histories. As architecture,
they are fixed in space and it is reasonable to assume that the architects of a great kiva were, at
least initially, also its users. I will also argue that, as marked space, great kivas would make
particularly fertile ground for manipulation in the negotiation of social boundaries. The
discussion of great kivas here is based on data aggregated from published and unpublished
records for excavated and unexcavated great kivas, as well as the examination of great kiva
assemblages. I address variation in great kiva architecture and use, including placement within
sites, form, features, and evidence for remodeling or retirement processes, as well as patterns in
the material culture placed within these spaces. My examination of collections and survey
records was focused primarily on the eastern Mogollon Highlands, both because of the greater
availability of data for this region—five great kivas have been completely or partially excavated
in this area—and because of the proximity of the eastern Mogollon Highlands to the local, Upper
Gila, study area.
The detailed discussion of borderland dynamics focuses on Mule Creek and the Upper
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Gila region. Although the “Upper Gila” label has sometimes been extended to the eastern
Mogollon Highlands (as the San Francisco and Blue Rivers ultimately drain into the Gila), I
reserve the term primarily for the portion of the Gila and its immediate tributaries located in
southwestern New Mexico. Mule Creek is in actuality a tributary of the San Francisco River, but
in most time periods the archaeology of Mule Creek seems more similar to that in the Upper Gila
than that of the eastern Mogollon Highlands to the north. I will argue that the Upper Gila
occupied an intermediate position between clearly differing social developments in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands and in the Mimbres Valley from at least the Mimbres Classic period (c.
1000 CE). This study primarily focuses on the post-Classic (i.e., thirteenth-century) Upper Gila,
in which Fornholt and two other settlements around Mule Creek appear to have been positioned
at the northern edge of a very thinly used frontier between the Tularosa phase eastern Mogollon
Highlands to the north and the very different Black Mountain phase or Animas phase sites to the
east and south. The Gila Cliff Dwellings, located at some distance from Mule Creek on the West
Fork of the Gila River, were built in the late 1200s—possibly by immigrants from the eastern
Mogollon Highlands. The assemblage from the Gila Cliff Dwellings offers a particularly
interesting comparison with that from Fornholt.
The Fornholt site had a complex occupational history, including Late Pithouse period and
Classic Mimbres period components. The two principal room blocks that make up the thirteenthcentury portion of the site likely contain somewhere between 45 and 70 rooms, with the great
kiva apparently surrounded by the larger, southern room block. This study describes the results
of two seasons of excavation at the site, including testing in both the great kiva and room block
spaces, and offers a comparison between Fornholt and its contemporaries in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands. In addition to focusing on the great kiva, I examine Fornholt’s architecture
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and its ceramic assemblage in light of its potential role as a borderland settlement, including a
detailed comparison of the technique used in constructing corrugated ceramic vessels from a
sample of sites in the Upper Gila and eastern Mogollon Highlands. Fornholt’s great kiva has a
number of eccentricities—the most substantial of these is that it seems never to have been
roofed—which set it apart from its more northern counterparts. The overall pattern that emerges
at Fornholt is one of borderland ambivalence and ambiguity. The synthesis of great kivas
throughout the study area both places the Fornholt structure within the larger tradition and
provides evidence for great kiva change and variability in borderlands that can be used in the
construction of a larger history of rectangular great kivas.
In Chapter 2, I lay out my approach to religion and to the intersection of religion with
borderlands or culture contact; this includes a critical overview of the approaches taken to
religion in the Southwest and non-state societies more generally. Chapter 3 provides an overview
of the treatment of culture contact within the larger study area, including the evidence that has
been used to argue for diverse social contexts in the Arizona Transition Zone and southern
Colorado Plateau, as well as an introduction to rectangular great kivas and their position in the
greater world of southwestern religious architecture. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on the Upper Gila—
the fourth chapter provides an overview of the region and presents the argument for the Upper
Gila’s role as a long term borderland, while the fifth describes the results of the excavations and
collections work from Fornholt and places them in a larger regional context. Additional
information from the Fornholt excavations can be found in the appendices. In Chapter 6, I
present the results of the larger study of great kivas, including a comparative architectural
summary and detailed results of the examination of underreported or unpublished collections.
The final chapter ties together the data from Fornholt and from the other great kivas within the
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framework of great kivas as marked space in relationship to the social boundaries present in
culture contact or borderlands contexts and offers a political history of the rectangular great kiva
tradition.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The historical model of great kivas in the central Southwest, and specifically of the
Fornholt great kiva in the context of the Upper Gila borderland, presented here is grounded in a
larger discussion of the archaeology of religion, and particularly the archaeology of religious
change and religion in “small scale” societies. The first portion of this chapter focuses largely on
unpacking the treatment of religion in the study of the prehispanic Southwest. It is my hope,
however, that a discussion of the roots of archaeological models of religion as necessarily
integrative will have broader relevance. In particular, an exploration of the tacit assumptions about
the operation of power in non-state societies inherent in such models might have utility in
discussions that crosscut the divisions of scale and “complexity” that remain primary criteria by
which we classify past societies. The treatment of religion in this study will focus heavily on the
political—by this I mean the operation of power within society, rather than “politics” as a separate
category of activity or a synonym for “government.” Given this focus, and a number of critiques
that have been leveled at “religion” as an analytical category, it will also be necessary to clarify the
choice of religion as the topic for this study or why I have chosen to gloss great kivas and the
practice surrounding them as “religious architecture” and “religion.” The theoretical approach
adopted here is based in practice theory, and particularly practice theory as a framework for
thinking about religious change in relationship to social boundaries in time and space. The second
half of the chapter will briefly review specific historical studies in which practice-based
approaches have been used to describe complex relationships between religious change and
culture contact and will explore somewhat more broadly geographic conceptions of culture contact
and borderlands as they have been applied archaeologically. While most such studies have focused
on the global colonialism of the modern era, or at least on ancient states, it is equally possible and
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beneficial to address questions of contact at the smaller spatial and social scales present in
non-state societies.

Prehispanic Southwestern Religion and the Persistence of Integration
Two recently published volumes, Fowles’ An Archaeology of Doings: Secularism and the
Study of Pueblo Religion (2013) and Ware’s A Pueblo Social History: Kinship, Sodality, and
Community in the Northern Southwest (2014), offer substantial insights into the past and present
treatment of religion by southwestern archaeologists. By contrasting some of their key arguments,
I hope to clarify both the background and aims of this study. Both works are historical in
focus—that is, they deal with change, and particularly religious change, in the long term and treat
practice at the historic and modern Pueblos as the endpoint of processes beginning deep in the
prehispanic past. Both are heavily focused on the Rio Grande region, although Ware’s argument
extends, to some degree, to all of the Pueblos. The two books represent opposite poles in their
approach to religion, however. Fowles’ book offers perhaps the most stringent critique yet made of
the treatment of religion by archaeologists studying the Southwest, and indeed broadens the
critique to include the treatment of “premodern” religion in archaeology and anthropology more
generally. He adopts an explicitly post-secular approach, to the extent of arguing for the
abandonment of religion as a category of study, offering as a replacement the emic category of
“doings.” While the approach taken here differs from Fowles’ in certain key aspects, I follow to a
large extent in his footsteps in my criticism of “integration” as a sweeping characterization of
prehispanic southwestern religion.
In contrast, I would argue that Ware’s book, though an important and ambitious project,
rests on an implicit model of religion long-standing in the Southwest—to wit, that religion acts in a
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fairly unproblematic way to justify the existing social order and that religious changes arise as they
are needed to fill needs created by changing social and environmental circumstances. I apologize
for singling out Ware’s model for critique, the more so because I focus on the tacit basis of his
argument rather than his more detailed historical and regional models (though I would add as an
aside my feeling that a history that builds from the deep prehispanic past to the historic Pueblos
should at least contain some mention of the archaeology of the Mogollon Highlands!). The book is
almost unique in focusing on a deep history of Puebloan sodal organizations and, as such, is a
particularly valuable contribution.
Ware’s argument focuses on building histories of Pueblo institutions he (reasonably)
argues are very often ignored by archaeologists—these include kinship groups and especially
sodalities, including in this latter category both groups in which all adult members of a community
are members (“tribal sodalities”) as well as those with much more limited membership drawn from
rules related to kinship or various forms of obligation or volunteerism. Ware describes tribal
sodalities as fundamentally integrative and suggests that the appearance of circular great kivas in
multi-ethnic communities on the Colorado Plateau during the Basketmaker III period is the
“obvious candidate” for archaeological evidence of the development of these institutions. He sees
a direct historical link from the circular great kiva tradition on the Colorado Plateau to the moiety
systems present at the Eastern Pueblos, which he characterizes as “dual tribal sodalities” rather
than “true” moieties (which should entail stricter rules about kinship and marriage) (Ware
2014:60,67). He sees the historical connection between great kivas and the Eastern Pueblos
partially in the restriction of circular great kivas largely to the eastern Colorado Plateau and in the
large communal kivas historically in use at Rio Grande Pueblos. Most relevantly to this discussion,
he argues that “great kivas provide ritual performance spaces that are large enough to serve entire
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communities. That is, they appear to be inclusive in the same way that moiety sodalities are
inclusive” (Ware 2014:69, emphasis mine). I will be the first to admit that the circular and
rectangular great kiva traditions are clearly separated in many senses; after all, this study focuses
almost exclusively on the rectangular tradition. But rectangular and circular great kivas certainly
did not develop in isolation from (or ignorance of) one another. In interpreting the rectangular
great kiva data I return not only to the question of integration but also to the more straightforward
question of great kiva size in comparison to community size. At this point I will only suggest that,
in the deep history of religion in the Southwest, the non-continuance of rectangular great kivas
(whether or not they represent tribal sodalities) should be as relevant a question as the (possible)
continuance of circular great kivas.
Ware argues for the development of smaller, more restricted sodalities (including kiva
groups, curing societies, clown societies, etc.) from kin groups—and in particular from the
avunculate, that is the male members of a (matrilineal, matrilocal) descent group, who would
reassemble for key ritual activities, activities that served to reaffirm their control over knowledge
and resources. The small kivas present at unit pueblos on the Colorado Plateau would have been
the earliest settings for such activities, playing a much more Marxian role in counterpoint to the
integrative great kivas (Ware 2014:96). Ware therefore sees evidence in the deep prehispanic past
for: “two important and seemingly contradictory roles of ritual among the ethnographic Pueblos:
community integration through community-wide participation (the function of modern katsina
sodalities in the west and dual tribal sodalities in the east) and the validation of community
hierarchy and uneven community segments (elite descent groups in the west, restricted sodalities
in the east)” (Ware 2014:112).
This last statement neatly encapsulates how religion and ritual have historically been
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treated in southwestern archaeology: religion is either integrative or legitimating. In either case, it
is a centripetal force, working to maintain the status quo. The book offers no discussion of how or
why religious activity should perform these functions until the concluding chapter. Following a
particularly interesting brief discussion of large scale religious constructions which predate
agricultural societies, in which he argues that changes in religious organization might not be
responses to sedentism and agricultural lifeways but rather preconditions for them, Ware falls back
on the idea of the sacred as unquestionable, via the work of Roy Rappaport and political scientist
Francis Fukuyama. I will return to Rappaport at greater length below, but it is worth repeating the
text cited by Ware:
The virtue of regulation through religious ritual is that activities of large numbers of people may be governed
in accordance with sanctified conventions in the absence of powerful authorities or even of discrete human
authorities of any sort. As such, it is plausible to argue that religious ritual played an important role in social
and ecological regulation during a time in human history when the arbitrariness of social conventions was
increasing but it was not yet possible for authorities, if they existed at all, to enforce compliance. (Rappaport
1971a:38, cited by Ware 2014:190)

This is the “integrative” model: explicit “power” is present only in the negative sense, and
“sanctified conventions” govern the behavior of individuals. The origins of such conventions are
unspecified, but they are assumed to operate toward the good of the group and the result is a sort of
benevolent governance by the invisible hand of the collective. Fukuyama, as cited by Ware,
combines a version of this point of view with the legitimating model of religion: “If I believe that
my tribe’s chief is just another fellow like me following his own self-interests, I may or may not
decide to obey his authority. But if I believe that the chief can command the spirits of dead
ancestors to reward or punish me, I will be much more likely to respect his word. My sense of
shame is potentially much greater if I believe I am being observed by a dead ancestor who might
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see into my real motives better than a live kinsman” (Fukuyama 2011:37, cited by Ware
2014:190). Here religion both facilitates self-monitoring and obscures the motives of, and benefits
accrued by, elites. Rappaport has long been a favorite of southwestern archaeologists, but
Fukuyama’s sweeping political history is a more unusual choice as a source for a supporting
argument for models of past religion. The passage Ware cites is part of a discussion of religion as a
universally human phenomenon; given this focus, it is perhaps understandable that Fukuyama
shows no inclination to explore the breadth of possible definitions of “religion” and “ritual,” (for
Fukuyama, the former is “the belief in an invisible, supernatural order” [Fukuyama 2011:36] and
the latter is “the repetitive performance of acts linked to the supernatural order, by which human
societies hope to gain agency over their environment” [Fukuyama 2011:38]), much less to address
the question of religion’s validity as a universal category. Fukuyama (2011:52) doubts the degree
to which religion is accessible to archaeologists at all and, in the sections of his book devoted to
societies before the appearance of states, he adopts a universalist model based purely on Service’s
evolutionary categories and in which the political aspects of religion are primarily bound up with
ancestor worship.
Fukuyama’s treatment of religion seems both antiquated and reductionist from the point of
view of an anthropological audience and there is little to be gained in providing a point by point
critique here, though it does provide a salutory reminder of the very slow speed at which shifting
modes of thought may travel across disciplinary lines. I will offer one additional quote from
Fukuyama, however, that is particularly relevant to this discussion: “Some people today argue that
religion is primarily a source of violence, conflict, and social discord. Historically, however,
religion has played the opposite role: it is a source of social cohesion that permits human beings to
cooperate far more widely and securely than they would if they were the simple rational and
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self-interested agents posited by the economists” (Fukuyama 2011:36, emphasis mine). Though
Fukuyama doesn’t espouse the idea that modern religion is necessarily disintegrative, there is
nevertheless an underlying assumption that religion in the past was fundamentally different from
religion in the present. That is, conflict surrounding religious practice as understood and
experienced in the life of the modern reader may be safely ignored, because there is a fundamental
difference between modern and premodern religion. The existence of this assumption is a point to
which I will return below, and one which provides a segue into Fowles’ post-secular examination
of the treatment of past religion.
Like other critics, Fowles sees the conceptualization of “religion” as a circumscribed,
definable category of human knowledge, belief, or behavior as situated firmly within a secular,
modern, post-Reformation worldview. He draws specifically on the work of Bruno Latour (1993)
in describing the “purification” of categories as a fundamentally modernist and problematic
project. In his view, treating categories—most relevantly in this case the categories of religion and
politics—as real and as possessing real boundaries in actuality obscures and even facilitates the
interpenetration of those categories. This lends itself to a pejorative view of “mixed” categories,
and to the persistent focus on religion as legitimizing or obscuring political organization, rather
than on religion as politics or religion as an end in itself. This is the basis for Fowles’ discomfort
with studies in which Pueblo religion is described as entwined (or overlapping, etc.) with politics,
and the eventual basis for his rejection of religion as a label.
I will come back to this larger critique of religion as an analytical category—and Fowles’
proposed substitute, “doings”—in laying out my own use of terminology later in the chapter. At
present, I restrict the discussion to his description of a narrative of return—that is, an idealized,
secularist or modernist narrative of religion, in which the earliest human religious experience is
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depicted as personal and apolitical, and only later were the pure categories of religion and politics
mixed, as religion was recruited in support of political ends (Fowles 2013:13-14). In other words,
the narrative of return involves the projection of an idealized, secular future into the deep past; if
the earliest, most “primal” human religion was solely a matter of individual feeling and belief, it is
logical and indeed necessary that religion in the present and the future should be similarly
constrained. Fowles offers this depiction of the master narrative of religion in modern thought in
contrast to a narrative of rupture, though it should be noted that he in fact describes two distinct
narratives of rupture as applied to past and present religion. The first is secularist, in which the
rupture is between past societies in which religion and politics are “mixed” and the secular present
and idealized future in which religion is a separate, wholly private category. Fowles is equally
critical of a second, postmodern narrative, which, although he does not gloss it as such, may also
be considered a narrative of rupture: here the break is between a premodern past (which may be
monolithic in its flexible, non-modern categories, or simply unknowable through modern
categorical thinking) and a modern present (Fowles 2013:11-12). I suspect that further exploration
of the narrative (or narratives?) of return has much to offer a history of archaeological thought.
Certainly, Fowles makes a convincing argument that such a narrative is present in Hayden’s
Shamans, Sorcerers, and Saints (2003), one of a very few books attempting to give a
comprehensive archaeological study of religion through time. Looking to the depiction of
archaeological time outside of the discipline itself, hints of such a narrative are present in
Fukuyama’s book—at least, it is only with the end of family-oriented “band level” organization
that “religion becomes more complex and institutionalized, which in turn affects other institutions
like leadership and property” (Fukuyama 2011:60). And yet I am not wholly convinced of the
presence of this narrative in the Southwest, or more precisely that this narrative fully explains how
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we as archaeologists treat and have treated past religion in the Southwest.
Since the 1990s, southwesternists, and particularly those working on late or “protohistoric”
contexts, have moved toward increasingly nuanced discussions of leadership and the operation of
power within society. This has included the turn toward religion-as-legitimation with which
Fowles is concerned, as well as more wide-ranging discussions of power in relationship to
community structure, gender, and violence (see, for example, Chamberlin 2006; papers in Crown
2000; Graves and Van Keuren 2011; McGuire and Saitta 1996; papers in Mills 2000; Mills 2004;
Plog and Solometo 1997). This movement away from neoevolutionary schema and egalitarianism
stemmed partially from revisiting or reinterpretation of Puebloan ethnography (e.g., Brandt 1980,
1994; Ortiz 1969; Whiteley 1988, 1998), although it should be noted that many earlier
ethnographies clearly depict power and inequality at the Pueblos, including describing the Pueblos
as “theocracies” (Eggan 1950; Kroeber 1917). The shifting dialog also came hard on the heels of
an acrimonious debate about politics (and particularly politics-as-government) in the late
prehispanic (i.e., Pueblo IV) Southwest; that is, whether large protohistoric settlements and
settlement clusters were more “complex” than the historic Pueblos (Lightfoot and Upham 1989;
Plog 1984; Reid 1989; Reid and Whittlesey 1990; Upham 1982). In so far as there as a present
consensus, it might be that power in the protohistoric northern Southwest operated much like it did
at the historic Pueblos, which were, however, by no means egalitarian—a position that stems in
part from a rejection of the earlier either/or neoevolutionary proposition. Chaco Canyon has been
the other locus of substantial discussion of religion and power in the Southwest. Indeed, religion
has come to dominate models of Chaco (see summaries in Mills 2002; Sebastian 2006), in which
legitimation again looms large, although a few commentators, most notably Stephen Lekson
(2009) feel that the emphasis on religion obscures a “political” reality. Chaco has also, however,
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stimulated discussions along other theoretical lines of the political in relationship to religion and
material culture (Heitman 2011; Mills 2004, 2008; Van Dyke 2007a), as well as a set of models
focusing heavily (and often erroneously, in my opinion) on violence (Turner and Turner 1999; see
Bustard 2008 for a critique). Outside of the protohistoric and Chacoan theoretical hot spots—areas
in which discussions of power have become explicit—the study of prehispanic southwestern
religion has been heavily weighted toward the integration narrative.
I would argue that the narrative of integration that remains present in southwestern
archaeology doesn’t fit well into the A-B-A format of Fowles’ narrative of return; that is, it is not a
narrative of a primitive, idealized secularism nor is it wholly the same thing as the legitimation
model (the “mixing” of the explicitly religious and political) that has become the more common
narrative in the late prehispanic Southwest and Chaco Canyon. While power is not discussed
explicitly in integrative models, assumptions about power pervade them: they posit an implicit
model of power in non-state societies in which religion is necessarily political and necessarily
functions in the service of the collective. While this may ultimately fit within an overarching
narrative of return, I suspect that we in the Southwest are still coping with the baggage of
neoevolutionary stages. Integrative religion is the religion of “tribes.” It also seems likely that the
very tacitness of these models—tacitness both of the models themselves (often little or no
supporting theoretical discussion is given in labeling large structures, religious architecture, or
religious activity “integrative”) and particularly of the role of power in the models—lends itself to
their persistence.
In order to explore why these models have gone unchallenged, and why it is beneficial to
challenge them, it will be useful to briefly explore their roots in anthropological thought. Lipe and
Hegmon’s edited volume (1989) remains the most thoughtful and complete treatment of
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architecture and integration in the prehispanic Southwest. In laying out the theoretical groundwork
for the volume, Hegmon wrote:
Religious ritual promotes social integration in at least three general ways. First, participating in ritual and
sharing the transcendent or numinous experiences it sometimes produces can reinforce social norms and
promote social solidarity (Durkheim 1965[1912]; Wallace 1966). Second, because ritually communicated
information is sanctified, ritual can serve to sanctify and hence promote the acceptance of important social
decisions such as the choice of a leader or mate or entry into a war (Rappaport 1971[b]). Finally, in some
cases ritual may help regulate aspects of the sociocultural system, including the distribution of food during
lean months (Ford 1972[a]) and the intensity and timing of various ecological relationships (Rappaport
1968). (Hegmon 1989:6)

Durkheim’s Elementary Forms of Religious Life, the first work cited above, is foundational
to an integrative view of religion, particularly in the idea of religious activity as producing a
feeling of transcendence, of belonging to a greater whole, or a sense of being part of society.
Durkheim’s term for this phenomenon was “effervescence,” although archaeologists may be more
likely to be familiar with Victor Turner’s similar (but not identical) concept “communitas” (Turner
1974). Importantly, Durkheim’s goals were universalist rather than evolutionary or secularist. He
saw religion as a key feature of human societies and applied the term broadly to historical
movements and phenomena characterized or brought about by effervescence, notably including
ideals of the French Revolution (Durkheim 2001:157-158). Far from seeing an inevitable march
toward the secular, Durkheim’s view of religion approached the millennial (a perspective no doubt
influenced by historical context—Durkheim was a French citizen of German-Jewish descent
writing at the eve of the first World War): “A day will come when our societies will once again
experience times of creative effervescence and new ideas will surge up, new formulas will arise
that will serve to guide humanity for a time. And having lived during these times, men will
spontaneously experience the need to revive them through thought now and then. . .” (Durkheim
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2001:323). Fowles returns to Durkheim’s concept of effervescence in his discussion of “doings”
(Fowles 2013:145-148). For Fowles, the appeal of effervescence—in addition to the lack of a
secular undertone—is in its focus on the production of affect, on experiencing the social order and
bringing it into being. As he points out, there is a real difference between this and the idea of
religion as legitimating or governing; here religion is an overt, not an obscure, part of the social
experience. Rather than describing Durkheim’s religion as reinforcing social norms, it might be
more accurate to say that he viewed religion as bringing social ideas into being and maintaining
those ideas, though not necessarily in perpetuity. Durkheim clearly envisioned religion as a mover
of events and individual flowerings of effervescence as transitory.
While Durkheim often receives at least a nod, Roy Rappaport’s work has been by far the
more frequently cited by southwestern archaeologists (Rappaport 1971a, 1971b, 1979).
Rappaport’s model of religion and ritual revolves around the conception of ritual as
communication; this includes the communication of rules that serve to regulate human behavior as
part of an ecological system (Rappaport 1968). Most southwestern examples have not taken this
latter route, although the idea of religious architecture as a setting for the redistribution of
resources still occasionally arises (see also Ford 1972a for an ecological approach to Eastern
Pueblo ethnography that both influenced and was influenced by Rappaport). In Rappaport’s
model, rituals primarily communicate information about their participants. He draws examples
from rites of passage, as well as rituals related to other, non-cyclical events (i.e., going to war). In
all cases, the information in question tends to be binary or otherwise fairly simple; by participating
in the ritual, an individual communicates her acceptance of the conditions surrounding it. The
stated purpose or religious content of rituals—and for Rappaport this takes the form of “ultimate
sacred postulates,” statements about the role of the sacred in the universe that importantly are both
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unverifiable and unquestionable—lend the quality of sanctity, and therefore of perceived truth, to
the unstated messages about the participants. Sanctity arises from both the unverifiable nature of
ultimate sacred postulates as well as from the invariable nature of rituals. Rappaport’s delineation
of the sacred as something so completely distinct from the rational is clearly vulnerable to
post-secular critique, and deserves more attention than I will give it here. Perhaps more pertinently
to the present study, this approach is a curiously ahistorical one to have become so beloved by
archaeologists—if sanctity depends on the invariability of ritual, how can anything become sacred
in the first place? How can an unchanging ritual or an infinitely repeated ultimate sacred postulate
come into being?
The historical conundrum intrinsic in such an approach demonstrates the lingering need for
a critical examination of the role of religion in the Southwest, and perhaps in the archaeological
study of non-state societies more broadly. Whether religious activity and material culture are
depicted as integrative or legitimative, there remains an underlying assumption that religion is part
of a homeostatic system (to use Rappaport’s terminology)—that it transmits messages that are
clear and clearly received, and that work toward maintenance of an existing system. Yet religion
clearly changed in the past, including the prehispanic southwestern past. In focusing on
homeostatic models of religion we are robbing ourselves of potential tools for examining that
change and for examining religion as driving change. It is painfully clear that religion in the
modern world has divisive potential; this is true on the microscale, as in debates within
congregations (e.g., Becker 1999), as well as on the global stage. Lest one imagine that this does
not apply to the southwestern past, examples can also be found in the history of the Pueblos. These
include the role played by religious conflict in community fissioning, most famously at Orayvi
(Whiteley 1988, 2008a; see Parsons 1996:15 for a list of additional instances); the 1680 Pueblo
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Revolt (Liebmann 2012); the massacre at Awat’ovi by people from other Hopi towns in 1700
(Whiteley 2008b); the early twentieth century conflict at Taos over the adoption of peyote
ceremonies (Fowles 2013: 229-230; Parsons 1996:1094-1097); and the presence of witchcraft
trials and executions (Cushing 1998[1883]:44-45; Parsons 1996:1066-1067), which likely have
prehispanic antecedents (Walker 1998, 2008). To be clear, I am not arguing that religion does not
integrate social groups or legitimate power relationships, only that it should not be taken as
anthropological gospel that it always does so and does so successfully. Nor do I mean to suggest
that the potential of religion to divide or stimulate change is fundamentally negative. I would
argue, however, that we archaeologists who study “small scale” societies remain to some extent
mired in our neoevolutionary baggage; even when we eschew categorical labels, there are still
theoretical lines we will not cross. In general, archaeologists studying states have done a better job
of exploring the complexities of power within past societies (including multivalence and
resistance), I suspect because “power” has always played an explicit role in our understanding of
such societies. This is the key point at which I am not wholly in agreement with Fowles—while I
am by no means advocating the existence of religion and politics as “natural,” separate categories,
I do believe that there is a real need for explicit discussion of the political, that is the operation of
power within society, in archaeological discussions of non-state societies, and particularly in
contexts where the conversation has been dominated by integration.

“Religion” as an Object of Inquiry
Having done my best to problematize the treatment of religion by southwestern
archaeologists, there are a number of fronts on which it is necessary to justify the use of “religion”
at all as the starting point for this study. This first of these involves the distinction (or lack thereof)
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between “religion” and “ritual.” Historically, archaeologists have tended to prefer to discuss
“ritual,” with the understanding that ritual (as action) is accessible through material culture while
religion (as belief) is either highly difficult or impossible to discern in the archaeological record.
Such a point of view dates back at least to Hawkes’ so-called ladder of inference (Hawkes 1954,
see Fogelin 2008). A corresponding understanding has been that religion is relatively unimportant
in explaining the prehistoric past, a point of view no doubt deeply grounded in materialism and the
sort of functionalist treatment of religion outlined above in Rappaport’s work—but present much
more broadly, including in some practice-based approaches (Humphrey and Laidlaw 1994,
2007)—in which the actual content of religious “belief” is immaterial to its social role. There is
also an unmistakable element of circular wishful thinking in archaeologists adopting this point of
view. In the Southwest, at least, this preference for “ritual” has led to the occasional recruitment of
the term to refer to whole systems of cosmology, material culture, and practice. More recently,
religion, and particularly religion as cosmology or belief, has become a much more widely
accepted and indeed desirable topic of archaeological inquiry, as various scholars have made the
argument that past belief is not only accessible in material culture but also was of critical
importance in past societies (Glowacki and Van Keuren 2011; Pauketat 2013; VanPool et al. 2006;
Whitley and Hays-Gilpin 2008).
The increasing openness to studies of cosmology and belief will no doubt greatly benefit
archaeology as a discipline. I would caution against a wholehearted adoption of the separation of
religion and ritual along lines of belief in contrast to action, however. Critical deconstructions of
religion as an anthropological category have noted that an emphasis on the primacy of belief, on
correct belief, or on the affirmation of belief has roots in post-Reformation or modern Christianity
(Asad 1993, 2003; Keane 2007; Masuzawa 2005). Asad (1993:62-65) points out that even in early
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and Medieval Christianity, correct action (i.e., discipline in the Foucaultian sense) was seen as
generative of correct belief, or more specifically of virtuous individuals. In any setting, belief
cannot be wholly abstracted from embodied individuals acting in the world (and if it were, it
actually would be archaeologically inaccessible). This model of structure as extant only as it is
embodied in individuals is inherent in the practice approach that I adopt here. This study will not
attempt an extensive reconstruction of Mogollon Highlands cosmology, although a more limited
discussion of great kivas as meaningful will be a critical part of the argument. I acknowledge that,
in glossing those meanings, the structures, and the actions surrounding them all as “religious” in
the context of a practice-based argument, I risk falling back into the archaeological habit of simply
ignoring the content of religion. However, the term “ritual” carries with it specific expectations
(among them invariance, as discussed above, or at least formality), which do not apply to all
religious action; this is particularly relevant to the discussion of great kiva construction and
retirement.
The critiques and deconstructions just cited extend beyond “religion as belief,” of course,
to religion more broadly as a category: “religion” as a distinct subset of human experience, belief,
or action is a modern construction. As discussed above, the potential problems generated by the
implied “purity” or separateness of religion as a category provide to a large extent the basis for
Fowles’ suggestion that the study of southwestern prehispanic religion be strangled at birth. In
focusing on the problematic separation of “religion” and “politics,” Fowles is echoing Asad, for
whom the modernist (or secularist) conception of religion as a category divorced from power is
particularly problematic in Western conceptions of modern Islam (Asad 1993, 2003). As it is my
intention to explicitly take a position in which “the political” refers to the power relationships that
permeate any society—and to explicitly discuss religion as political in my interpretation of great
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kivas—I am somewhat less concerned with the use of the term “religion” in this study carrying
implicit messages about power or government. I do see a need, however, to address the
anthropological, and particularly archaeological, history of isolating the religious from the
practical or rational. Such a distinction is so ingrained in archaeological practice that the
assignment of religious significance to objects with no obvious functional interpretation is a
standing archaeological joke—with the implication being not that we are missing the potential
religious significance of “mundane” things, but that there must, in reality, be a mundane
explanation for such unknown artifacts (for those who doubt that this attitude has any currency in
perceptions of archaeology beyond the discipline itself, I would recommend David Macaulay’s
delightful picture book Motel of the Mysteries [1979]). The same tendency to isolate the religious
from the practical appears in broader anthropological theory as well, however. Rappaport’s
description of sanctity as deriving specifically from messages that are completely set apart from
the rational world is described above. Although Geertz’s approach to religion comes from a far
more structuralist point of view, he distinguishes a “religious perspective” from, among other
things, a “common-sense” perspective, which encompasses “pragmatic” aims (Geertz 1973:110).
Joanna Brück (1999) and, following her, Richard Bradley (2005), have offered extensive
arguments against the separation of religious from domestic or everyday contexts in European
prehistory, noting the deep significance that many be intrinsic in various times and places to
houses, to agricultural facilities, and to craft production. Southwestern archaeologists have been
wrestling (at least obliquely) with similar questions at least since Watson Smith (1990) first posed
the question “When is a kiva?”—the answer is that a semi-subterranean structure can
simultaneously be a “pithouse,” a kiva, and a “men’s house,” though I would suggest that it is still
a worthwhile endeavor to explore the changing role of architectural spaces through time. Several
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recent southwestern studies have benefited from expressly avoiding a distinction between the
clearly religious and clearly everyday, producing particularly interesting discussions of
architecture and larger patterns of sites in cosmological terms (Fowles 2009; Liebmann et al. 2005;
Ortman 2008; Pruecel 2006) and of archaeological assemblages (including “trash”) as the products
of meaningful closure activity (Creel and Anyon 2003; Van Keuren and Roos 2013; Walker 2002;
Walker et al. 2000). My intention is to follow these studies in the interpretation of the foundation
and closure of great kivas. But despite the many valid difficulties outlined above, I will take a
position in which religion, or at least in which practice associated with great kivas, is in certain
ways set apart from the everyday or the mundane, a position which I hope to validate below.
The number of possible solutions to the postmodern or postsecular critique of religion is
limited. The critique can be (though it need not necessarily be) taken to paralyzing extremes; there
are after all no analytical categories that are not constructed within the lived experience of the
analyst, and it is possible to conclude therefore that the non-modern past is unknowable or
irrelevant to the study of the irretrievably modern present, points of view that Fowles sees as
troublingly present in cultural anthropology (2013:11-12). The solution offered by Asad for
anthropologists studying the modern world is particularism—that we should seek to study the
social history of specific institutions rather than to seek universal categories (Asad 1993, 2003).
Brück’s (1999) suggestion that we seek for alternative rationalities (see also Alberti et al. 2011)
and Pauketat’s (2011, 2013) discussion of “bundling” of ideas, practices, and material might to a
certain extent be seen in this light, as can Fowles’ book, in which he offers “doings” as a
particularly Puebloan label. To the extent that particularism means a focus on the history of a
single institution, this study also fits the mold, although my goals are ultimately comparative. My
difficulty with wholeheartedly adopting a point of view focused on the post-secular critic is that
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the critical approach hinges on the existence of that which it deconstructs—the existence of
religion as a modern conceptual category is a precondition for the unpacking of religion (the term
appears in the title of Fowles’ book, after all). In communicating our ideas to colleagues, let alone
to a general audience, we must to some extent fall back on modern categories.
What I propose to do here is to consider religion as marked practice, following Webb
Keane’s application of “markedness” (a concept with a long history in linguistic anthropology
[Waugh 1982]) in his discussion of materiality and semiotic ideologies (Keane 2008) and applied
somewhat later in an archaeological commentary (Keane 2010). The key concept I wish to make
use of here is that marked practice is practice understood by participants to be set apart in some
way from the normal, quotidian, or everyday. I am not advocating for this as a universal model of
religion (although I think it has broad comparative potential), or even as encompassing the entire
universe of behavior in the Mogollon Highlands that could in some way be glossed as “religious”
under other criteria. I have chosen it because it fits well with what we know of great kivas from the
archaeological record: they are clearly set apart and I will argue that their founding and retirement
were events in a very specific sense. The Pueblo view of many practices categorized by Western
ethnographers as religion as important, necessarily secret, powerful, and dangerous suggests that
“marked” is a reasonable description here as well (Brandt 1980,1994; Parsons 1996; Whiteley
1988:69, 1998). In the sense that “markedness” focuses on awareness or setting apart, it is not
tremendously different from Fowles’ “doings” or even Durkheim’s religion. Explicitness and
awareness, and particularly the potential awareness of society itself, are critical to Fowles’ model.
“Pueblo doings,” he suggests, can be seen as “practice characterized by a heightened awareness of
interconnectedness and the relations between things” (2013:103). I differ from Fowles in placing
rather less emphasis on interconnectedness. I don’t deny that interconnectedness may be widely
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found as a theme in indigenous commentary, or for that matter that it may have been a theme
heavily present in the world of the prehispanic central Southwest, but the current emphasis on
interconnectivity by archaeologists to some degree obscures the analytical reality that we must
bound studies somewhere. Fowles’ book is not (nor should it necessarily be!) an analysis of
agricultural production or features, even though the separation of religious and economic
categories is also problematic. Although I retain religion as a label throughout this study for the
sake of ease of communication, I return to an explicit discussion of markedness in the discussions
of practice and borderlands below, as well as in the interpretation of great kiva data.

Religion, Practice, and Culture Contact
Practice, Awareness, and Change
The argument I have tried to make thus far can be summarized as follows: the models of
religion that have been deployed in studying past non-state societies include unstated assumptions
about the operation of power in those societies that have limited our ability to examine change and
dissent in the past. While the category of religion can be problematic in a number of ways,
“religion” as a label retains some communicative value, and in studying great kivas here I will
consider religion to be marked practice. My treatment of religion as a political field through time,
and particularly in the context of borderlands or culture contact, is largely grounded in practice
theory. Practice theory became a topic of conversation in archaeology in the last decades of the
twentieth century, and certain general elements of a practice approach have since been
incorporated into archaeological orthodoxy, in particular agency—at least in the broad sense of
human beings as knowledgeable actors who make decisions that affect their worlds—and
recursivity (Hegmon 2003). Among archaeologists, this latter is most often expressed in relation to
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material culture—the archaeological record does not merely reflect human societies, it is the result
of relationships in which human behavior both shaped and was shaped by material objects. These
concerns have served at least partially as the base from which archaeologists have branched out
into a wider variety of theoretical concerns, among them performance, embodiment, ontology, and
particularly materiality and object agency. At this late date, practice qua practice may seem
somewhat passé, but, while the days of archaeological volumes with “agency” in the title may be
past, there is some value in briefly revisiting the theoretical roots that undergird the treatment of
contact, borderlands, and architecture in this study.
I am primarily following Ortner (1989) in her study of the founding of Sherpa monasticism
in treating practice theory as an approach to societies as constellations of practice, agents,
structure, and history. It should be noted that for Ortner a practice-based approach, and practice
itself as a study topic, is wedded to a particular conceptualization of the political. Practice is human
behavior only as considered in relationship to social structure, and social structure is
fundamentally political—that is, it is at least partially constituted of power relationships. Agents
(or actors) are knowledgeable and act according to their own rationality and interest, but such
action is both constrained and enabled (and, indeed, actors are produced as actors) by the social
structure. It is important to reiterate here that agency does not exist independently of structure.
This runs somewhat counter to the depiction of agency in cultural or behavioral ecological
approaches, which often assume a sort of universal, self-interested rationality among actors.
Hayden (2003:18), for example, writes of changes in past religion: “what determines which beliefs
and behaviors will be adopted by most individuals is the perceived benefit that will be derived
from adopting specific beliefs or behaviors.” Practice approaches posit no such Archimedean
viewpoint from which actors can stand to make decisions in isolation from existing practice and
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structure. Likewise, structure exists only as embodied within agents, not as an external menu of
beliefs and behaviors from which to select (although increasingly archaeologists and other
scholars of material culture might argue that actors bring structure into physical being through
material culture).
The adoption of a historical approach is fundamental to Ortner’s study—as well as to
Sahlins’ (1981) study of Hawaiian culture contact and Jean Comaroff’s (1985) study of Tshidi
Zionism, all of which I will use as examples below. These works were produced in the context of a
broader debate about anthropology and history, and particularly the dominance of “the West” and
western rationality in historical narratives produced in cultural anthropology (see also Asad 1993).
Archaeologists studying colonial contexts have grappled with similar questions about modernity
and western dominance in narratives of contact and colonialism, and particularly about agency and
identity in colonial contexts (e.g., Meskell 2002; Silliman 2009, 2012). Although a number of
issues of modernity and colonialism will need to be addressed in this study (in the discussion of
secularism above, in the use of “culture contact” as a label, and in the treatment of prehispanic
southwestern religion as ancestral to religious practice as practiced by the historic and modern
Pueblos), the kind of contact of interest to this study would admittedly have in some ways been
very different from modern (or even ancient) colonialism. The case studies cited below were
chosen specifically because they deal explicitly with religion in the intersection of practice,
structure, and history. The very real question of scale in culture contact will be addressed in a
subsequent section.
While all practice approaches hinge to some extent on the idea that practice is
transformative as well as reproductive of structure, emphasis is often placed on reproduction even
to the extent that change seems possible only through extraordinary circumstances or acts of will.
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This question of recursivity, and related questions about the self-awareness of actors, must be
addressed in crafting practice-based approaches to history. Bourdieu, whose concept of habitus as
embodied structure is often cited by archaeologists, heavily emphasizes recursivity in his approach
to practice. In point of fact, Bourdieu seems to have envisioned past societies (“ancient societies”)
as primarily characterized by doxa—that is, structure and practice which are learned and
reproduced largely without discursive awareness, elements of the social world which appear
“self-evident” (Bourdieu 1977:164). Doxa is described in opposition to orthodoxy and heterodoxy,
which imply an awareness that alternative practices or beliefs are possible. It is not clear exactly
which societies Bourdieu considered to be “ancient,” and the archaeologist Adam Smith has
offered a blistering critique of the proposition that the people of ancient societies were “inherently
more enslaved to routine” than those of any other time period, noting that condemning the past to
doxa is at least partially a rhetorical device adding urgency (“the pale echoes of a Marxist
historical imperative”) to the call to question present social structures (Smith 2001). Giddens
(1994) has argued for a similar disruption in the level of awareness and possibility of discourse in
describing non-modern societies as “traditional,” in opposition to modern, “post-traditional”
societies, although his focus tends more toward conceptions of authority and plurality. While
neither Giddens nor Bourdieu necessarily assume past societies or “traditional societies” are
uniform in content, the traces of either a narrative of rupture or a march of evolutionary stages are
certainly present, and neither theorist seems to offer an off-the-shelf solution for archaeological
problems. The assumed lack of dissenting voices in the past is particularly troubling from an
archaeological point of view, and begs question of mechanisms of change in past societies.
For this study, I will take as a starting point Ortner’s basic proposition for mechanisms of
historical change, which also hinges on questions of awareness: “Reproduction takes place either
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because people cannot see alternatives, or do not have the power to institutionalize the alternatives
that they see. Change takes place because alternatives become visible, or because actors have or
gain the power to bring them into being” (Ortner 1989:201). This formula is appealing in its
simplicity, but is not without its problems. The same roots in Marxian ideas about revolutionary
consciousness are visible here as in Bourdieu’s discussion of orthodoxy, and an obvious critique of
the statement is one that Smith also makes of Bourdieu: Surely maintaining the existing structure
or even resisting change may also be a choice and an exercise of agency? To realistically address
the role of actors’ awareness (or intentionality, or agency) in historical change, it is necessary to
return to the proposition that structure is not independent of actors. There will always be variability
in the experience of individuals, and actions and objects will always to some degree be
multivalent; structure is never wholly uniform across all actors. Awareness of (and interest in)
social structures will likewise vary among individuals; Keane (2008) raises this point in his
discussion of semiotic ideologies. At the same time, structure must be shared in order to be
comprehensible, and it is not unreasonable to suggest broad differences in the degree of awareness
associated with various elements of structure or practice shared to some extent across a society;
that is, in Bourdieu’s terminology, differences in the degree to which particular elements of
structure and practice exist in the universe of discourse. Events may bring about abrupt changes in
actors’ awareness of social structure as well as in the conditions of practice, as in the culture
contact studies that will be described below. There is another addendum that must be made to
Ortner’s formula, however, and this is that not all change need be the product of intentional
action—agents are not omniscient, and their actions may (and often do) eventually produce largely
or entirely unanticipated effects. Archaeologists are particularly well placed to study long term
consequences, and this is again a point at which the physicality of material culture is particularly
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important. Rosemary Joyce (2004) has written about the origins of Mesoamerican monumental
architecture in Formative period platform mounds as an explicit example of unintended
consequences, and (closer to the home territory of this study) Varien (1999) has characterized the
pithouse to pueblo transition on the Colorado plateau in similar ways. More broadly, the
directional, and sometimes dire, consequences of human use of the environment (or even of
population growth) have long been themes in archaeology and can also be seen in such terms (e.g.,
Stiner 2001; Van West 2011; Verhoeven 2004).
I have emphasized the discussion of awareness or consciousness in practice and history
because it is particularly relevant to the discussion of religion above. If religion is marked
practice—that is practice characterized by awareness, practice recognized by participants as in
some way set apart—this implies the possibility for religion to be subject to disagreement and
conflict, as well as to be a locus through which conflicts are played out. It is not coincidental that
Bourdieu borrowed “orthodoxy” from the vocabulary of religion. Correct opinion (or straight or
straightened opinion) implies the existence of other opinions, however incorrect. This is why
Rappaport, in his work focusing heavily on communication and language, falls back on the
embodied experience of the numinous to generate the quality of sanctity that he ascribes to his
ultimate sacred postulates. The existence of discourse implies the possibility of counterdiscourse.
To reiterate what I have stated above, the intent here is not to imply that religion cannot or does not
at times legitimize authority or social structure, or produce numinous feelings, or indeed bring
social structure into being in a very real way. The point I do want to emphasize is that religion as
marked practice exists within the realm of discussion and argument, and, if religious practice is
viewed as especially important, it may exist especially within the realm of discussion and
argument. At the same time, my intent is not to postulate hyperaware or superhuman agents.
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Religion may be seen as a political field, in Bourdieu’s (1990:66-68) sense of “field:” the marked,
discursive practice and structure in which relationships of power are played out are bounded and
made possible by shared assumptions, elements which are less discursive and more
taken-for-granted. Within its context as a political field, religion has the potential to change and
motivate change through time, even in the absence of major disruptions or crises. This does not
mean, however, that events cannot substantially alter the conditions of religious practice, including
consciousness of elements of practice and structure. Culture contact—and by extension
borderlands, which might be seen as culture contact as mapped onto space and time—is one such
event.

Eventful Histories of Culture Contact
Beck and colleagues (2007) have argued that sociologist William Sewell’s (2005) specific
conceptualization of “events” can be usefully applied to the archaeological past. Like that of
Sahlins, Ortner, and Comaroff, Sewell’s work is situated within a social science tradition
concerned with the articulation of history and practice. What Beck et al. find particularly attractive
is Sewell’s grounding of structure and practice in the material world, as he takes Giddens’ concept
of “resources” and applies it specifically to physical (including embodied) resources, rather than
elements of structure (Sewell 2005:133-136). In addition, “events” in this framework are not
construed as single moments, but as chains of circumstances which disrupt schemas, or elements
of structure: “schemas once used to mobilize and interpret an array of resources collapse beneath
the burden of exceptional circumstances; they lose their capacity to make sense of things” (Beck et
al. 2007:835). These ruptures allow, or indeed require, the reassembling of schemas in new and
creative ways. Beck and colleagues further suggest that events may lend themselves especially to
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the reimagining of ritual, although they suggest that such rituals serve primarily “to sanction and
formalize [the] emerging order.” It should at this point be unsurprising that I view the role of
religion in events as much more complex, but I agree that the conceptualization of events as long
term and grounded in the material world has a great deal of utility in archaeological contexts. The
emphasis in Sewell’s model on disruption and the awareness of structure, as well as on both
structure and “resources” as perennially polysemic, is particularly relevant here.
Culture contact can in many ways be construed as an enormously disruptive event, again
bearing in mind that an “event” may be a very long term chain of interactions rather than a single
moment, even where the physical and metaphorical distance between the groups involved is less
extreme than in European colonialism. I will return to the issue of scale in culture contact below,
but for the time being will consider culture contact in broad terms as defined by Cusick (1998:4):
“Culture contact can thus be defined as a predisposition for groups to interact with ‘outsiders’—a
necessity created through human diversity, settlement pattern, and desire for exchange—and to
want to control that interaction.” The three classic examples given below—Sahlins’ work on
Hawaiian culture contact (Sahlins 1981), Ortner’s anthropological history of the founding of
Sherpa celibate Buddhist monasteries (Ortner 1989), and Jean Comaroff’s study of Zionism
among the Tshidi in northern South Africa during the 1970s (Comaroff 1985)—are all concerned
with changes in religious practice, and particularly with demonstrating that these changes do not in
fact represent the complete collapse (or necessarily any collapse) of existing schema; instead, they
show varying degrees and methods of creatively reassembling existing elements within new
conditions.
Sahlins’ work has been crucial to the larger theoretical discussion of the articulation of
history and structure, but here I will focus narrowly on a few of the details of his Hawaiian case
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study (Sahlins 1981). Most famously, Sahlins wrote about Captain Cook’s death at the hands of a
group of Hawaiians in 1779 as being situated within a deeply political Hawaiian religious cycle.
Sahlins has been criticized for perpetuating the myth of the “white god” (Obeyesekere 1994), and
it is true that in focusing exclusively on a Hawaiian perspective of events, Sahlins ignores to some
extent the cultural schemas of the European sailors who are his primary sources. In general,
anthropologists have been less concerned with the legitimacy of Captain Cook’s divinity than with
Sahlins’ argument that culture contact was mediated by a Hawaiian internal logic. Of perhaps the
most interest to a discussion of religion and change is the somewhat longer-term erosion and
transformation of the Hawaiian system of tabu or kapu (it might be argued that tabu permeates
Polynesian societies too thoroughly for “religion” to be a satisfactory label, but certainly tabu is
quintessentially about marked categories). The behavior of European sailors, for example with
regard to the presence and bodies of elites, to prohibitions against women’s consumption of certain
foods and sharing meals with men, and to the ability of non-elites to have access to certain classes
of powerful material objects, would have both provided a visible alternative and generated
situations in which Hawaiians were able to (or indeed had little choice but to) ignore existing
tabus. Such situations opened possibilities for resistance and the renegotiation of class and gender
power relationships inherent in the tabu system. Sahlins argues that efforts by Hawaiian elites to
control access to trade goods and their adoption of European goods and practices, eventually
including the repudiation of the tabus in 1819 by Kamehameha II and Kaahumanu (respectively
the son and widow of Kamehameha I, who is celebrated as the founder of the kingdom of Hawaii
and was the grandson of the king present at the death of Cook), were in fact part of a continuing
need for Hawaiian elites to define themselves as set apart (and above) commoners. Kaahumanu’s
embrace of Calvinist Protestantism and subsequent enactment of laws dictating certain elements of
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Protestant morality can likewise be seen as a reinstatement of a transformed system of tabu. At the
same time, adherence to the old system of tabus or abrogation of the new system (as in the
consumption of alcohol and the revival of hula dancing) became key parts of struggles for power
among Hawaiian elites (1981:62-66).
Of the examples given here, Comaroff’s (1985) has the greatest focus on
ethnography—she was writing about Tshidi Zionism as she observed it under Apartheid in the
1970s—but her discussion of the longer-term historical context is also relevant here. The Tshidi
are an ethnically Tswana group, who, at the time of Comaroff’s fieldwork and writing, occupied a
position of what might be called legislated peripherality in northern South Africa. The history of
missionization among the Tshidi dates to the first half of the nineteenth century; in a pattern not
uncommon in colonial encounters, Tshidi and other Tswana elites made use of Methodist
missionaries as intermediates, particularly in asking for British intercession against the Boers. At
the same time, the Protestant ideologies promoted by the missionaries, particularly ideas about
individualism and religion which might also be broadly construed as secularist and which were
seen by the missionaries and colonial authorities as critical to the “civilizing” project (c.f. Keane
2007), served to undermine chiefly power. Comaroff (1985:25) suggests that these circumstances
gave rise to the conceptualization of “Tswana tradition,” as something definable in contrast to
white, Protestant culture. The Zionist groups that arose more than a century later were explicitly a
rejection of both “traditional” schemas and mainstream Protestant schemas, and at the same time
were a “bricolage” (Comaroff 1985:197, following Levi-Strauss 1966) incorporating and
remaking elements of both. Comaroff’s central thesis is that in defining themselves through this
creative reassembling, members of Zionist congregations were acting in resistance to state
oppression, redefining themselves and their role in the world using the limited resources available
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to those in very disadvantaged positions. She also points out that there are broad similarities in the
appropriation of Christian language and imagery by subaltern groups in Colonial contexts,
particularly throughout the African diaspora (Comaroff 1985:258-260).
Ortner’s study of the foundation of the Sherpa celibate monasteries and nunnery takes the
longest historical view of these studies, although the key events (the actual foundings) took place
within the span of a decade in the early twentieth century. The study is also the perhaps the least
straight-forward example of “culture contact.” The Sherpas are Buddhists of Tibetan heritage
whose ancestors first settled in what is now northern Nepal during the sixteenth century CE; they
were first incorporated into the Nepalese state in the late eighteenth century. The Gorkha rulers of
Nepal, and the Rana rulers that followed them beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, were
high-caste Hindus, and various state policies were intended to enforce elements of Hindu religious
codes concerned with caste and purity (Ortner 1989:97). The first celibate monasteries in Sherpa
territory were founded in 1916 and 1923, followed by the foundation of a nunnery in 1925. By this
time, a long history of state policies—policies that utilized wealthy Sherpas (“big people”) as local
tax collectors, granted access to land and government offices, and supported trade monopolies
(Ortner 1989:110-111)—had served both to enrich big people and to undermine their legitimacy
within the Sherpa community. At the same time, enterprising “big people” had also benefited from
an increase in commercial opportunities, primarily involving labor organization, associated with
the presence of the British Raj in Darjeeling from the mid-nineteenth century. The increased wage
labor opportunities associated with the British presence, including the earliest mountaineering
efforts, also increased the resources available to Sherpa “small people.”
Ortner argues that the foundation of the monasteries concerned legitimacy in multiple
senses. The foundings were clearly situated within competition for prestige between big people
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(specifically two brothers) and a need for big people to justify their position. Ortner suggests that a
specific narrative of competition is a key theme in Sherpa history, and was likely involved in the
founding of non-celibate temples in the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century. Coalitions of
big people provided substantial amounts of funding for the monasteries and also canvassed for
donations and supplies. The concern with legitimacy cannot be separated from a concern with
merit, however, among both the big people and small people, who also contributed money and
substantial amounts of labor to the process of monastery foundation. The accumulation of merit, of
personal virtue, was a key motivation among the participants in the founding. At the time of
Ortner’s fieldwork, the foundings continued to be seen as events with religious benefits for the
Sherpas as a group, and the celebrations surrounding temple consecration were still vividly
recalled after 60 years (Ortner 1989:164). To return to themes from earlier in this chapter, religion
in this case cannot be described as obscuring some set of “real” motives or causes—and, indeed,
Ortner’s interviewees frankly identified prestige along with merit as a probable concern of the
temple founders, making this motivation anything but obscure (Ortner 1989:143)—but was itself a
key mover of events.
I’ve provided only the briefest overview of these studies, but I would like to call attention
to a number of common themes. Religious practice in the studies described above is political, and,
indeed, these are contexts in which politics-as-government should not be considered as a category
easily separable from religion. Ortner explicitly makes this point with regard to the Sherpas
(1989:44), and Hawaiian tabus are clearly inseparable from systems of class and governance, but
this is true even of Comaroff’s case study, where early Methodist missionization was bound up
with Colonial authority as “Tswana tradition” was not separable from chiefly power, and even in
the twentieth century, mainline Protestantism had come to be seen as symbolic of the state status
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quo. The political elements of these studies involve the navigation and negotiation of multiple
crosscutting structures, including kinship, gender, class or status, as well as relationships between
or among social groups in contact. In no case is it sufficient to describe religion as either
legitimating power relationships or integrating society; each of these studies show some degree of
resistance, contestation, or counterinterpretation.
The studies also demonstrate the possibility for culture contact to disrupt or raise
awareness of structure; all may be seen as “eventful” in the long-term sense described above. The
changes in religious practice described in Sahlins’ and Comaroff’s studies involve varying degrees
of creativity (or bricolage). Both show some degree of purposeful rejection of “traditions,”
rejections which were themselves still contextualized in existing schema, and the repurposing of
traditions in resistance. Such awareness may also be involved in the making and marking of social
boundaries in somewhat complex ways. During the mid-nineteenth century, Tshidi families
strongly associated with the church were concentrated in a settlement at Mafikeng (later to be
Anglicized as “Mafeking” and to become the Colonial administrative hub of the area) led by the
chief’s half-brother, a Christian convert (Comaroff 1985:28). This allowed the Tshidi converts
both to serve as crucial mediators with the missionaries and network of colonial authorities and to
be kept spatially segregated from the core of traditional Tshidi authority. The members of the
twentieth century Zionist groups described by Comaroff emphasized the wearing of uniforms,
including certain elements worn continuously rather than only while participating in rites; such
elements set them apart as a group and allowed them to define themselves in terms outside of those
set by the state. While Sherpa resistance to the Nepalese state is only a very minor theme in
Ortner’s study, there are clear indications that both “big” and “small” Sherpas to some degree saw
themselves as Buddhists in contrast to the Hindu state. A descendant of one of the monastery
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founders, who served as a state official, noted that his ancestor “made a point of wearing Sherpa
dress when he carried his tax collections to Kathmandu (this despite the fact that such garb is much
too hot for the Kathmandu climate), and he always stayed at the Buddhist shrine of Bodnath when
he was there” (Ortner 1989:147). Historical sources suggest that some returning wage laborers
flatly refused to obey state laws concerning purification (Ortner 1989:165-166). The Sherpas were
also to some extent defined religiously in the eyes of the British; early twentieth century
documents praising the Sherpas’ ability as mountaineering “porters” specifically mention the
advantage of Buddhist porters not having special dietary requirements (Ortner 1989:161). Such
examples begin to approach the articulation of culture contact, social boundaries, and material
culture—obviously a key concern for an archaeological study, and one to which I will return in the
last portion of the chapter.

Culture Contact and Scale
I alluded above to the problem of scale in studying culture contact in non-state societies.
The next portion of this chapter will deal in detail with questions of geographic scale, but there are
a number of questions regarding social scale that must be addressed—primarily, was culture
contact outside of the context of colonialism fundamentally different from colonial contacts? If so,
how, and do such differences negate any value in comparisons with colonial contexts? There is a
substantial amount of variability in the constellations of power present in the contexts just cited,
but all are set to some degree within the context of global colonialism, with the imbalance of power
that that suggests. Silliman (2005) has made a strong argument for the preferential use of
“colonial” and “colonialism,” rather than culture contact, as labels for the archaeology of historical
contexts in North America and elsewhere. Archaeologists have extended the study of culture
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contact into the deeper past, most often to contexts involving ancient states or other situations
where a clear imbalance of power is present, and here too a preference for “colonialism” as a label
has become evident (see papers in Lyons and Papadopoulos 2002; Stein, ed. 2005). Both Silliman
and Gosden (2004) suggest that “colonialism” as a term highlights the importance of
power—including both attempted domination and any number of forms of resistance and
negotiation.
In her commentary on the papers collected from a Center for Archaeological Investigation
seminar, Rani Alexander proposed that, rather than assuming a clear distinction between
“colonial” and “non-colonial” contact, archaeologists consider cultural contacts in terms of a
spectrum, based on imbalance of power and intensity of interaction, from “colonization” to
“cultural entanglement” to “symmetrical exchange” (Alexander 1998:482). The first implies
incorporation of resources (including human labor) into the hinterland of expansionist state.
Cultural entanglement implies a lower intensity of interaction; the examples given by Alexander
from the volume still involve states, but describe situations with little or no evidence of attempts to
directly control labor and resources in “contacted” groups and areas. As Alexander notes based on
the historical examples from the volume, entanglement (under this definition) may actually
precede colonization in the same contexts. Symmetrical exchange is framed as nonhierarchical
interaction. It is:
a process in which networks of interdependency among households create a symbiosis in economic, social,
and ritual spheres that crosscuts linguistic and territorial boundaries. Power differentials between exchange
partners are not in evidence, and similar transport technology is accessible to all members of the network.
(Alexander 1998:486)

Significantly, there is only one example of such exchange in the volume, Terrell’s (1998)
discussion of contact in the southwestern Pacific. Particularly relevantly for this study, Alexander
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goes on to suggest general patterns in change in ritual in contexts of culture contact:
In systems of symmetrical exchange, ritual practices show a widespread distribution crosscutting territorial
and linguistic boundaries. Within processes of entanglement, ritual practice and the production of symbol[s]
appear highly syncretic. Under processes of colonization, new ideologies and religion become widespread,
often symbolized architecturally, whereas native religion and ritual practices become compartmentalized.
(Alexander 1998:491-492)

Alexander’s chapter is laudable as a rare attempt to cope with archaeological questions of
scale and contact, but also contains some problematic assumptions. Based on the discussion at the
head of this chapter, it should be unsurprising that I feel a view of contact between non-state
groups in which power is explicitly dismissed from consideration to be insufficient. While the
political aspects of interaction within non-state contexts would certainly be very different from
those involved in the lives of people living under Colonial regimes, power would nevertheless be
present in the interaction between groups and individuals, in relationship to their relative roles as
members of social, residential, kinship, gender-based, age-based, religious, first-comer,
late-comer, or other groups. There remains the possibility of a vast spectrum of unequal
relationships to be found between repressive colonial regimes and truly “egalitarian” transactions.
The equation of contact with exchange (and, in the case of symmetrical exchange, with
“symbiosis”) is also not without its difficulties. Certainly, this point of view is archaeologically
understandable, as trade goods are surely some of the clearest evidence of interaction among
groups. At the same time, such an approach makes it difficult to entertain the possibility of culture
contact that does not result in the flow of material culture or to ask questions about which forms of
material culture move and which do not, and why. It should be admitted that Alexander’s chapter
is now well over a decade old, and recent archaeological movements, some of which are discussed
below, are more likely to forefront material culture as actively involved in the production of
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structure rather than to envision material culture in terms of material correlates for social
structures. It is also worth noting that intensity of interaction need not be conceptualized as
measured on the same axis as inequality in power relationships. A model in which encounters
between non-state groups (or just between groups among whom there is no clear disparity in power
and control of resources) necessarily lead to integration and symbiosis should, if taken to the
extreme, result in an enormous amount of cultural homogeneity—a complete lack of spatially
detectable cultural boundaries. In reality, culture does not vary continuously in space, and in the
next portion of this chapter, I make the argument that borderlands and spatial boundaries visible in
the archaeological record are highly relevant to the study of culture contact in non-state societies.
“Symmetry” as a label is appealing, however—in spite of all of the above, the contacts that are
relevant to this study are among groups who, in global comparison, are very similar to one another
in social organization, subsistence strategies, and general material culture; they might be said to be
“symmetrical” in the sense of this similarity, though not in the sense of meeting on completely
egalitarian terms. Perhaps the most reasonable appellation would be “symmetrical contact.”
The problem of historical change in religious practice, is of course, the central concern of
this study. Alexander’s summary describes the trends she saw in the seminar papers, but it is
perhaps worthwhile to take a larger view. The colonization studies discussed primarily refer to
European colonial contexts, in which it may be that the specific characteristics and history of
Christianity as an institution are the primary drivers of the spread of Christianity and repression of
native institutions. Syncretic elements may certainly appear under repressive Colonial regimes;
assuming that syncretism and bricolage can be roughly equated (but see Liebmann 2013), this is a
central theme of Comaroff’s study. Likewise, “entangled” situations need not necessarily lead to
syncretism—it is impossible to be certain from the information in Ortner’s study, but it seems
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likely that Sherpa Buddhism remained largely unaltered (or became even “more Buddhist” with
the foundation of monastic institutions) in the face of involvement with both the Hindu rulers of
Nepal and the (more-or-less) Protestant British Raj. Let me reemphasize here the point that not
exchanging ideas or remaining the same despite the possibility of change are still historical
processes and exercises of agency. The idea of syncretism is itself somewhat
problematic—Liebmann (2013) has offered the critique that “syncretism” is too politically neutral,
implying a harmonious joining of multiple traditions without much consideration of either agency
or resistance. There is also to some degree an implied assumption in the term that “religions” are
whole, discrete systems which become somehow adulterated through syncretism; this is certainly
the case in the implied criticism present when Vila’s (2005) northern Mexican or fronterizo
evangelical informants spoke about southern Mexican Catholicism (the implication being that
Catholicism, particularly as practiced in southern Mexico, is a less authentic form of Christianity).
Alternatively, there may be an association specifically with religion in complex
societies—otherwise, how is syncretism different from the movement of religious schema through
symmetrical interaction? But what about the free flow of religion across lines in symmetrical
interactions? This is surely the most relevant proposition to a study of religious change in the
Southwest, and, at first glance seems problematic to a model of religion as political, and
particularly to one in which religion may be recruited to produce or reinforce social boundaries.
In fact, there is ample evidence of the flow of religious practice among the historic and
modern Pueblos (and, to a lesser extent, among Pueblos and other groups). Alfonso Ortiz offers the
following summary:
In the purely religious realm, strikingly similar kachinas have been known from the Hopi villages to the Rio
Grande, and there have long been Zuni and Tewa clowns at Hopi, Keresan clowns and medicine men among
the Tewa, and Jemez medicine men also among the Tewa. The initiations for most of these borrowed
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religious practitioners were and still are conducted only in the Pueblos where they originated. Specialist
medicine men also traveled freely through different Pueblos, however far-flung, to treat those who needed
them. The Pueblos have also always been known, down through history, to “re-seed” decaying traditions
from nearby vital Pueblos, even across linguistic boundaries. Even priesthoods which have died out in a
given Pueblo because of epidemic or other natural disasters are “replanted,” to use the native agricultural
terminology, by priests from other Pueblos who train and initiate new members for the unfortunate
community. This, presumably, is how the borrowed religious specialists originated. (Ortiz 1994:298)

Parsons offered a substantial catalog of shared traits and actual instances of borrowing that she
either observed or was told about (Parsons 1939: Chapter 8), and Ford (1972b) described similar
“replanting,” as well as the role of items exchanged among the Pueblos, and between Pueblos and
other groups, in religious practice. Ware (2014:174, see also Ware and Blinman 2000) proposes a
specific historical model for the Rio Grande Pueblos in which katsina and medicine societies were
borrowed from the Keres-speaking Pueblos by the Tewa, while moiety organization traveled in the
other direction. Archaeologists have long been interested in the origin and time depth of the
katsina “cult,” which is typically argued to have spread through the northern Southwest beginning
in the fourteenth century. Adams places the origins of the historic katsina cult on the Upper Little
Colorado, or at least in the Arizona Transition Zone (Adams 1991; Adams and LaMotta 2006;
Duff 2002). However, various authors have drawn connections to earlier katsina-like imagery and
to possible relationships with Mesoamerican ideology (e.g., McGuire 2011; Schaafsma 1999), and
it seems likely that protohistoric katsina religion was to some extent a reorganization or
revitalization of existing practice (Mills 2004). Crown (1994) proposed a widely shared
“Southwestern cult” associated with iconography present on Salado Polychromes produced across
a very large area in the late prehispanic central and southern Southwest, a model which has to a
large extent been adopted in other studies of “Salado” settlements (Clark et al. 2013; McGuire
2011; VanPool et al. 2006). There are a number of shared schema visible in material culture
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stretching into the deep southwestern past with connections that extend well beyond the Southwest
itself—these include imagery that can be associated with Mesoamerican “flower world” ideology
(Hays-Gilpin and Hill 1999; Mathiowetz 2011), horned or plumed serpents (Mills and Ferguson
2008; Phillips et al. 2006), and twin deities (Gilman et al. 2014).
This picture of widely shared religion sounds very much like the flow of practice described
in Alexander’s symmetrical model; Ortiz’s description in particular seems to reach the point of
what Alexander refers to as “symbiosis.” The flow of religious practice does not necessarily imply
an absence of political implications or of social boundaries, however. Ortiz was specifically
interested in the formation of a sense of “Pueblo” identity, an identity conceived of in contrast to
“non-Pueblo” others. He notes that individuals or groups from one Pueblo might attend another’s
public ceremonies, and that such ceremonies might include burlesques of outsiders—that is of
colonial figures, non-Indians, or non-Pueblo Indians, but not of figures from other Pueblos.
Parsons, writing six decades earlier, noted a certain amount of “town solidarity” (1996:7) in which
individuals from various Pueblos drew attention to differences or divisions among Pueblos, but
lamented that her informants were either “blind to” or disinterested in the religious differences (a
modern reader might suspect in addition that the individuals Parsons interviewed may also have
been disinclined to talk to an ethnographer about religious knowledge that was properly the
possession of other groups, and Parsons was certainly aware of the importance of secrecy in
Pueblo religion). This disinterest was not universally the case, however: particular ceremonies or
societies were widely to be associated with certain Pueblos and not others, as was the difference in
secrecy associated with katsina ritual in the Eastern compared with the Western Pueblos (Parsons
1996:941). There is also some evidence that Parsons’ interlocutors prioritized difference
differently than she did:
. . . Later Lusteti [from Zuni] told me with derision that their [Acoma’s] sacred lake was only a little pool
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somewhere below the mesa. That it was not a large lake to which pilgrimage was made gave him a sense of
differing from the Acoma out of all proportion to the fact which arrested his attention, a familiar tourist
attitude. And I doubt if he ever learned at all about the more important difference, i.e., that the dead of Acoma
go not under water to a kachina dance hall but back to their great Mother underground. (Parsons
1996:943-944).

This vignette suggests a degree to which a modernist prioritization of belief as the distinguishing
feature of religion is missing the point of a religious worldview in which place and action in the
world are no less important.
Nor are the re-seeding and sharing of traditions described above without political aspects
or elements of boundary maintenance—even when shared, societies and ceremonies seem often to
remain or have remained associated with their Pueblos of origin. Parsons’ descriptions
demonstrate the persistence of these associations in language, both in the names given to particular
ceremonies or katsina—for example, in the performance of “Zuni Shalako” by the Hopi of First
Mesa (Parsons 1996:972, see also pp. 983, 985) and in the performance of “borrowed” ceremonies
in their original language (Parsons 1996:974, 977). Note that, in the passage from Ortiz cited
above, the initiations for borrowed societies “were and still are conducted only in the Pueblos
where they originated,” suggesting a concerted effort to maintain control of societies’ practice and
knowledge. Furthermore, not all requests for the knowledge of and rights to a particular ceremony
or society were accepted: Parsons (1996:969) reported that in 1883 a delegation from Zuni offered
a substantial amount of material in exchange for initiation into the Hopi Snake-Antelope society
and were refused. Some attempts by individuals with religious skills or occupying religious offices
to move their practice were thwarted by the community confiscating their “paraphernalia”
(Parsons 1996:944, footnote). And finally, some suites of religious practice were introduced by
immigrants who left their Pueblo of origin due to intracommunity conflict; Parsons (1996:15-16)
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describes the founding of a Laguna community at Isleta in these terms.
Ford (1972b:40) specifically suggests that population collapse under colonialism has had
much to do with re-seeding and spread of religious practice in the Pueblos. I have a rather fine line
to walk on this point. Ware’s thesis that Pueblo religion and social organization are the products of
a lengthy history, rather than the fragments of a system utterly disrupted by colonialism, is an
important one. And the argument that “contacted” groups frame and participate in contact on their
own terms is the primary thesis of the case studies cited above, and a principal concern of
archaeological studies of colonialism. At the same time, I have argued that culture contact has the
potential to generate substantial change, and in particular to change individuals’ awareness of
elements of structure and practice. Leibmann (2012) has described the Pueblo Revolt as a
revitalization movement—that is, a historical event in which religion was reformulated in terms of
resistance and conservatism (see Wallace 1966). Certainly it is possible to frame this as an instance
in which religion was called upon to draw new social boundaries. The pan-Pueblo identity
described by Ortiz is explicitly related to a contrast with non-Pueblo outsiders. Such perceived
contrasts are unlikely to have first arisen in the context of Spanish colonization, but are certain to
have evolved over time; the late prehispanic Southwest was characterized by massive
demographic shifts that would have substantially rearranged the map of southwestern “contact.”
Put simply, in the past, there were other others. Silliman (2009, 2012) has suggested that
archaeologists working in colonial contexts must find a balance between short and long-term
perspectives—and in particular to be careful of using a fixed, unchanging “precontact” baseline as
a basis for measuring the persistence (or endurance, resistance, or authenticity) of indigenous
groups. Something similar might serve as a caution for archaeologists using the “ethnographic
present” as a baseline for the study of the precontact past. Acknowledging the Pueblos as having
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grown from a deep historical past—and that that past has real importance in the present—should
entail neither an assumption of a changeless past nor an overly teleological approach. Not
everything in the southwestern past need necessarily be explained by the present. In particular, the
importance of religion in the southwestern past and present should certainly not be equated with
stasis or limited change through time (contra Ware 2014:23). Essentially, I would suggest that the
flow of religious practice between groups was present throughout the southwestern past, but
equally so was a fluctuating landscape of social boundaries and power relationships that were
played out within that practice.
An important question regarding culture contact and scale remains: If culture contact is,
per Cusick, “a predisposition for groups to interact with ‘outsiders’” or, per Gosden (2004:5) a
“basic human fact,” is culture contact really “eventful,” or is it just what people usually do? The
ethnographies cited above depict an enormous amount of movement, and some meaningful
non-movement, of ideas and objects across social boundaries. Objects and ideas certainly traveled
substantial distances in the prehispanic Southwest as well. If we adopt Lekson’s maxim that, in the
prehispanic Southwest, “everyone knew everything” (Lekson 2009:8)—at least to the extent of
assuming that some ideas and information moved across substantial geographic distances, as
secrecy was almost certainly an important component of prehispanic southwestern religious
practice—is culture contact really a relevant concept? I would suggest that it is, and particularly if
the goal is to adopt a broad temporal and spatial view. Temporally, it is worth returning to
“events”—culture contact is in the chains of instances that change the conditions in which groups
interact with one another. Spatially, “culture contact” may be particularly relevant in locations of
more intense interaction across social boundaries.
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Borderlands and the Geography of Culture Contact
Geography is inherent in models of colonialism—hence colonies, peripheries, hinterlands,
the concern in Alexander’s model with technologies of transportation, etc.—and is a key factor in
the classic studies cited above, from Hawaii’s island geography, to the position of the Sherpas on a
trade route, to the enforced spatial isolation and borderland position of the Tswana “reserve.”
Spatial questions should be no less relevant to more symmetrical interactions, and particularly to
the intensity of interaction.
Migration, that is the relocation of households or larger groups and particularly such
movement over comparatively long distances and across spatial and social boundaries, is likely the
framework under which the relationship between space and social interaction has been most
extensively examined in the Southwest. After a long period of disinterest, migration became a key
theme in southwestern archaeology in the 1990s and has continued to be seen as a critical process,
if not the critical process, in the southwestern past (see papers in Nelson and Strawhacker 2011;
papers in Spielmann 1998). One focus of such studies has been the process of emigration—for
example, in the decision making preceding emigration (as in “push” and “pull” factors), in the
scales of migrating groups, and in the choice of destination locations or settlements. The argument
that immigrants typically move into areas or settlements to which they have some previous
connection (Anthony 1990) is particularly relevant to a discussion of intensity of interaction as key
to culture contact; there is a substantial difference between intermittent contact over a long
distance and daily cohabitation in a village. Much work has also focused on the identification of
immigrants in the archaeological record and the social processes subsequent to immigration.
While some studies have used archaeometric techniques to construct individual life histories from
human remains (e.g., Ezzo et al. 1997), much of this work has dealt with the awareness and
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manipulation of social boundaries, that is on how material culture is bound up with the
maintenance (or not) of immigrant identities and practices (Clark 2001; Clark et al. 2013; Lyons
2003; Ortman and Cameron 2011; Stone 2003; Stone and Lipe 2011). While migration in the
Southwest has not often been glossed as such, it can be seen as falling under the broader umbrella
of “culture contact,” and I will draw on migration studies in my discussion of material culture in
relation to culture contact. At present, I want to focus on spatial boundaries or borderlands,
concepts which have received somewhat less intensive study in the Southwest, but which have
nevertheless been approached in the region from various angles.
Borderland studies as a field has grown up around international, nation state
borders—including how such borders are imagined, transcended, and generative of border
identities (Alvarez 1995; Baud and Van Schendel 1997; Morehouse 2004; Mullin 2011; Wilson
and Donnan 1998). Hadrian’s Wall and the Great Wall of China notwithstanding, borders as
closed, surveilled, and policed boundaries may be a truly uniquely modern phenomenon, and care
must be taken in applying “borderlands” terminology and ideas to non-modern settings. Parker has
proposed a comparative archaeological model in which “borderland” serves as a general label for
areas in which social groups abut or overlap with one another—“regions around or between
political or cultural entities” (Parker 2006:80)—and in which borderland or boundary processes
may be imagined on a continuum between “borders” (highly controlled, or structured, or fixed in
space) and “frontiers” (fluid, transitional, and loosely defined). This approach is not dissimilar to
models cited by Rice (1998:49), in which “frontiers” are seen as both spatially and socially
dynamic, in contrast to highly controlled “peripheries.” Parker further suggests that various
elements of a particular borderland might be measured along separate axes; thus, a borderland
might be “politically static” but “culturally fluid.” This final division of border elements into
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discrete categories of behavior strikes me as more likely to limit than to facilitate comparison—in
Parker’s model religion is glossed under “culture,” but the examples he cites in this section
demonstrate the difficulties inherent in prying apart “religious” and “political” concerns. Fluidity,
in the sense of both a lack of a clear, static linear boundary and the presence of cross-boundary
flow of material and ideology, is likely to be a property of boundaries in symmetrical contexts, and
I am uncertain that labeling all southwestern borderlands “frontiers” under Parker’s rubric would
be especially productive. “Borderland” has appeal as an overarching term, however, and I will use
it here in this sense.
Sarah Herr’s (1999, 2001) work describing the eleventh and twelfth century CE Silver
Creek area of Arizona as a frontier is particularly deserving of mention here, both because Herr’s
study is expressly concerned with the social role of great kivas in borderland contexts and because
she offers a detailed treatment of frontiers as a model for archaeological use. As pointed out by
Herr and others (e.g., Baud and Van Schendel 1997:213), “frontier” has a specific set of
connotations in American English, specifically an association—most notably tied to Frederick
Jackson Turner’s (1921) ideas—with the progressive expansion of settlement into an “empty”
hinterland. Setting aside Turner’s colonial shortcomings, his depiction does contain the seeds of
frontier models, and particularly demographic models, still in use. Herr’s model is specifically
focused on frontiers in terms of immigration into areas of low existing population and a connection
with a core area, in this case Chaco Canyon or the Chaco regional system writ large. In this model,
the low population density of frontiers leads to a premium being placed on labor, and great kivas
are described as specifically intended to draw in population. Such sparsely populated areas
between more densely populated areas can be framed in terms of Kopytoff’s (1987) “internal
frontiers,” areas between “mature societies or polities” (Kopytoff 1987:11) that attract a diverse
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population of immigrants. Archaeologically, Herr frames her argument in terms of Fred Plog’s
(e.g., 1984) model of “strong” and “weak” patterns, where strong patterns describe areas in which
the archaeological record shows substantial homogeneity (also, ideally, “high value” items
obtained via long distance trade and evidence of craft specialization, although Plog read perhaps
an excessive amount of political unity into such patterns) and weak patterns describe areas of small
sites with highly variable material culture. Weak patterns, with their low population density and
diverse assemblages, fit well within an “internal frontier” model. I will return later to the details of
Herr’s argument for the Mogollon Rim great kivas as integrative, as well as to the applicability of
a frontier model to Upper Gila. What I want to emphasize here is the conceptualization of frontiers
as thinly populated and demographically fluid, the use of Plog’s “weak patterns” and Kopytoff’s
“internal frontier” concept, and, finally, given the emphasis on Chaco Canyon, whether
borderlands can exist without something like a “core.”
Core-periphery models—models grounded in world systems theory or similar approaches
that generally assume dominance of an extractive core at the expense of a periphery—have been
widely critiqued in cultural anthropology and archaeology, and most researchers would now argue
that even the most “peripheral” groups engage with colonial centers and the larger world to some
extent on their own terms (Comaroff 1985; authors in Cusick, ed. 1998; Ortner 1989:16-18; Stein
2005). In light of such critiques, some scholars working on the archaeology of state societies and
colonial contexts have suggested adapted versions of core-periphery models, as for example in
Kardulias’ (2007) “negotiated peripherality.” Southwesternists have flirted with core-periphery
models to a certain extent, particularly in the context of the most “core-like” or
“regional-system-like” parts of the southwestern past (i.e., Chaco Canyon, the Phoenix Basin
Hohokam, and Casas Grandes), framing the archaeological record in terms of settlement
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hierarchies and relationships between “core” and “peripheral” or “hinterland” areas (e.g. Crown
and Judge 1991; Neitzel 1994; Schaafsma and Riley 1999). These models have generally been
found somewhat unsatisfactory—most (but not all) researchers would agree, for example, that any
“control” exerted by Chaco Canyon over the vast extent of outliers making up the “regional
system” was both highly limited and highly variable. The authors in a recent volume exploring
southwestern “hinterlands” (Sullivan and Bayman 2007) generally found the hinterland label to be
problematic, arguing that the settlements and contexts that they examined were unlikely to have
been dominated by a center, may have moved through time from “peripheral” to “central” status,
actively chose the degree to which they would adopt or adapt “central” schema, and may in fact
have been generators of innovation. Many of these are the same critiques leveled at core-periphery
models even in clear cases of colonialism. Returning to the problem of scale, what sets the
question of borderlands in non-state societies apart (beyond the presence or absence of gross
imbalances of power) is the question of cores. The frontiers, borderlands, or peripheries in the
ancient Southwest are areas between or at the edges of comparatively homogeneous areas of
material culture as visible in the archaeological record—“weak patterns” between and among
“strong patterns.” Plog’s contention that strong patterns represent political alliances has long been
discredited, and there is no shortage of stumbling blocks in cleanly mapping “political and cultural
entities” onto patterns of material culture. I will return to this question in the next chapter, but
would argue that at a minimum, the edges of homogeneous patterns in the archaeological record
can be construed as borders in a meaningful sense without assuming that such patterns represent
either a coercive or dominant “core” or even a single self-identifying ethnic, linguistic, or political
group.
I argued above that assuming “symmetrical” interaction between groups in contact is not
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equivalent to assuming an egalitarian relationship or an absence of power or contention.
Borderlands, and particularly fluid, contested borderlands, may also be construed as areas of
particular danger (see, for example, Jenning’s [2011] study of the health impacts of violence along
the Medieval Anglo-Scottish border). LeBlanc (1999) has argued that the low-population areas
between late prehispanic (i.e., Pueblo IV) southwestern settlement “clusters” served as no-mans
lands, or buffer zones. While a number of other motivating factors have been proposed for the
aggregation that characterizes the very late prehispanic Southwest, there is certainly evidence for
warfare or organized violence in both protohistoric and earlier southwestern contexts (Cameron
2011; Martin 2008; papers in Nichols and Crown 2008; Plog and Solometo 1997), and given the
presence of war societies, the ritual use of scalps, and historical and prehispanic evidence for the
execution of witches, southwestern warfare or violence is likely another category that should not
be thought of in secular terms. There is also clear evidence for violence, or the fear of violence, in
southwestern culture contact: Fowles (2013:113-122) describes the evidence for interpersonal
violence associated with the migration of northern San Juan groups to the Rio Grande. Similarly,
there is evidence for violence in the eleventh and twelfth centuries CE in the highly
archaeologically diverse region surrounding what is now the Flagstaff area (Downum and Garcia
2012). When immigrants from northeastern Arizona settled in the San Pedro river valley in the late
thirteenth or early fourteenth century, both immigrants and local groups built settlements in highly
defensible cliff-top locations (Clark and Lyons 2012), and immigrants with similar origins appear
to have been “burned out” at the large aggregated community of Point of Pines Pueblo (Haury
1958).
At the most basic level, I wish to follow Lightfoot and Martinez (1995) in describing
borderlands as areas of cross-cutting social networks. They meant this in terms of areas of
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heightened interaction across social boundaries, portraying borderlands as regions that contain the
meeting of groups with wide ranging and various social connections. Peeples and his colleagues
(Peeples and Haas 2013; Peeples and Mills 2014) have recently applied this idea to the Southwest
using social network methodology, arguing that sites in geographic borderlands with diverse
ceramic assemblages served as brokers or links between broad social networks. Lightfoot and
Martinez went on to argue that such contexts serve as zones of cultural creativity, an argument that
resonates with the broader discussion of culture contact and with borderlands studies in both
modern and prehistoric contexts (Alvarez 1995; Baud and Van Schendel 1997; Flynn 1997; Gupta
and Ferguson 1992; Mullin 2011, 2012). In summary, I would suggest that non-state or
symmetrical borderlands would likely have been fluid spatially and demographically; the
“borderlands” label might encompass a broad range of demographic conditions—including thinly
populated areas that might be glossed as frontiers—but insofar as these regions were characterized
by interaction across social boundaries, they provided opportunities for the reassembling and
reinterpretation of schema not present inside regions or cores. Borderlands might therefore be seen
as spaces of creativity and innovation, as well as locations of contention and even danger.
The theoretical argument I have tried to lay out in this chapter has several pieces. First, I
have argued that taking a view of religion as necessarily integrative entails adopting a tacit model
of power, and particularly of power in non-state societies; along with models focusing on the
legitimization of authority, integrative models treat religion as functioning more or less
unproblematically to maintain the status quo. Although such models have their strengths, in
leaving them unchallenged, we are robbing ourselves of opportunities for examining the
articulation of religion and social change. In this study, I adopt a view of religion as “marked
practice,” and will focus on markedness in the discussion of great kiva religion and great kivas as
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political spaces. I have argued that culture contact can be seen as “eventful,” altering actors’
awareness of existing practice and serving as a particular locus of change, negotiation, and
creativity. While information, ideas, and practice may flow between groups in “symmetrical”
contact, it is of equal interest to explore the circumstances under which practice is not adopted
across social boundaries. Even in the comparatively small geographic and social distances that
characterize the prehispanic Southwest, events that change the context of interaction between
social groups or geographic areas characterized by heightened interaction between social
groups—that is, borderlands—may be interpreted as culture contact situations. The next chapter
addresses the translation of this model into an archaeological problem—in other words, how
borderlands and culture contact can be addressed in archaeological contexts, what evidence exists
for southwestern borderlands, and how the negotiation of religious practice in borderland contexts
might be approached through great kivas.
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CHAPTER 3. THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF GREAT KIVAS: CULTURE HISTORY,
RELIGIOUS ARCHITECTURE, AND SOCIAL BOUNDARIES
By this point, I have made the argument that taking a view of prehispanic southwestern
religion as political has much to contribute to an understanding of religious change and religion
as driving change. I have suggested further, that such change may be especially relevant in
borderlands or culture contact contexts, places and times which might be seen as “eventful” in
the sense of disrupting or throwing new light on existing cultural schema and practices. This
chapter begins the translation of that broader argument into an archaeological problem centered
on rectangular great kivas built after 1000 CE in what is now west-central New Mexico and eastcentral Arizona. The first portion of the chapter offers a brief exploration of approaches to the
role of material culture in the negotiation of social boundaries, followed by an overview of the
culture history of the Transition Zone and southern Colorado Plateau with respect to great kivas.
I place particular emphasis on arguments that describe the intersection of archaeological patterns
as, in some sense, a borderland or that focus on the importance within the region of migration
and culture contact. I will draw on the structure of these arguments in the next chapter to suggest
that the Upper Gila, the local study area for this project, may also be viewed as a borderland or
frontier through time. The second portion of this chapter discusses the culture history of
rectangular great kivas and their role within the larger universe of southwestern architecture,
before laying out the approach taken here to the study of great kivas and to the articulation of
great kivas as religious architecture with social and spatial boundaries.

Material Cultures in Contact
In writing about culture contact and borderlands above I have treated social “groups” as
fairly unproblematic constructions, as in Cusick’s “predisposition for groups to interact with one
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another”, or Parker’s “political or cultural entities.” In actuality, identity, including ethnicity or
membership in other groups, is flexible, situationally contingent, and above all acted out, lived,
or performed (this latter is a point that should be particularly relevant to a self-professed practice
theorist). Barth’s (1969) seminal work on ethnicity and social boundaries emphasizes the
formation and acting out of group identity in contrast or opposition to other groups. Such
definitions are themselves political and subject to manipulation and contestation—this is
certainly the case, for example, when Comaroff’s Tshidi interlocutors insisted that the Tswana
“reserve” instituted under apartheid was based on a conceptualization of Tswana speakers as a
political unit that had no basis in reality (Comaroff 1985:39). The construction of a pan-Pueblo
identity described by Ortiz is equally political, and equally bound up with the creation of group
“insiders” perceived in contrast to those outside the group. In contexts of migration, studies of
diasporic communities show the development of identities very different from those deployed in
a homeland (or indeed, identities attached to a homeland which is largely imagined) (e.g.,
Clifford 1994). All of this is to say that “groups” in contact may in a very real sense be brought
into existence in the process of contact. Borderlands, migration, or culture contact should
therefore be critical contexts for archaeologists wishing to examine social boundaries in the
past—if social boundaries are emphasized anywhere, it should be in such situations. We must
equally be wary of assuming that social groups remained static through time, however,
particularly at archaeological temporal scales.
An archaeological approach to these questions must necessarily focus on the role objects
play in the production and negotiation of social boundaries. There is no doubt that material
culture does play such a role—a few of the examples from the culture contact studies cited in the
previous chapter include Hawaiian elites’ attempts to monopolize access to trade goods, the
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uniforms worn by members of Tshidi Zionist groups and their use of distinctive meeting spaces,
and the story of the Sherpa official’s insistence on “Sherpa dress” while visiting the Nepalese
capital. It is equally true that any given element of material culture may not be implicated at all
in such negotiations. In describing ethnicities as ascribed identities, Barth (1969:14) wrote “the
features that are taken into account are not the sum of ‘objective’ differences, but only those
which the actors themselves regard as significant . . . [S]ome cultural features are used by the
actors as signals and emblems of differences, others are ignored, and in some relationships
radical differences are played down and denied.” Such a statement is no less true applied
specifically to material culture. There are two broad avenues of archaeological inquiry focusing
on social boundaries and material culture: first, the use of material culture to argue for the
existence of social boundaries in particular archaeological contexts and, second, the exploration
of how the specific physical characteristics and life histories of objects were involved in the
negotiation of such boundaries. Outside of historical contexts where textual evidence for culture
contact or other social boundary conditions exists, the former type of analysis necessarily
precedes the latter.
The question of which elements of material culture were significant to any given
boundary is relevant to both kinds of study, but especially to attempts to identify social
boundaries. The archaeological record consists, after all, of “the sum of objective differences”
(or at least those which are not perishable), and this is precisely how “archaeological cultures”
have historically been defined. A long chain of ethnoarchaeological studies have demonstrated
the difficulties in assuming that any given highly visible feature marks the extent of a particular
ethnographically recognizable unit (e.g., Dietler and Herbich 1998; Gosselain 1998, 2000;
Hodder 1982). One solution to this problem has been to emphasize less conscious and less
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visible elements of artifact production in attempts to detect groups with shared historical and/or
geographic backgrounds, with the understanding that such elements are less likely to spread
across social boundaries via emulation. Gosselain (2000) demonstrated that highly visible
surface treatments transcended social and linguistic groups at a grand scale across sub-Saharan
Africa, while techniques for vessel formation were more restricted in their distribution and were
associable with historical relationships among linguistic groups. In the realm of the prehispanic
Southwest, Clark (2001) has offered a model focused on the use of low visibility traits—defining
visibility in both contextual and physical terms and following Carr’s (1995) approach to artifact
style—as evidence for the presence of immigrants at a settlement, again based on the argument
that habituated, less visible technological practices are slower to change and less likely to be
subject to pressure to change to fit existing norms, whereas immigrants may be pressured or find
it advantageous to adopt the highly visible material traits of a host community (but see Ortman
and Cameron 2011 for a critique of this view). These models are based on a particular set of
assumptions about the transmission of material culture practice—that highly visible traits may be
easily copied by individuals outside of the group originally producing them, while low visibility
traits are transmitted within a tightly interacting social network. To an extent, these approaches
may be said to presage the more recent focus on “communities of practice,” that is on the
transmission of practices in the context of learning frameworks and production chains, and on
the social meaning of networks of individuals who share and communicate about specific
practices (Wenger 2010; see Cordell and Habicht-Mauche 2012 and Stark 2006 for southwestern
applications).
If low visibility traits are assumed to be products of heritage or learning frameworks,
high visibility traits might conversely be taken to be likely candidates for involvement in the
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active negotiation of social boundaries. In her ethnoarchaeological work on San arrows,
Wiessner described “emblemic style,” as style specifically, recognizably associated with group
membership (1983). Such an approach fits well with Barth’s focus on explicit (that is,
“discursive” in Bourdieu’s sense discussed in the previous chapter) “cultural features” as
signals—easily detectable differences that may be clearly interpreted by knowledgeable
observers and that are subject to active manipulation by practitioners who wish to display (or
not) their association with a group. In Wiessner’s study, point forms were associated with
linguistic groups; in an area used by two of these groups, some members of one group told
Wiessner that they considered the arrows made by the other group to be superior, and sometimes
exchanged arrows, but rejected the possibility of making such arrows themselves. In another
instance, when a small number of individuals moved into a new linguistic group, they began
producing points in the forms associated with their adopted group. Returning again to the
specifics of southwestern archaeology, “site unit intrusions”—which offer the most spectacular
evidence for immigration, although they probably represent a very small proportion of actual
prehispanic population movement—demonstrate instances in which immigrants clearly
replicated the material culture of their homelands in very archaeologically visible ways and
suggest some degree of boundary maintenance. Stone (2003) adopts this argument for the
northern immigrant enclave at Point of Pines in the southern Mogollon Highlands, arguing
specifically that highly visible differences in architecture (including the use of temporary pit
houses and the construction of a northern-style D-shaped kiva) and the production and import of
painted ceramics (see also Lyons and Lindsay 2006; Zedeño 2002) suggest the intentional
maintenance of ethnic boundaries. Clark and his colleagues (2013) have suggested that similar
groups of immigrants from northeastern Arizona to central and southern Arizona constituted a
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“diasporic community” maintaining a degree of shared identity referring back to a northern
homeland, again, based on the presence of northern traits in architecture and ceramics, as well as
contemporary changes in the circulation of obsidian in the southern Southwest.
The standards for exactly what features are considered to have “high” or “low” visibility
in such studies are necessarily somewhat artificial, and there is admittedly a certain amount of
oversimplification in assuming a correlation between low visibility and a higher degree of doxa.
As I have argued above, situations of contact are likely to be eventful—that is, characterized by
changes in awareness of differences in practice. Domestic architecture, for example, is
comparatively highly physically visible, but might remain relatively taken-for-granted until a
situation arises in which other kinds of settlement layout and construction techniques are present
for comparison. Corrugated ceramics, which are particularly important within the area studied
here and which I will use extensively in the discussion of the Upper Gila, provide an example of
a comparatively distinct surface treatment that is nevertheless part of the process of vessel
formation and not necessarily easily emulated (cf. Hegmon et al. 2000). There are also examples
of migration in the prehispanic Southwest, particularly migration from the northern San Juan to
the Rio Grande, in which even low visibility traits changed rapidly or were never brought to the
immigrants’ destination at all (Ortman and Cameron 2011). Nor is the performance of identity
and the interpretation of such performance necessarily always conscious or intentional—this is a
key theme in poststructural discussions of performance (e.g., Butler 1993, see also citations in
Lamont and Molnar 2002)—complicating any proposed distinction between comparatively
“neutral” or unintentional low visibility traits and “actively signaling” intentionally manipulated
ones. Despite such caveats, I think it is reasonable to propose, first, that the context and physical
properties of artifacts are highly relevant to their potential role in boundary negotiation and,
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second, that questions of intentionality and agency retain importance in considering the
maintenance, as well as the blurring, crossing, or reconstituting, of social boundaries in
borderlands and elsewhere.
At the end of the preceding chapter, I attempted to highlight the role of borderlands or
culture contact situations as locations of creativity and change. The contributors to a recent
seminar volume (Card, ed. 2013) on “hybrid material culture” employ no single definition of
“hybridity” (see Silliman’s critical commentary to the volume), but may broadly be seen as
transferring such a focus on borderland creativity specifically to material culture, including an
emphasis on negotiation and agency on the part of “colonized” groups. This is in keeping with a
longstanding trend in historic and other colonial contexts away from “acculturation” or other
models that suggest an unproblematic or unidirectional imposition of the material culture or
cultural schema of colonizers onto the colonized (e.g., papers in Cusick, ed. 1998). Liebmann
(2013) advocates a particular post-colonial definition of hybridity derived primarily from the
work of Bhabha (e.g., 1985) and focused on hybridity as the intentional, transgressive or
subversive, juxtaposition of contrasting forms. He views this label as allowing a focus on
ambivalence, resistance, and agency, which he does not see as present in comparable
terminology (see for example the discussion of syncretism in the previous chapter). The
application of hybridity in this sense to what I’ve tentatively labeled symmetrical contexts again
raises the question of scale—subversion becomes a more complex proposition in the lack of an
overwhelming imbalance of power. Viewed in light of the flow of practice in symmetrical
contexts, and particularly the flow of religious practice in the historic and prehispanic Southwest,
such an approach to hybridity serves as a reminder that the movement of elements of material
culture, including experimentation with combination and creativity, should not be taken as a
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series of unproblematic joinings. Such movement has political implications, including the
possibility of ambivalence on both sides of the boundary across which an element is “borrowed.”

Borderlands and Migration in the Central Southwest
What of the specific “groups” and boundaries of interest here? Much ink was spilled in
the mid-twentieth century in the cause of raising “the Mogollon” to the level of an archaeological
culture, and particularly an archaeological culture distinct from the “Anasazi” of the Colorado
Plateau (see Gregory 2007; Reid and Whittlesey 2010). Several of the collections and site
records revisited here were produced in the course of such research. In particular, I focus heavily
on the collections generated by the work of Paul Martin and his colleagues at the Field Museum
in the eastern Mogollon Highlands and Upper Little Colorado—and, indeed, this mid-century
culture historical debate was really the last time that the eastern Mogollon Highlands were a
hotbed of archaeological interest. Haury’s original description of the “Mogollon Culture” was
based in western New Mexico in what is now considered the Late Pithouse period (Haury 1936).
His student Joe Ben Wheat subsequently extended that definition to the Point of Pines area
(Wheat 1954, 1955). Haury’s work at later sites in Point of Pines, and in the Forestdale Valley
and at Canyon Creek in the Grasshopper area, led him to the point of view that the Mogollon
“culture” as such, and particularly in Arizona, was no longer distinctive after around 1000 CE,
with local traits having been overwhelmed by those brought by populations from the Colorado
Plateau (Haury 1934, 1985, 1989). Based on their work in New Mexico, Martin and the Field
Museum group tended towards a much greater emphasis on continuity through the Mogollon
sequence. In various forms, the debate about the distinctness of the Pueblo period “Mogollon”
remains ongoing. For example, among the many goals set forward by the organizers of a recent
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extensive volume entitled Zuni Origins (Gregory and Wilcox, eds. 2007) was to argue for
continuity from deep time depths throughout the Arizona and New Mexico Transition Zone, as
well as for the Western Pueblos as the ultimate destination for descendants of Highlands groups.
I do not bring up these cultural historical discussions in order to suggest that “the
Mogollon” (or even the archaeological patterns in only the Transition Zone, contra Gregory and
Wilcox 2007) ever represented an unproblematic social, linguistic, or ethnic group. Although the
Early and Late Pithouse periods appear more uniform than later periods, there is significant
spatial variation by at least the Late Pithouse period (Diehl 2007; Diehl and LeBlanc 2001;
Gilman and Stone 2013; Powell 1996). My concern here is the Pueblo period, and my feeling is
that questions of “Mogollon” distinctiveness—or, more accurately, questions about long-term
connections and population movement between the Colorado Plateau and the Transition Zone—
require examination at finer temporal and geographic scales. I will argue below that the Upper
Little Colorado and Quemado areas of the southern Colorado Plateau can in some senses and at
some times be considered borderlands—that certain distinctions were maintained through time
between groups to the north and south of these areas. Farther to the west, in the Silver Creek,
Forestdale, Grasshopper, and Point of Pines areas and elsewhere, there is substantial evidence for
the flow of people, objects, and ideas from the Plateau into the Transition Zone. Particularly after
about 1275 CE, settlements in the Arizona Transition Zone were participants in very widespread
patterns that substantially rewrote the social map of the Southwest. This is not to say that there is
no evidence for the movement of materials and possibly people into the eastern Mogollon
Highlands—there is—or that there is no evidence for continuity in late settlements in Arizona. In
the same publication in which he discusses the dominance of “Anasazi” traits at Pueblo period
Point of Pines, Haury (1989) outlines in detail the sequence of great kivas at Point of Pines that
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extends from the Pithouse period to the thirteenth- and fourteenth-century great kiva at Point of
Pines Pueblo. My point is that we will benefit, and have benefited in many studies, from dealing
with social boundaries on local as well as regional terms, and in terms of social processes rather
than archaeological labels.
My end goal in finding “groups” in the archaeological record is the examination of
religion in moments and locations of contact; as noted above, social boundaries are in some
sense created in such moments. I am in essence interested in interpreting the juxtaposition in
time and space of unlike archaeological patterns. If Mogollon-ness did become at an any point an
identity, it would have been in the context of interaction with contrasting “others.” I will begin
by treating the eastern Mogollon Highlands and Point of Pines area—in other words, most of the
geographic distribution of rectangular great kivas between about 1000 and 1275 CE—in very
loose terms as a “region.” While my interest is in borderlands and frontiers, I am intentionally
avoiding the use of the term “core” here. Although I think it possible that the eastern Mogollon
Highlands served as a memorialized homeland for some of the builders of the latest rectangular
great kivas, the centralization and (real, imagined, or attempted) cultural or governmental
dominance implied by the use of “core” seems highly inappropriate to the archaeology of this
region—and, as mentioned above, the applicability of the “core” label has been brought into
question for even the largest and most apparently “dominant” southwestern patterns. If
borderlands, per Lightfoot and Martinez (1995), are areas of overlapping or intersecting social
networks, I would suggest that region interiors might be seen to some extent as comparatively
homogeneous areas—areas in which the same set of people or settlements share the same social
networks or participate in the same communities of practice across multiple kinds of practice.
Matthew Peeples’ (2011a; Peeples and Haas 2013) work has specifically applied social network
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Figure 3.1 The study area, showing place names used in the chapter and selected rectangular and
circular great kivas dating after 1000 CE.
methodology to the larger questions of connectivity and difference between the southern
Colorado Plateau and the Transition Zone, and the Southwest Social Networks Project has
adopted a network approach to an area encompassing much of the Southwest (e.g., Mills et al.
2013, 2015). While I don’t make use of a network approach here, the results of these projects are
telling, and I will return to them briefly below.
Here I provide a short overview of the position of great kivas in the post-Pithouse period
culture history of the central Southwest before approaching the question of social boundaries—
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both in terms of borderlands and of culture contact associated with population movement. The
area of interest here extends from the local study area and Point of Pines in the south to the edge
of the Colorado Plateau from Quemado to the Silver Creek area in the north (see Figure 3.1).
There is admittedly a degree of arbitrariness in the maximum study boundaries thus defined, and
a thorough examination of circular great kivas would require a much broader look at the
Colorado Plateau. The selected area is a product of my desire to use comparatively well
researched areas, to examine the extent of the rectangular great kiva tradition as well as its
intersection with the circular great kiva tradition, and to avoid the more complex material
cultural intersections in the Rio Grande drainage to the east and Hohokam-influenced areas in the
west and southwest. Within this area, I focus on the eastern Mogollon Highlands (i.e., the San
Francisco, Blue, and Tularosa River drainages, an area also sometimes labeled the Pine Lawn
“branch” or Reserve area) both because the eastern Mogollon Highlands has the highest
concentration of documented Pueblo period rectangular great kivas in the Southwest and because
of its proximity to the local study area. As my aims in discussing the larger region are synthetic, I
rely primarily on published descriptions outside of the eastern Mogollon Highlands and local
study area. The southern boundaries of the study area will be discussed in detail in the next
chapter. The local portion of the study focuses intensively and almost exclusively on the area of
New Mexico containing the Upper Gila River and nearby portions of the southern San Francisco
drainage. This area might in purely systematic terms be described as the fuzzy boundary between
the Reserve or Pine Lawn and Mimbres “branches” of the Mogollon and that I argue in the next
chapter may also be viewed as a borderland. Chronologically, I focus on the centuries between
the beginning of the Pueblo period in the eastern Mogollon Highlands at around 1000 CE and the
end of the rectangular great kiva tradition regionally by roughly 1400 CE.
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Great Kivas and Settlement in the Central Southwest 1000-1275 CE
The beginning of the Pueblo period in the eastern Mogollon Highlands and Point of Pines
area is presumed to date to around 1000 CE, and the subsequent 150 to 200 years are labeled the
“Reserve phase” in both settings. The Reserve phase is in general rather poorly dated, and many
questions remain to be resolved about both the phase as a whole and its primary diagnostic
ceramic type, Reserve Black-on-white. The production and circulation of Reserve Black-onwhite remains obscure in comparison with well-studied later Cibola White Ware types and White
Mountain Red Ware types. Most available absolute dates point toward use of this type during the
twelfth century (Mills 1987; Reid et al. 1995), but Wilson (1999c, 1999d; see also date ranges
given in Hays-Gilpin and Van Hartesvelt 1998) argues that eleventh century production of the
type cannot be ruled out. In both the Point of Pines area and the eastern Mogollon Highlands, the
rise of this type suggests a marked shift to the north in regional connections. In contrast, Late
Pithouse period sites in the eastern Mogollon Highlands are characterized by the same sequence
of ceramics as sites to the south in the Mimbres Valley—although Wilson (1999b, 2007) has
suggested that even the earliest style of Mimbres Black-on-white may not have been made
locally within his study area around Reserve. Both Mimbres and Hohokam types are present as
trade wares at Pithouse period sites in Point of Pines, but no painted ware appears to have been
produced locally (Haury 1989; Wheat 1955). In combination with an apparent population
increase and the transition to aboveground architecture, the use of Reserve Black-on-white has
sometimes been interpreted as evidence for immigration into the eastern Mogollon Highlands. I
will argue below that great kivas at least show a substantial amount of continuity with the Late
Pithouse period. While the question of Reserve phase immigration bears further consideration, it
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seems unlikely to me that the Late Pithouse period populations in the area were either replaced or
“swamped.”
Reserve phase settlement has typically been described as consisting of dispersed clusters
of small (i.e., typically having well under ten rooms) settlements, often with a single rectangular
great kiva associated with one such settlement in a cluster (Accola 1981; Bluhm 1957; Peterson
1988; Rice 1976). The group of sites surrounding the Sawmill site in the Pine Lawn area is the
most thoroughly reported of these clusters, having been investigated by the Field Museum in the
1940s and 1950s; this included the excavation of the Sawmill site great kiva and excavation at
small settlements in the surrounding area (Bluhm 1957, 1960; Martin and Rinaldo 1950). The
great kiva at the Dry Prong site in the Point of Pines area was excavated by the University of
Arizona Field School in 1959, but the resulting publication mentions surrounding settlements
only to the extent of noting that “several small sites of the same phase as the Dry Prong site are
present in the area” (Olson 1960:189).
As elsewhere in the Southwest, the basic story of prehispanic settlement in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands and at Point of Pines is one of aggregation over time. The Tularosa phase—
again, the same systematics are used within this portion of the sequence in both areas—begins by
1200 CE; a beginning date as early as 1150 CE is sometimes cited (e.g., Wilson 1999d). The
principal diagnostic ceramic type, Tularosa Black-on-white, was probably produced beginning in
around 1175 CE (Hays-Gilpin and Van Hartesvelt 1998). The few dendrochronological dates for
the Tularosa phase cluster in the 1200s. Higgins Flat, with its two modest room blocks, produced
cutting dates between 1237 and 1260, as well as a single non-cutting date in 1281. Several midthirteenth century non-cutting dates came from rooms at WS Ranch (data for both sites on file at
the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research). Jewett Gap, which probably has both Reserve and
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Tularosa phase components, is an exception—here all but one of the latest dates fall in the late
twelfth century, although it should be noted that none of these are cutting dates (Bannister et al.
1970). In general, Tularosa phase sites of the eastern Mogollon Highlands consist of groups of
distinct room blocks, as for example at WS Ranch (Robinson 1992). These seem to have grown
through accretion rather than any obvious planning and tend to show an informal arrangement of
outside space (i.e., a lack of formal plazas or enclosing walls). Great kivas were present at many
if not most moderately sized or large Tularosa phase sites in the eastern Mogollon Highlands and
tend to be distinct structures unattached, or attached by a single wall, to residential room blocks
(Danson 1957; Hough 1907; Martin et al. 1957; Oakes and Zamora 1999; Robinson 1992). One
very large settlement reported by early recorders has unfortunately been entirely or almost
entirely destroyed—the Delgar site, described by Francis Duff (1897) as having up to several
hundred rooms in three room blocks along the Tularosa River was already heavily damaged at
the turn of the nineteenth century—and it is now impossible to confirm the original size
estimates. The best known sites in the area are of a more moderate size (i.e., under 100 rooms). If
the early size estimates for Delgar are correct, it would compare well with Tularosa phase
settlement at the large (i.e., over 300 rooms) site at Turkey Creek Pueblo in the Point of Pines
area, which is otherwise in striking contrast to eastern Mogollon Highlands sites. Turkey Creek
produced tree-ring dates in the 1240s, and foreshadows later large sites in the Arizona Transition
Zone, both in its size and in having been built around a great kiva—this structure is semienclosed, opening onto a plaza and sharing one wall with each of the site’s large roomblocks
(Lowell 1991). In general, the Tularosa phase is better known than the Reserve phase, although a
number of questions about larger settlement patterns and chronology remain. Updated syntheses
of both the mid-century field school work at Point of Pines and of the Field Museum and
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subsequent salvage and management work in the eastern Mogollon Highlands would be highly
beneficial to the study of archaeology in the central Southwest.
During the same time period, settlement on the southern Colorado Plateau—and
particularly large scale architecture—tends to be weighed in relation to Chacoan developments.
Within the maximum area considered here, the presence of Chacoan and post-Chacoan patterns
is clearest in east-central New Mexico, although the southernmost great houses are not
uncomplicatedly “Chacoan,” much less representative of direct influence from Chaco Canyon.
There are eleventh- to twelfth-century great house communities to the west and north of
Quemado (Duff and Schachner 2007; Vivian 2005). This pattern may include circular great
kivas, although Duff’s work at Cox Ranch, the most thorough exploration of any of these sites,
has shown that one feature believed to be a great kiva was instead a circular unroofed structure
that might foreshadow the oversized, unroofed great kivas that appear at thirteenth-century sites
in the area. Another possible great kiva proved to be a walk in well (Duff and Nauman 2010:18).
“Properly” Chacoan circular great kivas are found at least as nearby as the Zuni area, where a
structure excavated at the Village of the Great Kivas adheres more strongly to the pattern
expected of great kivas in the Chaco system (Roberts 1932). Other eleventh- or twelfth-century
southerly circular great kivas have not been excavated. It is possible that the distribution of great
houses extends south of Quemado—Danson’s Site 202 is often cited as a great house and great
kiva (Duff and Nauman 2010; Duff and Schachner 2007; Vivian 2005)—into areas which were
also likely home to the northernmost rectangular great kivas. Danson (1957:54, 57) reported
rectangular great kivas in the same survey area south of Quemado, although I have had some
difficulty correlating his tables, text, and site cards on this point, and another possible rectangular
great kiva has been reported as far north as the Mariana Mesa area northwest of Quemado
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(Peeples 2011a, ARMS site files). The post-Chacoan developments described by Kintigh and
others for the thirteenth-century Cibola area primarily appear well to the north of the maximum
study area defined here (Kintigh 1996; Kintigh, Howell, and Duff 1996; Duff and Schachner
2007), but post-Chacoan great houses with oversized unroofed great kivas were constructed at
Mariana Mesa, where one such structure was excavated by Harvard researchers in the 1950s
(McGimsey 1980). Likewise, large, plaza-oriented sites that characterized the thirteenth- and
fourteenth-century Cibola area were present into the early 1300s at Mariana Mesa, probably
contemporaneously with the post-Chacoan great houses and great kivas (Duff and Schachner
2007:196). Small D-shaped kivas have been excavated at two Mariana Mesa sites (neither of
them associated with great kivas) (McGimsey 1980:98, 198). The unroofed great kivas of the
thirteenth century appear to mark the end of the great kiva tradition in this area of New Mexico.
In the immediate vicinity of the Upper Little Colorado river, settlements appear to be
rather small and dispersed before about 1200 CE, but Andrew Duff (2002, 2004), whose work
includes the most thorough recent examination of the Upper Little Colorado, suggests that great
house communities with possible circular great kivas may have been present on the eastern edges
of the Upper Little Colorado drainage during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, including a
group of sites described by Danson on a tributary of Coyote Creek (a possible candidate for the
southernmost great house community located roughly within an area later associated with
rectangular great kivas) (Duff 2002:68). Although Duff suggests that both circular and
rectangular great kivas were constructed in the Upper Little Colorado during the “Chaco era,”
the extent to which rectangular great kivas appeared in the Upper Little Colorado before the
1200s remains unclear. Danson (1957:59 and site record) reports a rectangular great kiva
apparently dating to the Reserve phase based on surface ceramics immediately east of Nutrioso,
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putting it more or less at the tipping point between the drainages of the upper Little Colorado and
San Francisco Rivers, but his more northern structures all are reported from sites with later
ceramics. Rectangular great kivas were certainly built in the Upper Little Colorado during the
late 1200s, a point to which I return below, and some of the more southern Upper Little Colorado
great kivas (at Coyote Creek, and possibly one of the great kivas at Rudd Creek) may have been
constructed during the early or mid-1200s. Post-Chacoan great houses and circular unroofed
great kivas were present during the 1200s on the eastern edges of the Upper Little Colorado
(Duff and Schachner 2007)
The area around Silver Creek, including the Forestdale valley, saw a substantial
population increase after about 1000 CE, in concert with similar demographic shifts in the
greater Little Colorado drainage (Herr 2001; Newcomb 1999). This time period is characterized
by a pattern of clusters of small settlements, including small room blocks associated with circular
great kivas. Herr’s great kiva study focused on these sites, including testing at three great kiva
sites. Haury excavated the surviving portion of a similar great kiva at Tla Kii in the Forestdale
Valley, although the substantial post holes uncovered in the Tla Kii great kiva had no obvious
counterparts in the tested Silver Creek great kivas (Haury 1985). Herr described the Silver Creek
great kivas as associated with the edges of the Chacoan system, and suggested the pattern was
brought into the area by immigrants with possible origins in the Puerco River area. Similar
circular great kivas were built during roughly the same time period in the Vernon area at the
Mineral Creek and Carter Ranch sites (Martin et al. 1961, 1964). Interestingly, great houses
don’t appear to have been part of this pattern. Great kivas seem to have fallen out of use in the
Silver Creek area in the late 1100s, although evidence for thirteenth-century occupation at Carter
Ranch, and apparently at AZ P:16:9 in the Forestdale Valley (as reported by Haury [1950] in his
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sequence of Forestdale great kivas) suggests circular great kivas in these areas may have
persisted somewhat longer. With their lack of substantial post holes, the Silver Creek great kivas
bear some interesting similarities to the post-Chacoan unroofed great kivas of west-central New
Mexico; the Silver Creek structures are smaller in size, however. The end of great kiva use in
Silver Creek does not correspond with depopulation, and settlement in the Silver Creek drainage
and Forestdale Valley continued to be made up of small or moderate sized settlements
throughout much of the 1200s. A large rectangular kiva is present at Pottery Hill, hinting at a
trend toward diversity in religious architecture, a pattern associated with continued immigration
into the region and intensifying in the late thirteenth century (Mills et al. 1999; Mills 1998,
2007a).

Great Kivas and Settlement in the Central Southwest after 1275 CE
The eastern Mogollon Highlands is generally interpreted as having been largely
depopulated by the late 1200s. The settlement at Foote Canyon has long been known to be a key
exception, with ceramic types dating to at least the mid-1300s recovered during Field Museum
excavations (Rinaldo 1959). In addition, small numbers of ceramic types dating after 1275 CE
have been recovered at both LA 3279/Hough 70 (Wilson 1999a) and WS Ranch (Robinson
1992), and further investigation might alter this model or at least provide a clearer picture of the
process of emigration. Paul Martin suggested that groups departing the eastern Mogollon
Highlands in the late thirteenth century settled along the Upper Little Colorado (e.g., Martin et
al. 1961:3), and Duff places the initial occupation at the “southern subregional cluster” of sites
near Springerville (including the great kivas at Hooper Ranch and Casa Malpais) at around 1275
CE (2004:77), making these sites at least roughly contemporaneous with population decline in
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the Reserve area. With the existing data, it is difficult to date the last use of rectangular great
kivas independently of the sites at which they occur—of the Upper Little Colorado sites with
great kivas, Hooper Ranch was occupied into at least the mid-1300s and Sherwood Ranch may
have been occupied as late as 1400 CE (Duff 2004:77), a date which is also the approximate end
for Puebloan residential use of the Upper Little Colorado. “Oversized” rectangular kivas and
rectangular and D-shaped small kivas are present in the Upper Little Colorado during the thirteen
and fourteenth centuries, including at sites with rectangular great kivas. Such structures are to a
large extent outside the scope of this study, but their relationship to great kivas, and particularly
to great kivas in borderlands, is certainly of interest, and I return to this point below. In westcentral New Mexico, the plaza-focused sites around Mariana Mesa persisted into at least the
early 1300s before the contraction of population into the historic Zuni region.
The mid- and late thirteenth century saw sweeping changes in east-central Arizona
associated with population movement and rapid aggregation. It is at this point in time that the
archaeological history of the Point of Pines area diverges completely from that of the eastern
Mogollon Highlands. Initial aggregation or rapid expansion at Point of Pines Pueblo—one of the
largest settlements ever occupied in the prehispanic Transition Zone, with around 800 rooms—
seems to have taken place in the late 1200s or early 1300s (Haury 1989). While Point of Pines
had a history of very large settlements, much of the Arizona Transition Zone to the north seems
to have been characterized by dispersed pithouse settlements and limited or seasonal use through
the early thirteenth century. The Grasshopper area has been the most thoroughly studied, but the
same model seems to apply to the Q Ranch area (Reid 1982; Reid et al. 1996). More permanent
and somewhat denser settlement (as in the Forestdale Valley) may have been present somewhat
earlier east of Grasshopper around Kinishba, but comparatively little work has been done in this
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area (Welch 2013; Welch, Laluk, and Altaha 2013). Clusters of small room blocks in the
Grasshopper area date from the mid-to-late 1200s (Reid et al. 1996:77; Reid and Whittlesey
1999); most interestingly for this study, these are not focused around great kivas, but possibly
around settlements with courtyards or plazas. Tree-ring dates from excavated sites in the
Grasshopper area suggest a rapid process of aggregation at the beginning of the fourteenth
century from such small and moderately-sized settlements to Grasshopper Pueblo itself, with its
500 or more rooms distributed among three large and several more moderately sized room blocks
(Reid and Whittlesey 1999). Kinishba, a settlement near Fort Apache that contained 800 rooms
or more at the height of its occupation, seems to have been founded at much the same time as
Grasshopper Pueblo (Bannister and Robinson 1971; Lyons 2013) and shares a general layout
with Grasshopper (Riggs 2013). The late thirteenth century in Silver Creek and Forestdale saw
aggregation into massive room blocks incorporating small plazas. A second shift in the early
fourteenth century included the abandonment of some settlements (notably Bailey Ruin) and the
expansion of others. At Fourmile, and probably at Tundastusa and elsewhere, this included the
rapid construction of linear room blocks enclosing large plazas (Kaldahl et al. 2004; Mills 1998).
While little information is available regarding the construction sequence at Kinishba, occupation
at the sites seems to have persisted to around 1400. In contrast, tree-ring dates suggest that the
fairly brief period of rapid construction at Grasshopper Pueblo was followed by dissolution into
smaller sites during the mid-fourteenth century (what Reid and Whittlesey [1999] refer to as the
Dispersal Period) before the Puebloan depopulation of the region. As in the Grasshopper area,
the final Puebloan occupation of the Point of Pines region apparently consisted of small,
dispersed sites, here labeled the Point of Pines phase (Jones 2009; Smiley 1952; Wendorf 1950).
It ought to be noted, however, that it is difficult to achieve a chronological resolution equal to
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that of dendrochronological dating based on surface remains, and the use of small or moderatelysized sites also overlaps in broad chronology with the use of large sites (see Triadan and Zedeño
2004 for an interpretation of the Arizona Transition Zone in terms of protohistoric “clusters”).
Haury’s (1989, see also Wendorf 1950) originally assigned end date of 1450 for the Point of
Pines phase is debatable (cf. Jones 2009), and 1400 CE has been applied (e.g., in Adams and
Duff 2004) as a blanket end date for Puebloan occupation throughout the portion of east-central
Arizona considered here.
Grasshopper, Point of Pines Pueblo, and Kinishba each have a rectangular great kiva
fully enclosed within one of their room blocks (Cummings 1940; Gerald 1957; Haury 1950;
Riggs 2001, 2005; Schaefer and Schaefer 2013). It should be noted that these sites were all
heavily excavated. The difficulty in distinguishing between plazas and fully enclosed great kivas,
as well as the increasing diversity of religious architecture through time, makes it difficult to
determine whether features best described as great kivas were present at contemporary large
sites. A large rectangular depression somewhat less than 80 square meters in area is present in
the plaza at Tundastusa, and large kivas are also present in the plaza at Fourmile (Mills 1998;
Kaldahl et al. 2004). These structures seem possibly to be associated with the fourteenth-century
addition of linear, plaza-defining room blocks; without additional data, I would tentatively
suggest that a distinction can be drawn between these large plaza kivas and earlier or
contemporary great kivas. Certainly there is a clear difference between these plaza kivas and the
large, enclosed spaces present elsewhere in the Arizona Transition Zone. Small or moderately
sized rectangular kivas are also present within room blocks in Silver Creek and the Transition
Zone. The late dispersed sites in the Transition Zone appear to lack great kivas entirely, although
small kivas are present at several—indeed, the small kivas at Point of Pines are the most
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thoroughly reported part of the Point of Pines phase (Smiley 1952)—making the enclosed great
kivas at Grasshopper, Kinishba, and Point of Pines Pueblo among the latest great kivas in use in
the Southwest.

Intersections and Boundaries: Borderlands and Population Movement in the Central Southwest
Early concerns with bounding archaeological cultures tended to focus largely on the
adherence of local archaeology to one pattern or another; in west-central New Mexico, for
example, Danson mapped the line between his “Alpine” and “Cibola” branches immediately
south of Quemado, but expressed some doubts about the degree to which the drainages south of
Quemado really compared well with the more straightforwardly “Mogollon” Reserve area
(Danson 1957:57). However, some discussions at least touched on the consequences of such
boundaries. In a chapter entitled “Some Convergences and Continuities,” John Rinaldo wrote of
the great kiva at Hooper Ranch:
On the whole, the Hooper Ranch Great Kiva seems to constitute an example of converging traditions,
formed as it is of architectural features stemming from both the Anasazi and Mogollon ceremonial
structures. The deflector, the masonry lining and division into compartments of the south vault, the
masonry veneer, and the general concept of the bench and the wall niche are parallel to features which have
been found more frequently in Anasazi lesser kivas and Great Kivas. But the rectangular shape of the floor
plan, the lateral stepped entrance, the general arrangement of the roof supports, and the primary orientation
of the structure toward the east are elements represented more strongly in Mogollon pithouses and Great
Kivas. Thus the Great Kiva contains within it the elements of a convergence of the Chaco tradition of the
Anasazi and the Tularosa tradition of the Mogollon, a convergence which is more clearly exemplified in the
ceramics which the kivas contained. (Rinaldo in Martin et al. 1962:68)

The question of hybridity in Upper Little Colorado great kivas cuts to the heart of a discussion of
the relationship of great kivas to the creation and crossing of boundaries and of the flow (or lack
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of flow) of religious practice across social and spatial boundaries, and I return to it in Chapter 6.
It isn’t my intention to frame an argument here around the existence of a monolithic
Mogollon “culture,” or really around culture historical labels at all. An examination of the spatial
and temporal aspects of interaction across social boundaries does, however, require evidence that
social boundaries of some kind existed. As I stated above, I propose a rough working temporal
and spatial division between patterns seen in the eastern Mogollon Highlands, the Quemado area,
and the Upper Little Colorado on the one hand and those seen in much of east-central Arizona
after 1275 CE on the other. In the former patterns, I suggest that there is evidence for the
presence of a borderland—social differences, including the distribution of circular and
rectangular great kivas, are to some extent spatially distinct through time. The latter patterns, in
contrast, suggest the renegotiation of identities and regional connections in the face of massive
demographic shifts; a number of studies of migration have examined social boundaries, as well
as hybridity and creativity, in such contexts. I admit that there is a risk of oversimplification in
this division—there are a substantial number of axes on which any given instance of culture
contact might be measured, including intensity of interaction, population size, and geographic
and social differences among participants (Mills 2011)—but a regional synthesis requires some
degree of generalization.
There are certainly arguments to be made against the presence of a boundary zone in the
Upper Little Colorado or in west-central New Mexico. The traditional definition of “Anasazi”
and “Mogollon” ceramics as gray and brown ware respectively is vulnerable to the not
unreasonable critique that differences in ceramic paste color are at least as likely to be a product
of geology as of the preferences of potters. The painted wares used in the eastern Mogollon
Highlands are (with a few rare exceptions) the same as those used throughout the southern
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Colorado Plateau—this is visible in the Southwest Social Networks Project’s analysis of wares
beginning in the thirteenth century (e.g., Mills et al. 2015), and an analysis of the twelfth century
would probably produce a similar connection. Lekson summed up this view in a 1996 review of
the twelfth- through fourteenth-century archaeology of west-central New Mexico:
Despite the differences in clays, the visible surface of Pueblo III pots were strikingly similar. The list of
attributes, including corrugated, indented corrugated, black-on-white, and so on, works equally well for
Anasazi and post-A.D. 1000 Mogollon assemblages. Therefore, I suggest our understanding of settlement
dynamics in both areas after A.D. 1000 (or even A.D. 900) stands to gain little and lose a great deal if we
maintain the current taxonomic division between Anasazi and upland Mogollon. (Lekson 1996:175)

I agree with Lekson’s proposal that the eastern Mogollon Highlands (or the Transition Zone writ
large) should not be considered in isolation from the Plateau, but not because I agree that they
represent a single archaeological pattern. I would argue instead that that there is a great deal to be
gained in looking at the intersection of such patterns.
Detailed examinations of gray and brown corrugated pottery where the two wares overlap
in these areas have repeatedly suggested that the contrasts between such vessels go well beyond
paste color. Crown (1981) analyzed the corrugation techniques, surface treatments, and pastes of
gray and brown ware vessels from a group of small room blocks along Carrizo Creek, northwest
of St. Johns. She noted substantial differences in the production of the two wares and suggested
that they were made by separate communities of potters, with the more numerous gray wares
having been produced locally. In the southern Upper Little Colorado, and more qualitatively, the
excavators at Rudd Creek, south of Springerville, noted a difference in vessel shape and surface
treatment between gray and brown wares (Clark et al. 2006:414). Duff and Nauman (2010)
examined the pottery at the Cox Ranch great house community northwest of Quemado, where
the unpainted assemblage is dominated by brown ware. Again, they note differences in the
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techniques used to produce gray and brown ware vessels, and suggest that households or
individuals with diverse backgrounds were resident at Cox Ranch. It should be noted as well that
the Cibola White Ware and White Mountain Red Ware types that characterize both the southern
Colorado Plateau and eastern Mogollon Highlands seem never to have been locally produced in
the eastern Mogollon Highlands (Mills 2007b; Peeples 2011a; Wilson 1999b); shared
consumption (and whatever connections produced it) would certainly have been meaningful, but
it need not imply the same degree of shared knowledge and practice as shared production. Nor
did painted wares always flow unproblematically across social boundaries, particularly later in
the southwestern past (Carlson 1970; Duff 2002; Peeples 2011a). Duff reports contrasts between
settlement patterns and ceramic assemblages in the northern and southern Upper Little Colorado
from at least the eleventh century and demonstrates striking variability in painted ceramic
assemblages among Upper Little Colorado settlements in the late thirteenth through fourteenth
centuries, including contrasts between southern sites (including those with great kivas) and
northern sites.
Matthew Peeples (2011a) has recently examined issues of boundaries and variability at a
large scale, utilizing ceramic and architectural data from an area that he labels the greater Cibola
region and that includes the eastern Mogollon Highlands and the southern Colorado Plateau as
far west as the Vernon area. Peeples’ larger aim was to examine the distribution of “categorical”
and “relational” identities; the former are explicit self-identifications, while the latter are
associated with day-to-day interaction. In this sense, he is continuing the tradition of studies cited
above in proposing some traits as the active signaling of identities or ethnicities in contrast to
others that are the products of learning networks or communities of practice, that is, of opposing
something like awareness and orthodoxy on the one hand to doxa on the other. Peeples suggests
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that relational identities are visible in the production techniques of corrugated pottery, in
domestic architectural features, and to some extent in the circulation of pottery, while categorical
identities are associated with the production (and perhaps circulation) of painted ceramics and
with public architecture—primarily great kivas, in this setting. His analysis of corrugated pottery
shows a clear split into northern and southern networks, with the latter encompassing the eastern
Mogollon Highlands, Mariana Mesa, the Upper Little Colorado, and the Vernon area. This
distinction is mirrored in the distribution of domestic feature traits (e.g., within the southern
portion of the study area, hearths are far more likely to be located in room interiors as opposed to
corners or entryways [Peeples 2011a:243]), and to a large extent (but not universally) in the
presence of rectangular great kivas in the south and circular great kivas in the north. In contrast,
the flow of painted ceramics into the eastern Mogollon Highlands might suggest participation in
some kind of categorical identity, even in the general absence of the production of painted
ceramics in the Highlands (with the exception of Tularosa White-on-red, much of which was
produced using designs similar to those on the exteriors of St. John’s polychrome vessels [Mills
2007b; Peeples 2011a]). I would suggest that this preponderance of differences implies some
reality to a boundary zone within Peeples’ study area.
Turning to the western portion of the study area, population movement plays a dominant
role in studies of east-central Arizona, particularly after the mid- to late thirteenth century.
Earlier, eleventh-century, immigration into the Silver Creek area is a key element of Herr’s
(2001) frontier model; in this instance, the argument for immigration is based to some extent on
the presence of the great kivas on which her research focuses but is also built on a regional
demographic model that demonstrates a substantial increase in population over the preceding
period (Newcomb 1999). Whittlesey (2012) has criticized the association of the Silver Creek
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great kivas with immigration based on the presence of circular great kivas during the Pithouse
period in the Forestdale Valley, but does not provide an answer to the demographic portion of
Herr’s argument (nor for the gap of three or more centuries visible in Haury’s Forestdale
sequence between the structures at Bear Ruin and Tla Kii [Haury 1950]). Arguments supporting
the presence of diverse populations at later sites in Silver Creek are distinctly separate from
questions of population size, as the overall population of the region appears to decrease in this
time period. Researchers have focused instead on the local production of a diverse group of
painted wares and the presence of ceramic production technology (i.e., perforated plates) and
design styles associated with immigrants from northern Arizona, as well as on the increase in
diversity of religious architecture and the rapid construction represented by “ladder” room blocks
(Mills 1998, 1999b, 2007a). Neuzil (2005) examined the production of indented corrugated
pottery at Bailey Ruin and argued for the presence of distinct corrugation techniques
representing social groups with distinct backgrounds.
A number of lines of evidence have been marshaled for immigration in the Grasshopper
area, including diversity in the production of corrugated wares (Reid and Montgomery 1998;
Zedeño 1994). At Grasshopper Pueblo itself, isotopic (Ezzo et al. 1997) and morphological
(Birkby 1973) studies of human remains show clear evidence for the presence at the settlement
of individuals with comparatively distant origins, and Riggs (2001:164-5) has argued that
architectural features in one of the site’s major room blocks, including room size, door
morphology, and preferences in the type of wood used in construction, also providence evidence
for diversity in the site’s population. Lyons (2013) has recently argued that the limited ceramic
data available for Kinishba suggest the presence of northern immigrants there as well. Haury
originally published on the presence of immigrants from northern Arizona at Point of Pines
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Pueblo in the 1950s, noting the presence of a D-shaped kiva as well as non-local room block
architecture, imported “Kayenta” vessels, and versions of the same pottery types made with local
materials within a room block that apparently suffered catastrophic burning (Haury 1958). For
decades, the “Maverick Mountain phase” occupation at Point of Pines served as the sine qua non
for ancient southwestern migration. More recently, studies of migration in a very wide range of
southwestern contexts suggest that, while the kind of extreme differentiation and transportation
of material culture visible at Point of Pines is not unique, the complete universe of southwestern
migration contained a wide range of social strategies and consequences (Mills 2011; Ortman and
Cameron 2011). Stone (2003) compared the evidence for immigration in Silver Creek, at
Grasshopper, and at Point of Pines, and, as mentioned above, argued that Point of Pines Pueblo
alone represents a situation in which social boundaries between locals and immigrants were
deliberately, actively maintained. I suspect that, given the early history at Point of Pines of
aggregated settlement and its position as the most southerly (i.e., the most geographically
removed from a Kayenta “homeland”) of the areas Stone discusses, the presence of visible social
differences and tension between immigrants and “hosts” at Point of Pines Pueblo is not
coincidental.
The most basic point that I want to raise by this discussion is merely that there is
substantial evidence for social boundaries in contexts of borderlands and population movement
in the greater Transition Zone and the southern Colorado Plateau, and that this evidence provides
a number of opportunities for examining great kivas and religious change within those contexts.
It isn’t my aim here to add new data to the arguments for borderlands or situations of contact
within these areas—the new data collected for this study focus on the history of the Upper Gila
and on individual rectangular great kivas—but to use these contexts as examples for comparison
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with the argument I will make for the Upper Gila as a borderland or frontier and with the story of
a single site and great kiva within that context. Additionally, I want draw attention to how these
studies of social boundaries resonate with the idea of boundary zones and instances of culture
contact as locations of creativity and change that I hope to explore. Duff and Nauman’s (2010)
argument for ethnic co-residence at the Cox Ranch great house, where the early unroofed great
kiva-like structure may represent an innovation that later spread throughout the Cibola region of
New Mexico, is relevant here. Whatever Chaco or far-flung great houses represented, surely the
possibility that “Chacoan” appeal reached across some kind of existing social boundary should
be of interest, and may add significance to instances in which it failed to reach across such
boundaries. Peeples (2011a) adopts the model of categorical and relational identities, specifically
because he is interested in instances in which these types of identities do not match one
another—he raises the example of Mariana Mesa, which shows southern ties in its corrugated
ceramics and yet has circular unroofed great kivas—and the articulation of such mismatches with
the possibility of social change. Duff (2002, 2004) has argued for the role of the thirteenth- and
fourteenth-century Upper Little Colorado in the generation of the new ideologies, particularly the
katsina religion, that characterize the late prehispanic Southwest, emphasizing a possible
increased role for individual agency in more thinly populated and diverse areas. In addition to the
diversity of religious architecture associated with population movement in late east-central
Arizona, the late settlements in the Silver Creek and Grasshopper regions saw the initial
development of a new painted ware—Roosevelt Red Ware, which consists primarily of the
Salado polychrome types—that subsequently came to dominate assemblages across the southern
Southwest and that has been argued to be tied to both the movement of northern immigrants and
the spread of a cult or religious ideology (Clark et al. 2013; Crown 1994; Lyons 2003; Mills et
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al. 2015). In the same time period, the painted designs on White Mountain Red Ware diverge
from the Pinedale style shared with Roosevelt Red Ware to produce the ideologically rich
designs that appear on Fourmile Polychrome (Mills 1998; Van Keuren 2012). Taken together,
these examples both support a general model of the articulation of religious change and culture
contact and suggest the value of considering the specific relationship between the end of the
rectangular great kiva tradition and the broader demographic and religious changes that
characterize the late prehispanic Southwest.

Great Kivas and the Archaeology of Social and Spatial Boundaries
A Brief History of Mogollon Great Kivas and their Interpretation
Great kivas in the central Southwest have a history long predating the use of surface
room block architecture, at least in the sense that unusually large pit structures are present at sites
from the Early Pithouse period onward throughout the Transition Zone and Mimbres areas. The
beginning of the Early Pithouse period is typically placed at circa 200 CE. One such early great
kiva—House 5 at Bluff Ruin in the Forestdale Valley, a circular pit structure with a diameter of
over 10 meters—produced a cutting date of 318 CE (Haury 1985:300). In light of these Pithouse
period beginnings, Gregory and Wilcox describe the Mogollon great kiva pattern as “a coherent
tradition of ceremonial architecture that persisted in this region for over 1,000 years” (2007:139)
and emphasize floor grooves as a significant trait linking such structures through time (see also
Whittlesey 2012). However, in the same volume Diehl (2007:150) questions the utility of floor
grooves in defining religious architecture, noting that a substantial majority of proposed Early or
Late Pithouse period “ceremonial” structures actually lack these features, and a recent review by
Gilman and Stone (2013) has demonstrated substantial diversity among Pithouse period great
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kivas in the Transition Zone and Mimbres areas including variability in the presence of grooves.
Gilman and Stone use size—in this case, area of over 35 square meters—as the sole
criterion for the inclusion of structures in their list of great kivas, and their sample demonstrates
several general patterns that have long been considered characteristic of Mogollon great kivas
(and to a certain extent of pit structures in the region more generally). Such patterns include the
widespread presence of ramps and eastern orientations and the near universal presence of
hearths. The structures increase in size through time and see a general shift in shape from
circular (or, in a few cases, other shapes) to rectangular. The change in shape is not universal,
however. An extremely large (ca. 25 meters in diameter) circular structure was excavated in the
early twentieth century by Walter Hough at Luna Village in the Reserve area (Hough 1919).
Chronometric dates and the presence of Mimbres Black-on-white Style I (also variously referred
to as Boldface or Mangus Black-on-white) from much later excavations suggest that the site was
occupied during the ninth and tenth centuries (Oakes and Zamorra 1999:265-269), and Gilman
and Stone therefore place Hough’s structure in their “Late” category. House X at Wind Mountain
in the Upper Gila, one of the minority of proposed Pithouse period great kivas that do possess
floor grooves, is a large round structure that probably dates to the 800s or 900s C.E (Woosley
and McIntyre 1996:Table 3.5). Other features vary by region. Floor grooves of various
morphology and positioning are more common in structures in Arizona, but are almost absent
from Mimbres Valley structures, except in some late cases. “Lobes” (posts or extensions of the
structure wall flanking the entryway, giving a structure a slightly kidney- or bean-shaped outline)
are absent in Arizona but much more common in New Mexico. These geographic patterns are
deeply interesting, but the grouping of these structures into regions bears some additional
reflection, I feel. In Gilman and Stone’s study the Upper Gila is grouped with the Reserve area,
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rather than the Mimbres; the next chapter is devoted in part to the thorny question of Upper Gila
cultural connections (and elsewhere Gilman [2015] argues convincingly that the history of the
Upper Gila did not proceed in lock step with that of the Mimbres Valley), but it should be noted
that all of Gilman and Stone’s “Late” great kivas in the Upper Gila are substantially nearer to the
Mimbres Valley and its great kivas than they are to the Reserve area. Indeed, the available data
are heavily weighted toward southern New Mexico—of the 22 great kivas in the Pine
Lawn/Reserve/Upper Gila dataset, about half are in the Upper Gila, and the Mimbres Valley
dataset of 27 great kivas makes up more than half of the entire sample—reflecting the gravitation
of Mogollon research toward the Mimbres in the past several decades.
The retirement of Late Pithouse period great kivas in the Mimbres Valley is of particular
interest here; Creel and Anyon (2003) have examined these structures in detail and both they and
Gilman and her colleagues (2014) have argued that the retirement of the last great kivas in the
Mimbres area marked a major shift in religious practice. Creel and Anyon discuss groups of
objects placed within great kivas, particularly in the context of the closure or retirement of
structures, but also during construction or during the use life of a structure. Deposits within
postholes—including shell and turquoise beads and quartz crystals—appear to be particularly
common. Other material may have been placed in the fabric of the great kivas during
construction or buried beneath structure floors—the most spectacular example of this latter type
of deposit being a military macaw and bead necklace buried underneath a piece of greenstone in
Structure 73 at the Galaz site (Anyon and LeBlanc 1984:130). Creel and Anyon also suggest that
the construction of some Mimbres great kiva walls using rows of posts around the structure edge
(a pattern rare in more northern great kivas and in smaller Mimbres pit structures) was
specifically intended to facilitate a particular kind of collapse at retirement. In addition, they
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argue that the intense burning at these structures would have been in some sense a spectacle,
marking an obvious change in the life of the community. It should be noted that burning (if
possibly less intensive burning) is present across time in Gilman and Stone’s sample—and is
present in several, if not most, of the later great kivas analyzed here—but the ultimate retirement
of Mimbres Valley great kivas does seem to have been “eventful” in the sense referenced above.
After the Late Pithouse period, great kivas ceased to be used in the Mimbres Valley—and
probably in the Upper Gila—while in the eastern Mogollon Highlands and Point of Pines area,
the Pithouse period tradition of great kivas flowed into the Pueblo period great kiva tradition on
which this study focuses. The orientation, rectangular shape, and construction shared by most
late rectangular great kivas are clearly foreshadowed by Pithouse period structures. In the
Reserve area, the Wheatley Ridge great kiva, part of a pithouse settlement probably dating to the
800s or 900s CE (Bannister et al. 1970), clearly presages Pueblo period great kivas, with its wide
ramped entryway, rectangular shape, and masonry lining (Rowe 1946). The great kiva at
Nantack Village in the Point of Pines area bears a somewhat less clear resemblance to its
successors, but at least is similar to the later great kivas in size and shape (Breternitz 1959). It is
possible that the Reserve phase Sawmill great kiva, which shows clear evidence for remodeling,
was originally a Late Pithouse period great kiva (Bluhm 1957).
Briefly, the Pueblo period great kivas of interest here are square or rectangular structures,
almost all with east- or southeast-facing entrances, most of which are ramped or stepped. They
are almost always excavated at least slightly below grade, although in contrast to even many Late
Pithouse period structures, the edges of the excavated depression are faced with masonry walls
that extended to roof height. Largely thanks to this masonry lining, the shape of Pueblo period
rectangular great kivas is often detectable from surface remains, although this isn’t always the
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case (there remains a regrettable tendency for square holes to collapse into circular depressions.)
The reliability of size estimates from surface data is somewhat more debatable—in the data I
collected, there is a marked predilection for surface recorded structures to be reported as larger
than excavated structures, even when reducing measurements recorded for the entire extent of a
rubble mound surrounding a great kiva. Structures for which data was collected for this study
range from 10.5 to almost 19 meters in longest dimension, or from about 91 to 300 square meters
in area. Internal features almost universally include a hearth—typically a large, informal basinshaped feature—and floor vaults or grooves. There is a certain amount of variability in the
placement of great kivas within sites, but great kivas in the eastern Mogollon Highlands and
Upper Little Colorado are typically at least somewhat distinct from a site’s room blocks (i.e., are
separated from room blocks by at least a small amount of space or are attached to room blocks
by no more than one wall), whereas the late great kivas in the Arizona Transition Zone are
entirely enclosed within large residential room blocks. Chapter 6 provides a detailed discussion
of great kiva architecture and of the sources of great kiva data used in this study.
Records of rectangular great kivas based on surface remains date back at least to late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century reports by Walter Hough (1907) and Francis Duff
(1897), but mid-century excavations carried out by the Field Museum and as part of the
University of Arizona Field School at Point of Pines contributed the bulk of the existing
excavation data for rectangular great kivas. Early interpretations acknowledge some kind of
“public” role for great kivas—for example, Hough’s description and later Field Museum reports
refer to the great kiva at Foote Canyon as an “assembly kiva” (Hough 1907:54; Rinaldo
1959:159,292; see also Gerald 1957:181 and Olson 1970:185)—as well as viewing them as a key
component of the Mogollon culture historical pattern (Bluhm 1957:26; Martin et al. 1957:128).
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Haury (1950) constructed a sequence of great kivas in the Forestdale Valley, extending his scope
to Kinishba at the end of the sequence, and suggested that great kivas were eventually replaced
by plazas, possibly because there are fewer size constraints on an unroofed space. However, it
should probably be noted at this point that the “patio” or great kiva at Kinishba, which Haury
followed Cummings [1940] in believing to be open, was in fact roofed (Shaefer and Shaefer
2013); also, as mentioned above, the great kivas of the Forestdale Valley differ substantially
from those to the south and east at Point of Pines and in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. While
Haury did not discuss integration explicitly, the implication is that larger and larger structures
were needed to serve larger and larger sites. Somewhat later, Longacre (1966) specifically
described circular great kivas in the Vernon area as an attempt at integration, albeit one that was
unsuccessful, apparently in the face of increasing aggregation.
With the New Archaeology, the integrative “functional” role of great kivas became
cemented in the archaeological imagination (see, for example, Rice 1976). While rectangular
great kivas have in general received much less interpretive attention than their circular
counterparts (see Lipe and Hegmon 1989 for the definitive discussion of “integrative”
architecture in the northern Southwest), the integrative model has since often been taken as a
necessary starting point for any discussion of these structures. An example is the limited
interpretation given for the LA 3279 great kiva—Oakes and Zamora (1999:78) describe this
structure and two unexcavated possible rooms that flank its entrance as a possible center for
redistribution. This point of view characterizes some of the work on Grasshopper Pueblo; Reid
and Whittlesey (1999:156-157) argued not only that the construction of the great kiva at a time
when new construction was already waning at Grasshopper Pueblo was an attempt at integration,
but also that the attempt couldn’t be considered to have failed merely because the abandonment
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of the site followed not long after. And in his comparison of late settlements in the Arizona
Transition Zone, Riggs states baldly that “the integrative function of great kivas is beyond
refute” (2005:339). To return to circular great kivas, Herr described the Silver Creek great kivas
as part of a strategy for recruiting labor in the land-rich and labor-poor frontier environment.
Like other authors, she characterizes great kivas as integrative facilities but notes that the “ritual
messages” attached to activity within these structures would have incorporated “relationships of
power and ideology” (2001:27). Herr’s work is particularly relevant here as an exploration of
great kivas in the context of a frontier and is noteworthy for the depth of its examination of the
social role played by great kivas. I would suggest, however, that by adopting integration as a
founding assumption, Herr missed some opportunities for exploring the role of great kiva
religion in the lives of people on the Silver Creek frontier, particularly given Kopytoff’s (1987)
description of frontiers as filled with malcontents and adventurers.
More recently, archaeologists have begun to explore Mogollon great kivas based on other
theoretical grounds. In a recent Mogollon Conference paper, Reid and Whittlesey (2012)
conceptualize privacy and performance at the Grasshopper Pueblo great kiva, suggesting the
possible importance of secrecy and privacy in great kiva activity, particularly in the burial of an
individual interred with a substantial amount of material below what later became the great kiva
floor vault. Elsewhere, Stone (2002) has treated the integrativeness of kivas (including both great
and small kivas in the Point of Pines area) as a testable hypothesis, suggesting that diversity
among religious structures was tied to factionalism or the presence of competing interest groups
and therefore a lack of integrative function. I am certainly interested in architectural diversity
and feel that posing integration as a question rather than a fundamental assumption is a great leap
forward. However, I am unconvinced that a set of several identical or nearly identical
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structures—which might imply a degree of agreement about how religion ought to be done but
by no means implies agreement about who has the right and responsibility to do it—is any more
indicative of successful integration than is a group of diverse features.

All Kivas Great and Small: Rectangular Great Kivas in the Universe of Southwestern
Architecture
There are a number of ways in which the grouping of both rectangular structures in the
Transition Zone and circular constructions on the Colorado Plateau under the label “great kiva”
makes sense; circular and rectangular great kivas are generally similar in size (at least when late
oversized, unroofed circular great kivas are excluded [Dungan and Peeples 2014]), and both in
some sense refer back to a pithouse tradition. After about 1000 CE or so, rectangular and circular
great kivas also show some similarities in floor features, namely the frequent presence of a pair
of floor vaults or grooves flanking a central hearth. At the same time, there are a number of
contrasts between the traditions, beyond the obvious differences in shape. Chacoan great kivas
typically have a four-post pattern of roof supports, while rectangular great kivas are more likely
to have five or more posts. Also, the circular great kivas of the Colorado Plateau lack lengthy
ramped entryways, are more typically oriented on a north-south axis, and are often more fully
subterranean than their rectangular counterparts in the central Southwest. At least in
archaeological interpretation, the history of great kivas on the Colorado Plateau becomes very
heavily bound up with that of Chaco Canyon and its regional connections—a proposition that I
think bears further examination. However, like rectangular great kivas, circular great kivas have
deep roots in pithouse villages. The early history of great kivas has probably received the most
attention in the Mesa Verde area, but Basketmaker III and Pueblo I great kivas are present in
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northeastern Arizona and northwestern New Mexico (Adler and Wilshusen 1990; Van Dyke
2007a:67-78, 2007b:94; Wilshusen et al. 2012), and circular great kivas appear to have been
present as far south as the Puerco River by the 600s or 700s CE, long before Chaco’s
fluorescence (Schachner et al. 2012). In his proposed sequence of great kivas in the Forestdale
Valley, Haury (1950:416-417) raised the question of whether the great kiva “form” diffused from
one culture area to the other; I strongly suspect that, in fact, the rectangular and circular great
kiva traditions developed in dialog with one another over centuries.
One substantial difference in the social and architectural contexts in which the two
traditions operated is that circular great kivas on the Colorado Plateau are taken to have existed
in relationship to small kivas throughout their history. Without entering into an extended
discussion of exactly “when” and “what” is a kiva in the early Pueblo history of the Colorado
Plateau, there is a continuous history in these areas of pit structures that were used in concert
with aboveground architecture and that seemingly became increasingly divorced from individual
households through time. This includes the use of small kivas (or at least large-but-not-great
kivas, like those excavated by Hodge [1923] at Hawikuh) at Chacoan and post-Chacoan sites in
the Zuni and Mariana Mesa areas (Kintigh 1996; McGimsey 1980). In contrast, while late pit
structures associated with room blocks certainly do exist in both the eastern Mogollon Highlands
and the Mimbres Valley (Gilman 2007), the labeling of these structures (let alone the social roles
they occupied) remains something of a problem. Field Museum excavations at Higgins Flat
included what the report labels a “pithouse kiva” and several late pit structures were excavated at
Apache Creek in the mid-twentieth century salvage excavations (Martin et al. 1957; Peckham et
al. 1956). Based on the ceramics on floors and in floor fill—not least the presence in several pit
structures of Tularosa Fillet Rim bowls set into the floor as part of mealing features—the
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Higgins Flat and Apache Creek structures appear to date to the Tularosa phase, although the
Museum of New Mexico excavators proposed a transitional “Apache Creek phase” between the
Reserve and Tularosa phases. The Jewett Gap site (also called Gallo Pueblo) included pit
structures dating to the Tularosa phase, and probably the Reserve phase as well (Bannister et al.
1970; Bullard 1950; Martin et al. 1957). Wills (2007) describes pit structures as part of the
typical layout of Reserve Phase sites, but the evidence is mixed. Probable Reserve or Tularosa
phase pit structures were excavated during the same set of mid-century Museum of New Mexico
salvage projects as the structures at Apache Creek (Peckham 1957; Peckham et al. 1956;
Schroeder and Wendorf 1954) and as part of more recent contract work (Oakes and Zamora
1999:113-126), but pit structures at Reserve phase sites excavated by the Field Museum seem
more likely to have been earlier occupations (Martin and Rinaldo 1950). Depressions are
frequently reported at sites with surface architecture, but multicomponent sites are common and
it is unfortunately impossible to date apparent pit structures based solely on surface remains.
Certainly Reserve phase sites don’t adhere to the tidy layout visible in the areas of the Colorado
Plateau where early aboveground architecture is characterized by Prudden Units.
The presence of mealing features in a large proportion of the late pit structures in the
eastern Mogollon Highlands suggests that “domestic” activity took place within them. It does not
follow that they were not also religious settings, and I am particularly loath to exclude these
structures from religious significance on the grounds of evidence for an activity ethnographically
associated with women. If Ware (2014) is correct about the deep history of Plateau great kivas as
masculine redoubts, the presence of mealing facilities in late eastern Mogollon Highlands pit
structures does seem to suggest a significant difference in use. Two of the Apache Creek
structures each have a single rectangular vault; somewhat comparable features appear in great
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kivas and not in surface rooms (with the sole exception of Room 4 at Jewett Gap [Bullard
1950]), which is certainly suggestive. Several burials were also placed in the Apache Creek
structures, including some possible secondary burials, which may be indicative of continuing
significance for these structures after retirement. At this point, any conclusions about late pit
structures in the eastern Mogollon Highlands as a group, including their possible religious
significance, are somewhat hampered by a lack of data, particularly as very little can be inferred
about such features without excavation. I am not convinced that the label we assign to these
structures matters a great deal in itself, but an exploration of their relationship with contemporary
pit structures on the Colorado Plateau and with the kivas present at sites throughout the
protohistoric Southwest would be of interest.
Archaeologists do describe small kivas beginning in roughly the mid-thirteenth century at
sites throughout east-central Arizona, including some with great kivas. Reid and Whittlesey have
made an argument for the presence of ceremonial rooms, “protokivas,” and kivas at Grasshopper
Pueblo and earlier sites in the Grasshopper area; they describe both protokivas and kivas as
having benches or platforms and note that bird burials, particularly macaws, were placed beneath
the floors of some of these structures (Reid and Whittlesey 1999:122-125). The presence of
platforms, ventilators, and, in some cases, features that may have served to anchor looms ties the
Grasshopper kivas to similar roughly contemporaneous features in the Upper Little Colorado,
Vernon, and Silver Creek areas (Martin and Rinaldo 1960; Martin et al. 1964; Mills et al. 1999)
and to somewhat later structures at Point of Pines (Smiley 1952). Interestingly, if we group the
proto-kivas at Grasshopper Springs and Chodistaas under the same umbrella as small kivas, the
Grasshopper area is a rare location in which small kivas appear before great kivas. At least one
small kiva seems to have been part of the late settlement at Kinishba, although I’m not convinced
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this label is best used for the pit structures that underlie the great kiva (Shaefer and Shaefer 2013,
cf. Welch 2013). Martin and his colleagues suggested that three of the rooms at Higgins Flat
might originally have comprised a single large room with a low platform over a ventilator
(Martin et al. 1956); if this reconstruction is correct, this would be the sole feature present in the
eastern Highlands resembling the later small kivas at Arizona sites.
The use of small kivas in the late prehispanic Southwest has long been thought to be tied
to sweeping changes in demography and religious practice that took place during this time
period. Lyons (2003) has argued that the spread of small kivas, along with the use of perforated
plates and the production of Maverick Mountain Series ceramics and Roosevelt Red Ware, was
associated with the spread of immigrant groups from northern Arizona. Adams (1991) suggests
that large plazas and kivas within plazas appear in the late Southwest in association with the
spread of katsina religion. The D-shaped kiva at Point of Pines Pueblo and kivas in the Safford
area (e.g., Woodson 1999) and San Pedro valley (Clark and Lyons 2012) are clearly part of
immigrant settlements. The kivas in Silver Creek are not part of “site unit intrusions,” but are
certainly associated with immigration and population diversity (Mills 1998). The association of
small kivas with northern immigrants may not be applicable everywhere in east-central Arizona,
however; for example, small kivas are present in the Upper Little Colorado both at Hooper
Ranch, where the proportion of Roosevelt Red Ware is quite low (and the type is almost
certainly not made locally) and perforated plates seem to be absent (Duff 2004; Martin et al.
1961), and at Table Rock Pueblo, where Roosevelt Red Ware makes up a substantial proportion
of the painted assemblage and at least one perforated plate was recovered (Lyons and Lindsay
2006; Martin and Rinaldo 1960). There is also some complexity in the articulation of kivas,
plazas, katsinas, and aggregation: plazas have a long history in the Arizona Transition Zone and
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in Silver Creek, and very large, plaza-focused sites in the Zuni area substantially predate the
appearance of katsina imagery (i.e., on Matsaki Buff Ware [Mills 2007b:232]). In addition, both
kivas and katsina imagery are sometimes present at quite small sites. The Point of Pines phase
kivas Smiley discusses are separated from room blocks but are part of very small settlements,
and katsina imagery appears on pottery at Hooper Ranch, a moderately sized settlement with a
great kiva, small kivas enclosed within room block space, and no plaza (Martin et al. 1961:123)
The historical relationship between plazas and great kivas merits a brief mention here.
Plazas certainly co-occur with great kivas in the Arizona Transition Zone, beginning in the
Tularosa phase with Turkey Creek Pueblo, and in at least one site (Sherwood Ranch) along the
Upper Little Colorado. In general, sites in the eastern Mogollon Highlands seem to have less
formal arrangements of extramural space, although some have small courtyards appended to
room blocks (Martin et al. 1956), and the spaces between and in front of room blocks could still
easily have been treated as plazas in the same ways as similar space at the modern Pueblos.
There has been some suggestion that more formally enclosed plazas were present in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands—Hough’s descriptions and overly formalized schematics depict several
sites this way (e.g., Hough 1907:Figures 15 and 20), and Field Museum recorders described the
Valley View (Martin et al. 1957) and Perry Lawson sites (notes on file at the Field Museum) in
these terms. The only reported excavation in such a feature was at Foote Canyon, however, and
this “plaza” was clearly roofed (Rinaldo 1959); I group it with the great kivas in Chapter 6,
although it admittedly lacks the characteristic floor features of other great kivas. The very large,
formally enclosed spaces at plaza-focused sites on the southern Colorado Plateau in both Arizona
and New Mexico seem to be absent below the Mogollon Rim, with the exception of Tundastusa
in the Forestdale Valley.
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I should note here that some quite substantial kivas are present within late plazas—
including a kiva at Sherwood Ranch that measures about 10 meters in length and width (Gann
n.d.) and the kivas at Tundastusa and Fourmile—and that there are also some large rectangular
kivas within room blocks at Upper Little Colorado sites (e.g., Duff 2004:Figure 8.2). I would
argue that rectangular great kivas are still distinguishable from these structures by their size,
entryway form, and orientation; while the large kiva at Sherwood Ranch is about the size of the
smallest Pueblo period great kivas, it is only about half the size of the great kiva at the same site
and lacks the latter’s east-facing entryway. Large kivas are also known at the historic and
modern Pueblos, but based on the features present in these structures, they seem to be the
descendants of small kivas rather than great kivas. Mindeleff (1989[1891]:136) published a list
of kiva dimensions from Hopi villages. The greatest length given is just under 30 feet (about 9.1
meters) and the greatest width just over 15 (about 4.6 meters)—even assuming these
measurements were from the same structure (and they are not), the resulting kiva would still be
less than half the size of the smallest great kiva discussed here.
Finally, I should add that it isn’t my intention to imply that religious practice (either in
the sense of marked practice utilized here or in any of the various other senses of the word) was
confined to great kivas or to other “public” spaces. Groupings of what are fairly clearly
significant objects have been found within room block space at the sites studied here. Some
deposits appear to be foundational—for example, a group of large bifaces and Archaic projectile
points was placed in a sealed pit below a room at Rudd Creek Pueblo (Clark et al. 2006:416).
Others objects were placed (or left in situ) at room closure. The most spectacular of these is a
group of painted groundstone objects, including two quadruped effigies, a very large pipe, a disk,
and two stone bowls, found within a room at Higgins Flat. A sub-conical object interpreted as a
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“corn mound” had been placed in the center of the floor of another room at the same site (Martin
et al. 1956). There is a clear history of the deposition of religious material within caves in the
Upper Gila and eastern Mogollon Highlands (e.g., Cosgrove 1947), and other ways in which
religious practice may have been mapped onto the larger landscape have barely been explored in
the region—see, for example, Hough’s (1907:75) description of a massive concentration of
petroglyphs and possible shrine near the Delgar site. While great kivas were by no means the
sum of the religious universe in the Mogollon Highlands, they do offer a number of advantages
for the examination of religion and social/spatial boundaries, not least that, of all the structures
and features discussed above, great kivas have the largest body of data available for analysis.

Approaching Great Kivas and Borderlands
In the past, great kivas have found a place on the trait lists defining archaeological
cultures, as evidence for the spatial distribution of those “cultures,” and as evidence for boundary
zones or population movement in the intersection of such archaeological patterns. Considered
purely as archaeological evidence, great kivas offer certain advantages. Unlike most other kinds
of material culture, great kivas and other architectural elements are necessarily stationary and can
be assumed to have been used (at least initially) by their builders—while ideas about great kivas
might have traveled, great kivas certainly did not. Furthermore, the size and placement of great
kivas makes them often at least somewhat interpretable from surface remains alone, unlike either
internal room features or small kivas. My goal in this study is to move beyond treating great
kivas primarily as evidence to examine great kivas’ role in the articulation of religious practice
with borderland processes. I make the initial assumption that great kivas were political settings
throughout their history. Let me emphasize that it isn’t my intention to imagine “political great
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kivas” as a hypothesis in opposition to “integrative great kivas.” I have argued in the preceding
chapter that integrative assumptions are themselves a tacit political model, and that
archaeologists studying non-state societies will benefit from examining the possibility for
contestation, disagreement, and multivalence in past religious practice. Even when we cast
religious practice as an attempt at integration or at claiming authority, we should not assume
such attempts were straightforwardly successful—Fogelin follows Weber in describing
attempted claims of power or legitimacy as “legitimations” rather than actual legitimacy or
dominance (Fogelin 2015; Weber 1978), and great kivas might be viewed in some sense as
legitimations on the part of individuals, kin groups, or communities. Particularly in the context of
social and spatial boundaries, even successful “integration” implies a measure of exclusion, a
division into those within a community and those without. Broadly speaking, this project is
intended to explore the role of great kivas in religious change by examining change in great kivas
through time and in borderlands and culture contact situations. The Upper Gila and the Fornholt
site (LA 164471) in Mule Creek, New Mexico serve as a laboratory for examining these
questions at a previously unknown site in an understudied area, while the larger Transition Zone
and southern Colorado Plateau provide a wide field for comparison.
I suggested above that religious practice might be profitably described as “marked”
(sensu Keane 2008, 2010)—that is, understood by its practitioners to be in some way set apart
from the everyday or taken-for-granted. Great kivas are literally set apart from room blocks in
most cases (particularly until the appearance of enclosed great kivas in the Arizona Transition
Zone). They are set apart in scale—great kivas are substantially larger than rooms within room
blocks at the same sites or, for that matter, than late pit structures, whether or not such features
should be thought of as kivas—and by floor features distinct from those within room block
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spaces. I argue in Chapter 6 that their contents are also marked to some degree. The construction
and retirement of great kivas would also have been characterized by awareness, as neither
situation would have been sufficiently common in the lifetime of any given individual ever to
have become “taken for granted.” Such foundations or retirements might be seen as eventful, at
least at a limited scale (or even at a broader scale, as in the final retirement of Mimbres Valley
great kivas), altering the conditions of practice in the communities in which they were situated.
Describing practice as marked implies that it is characterized to some degree by
awareness and is meaningful, while offering only limited insight into what the content of such
meaning might be. Meaning—that is, semiotic content—is inescapably present in discussions of
social boundaries; the emphasis on low-visibility, comparatively “doxic” traits in tracing
population movement might in some sense be seen as a search for the least meaningful elements
of material culture. Likewise, an exploration of the role of material culture in the production and
negotiation of boundaries involves locating those elements that become the signs of such
boundaries, Barth’s “signals and emblems of difference.” In his discussion of monumental
Andean architecture, Moore followed Lynch (1960) in describing the imageability and legibility
of a structure as “the capacity for conveying meaning and the clarity with which meaning can be
read” (Moore 1996:97). While I admit that rectangular great kivas can be described as
“monumental” only within a very limited field of comparison, excavating a hundred-or-more
square meter pit with digging sticks and baskets, let alone harvesting and transporting the kind of
trees needed to roof such a structure, was no mean feat. The labor required to produce these
structures would have been yet another factor setting them apart from the rest of the local built
environment. I would argue that great kivas’ position as “set apart,” including the visibility lent
by their size and position separated from room block space, predisposed them to be
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meaningful—they are both imageable and legible, to borrow Moore’s terms. While meaning is
constituted within the experience and cultural context of a given individual, such meaning would
not have been wholly arbitrary in relation to great kivas themselves. Certainly the same traits that
are regularly interpreted by archaeologists would have been equally interpretable in the past—at
a bare minimum, great kivas were indexical of the labor that produced them, and iconic of other
great kivas. Furthermore, the size and permanence of great kivas could easily lend themselves to
situations in which these structures outlived the meanings imposed on them by their builders,
with new meanings being created and contested in evolving social contexts. As venues, great
kivas would have both framed and constrained the activity within them. In short, if we are
seeking a viable candidate for meaningful material culture in southwestern boundary contexts,
the great kiva tradition seems eminently suitable.
As a starting point, I would propose that there is significance to be read in either change
or the persistence of existing patterns in great kivas and their attendant practice in culture contact
or borderland situations. If borderlands are locations of overlapping social networks, they can
also be described as locations of creativity and hybridity. Such locations might be characterized
by the flow of religious practice across social boundaries—as described in the previous chapter,
such movement of religious practice has occurred throughout the southwestern past and has been
posited to be typical of “symmetrical” contact. Borderland creativity might also entail the
generation of new practices as the visibility of a broader range of practice made existing practice
seem less necessary or uniquely correct. Alternatively, an adherence to existing traditions, or
particularly an increasing emphasis on the highly visible elements of those traditions, might
represent the purposeful display and manipulation of difference—in other words, the active
maintenance of boundaries.
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With these propositions in mind, I attempt to address the following basic questions with
the data collected for this study: How do Pueblo period great kivas vary through time and across
space in the study area? How does such variation map onto a comparison between what I would
broadly describe as the eastern Mogollon Highlands region interior and borderland or culture
contact contexts? What elements of great kiva construction and use vary (or remain consistent)
and how does this variation relate to the potential meaning of these structures? Can the Upper
Gila, including thirteenth-century settlement in Mule Creek, profitably be considered a frontier
or borderland? How does the great kiva-like structure at the Fornholt site fit into the rectangular
great kiva tradition, and what light does the larger discussion of borderlands and great kivas shed
on the history of the settlement at Fornholt? Finally, does the evidence from Fornholt and from
great kivas elsewhere suggest that the practice surrounding these structures articulated with
borderland processes in a meaningful way? The next two chapters focus on the Upper Gila as the
local study area for this project. In Chapter 4, I lay out the argument for the Upper Gila’s role as
a borderland or frontier through time. Chapter 5 presents the results of the Fornholt field work
and ceramic analysis, including excavation in the site’s unusual great kiva, and interprets those
results in light of the site’s borderland position. I return in Chapter 6 to the comparative analysis
of great kivas based on the examination of collections and the aggregation of data from
published and unpublished records.
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CHAPTER 4. THE UPPER GILA AS A BORDERLAND
In the previous chapters, I have addressed rectangular great kivas in general and have
suggested that there is much to be said about the intersection of these features with culture
contact or boundary situations in the central Southwest. The new field work reported here,
however, focuses on a specific great kiva and on what I will argue may be seen as the southern
borderland of the eastern Mogollon Highlands—that is, on the portion of southwestern New
Mexico surrounding the Gila and southern San Francisco rivers. The next chapter will describe
the results of the fieldwork. This chapter summarizes existing research in this area, gives the
results of my archival and collections research attempting to shed light on possible post-Classic
Mimbres or thirteenth-century assemblages that might be contemporary with Fornholt (the
location of our fieldwork), and lays out the basis of my argument for the role of the Upper Gila
as a borderland or frontier.
As a label, the Upper Gila requires some further explanation. The Gila and Salt Rivers
between them drain the portions of New Mexico and Arizona west of the Continental Divide and
south of the Mogollon Rim, and the Upper Gila designation has sometimes been extended to the
San Francisco and Blue River drainages as tributaries to the Gila (e.g., in Hough 1907)—indeed,
the members of Harvard’s Upper Gila Expedition found the label so appealing that they kept it
for their work on Mariana Mesa, which isn’t part of the Gila watershed at all, lying as it does on
the southern edge of the Colorado Plateau. Alternatively, the “Upper Gila” label is sometimes
restricted specifically to the Gila Forks and the valleys surrounding the Gila River in New
Mexico (e.g., Lekson 1990, 2002). I use “Upper Gila” here to refer to the local study area: the
areas immediate surrounding the Gila River—including the Gila Forks, Cliff Valley, and the
Redrock Valley, although less information is available for this last area—and around Mule
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Figure 4.1 The Upper Gila and Mimbres areas, showing selected sites mentioned in the text.
Creek, which is in fact a tributary of the San Francisco. As I hope will become clear below, this
grouping, while physiographically imprecise, makes a great deal of sense in terms of material
culture. The area thus defined might be said to extend in some ways and time periods as far north
as the portion of the San Francisco River valley around Glenwood and Alma, although little
information is available for the area between Mule Creek and Glenwood. I restrict the “Upper
Gila” to the portion of the river in New Mexico in order to avoid the additional complicating
factor of interaction with southern Arizona archaeological patterns, i.e., in the Middle and Lower
Gila river areas.
In broad strokes, the culture history of the Upper Gila follows the same pattern as that of
the Mimbres Valley until sometime in the twelfth century CE, when much of the Upper Gila is
assumed to have been depopulated. The late occupation at Fornholt falls into this post-Classic
Mimbres gap, and it is this time period that I will explore in depth below. Comparatively dense
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Table 4.1 Chronological schema used in southwestern and west-central New Mexico.

settlement returned to the region with the fourteenth century Cliff phase “Salado” occupation;
these seem to be some of the latest occupied large sedentary villages in the southern Southwest.
By the time of European colonization, the Upper Gila was Apache territory. Compared to the
large body of research focused on the Mimbres Valley to the east or even the more modest
efforts in the eastern Mogollon Highlands to the north, research in the Upper Gila has been rather
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patchy and poorly published. Much of the excavation carried out in the area was conducted by
amateurs. Some of this work resulted in the production of at least limited reports and records
(e.g., Mills and Mills 1972, 1977), and portions of some resulting collections and records are
curated in various institutions—for example, most of the whole vessels from Jack and Vera
Mills’ excavations in southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona are at Eastern Arizona
College (Neuzil and Lyons 2005). James Fitting directed a project in the area in the late 1960s
and early 1970s, including survey and excavations at several sites; documentation from the
project exists mostly in the form of preliminary reports (e.g., Baker 1971; Burns 1972; Fitting
1971, 1972, 1973a, 1973b, 1973c; but see also Lekson 1990, 2002). Other information comes
from a limited number of contract or highway salvage projects (Bussey 1975; Chapman et al.
1985; Hammack 1966; Hammack et al. 1966; Ice 1968; Wallace 1998), and from National Park
Service work in the area around the Gila Cliff Dwellings (Anderson et al. 1986; Bradford 1992;
McKenna and Bradford 1989). Recently completed excavations at Woodrow Ruin should shed
light on the Late Pithouse and Classic Mimbres periods in the Upper Gila (Sedig 2015).
Archaeology Southwest’s work in Mule Creek has encompassed excavations at three sites—
including limited testing at the multicomponent 3-Up (LA 150373) and Gamalstad (LA 164472)
sites, as well as the field work at Fornholt reported here—and informal survey on private land,
substantially expanding the data available for the immediate area. The presence of Mimbres
Black-on-white pottery in the Upper Gila has led to the same kind of heavy depredation by pot
hunters experienced in the Mimbres Valley. Many of the sites recorded in the early and midtwentieth century have since been destroyed, lending importance to the limited existing records.
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Upper Gila Culture History Through 1200 CE
The Upper Gila Before 1000 CE
Not a great deal is known about Late Archaic or Early Agricultural occupation in the
Upper Gila beyond the fact that sites dating to this time period are present. Fitting’s group
carried out excavations at the Eaton site in the Cliff Valley, recording a dense artifact scatter,
pits, hearths, and two pithouses (Fitting 1973c; Hemphill 1983). Hemphill reports an
uncalibrated radiocarbon date of 2260 ± 80 BP from the site.1 An intensive survey carried out in
portions of the Cliff Valley as part of the planning process for proposed dam construction on the
Gila (Chapman et al. 1985) recorded several preceramic pithouse sites. Also in the Cliff Valley,
Wallace (1998) suggested that the circular pithouses excavated at Ormand Village—a site
primarily dating to the much later Cliff phase—might also represent a Late Archaic component.
Another apparently Late Archaic site was excavated near Gila Hot Springs (Honea 1963), and
the presence of Archaic points and an atlatl fragment at the Gila Cliff Dwellings also suggests an
Archaic presence in the Gila Forks area and at the site (Anderson et al. 1986), although I think it
possible that at least some of the points were curated by the Cliff Dwellings’ thirteenth-century
inhabitants. We have recovered Archaic points from surface contexts in Mule Creek, including
from an extensive lithic scatter near Fornholt; the southern portion of the Fornholt site itself may
consist of a preceramic or Early Pithouse period occupation.
During the Early Pithouse period, occupation in the Upper Gila fits within a pattern that
some authors have argued shows a degree of uniformity across the Transition Zone and Mimbres
area (Diehl and LeBlanc 2001). Early Pithouse period sites are distinguished throughout the

1

It is unclear if the range is given at one or two standard deviations. Within this chapter, I will give radiocarbon
dates as they were presented in the original publications, as my goal at this point is not to construct a standardized
database of the comparatively few chronometric dates available for the Upper Gila. A list of dates is given in Lekson
1990:Table 5.3.
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greater region by the beginning of ceramic production, particularly unpainted brown ware and
early forms of red-slipped brown ware, although the inclusion of this latter material makes the
boundary between the Early Pithouse period and the beginning of the Late Pithouse period
particularly fuzzy. Given the presence of pithouses at Late Archaic sites and the growing
evidence throughout the Southwest for very early agricultural adaptations, the Early Pithouse
period likely represents more of a gradual transition than a “Neolithic Revolution.” In reporting
on excavations at two Early Pithouse sites in the Mimbres Valley, Diehl and LeBlanc (2001)
emphasize the use of hill or ridge tops during the Early Pithouse period, a pattern also reported in
the eastern Mogollon Highlands (Bluhm 1960; Rice 1976) and the Forestdale Valley (Haury
1985)—although such a pattern may result in part from the fact that such sites are most visible
when not overlain by later settlements. Fitting excavated several pit structures at Winn Canyon,
which he considered to be a single component Early Pithouse period site (but see Lekson
1990:88 for the possibility of an additional Late Archaic component), and reported a total of at
least six such sites in the Cliff Valley (Fitting 1972, 1973a). At least a few of the more than 70
pit houses Charles Di Peso excavated at Wind Mountain, near Mangus Creek in the Big Burro
Mountains, likely date to the Early Pithouse period (Woosely and McIntyre 1996). Survey results
suggest other probable Early Pithouse sites in the Cliff Valley (Chapman et al. 1985), Redrock
Valley (Lekson 1978), and Gila Forks (Bradford 1992; see also Hammack 1966). Diehl and
LeBlanc (2001:Table 2.3) cite two calibrated radiocarbon date ranges between the second and
sixth century CE for Winn Canyon. Both Winn Canyon and Wind Mountain have structures
described as Early Pithouse period great kivas, although the potential great kivas at Wind
Mountain are smaller than the one at Winn Canyon.
In both the Mimbres Valley and eastern Mogollon Highlands, the transition from the
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Early to Late Pithouse period is typically dated to the 500s; the principal difference is the
appearance of well-polished red-slipped ceramics (San Francisco Red), along with, perhaps, a
shift to more regular pithouse shapes and more frequent construction of ramped entryways.
Painted pottery, in the form of Mogollon Red-on-brown, appeared in the middle of the Late
Pithouse period (the San Francisco phase, beginning at around 700 CE), making at least the latter
portions of this period easier to detect on survey and at multicomponent sites2. Within the last
portion of the period, red-on-brown pottery was replaced in rapid succession by painted whiteslipped brown wares—first Three Circle Red-on-white, followed by Mimbres Black-on-white
Style I (also called Boldface or Mangas Black-on-white) and then Style II (alternatively labeled
Transitional). In the course of the Late Pithouse period, architecture shifted away from circular
or “bean shaped” pit structures to sub-rectangular and rectangular pit structures. Survey results
and limited excavations show that Late Pithouse period settlement was present throughout the
Upper Gila as defined here, including the Gila Forks, Cliff Valley, Big Burro Mountains, and the
Redrock Valley (Bussey 1975; Fitting 1973b; Turnbow and Huelster 2012; Woosley and
McIntyre 1996; and surveys cited above). The assemblages from all three sites we have tested in
Mule Creek include Late Pithouse period painted types. Small Late Pithouse period sites are also
present in the immediate area.
The Late Pithouse period has seen more excavation than the Early Pithouse period in both
the Upper Gila and Mimbres areas, particularly the last part of the period (the Three Circle
phase). In part, this is because the time period has attracted attention on its own merits—again,
the original discussion of “Mogollon” culture history turned on such villages (Haury 1936).
However, the excavation of Late Pithouse period structures is also related to the propensity of
2

It ought to be noted, however, that Mogollon Red-on-brown seems never to have been particularly common. Haury
(1936) reported that the type made up about 5 percent and 3 percent, respectively, of the assemblages at Mogollon
Village and Harris Village, his two type sites for the Late Pithouse period.
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later, aboveground, Classic period sites in the Upper Gila and Mimbres Valley to be built over
Late Pithouse settlements. The excavation of Three Circle phase great kivas at Saige-McFarland
(Lekson 1990) and at Black’s Bluff (Brunnett 1972), both in the Cliff Valley, took place in
association with work on the Classic Mimbres surface architecture at those sites. Sedig (2015)
has tested Late Pithouse period contexts at Woodrow Ruin, and there is clearly a Late Pithouse
component at the unexcavated TJ Ruin in the Gila Forks (McKenna and Bradford 1989) and at
Redrock Ruin in the Redrock valley (Lekson 1978). It is probably not coincidental that the three
most substantial Classic occupations in the Upper Gila were built over late Pithouse period
villages. There also appears to be some tendency for occupation at large excavated Late Pithouse
sites to persist through multiple phases—based on the ceramics present at Wind Mountain, the
pit structures there span the Late Pithouse period (Woosley and McIntyre 1996). In this sense,
Wind Mountain seems similar to Haury’s type sites of Mogollon Village and Harris Village. As
with other time periods, we have only a limited body of Late Pithouse period dates for the Upper
Gila. Radiocarbon dates from the outer rings of architectural wood from the Lee site, a Late
Pithouse period site in the Cliff Valley excavated as part of a highway salvage project, produced
calibrated ranges between the ninth and early eleventh centuries CE, roughly in accord with
expected dates for the Three Circle phase (Bussey 1975; Diehl and LeBlanc 2001). Calibrated
radiocarbon dates from Wind Mountain, reported with single standard deviation ranges,
primarily fall between the sixth and the twelfth centuries. Allowing for wide date ranges, these
dates fit more or less with the expected chronology for the Late Pithouse period in the Mimbres
Valley (Woosely and McIntyre 1996:Table 3.3).3 The archaeomagnetic dates from the Wind
Mountain pit structures almost all fall between 600 and 1000 CE. In addition to the structures at
3

The two most extreme outliers among the Wind Mountain radiocarbon dates produced calibrated dates between the
thirteenth and fifteenth centuries CE The dated material is described as “thatch” within pit structure floor fill, and
the late dates might represent an isotope fractionation issue.
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Saige-McFarland and Blacks Bluff, Upper Gila Late Pithouse period great kivas have been tested
or excavated at Wind Mountain, Lake Roberts Ruin (Roth 2007), and, most recently, Woodrow
Ruin. The Late Pithouse period occupation at the Fornholt site included a great kiva as well (see
Chapter 5). As in the Mimbres Valley, at least some of the Upper Gila’s Three Circle phase great
kivas are known both to have been burned and to possess foundation or closure deposits within
postholes or pits (Lekson 1990; Roth 2007).
The Early Pithouse period is often characterized as broadly uniform across the entire
Transition Zone, and the Late Pithouse period as Haury originally envisioned it from his work in
New Mexico was taken to be similar across the eastern Mogollon Highlands and Mimbres areas.
Pithouse construction seems to follow similar trajectories across the eastern Mogollon Highlands
and Mimbres areas through the Late Pithouse period, as does the use of great kivas (but see the
discussion of Gilman and Stone’s article in the previous chapter for some possible differences),
and the same diagnostic painted ceramic types are used to define phases. More recently, some
researchers have suggested the presence of regional variability in Late Pithouse period ceramic
production, however. Powell (1996) examined a sample of around 30 Mogollon Red-on-brown
vessels, most from the Mimbres Valley or the Upper Gila, and suggested that there were
differences in design style between vessels from the Mimbres Valley and those from the Upper
Gila and elsewhere. Wilson (1999b:148) has argued that Three Circle Red-on-white was
produced locally in the Reserve area but that Mimbres Black-on-white Style I, and the
subsequent styles, were not. Several researchers have been involved in a long-term collaborative
effort using INAA to source the production of Mimbres Black-on-white in the Mimbres Valley
and elsewhere; this research has produced solid evidence for local production of the entire
Mimbres Black-on-white sequence at sites in the Upper Gila (e.g., Speakman 2013). I would at
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least tentatively suggest that the Late Pithouse period saw the beginnings of a pattern in which
the Upper Gila was both culturally as well as physically placed between developments in the
eastern Mogollon Highlands and Mimbres areas.

The Classic Mimbres in the Upper Gila
If the Early and Late Pithouse periods represent at least a degree of apparent homogeneity
across the eastern Mogollon Highlands, Upper Gila, and Mimbres Valley, the changes that
accompanied the advent of aboveground architecture in these areas represent a substantial break.
While the eastern Mogollon Highlands are characterized by the Reserve phase, as described in
the previous chapter, the Upper Gila follows in many ways the pattern of the Classic Mimbres as
seen in the Mimbres Valley—aboveground, cobble masonry architecture, including some
substantial sites of over 100 rooms, and painted ceramic assemblages almost exclusively
dominated by Mimbres Black-on-white Style III. While the number of excavated burials in the
Upper Gila is much smaller, both cremations and inhumations were excavated from at least one
site (Burns 1972), as at sites in the Mimbres Valley. Also as in the Mimbres Valley, great kivas
seem to have ceased to be used by the Classic period in the Upper Gila, although Sedig’s testing
in one of the great kivas at Woodrow exposed part of what he interprets as a Classic period
shrine or modification (Sedig 2015:149-153). Untested large depressions or probable great kivas
are present at some Upper Gila Classic Mimbres sites, particularly TJ Ruin in the Gila Forks
(McKenna and Bradford 1989); given the results of previous excavations (i.e., at SaigeMcFarland, Lake Roberts Ruin, and Black’s Bluff), it seems highly likely these are associated
with Late Pithouse period occupations at the same sites rather than with a use of great kivas
extending into the Classic. The Upper Gila was home to the “Mangas phase” debate—that is, the
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question of whether a separate, transitional phase between the Three Circle phase and Classic
Mimbres period can be defined in the Upper Gila or elsewhere (e.g., Lekson 1990). There seems
to be compelling evidence for pit structures associated with aboveground architecture at some
sites in the Upper Gila, for example at the Classic Mimbres Dinwiddie site (LA 6783)4 (Bussey
1972; Hammack et al. 1966). Given the apparent persistence of pit structures into the Tularosa
phase in the eastern Mogollon Highlands, I would suggest that it is at least worth entertaining the
proposition that these structures don’t necessarily represent an early, transitional step so much as
a long-lived tradition.
Classic Mimbres settlement seems to have been present throughout the Upper Gila. The
greatest amount of excavation has been carried out in the Cliff Valley, including early work by
the Cosgroves (Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1929), the highway salvage work at the Dinwiddie site,
testing at several sites by Fitting’s group (Baker 1972; Burns 1971; Lekson 1990; see also
Brunnett 1972), and, now, Sedig’s (2015) excavations at Woodrow—undoubtedly the largest
Classic Mimbres site in the Cliff area. Fitting (1971) also carried out tests in the Big Burro
Mountains, and the Classic component excavated by Di Peso at Wind Mountain will be
discussed below. As in other time periods, the Redrock valley is less well known, but a short
report of the avocationalists Vera and Jack Mills’ excavation at Redrock Ruin does exist (Mills
and Mills 1977). In the Gila Forks, a limited amount of small site data is available from highway
salvage and avocational excavations (Forrester 1992; Ice 1968; Turnbow and Huelster 2012). TJ
Ruin, the largest Classic site in the Gila Forks, has been mapped and described by the Park
Service and is now protected as part of the Gila Cliff Dwellings National Monument (McKenna
and Bradford 1989). The suggestion has sometimes been made that the Classic ends earlier in the
4

Confusingly, there are two “Dinwiddie” sites in the Cliff Valley—the Classic and Late Pithouse period site
excavated during highway salvage work (LA 6783) and the Cliff Phase site first excavated by Vera and Jack Mills
and the site of Archaeology Southwest’s field school from 2013 to 2015 (LA 106003).
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Upper Gila—for example, Hegmon and colleagues’ synthesis of southwestern New Mexico
Classic and later chronology gives an end date of 1100 CE in this area (Hegmon et al. 1999)—
perhaps with populations moving east to swell the large sites in the Mimbres Valley (Nelson and
Anyon 1996). The apparent dominance in the Upper Gila of Mimbres Black-on-white Style III
rim styles—single thin banding lines from which a design is suspended or one or two thick
banding lines, as well as flare-rims (see Ruth 1996:93)—that are generally associated with the
early or middle versions of Style III in Shafer and Brewingtons’ (1995) microseriation might
bolster this model. I would suggest caution in embracing an early depopulation for the Upper
Gila, however. I will return to the presence of a “Black Mountain” phase ceramic suite in the
Upper Gila below; here I would note that, while the chronometric dates for the Upper Gila
Classic are quite thin, Lekson (1992:Table 5.3) reports the latest non-cutting date from DeFausell
(where excavations remain unpublished) as 1108+vv, along with a non-cutting date from SaigeMacFarland at 1126vv. Hearths at the Riverside site produced archaeomagnetic dates of
1155±24 and 1175±23 (albeit in reverse stratigraphic order).
The question of just how far north the Classic Mimbres pattern can be said to extend
remains open, and there is work to be done in examining the spatial and temporal intersection of
the Classic Mimbres and Reserve phases (work that is not at all aided by the poor dating of the
Reserve phase). Mimbres Black-on-white Style III ceramics are common—and contemporaneous
painted ceramic types are very rare—at the three sites we have tested in Mule Creek. Given our
limited testing and the ubiquity of Style III across the sites, however, it is difficult to isolate a
particular portion of any site as a spatially distinct Classic component. Small masonry field
houses are present throughout the valley, and there appear to be a number of small Mimbres sites
on the Gila National Forest immediately south of Mule Creek proper. Mid-century highway
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salvage work saw the excavation of LA 3278, a small site near Glenwood described as Classic
Mimbres (Wendorf 1957). About 12 percent of the 2423 sherds recovered from the site were
coded as Mimbres Black-on-white (i.e., probably Mimbres Black-on-white Style III, although
some of this material may be Style II associated with the Late Pithouse period occupation at the
site). Reserve Black-on-white, while present, comprises only about 0.6 percent of the
assemblage.
Despite the Upper Gila’s general adherence to a Classic Mimbres pattern, closer
examination shows a number of differences with the Classic in the Mimbres valley. Patricia
Gilman (2015) provides a detailed discussion of this point in her chapter in an upcoming volume
on southwestern frontiers, highlighting differences in ceramic use and settlement patterns. As
Lekson (1990:87) has also pointed out, eleventh-century settlement in the Upper Gila consists of
numerous small or, at most, moderately sized sites, surrounding a very few spatially dispersed
large sites—particularly TJ Ruin in the Gila Forks, Woodrow Ruin in the Cliff Valley, and
Redrock Ruin in the Redrock Valley—in contrast to the prevalence of contemporary large sites
in the Mimbres Valley. Even the large Upper Gila sites seem to consist of a large number of
distinct small room blocks, as opposed to the fewer, more massive room blocks at Mimbres
Valley sites. Gilman also notes that Upper Gila sites have substantially smaller proportions of
Mimbres Black-on-white style III in their total assemblages than do Mimbres Valley sites. In
addition, Upper Gila sites have very few sherds or vessels with figurative or naturalistic designs
and very little Mimbres Polychrome. Even if one is inclined to dismiss the Upper Gila’s
differences in rim style, and perhaps the lack of Mimbres Polychrome, as temporal indicators
rather than as products of difference in practice, the lack of naturalistic designs—which occur
throughout the Style III microseriation—cannot be solely a product of temporal differences.
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Gilman also notes the lack of macaws in the Upper Gila as compared to the Mimbres Valley; the
exceptions are a scarlet macaw burial at Wind Mountain, which also has an unusual number of
figurative bowls for the Upper Gila (Gilman 2015; Woosley and McIntyre 1996), and another
that might be from the Hilltop site, although we know little about the latter bird (Hargrave 1970).
Gilman suggests that the residents of the Upper Gila were not participating, or were not
participating to the same degree, in the religious developments taking place in the eleventhcentury Mimbres Valley, although she emphasizes that the Upper Gila should be viewed not as a
hinterland of the Classic period Mimbres Valley, but instead should be seen as following a
separate trajectory distinct from that of Mimbres Valley settlements. My own focus primarily
postdates the Classic Mimbres, but I agree that the Upper Gila should not be considered solely in
relationship to the Mimbres Valley, and I will suggest in the final portion of this chapter that
discussion of the distinctness of the Upper Gila will benefit from looking north to the eastern
Mogollon Highlands as well as east to the Mimbres Valley.

Filling the Post-Classic Gap: In Search of Settlement in the Late Twelfth- through Thirteenthcentury Upper Gila
After the eleventh century CE, southwestern New Mexico suffers from something of an
embarrassment of chronological terminology. Researchers in the Mimbres Valley and eastern
Mimbres areas variously describe “Late Classic,” “Terminal Classic,” and “Postclassic”
occupations (e.g., Hegmon et al. 1999). The thirteenth century in the Mimbres Valley is labeled
the Black Mountain phase, which is followed in the fourteenth century by the Cliff phase. The
Black Mountain phase label has also been applied to contemporary occupation in the eastern
Mimbres (e.g., Nelson 1999), although more recently researchers have used simply Early and
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Late Postclassic (Schollmeyer et al. 2010). Following the breakdown of the Classic Mimbres as a
“strong pattern”—or of whatever religious florescence happened in the eleventh- and twelfthcentury Mimbres Valley—the late prehispanic archaeology of southwestern New Mexico
combines variability among regions with the movement of ceramic vessels and ceramic and
architectural technologies across a very broad area. The changes associated with the end of the
Classic Mimbres therefore need to be viewed in light of a much wider region, including
developments in far southeastern New Mexico and the Jornada Mogollon area. Earlier
discussions emphasized a possible relationship between the rise of Paquimé and end of the
Classic period and/or beginning of the Black Mountain phase occupation of the Mimbres Valley
(Blake et al. 1986; LeBlanc 1983). Current models place the beginning of the Medio period at
around 1200 CE, however (Dean and Ravesloot 1993; Whalen and Minnis 2001), making it too
late to have been involved in destabilizing Classic settlement in the Mimbres Valley. Direct
connections between Black Mountain phase sites and the Casas Grandes area are tenuous at best,
and the degree to which even far southern New Mexico can be considered as directly ancillary to
the developments at Paquimé is questionable (Douglas 2007). All of this corresponds roughly
with the Tularosa phase (and possibly the very late Reserve phase) in the eastern Mogollon
Highlands. Tularosa phase developments have long been known to extend into the Upper Gila in
the form of the Gila Cliff Dwellings. Thirteenth-century settlements along Rio Grande tributaries
in the Black Range also reflect a Tularosa phase pattern (Clark and Laumbach 2011; Laumbach
and Kirkpatrick 1983). The social landscape of the Black Range is complicated by additional
relationships to developments along the Rio Grande and an apparent influx of immigrants from
the northern Colorado Plateau. While I exclude the Black Range from detailed discussion here,
future comparison of the Upper Gila and Black Range considered as borderlands should produce
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interesting results. Exactly what the time period following the Classic Mimbres ought to be
labeled in the Upper Gila—insofar as there is anything there to be labeled—is debatable; Fitting
referred to this interval as the Animas phase, but modern use of this term is restricted to far
southwestern New Mexico. I would argue that the late occupation at Fornholt, like that at the
Gila Cliff Dwellings, can reasonably be considered to belong to the Tularosa phase. Beyond this,
I will refer to the time period between the Classic and Cliff phases in the Upper Gila simply as
post-Classic.5
A substantial amount of effort has been put into the exploration of the end of the Classic
period in the Mimbres Valley and in the eastern Mimbres area, that is, on the processes and
causes of the substantial changes in material culture and of population movement within and
away from these areas. Hegmon and others have argued that these changes are best glossed as
“reorganization” rather than “collapse” (Hegmon 2002; Hegmon et al. 1998; Nelson et el. 2006).
Environmental factors—including drought, hydrological changes, and environmental
degradation—have been enduring elements in these models (e.g., Minnis 1985; Nelson et al.
2006; Schollmeyer 2005; Shafer 2003:221). Other elements more related to social structure—for
example, a proposed “rigidity” of Classic Mimbres society—have also been proposed,
particularly for the radical shifts in material culture (Hegmon et al. 1998). Several large Classic
sites contain late-or-terminal Classic occupations within the Classic period room blocks, as well
as distinct Black Mountain phase adobe room blocks. The Mimbres Valley saw a shift of
population southward (and to lower elevations) from the Classic to the Black Mountain phase
(Blake et al. 1986; Creel 1999). Nelson (1999) has identified a pattern of Postclassic “hamlets”
characterizing the eastern Mimbres before the shift to larger, thirteenth-century settlements.

5

I use the hyphenated form to avoid confusion with the use of Postclassic to refer to specific culture historical
developments in the eastern Mimbres (e.g., Schollmeyer et al. 2010).
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While Postclassic settlements in the eastern Mimbres include both masonry and adobe
construction (Russell 2010; Schollmeyer 2007; Schollmeyer et al. 2010), Black Mountain phase
sites in the Mimbres Valley area are characterized by coursed adobe architecture. Other shifts in
comparison with the Classic include the increased use of circular, clay-lined hearths and perhaps
an increased incidence of cremation over inhumation. A diverse suite of painted and textured
wares demonstrative of broad trade connections, including El Paso Polychrome, Chupadero
Black-on-white, Three Rivers Red-on-terracotta, and Playas Incised (although this latter is likely
produced locally) among others, began to be used in the last part of the Classic period and later
become diagnostic of the Black Mountain phase (Creel 1999; Creel et al. 2002; LeBlanc 1983;
Putsavage 2012; Taliaferro 2014). Because much of the same set of long-lived types also occurs
at sites of the subsequent Cliff Phase, the ceramic assemblages of the Black Mountain phase are
in a sense defined by absence—they are supposed to contain these southern New Mexican or
Jornada types without either Mimbres Black-on-white Style III or Roosevelt Red Ware. While
the Black Mountain phase was originally proposed to be a reoccupation of the Mimbres Valley
after a complete abandonment (LeBlanc 1983, Shafer 1999), several researchers have strongly
argued that the presence of “Black Mountain” phase ceramics (and other elements) in terminal or
late Classic occupations supports some degree of continuous occupation of the Mimbres Valley
from the twelfth into the thirteenth century (Creel 1999; Hegmon et al. 1999; Taliaferro 2014).
The most striking change associated with the end of the Classic Mimbres period is the cessation
of production of Mimbres Black-on-white, a type that, certainly by its Classic period third style,
must have had a great deal of social significance. While the use of Mimbres Black-on-white
Style III lingers into the terminal or late Classic and is visible in the eastern Mimbres hamlets, it
seems likely that no painted pottery was produced locally in the Mimbres Valley during the
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Black Mountain phase. There is no doubt much to be gained in the continued exploration of the
end of Mimbres Black-on-white in terms of cultural memory and the purposeful “forgetting” of a
highly visible, probably highly socially significant element of material culture (cf. Lekson
2014:507), although this is beyond the scope of the discussion here.
Given the paucity of research in the region, the mechanics and timing of the end of the
Classic in the Upper Gila remain more or less unknown, but there is a general consensus that
there was little to no settlement in most of the Upper Gila between the end of the Classic
Mimbres period and the beginning of the Cliff phase. The Gila Cliff Dwellings, which may be
the best-dated site in southwestern New Mexico, have long been known to be an exception to
this apparent vacancy; tree-ring dates place construction of the site primarily in the 1280s
(Bannister et al. 1970). While Mule Creek lacks a similarly large a corpus of absolute dates,
there was clearly settlement there sometime between the late 1100s and early 1300s. In an
attempt to place our work in Mule Creek in context, I have done my best to revisit the limited
evidence for occupation in the “post-Classic gap” elsewhere in the Upper Gila, including the
examination of records and ceramic collections. I provide an overview of the results here and
discuss the corrugated ceramics in particular in greater detail in conjunction with the ceramics
from Fornholt in the next chapter. I should note that my examination of the Upper Gila temporal
“gap” included no new field work beyond Mule Creek, and, while many sites recorded in the
past have been largely or completely destroyed, revisiting some surviving sites and further
survey would likely provide a clearer picture. The research described in this chapter does not
disprove the model of a post-Classic gap, but it does, I think, raise questions about the end of the
Classic in the Upper Gila and inform the model of the Upper Gila as a borderland or frontier.
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Thirteenth-Century Settlement in Mule Creek
There are at least three sites in Mule Creek that show clear evidence for having been
occupied during the thirteenth century CE, two of which have seen testing or excavation as part
of academic projects associated with Archaeology Southwest—these are the Fornholt (LA
164471) and 3-Up (LA 150373) sites. The final site was recorded in passing during Danson’s
mid-twentieth century large-scale survey. The next chapter is devoted to the excavations at
Fornholt, including a description of the site’s great kiva and its relationship to Tularosa phase
developments in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. Here, let it suffice to say that, while the
ceramics at Fornholt clearly show the presence of Late Pithouse and Classic period occupations
at the site, both ceramic evidence and absolute dates (AMS radiocarbon dates on carbonized
maize from a catastrophically burned room) demonstrate that the latest, most highly visible
component was occupied sometime between around 1175 and 1300 CE. The presence of painted
ceramics at the site, particularly late diagnostic painted ceramics, is extremely thin—a point
which I believe is germane to the discussion of the larger region. However, the presence of small
numbers of sherds of Tularosa Black-on-white, St. Johns Polychrome, Pinedale Black-on-white,
and Pinedale Polychrome support the proposed dating. I discuss the plain ware assemblage from
Fornholt in much greater detail in the next chapter, but, for comparative purposes, it is worth
noting here that several partially reconstructible Tularosa Fillet Rim bowls were also recovered
from the site. In general, I will avoid the use of type names as applied to unpainted ceramics, but
Tularosa Fillet Rim bowls—highly polished, smudged brown ware bowls with a “fillet” of a few
exposed, indented coils below the rim—seem distinct and easily identifiable enough to merit a
label; they also have some temporal significance in a region and time period generally lacking in
temporal indicators.
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The 3-Up site (LA 150373 or NM S:13:4 [ASM]) is a large multicomponent site
positioned on a group of hills overlooking Mule Creek. Given the proximity to the perennial
surface water in Mule Creek itself and access to a nearby spring, the persistence of occupation at
3-Up through time should probably be unsurprising. The site was recorded by the Mimbres
Foundation in the 1970s, although it was probably known to earlier researchers, as it seems to be
referenced in passing in the Cosgroves’ brief published discussion of the greater region (in
Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932). The major room blocks or loci at the site were seriously damaged
by heavy equipment after the Mimbres Foundation’s site visit but are by no means destroyed.
Arizona State University’s Mogollon Prehistoric Landscapes Project Field School excavated
three units within bulldozer cuts at the site in 2007. A joint field effort by Archaeology
Southwest (then the Center for Desert Archaeology) and Hendrix College returned to the site in
2008 and 2009. The goal of this work was to use limited excavation (i.e., a series of 1-meter by
2-meter units) to recover a representative sample of extramural trash, particularly ceramics, from
across the site. This methodology produced somewhat mixed success, given the disturbance at
the site and a general lack of clear, stratified midden deposits. At least one unit was inadvertently
placed within architectural space; others seem to have been placed within push piles from heavy
machinery disturbance. Thus far, no absolute dates are available for any occupation at 3-Up.
However, the sample of ceramics from the site provides a general overview of the site
occupation through time and of intrasite variation in the late occupation (Huntley et al. 2015).
The latest occupation at the 3-Up site dates to the Cliff phase (i.e., sometime between the
1300s and possibly as late as the early 1400s) and is associated with an abundance of Salado
Polychrome sherds. The material at 3-Up includes Salado Polychrome types Lyons has described
as particularly late within the Roosevelt Red Ware sequence, particularly Cliff Polychrome;
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Figure 4.2 The 3-Up site (LA 150373 or NM S:13:4 [ASM]), showing major loci and excavation
units from Archaeology Southwest’s Mule Creek Archaeological Testing (MCAT) and the
Arizona State University Mogollon Prehistoric Landscapes Project (MPLP).
others of these late Roosevelt Red Ware types appear to be particularly local to southwestern
New Mexico and southeastern Arizona, including Dinwiddie Polychrome and Cliff White-on-red
(Lyons 2004, 2012; Neuzil and Lyons 2005). It was this Salado occupation, and the possibility of
locating evidence for the role of northern immigrants in the manifestation of “Salado” particular
to the Upper Gila, that was the primary impetus for Archaeology Southwest’s work at the site.
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The southernmost portion of the site (Locus C) seems to date to this late period only; the painted
ware at this locus consists almost entirely of Roosevelt Red Ware, and parallel rows of cimientos
(footer stones) representing the remains of an adobe room block are clearly visible in portions of
this part of the site.
The occupational history of the larger, northern portion of the site is more complex.
Surface collections and excavation yielded painted ceramic types diagnostic of the middle and
late Late Pithouse period, as well as the Classic Mimbres period, although no features easily
assignable to these time periods have been excavated or can be isolated on the site surface. The
substantial amount of Roosevelt Red Ware widely distributed across the northern portion of the
site indicates a Cliff phase presence here as well, although the highly visible uppermost
architecture at Locus A is masonry; adobe construction is much more typical of the Cliff phase in
the Upper Gila, although Cliff phase masonry architecture may be present at some of the Cliff
Valley sites (Chapman et al. 1985; Lekson 2002). Evidence for the presence of some kind of
“Kayenta” immigrant enclave at 3-Up is primarily represented by the concentration at Locus B
of Maverick Mountain Series ceramics—that is, locally made copies of Kayenta or Tusayan
bichromes or polychromes of a kind first described as associated with the “Maverick Mountain
phase” immigrant enclave at Point of Pines Pueblo (Lindsay 1987, 1992; Lyons 2012). Sherds of
a smudged white-on-red type—these are probably Cliff White-on-red, but I am reluctant use this
type name except in the case of rim sherds, given the presence of Tularosa White-on-red in the
same broad geographic area—are also heavily concentrated at Locus B, a particularly interesting
association for which I can offer no ready explanation. The presence of perforated plates has also
been associated with immigration from northern Arizona and the contribution of that heritage to
“Salado” sites (Lyons and Lindsay 2006); at 3-Up this is represented by a partial reconstructible
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plate recovered from a room floor associated with Salado polychromes at Locus C. Our limited
window into immigration at 3-Up includes no absolute dates, and the timing of this part of the
site’s history remains something of a question. However, Neuzil and Lyons (2005) have
proposed a date range between 1275 and 1325 CE for the production of Maverick Mountain
Polychrome, a few sherds of which are present at 3-Up. The arrival of immigrants at 3-Up could
therefore conceivably have overlapped in time with the end of the Tularosa phase, including
possible occupation at Fornholt and the Gila Cliff Dwellings, but at this point our data are
insufficient to place much interpretive weight on such a possibility. It does seem likely to me,
however, that 3-Up’s immigrants joined an existing, occupied settlement.
Tularosa phase—or at least thirteenth-century and early fourteenth-century—diagnostic
types were recovered from surface collections and excavation at both Locus A (the large, central
architectural mound) and Locus B of 3-Up. These included Tularosa and Pinedale black-onwhites; St Johns, Pinedale, and Heshotauthla polychromes; and Tularosa Fillet Rim. Locus D, an
untested and un-bulldozed portion of the site with no visible masonry architecture, seems to
contain a modest concentration of thirteenth-century sherds associated with something that might
be an area of adobe melt. At Locus A, the masonry walls visible at the site surface are, at least in
places, superimposed over adobe architecture. ASU excavations within a bulldozer cut exposed a
portion of an adobe-walled room with a reconstructible Tularosa Fillet Rim bowl—again, a type
strongly associated with the Tularosa phase—on its floor (Schollmeyer et al. 2007). Adobe
architecture, however, seems to be entirely absent from Tularosa phase sites to the north, and is
much more typical of the Black Mountain phase or other late southern New Mexican
manifestations. This complicates the labeling of 3-Up’s “gap” occupation, and I return to the
adobe problem in the discussion of Fornholt. The ceramics that characterize “Black Mountain
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phase” assemblages are also present in small numbers at 3-Up, but given the site’s long history
and the long time spans over which these types were produced, we cannot associate these types
with any certainty with the “gap” occupation rather than the Classic Mimbres or Cliff phase use
of the site. While we also cannot offer absolute proof that Loci A and B were occupied
contemporaneously, the presence of the same imported temporally diagnostic wares in the two
areas, combined with the much higher incidence of Maverick Mountain series sherds at Locus B,
seems at least suggestive of a situation in which immigrants occupied a newly constructed and
slightly spatially removed room block at an existing site (as happened, for example, at Point of
Pines Pueblo).
Comparatively little information is available about Mule Creek’s third site with evidence
for a late-twelfth or thirteenth-century occupation. To the best of my knowledge, the site is still
largely intact, although it is located on private land and I have not yet been able to visit it.
Danson’s site card for Site 20 (on file at the Peabody Museum) describes a small masonry room
block with two outlying rooms, for an estimated total of twelve rooms, located on a low rise. The
ceramic collection from the site is no longer at Harvard, but the site card lists a total of 79 sherds
including “corrugated red ware;” “red ware;” Tularosa, Reserve, and “Roosevelt” black-onwhites;6 Tularosa Fillet Rim; “brown corrugated;” and other unpainted wares (see also Danson
1957:28-29). Although a regional comparison would be better served by a more detailed
division of the corrugated sherds (i.e., at least between plain and indented coils), Danson
considered this to be very much a Tularosa phase assemblage, and I think it probable that,
excluding the sherds from Fornholt’s earlier components, the two sites likely have quite similar
6

Danson omits Roosevelt Black-on-white from his published discussion of ceramics and doesn’t seem to have
identified the type elsewhere; assuming that he drew on the Gladwins’ published description (Gladwin and Gladwin
1931), it seems likely that this sherd represents some late Cibola White Ware type, possibly Pinedale Black-onwhite, rather than evidence for the presence of the northern-influenced Cibola White Ware present in the Tonto
Basin (also see Zedeño 1992).
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ceramic assemblages. Indeed, if anything makes this very modest site unique, it is probably that
Danson 20 appears to be a single component site. The site card describes the masonry as “field
stone and spall;” this is elaborated in the published report as “coursed and spalled masonry” with
“less adobe mortar. . .used in the walls than was common in Mimbres buildings.” The masonry is
also described as “well-shaped stone” (by way of contrast to Reserve phase sites described in the
Field Museum reports). Despite the somewhat contradictory description—“field stone” seems to
me to imply largely unshaped cobbles—this is suggestive of a resemblance to the masonry at
Fornholt, with its intermittent use of tabular stone chinking within construction that mixes
volcanic stream cobbles with roughly shaped conglomerate blocks. Danson recorded no other
sites near Mule Creek, and very few sites in the Mimbres Valley, Upper Gila, or southern San
Francisco drainage, and it seems likely that Danson 20 was recorded opportunistically in
traveling along the highway. The site card does note that a similar site, presumably Fornholt, was
visible through binoculars on a rise estimated to be about one quarter mile distant.
In sum, while questions remain about the contemporaneity of occupations, their duration,
and the variability among sites, it does seem clear that there was occupation in Mule Creek
during the post-Classic gap. Moreover, this occupation has some degree of connection to
Tularosa phase developments in the eastern Mogollon Highlands to the north. The occupation at
3-Up may also provide evidence linking “gap” occupations to the eventual development of Cliff
phase settlement.

The Gila Cliff Dwellings and the Gila Forks
The Gila Cliff Dwellings were constructed in a set of rock shelters in a canyon draining
into the West Fork of the Gila River. Bandelier visited the site in the 1884, noting at the time that
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the ruin had already been heavily disturbed by looting (Lange and Riley 1970). The Cliff
Dwellings were designated a National Monument in 1907 and continue to be administered by the
National Park Service. Anderson and colleagues (1986) provide the most comprehensive
description of the site itself and report the results of earlier excavation carried out under the
auspices of the Park Service. The most extensive work was carried out by Gordon Vivian and
Dee Dodgen in 1963; unfortunately, in the time between these excavations and the preparation of
the published report much of the provenience information was lost, and the analytical report
chapters are rarely able discuss artifact provenience and never in systematic terms.
The report describes 41 numbered rooms. As the authors note, some of these might be
best described as extramural space, and the smallest of the “storage rooms” are so tiny—the
smallest is less than a square meter—as to make the “room” label questionable. The masonry of
the Cliff Dwellings is composed of semi-tabular pieces of conglomerate, essentially the material
spalling from the roof of the rock shelters, set in abundant mortar. Wall plaster survives in
several rooms. Many of the rooms would have been roofed (as opposed to merely enclosing the
space between the cave floor and ceiling), and Anderson considered evidence for roofing a
prerequisite for describing a room as a “living room.” At least some of the roofs seem to have
burned, although it is unclear based on the existing data whether this was a prehispanic
incident—Bandelier’s journal entry from his visit claims, without additional elaboration, that the
Cliff Dwelling roofs were destroyed by the Apache (Lange and Riley 1970:196). Anderson
reports only eight hearths at the site, half of them comparatively informal burned areas. The
others were slab-lined hearths—two of these were the formal square fireboxes in Rooms 10 and
10A. Bandelier’s sketch seems to suggest that another slab-lined hearth may once have existed in
Room 27.
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Figure 4.3 Architectural site plan of the Gila Cliff Dwellings (after Anderson et al. 1986:Figure
1.2).
Anderson suggests that two large rooms, 17 and 27, at the Cliff Dwellings might be
considered to be “communal structures,” as they are substantially larger than other roofed spaces
at the site—about 32 and 25 square meters in area, respectively, as compared to about 16 square
meters for the largest “living room.” Room 17 possesses a niche in its west wall, although it
should be noted that these also appear in other rooms at the site, and the remains of an
interlocking stepped dado mural. Room 27 had at least one niche; other possible niches may have
been beam seats supporting a shelf. The room also possessed a masonry bin in its eastern corner
and a small pit in the floor of the southern portion of the room. The limited provenience data
make it difficult to determine whether the contents of these rooms differed from other spaces in
the site. Both apparently contained “socio-religious” as well as “utilitarian” perishable artifacts
(Fenner 1986:209), as did other rooms within the site. It’s unclear which artifacts were
associated with what spaces, but the site’s complete assemblage included “pahos,” “reed
cigarettes,” and tablita fragments among other objects. Charmion McCusick (1986) noted the
remains of possibly significant bird and mammal species in Room 27, including raccoon, gray
fox, an elk hoof, mourning doves, red-shafted flicker, Steller’s jay, and feathers from several
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species, including scarlet macaw. She found no exceptional material in Room 17, but noted
quail, owl, and muskrat remains in an adjacent possible storage room. Anderson classified
Rooms 10 and 10A as habitation rooms, but these adjacent spaces have several features of
interest which set them apart, including formal, square hearths, benches, and positioning within a
cavity that sets them well below the floor level of the surrounding cave. A foundation deposit of
shell “tinklers” (Conus or Oliva sp.) and one partial Pyrene strombiformis valve was placed
under the wall dividing the two rooms, and pieces of a scarlet macaw skull were found within the
fill of the two rooms—the macaw remains showed tooth marks consistent with dog or coyote
gnawing and McCusick suggests the material represents a disturbed macaw burial. Other
possibly significant faunal remains in these rooms included beaver, muskrat, ringtail, marmot,
coyote, turkey vulture, Mearns’ quail, and mourning dove.
The Gila Cliff Dwellings possess what is probably the most robust set of dates for any
site in southwestern New Mexico, with 45 tree-ring dates, 26 of them cutting dates (Bannister et
al. 1970:50-51). Almost all of the cutting dates fall between 1284 and 1287. The only date from
Cave 2, a 1276 cutting date from Room 3, suggests this separate portion of the site may have
been constructed in an earlier episode. Two cutting dates in the 1260s—one from a room in Cave
3 that also yielded later dates, the other with no provenience data—suggest either collection of
dead wood or reuse of wood. In the latter case, this begs the question of what site such beams
might have been taken from. The ceramic assemblage is also consistent with a Tularosa phase
designation. Painted diagnostics include “Reserve/Tularosa black-on-white”7, St. John’s
Polychrome, Pinedale Polychrome, and Tularosa White-on-red. Indented corrugated sherds and
Tularosa Fillet Rim are also present in significant amounts. Small numbers of Chupadero Black7

The report does not distinguish between these types. Based on a very brief examination of some of the material in
the collection, I would also suggest that some of these sherds might be classified as Pinedale Black-on-white based
on the standards we used for the material from Mule Creek.
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on-white and incised brown ware or red-slipped sherds8 were also recovered from the site; the
presence of these “southern” types is in contrast to Tularosa phase sites to the north in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands and is of particular interest here.
Tularosa (and probably also Reserve) phase use of rock shelters, including the
construction of rooms or groups of rooms in rock shelters, is known from the eastern Mogollon
Highlands (Cosgrove 1947:25; Hough 1907:57-58; Martin et al. 1952, 1954), although I am
aware of no sites of comparable size to the Gila Cliff Dwellings. The Field Museum excavated
rooms at the Cosper and Hinkle Park cliff dwellings (Martin et al. 1954); particularly at the
eleven-room Hinkle Park Cliff Dwelling, the masonry seems similar to that of the Gila Cliff
Dwellings. Small cliff rooms and caves containing substantial deposits of ceremonial material
were recorded in several instances elsewhere in the Upper Gila (Cosgrove 1947). The
comparatively late Tularosa phase date of the Gila Cliff Dwellings is interesting in comparison to
the Point of Pines area cliff dwellings reported by Gifford (1980). In the Point of Pines area, the
expanded use of cliff dwellings seems to be associated with the Canyon Creek phase; the same
pattern holds true in the Grasshopper area, where Canyon Creek Pueblo (also a cliff dwelling) is
actually located (Reid and Whittlesey 1999:150-155). This places these cliff sites at about 40 or
50 years after the construction of the Gila Cliff Dwellings, but also suggests an association
between the use of cliff dwellings and the decline of population in the surrounding larger area,
similar to the relationship of the Gila Cliff Dwellings to the end of the Tularosa phase.
The role of the putative “communal” rooms presents an interesting problem. Other than
their size, the best evidence for the distinctness of these rooms includes traits unlikely to be
preserved in open sites (a mural and perishable material, including feathers). Faunal bone, which
8

The report labels these “Cloverdale Incised,” based on a general resemblance to material from Pendleton Ruin
(Anderson et al. 1986:121); in fact, while Kidder and the Cosgroves (Kidder et al. 1949) did describe incised sherds
from Pendelton Ruin, they did not give them this type name.
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should be comparable, is woefully underreported from eastern Mogollon Highlands sites. I am
also reluctant to characterize the size of these rooms as entirely unusual, either at the site or
regionally; the Cliff Dwellings includes two other similarly large or larger, but probably
unroofed, rooms. It is difficult to imagine either Room 17 or 27 as substituting for a great kiva.
Room 27 does open to the southeast—while Room 17 opens to the east, but also to the north,
south, and possibly west—but both rooms are well under a third of the size of the smallest
Reserve or Tularosa phase great kivas. They also lack extended entryways and great kiva floor
features, and are not semi-subterranean relative to the floor level of the other rooms, although the
location within a rock shelter places severe constraints on construction. From my point of view,
Rooms 10 and 10A might offer stronger evidence for marked or religious space; these rooms
look at least somewhat “kiva-like” in comparison with contemporary semi-subterranean rooms
with benches present at sites in, for example, Mariana Mesa and the Upper Little Colorado
(Martin et al. 1961; McGimsey 1980). The macaw remains are particularly interesting, linking
what seems in geographical terms to be very much a backwater site with large superregional
patterns—recall, for example, the association of macaws with ceremonial rooms at Grasshopper
Pueblo—and very distant locations. Vokes and Gregory (2007) have also argued that the increase
in shell tinklers, like those placed in the cache between these rooms, is also related to religious
change in the late prehispanic Southwest.
Evidence for thirteenth-century or post-Classic settlement elsewhere in the Gila Forks is
slim; there seem to be no contemporary sites comparable in size to the Gila Cliff Dwellings. As
elsewhere in the Upper Gila, survey results describe small numbers of sherds dating from this
time period at earlier or later sites (Bradford 1992; Morris 1986). Surface collections from TJ
Ruin, for example, included a few Tularosa phase sherds among the material associated with the
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Late Pithouse period, Classic, and small Cliff phase occupations at the site (McKenna and
Bradford 1986). The small site of West Fork Ruin possesses some clear evidence for “late” use;
Turnbow and Huelster (2012) report Tularosa Fillet Rim and Cibola White Ware from the site
along with a substantial amount of material consistent with Classic occupation. While most of
the cave sites recorded in the Upper Gila lack diagnostic ceramics—and the diagnostic ceramics
present tend to be Late Pithouse and Classic material—at least one small cliff dwelling on the
Middle Fork contained Tularosa Fillet Rim sherds along with Mimbres Black-on-white material
(Cosgrove 1947:20). The limited report for the X-S-X site suggests a substantial presence of
“Reserve or Tularosa” Black-on-white (Forrester 1992). I suspect this material may actually be
light-pasted Mimbres white ware apparently produced in the Gila Forks (Speakman 2013:87)—
the single bowl pictured with this label appears to be Mimbres Black-on-white Style II. A single
Three Rivers Red-on-terracotta bowl was also reported from the site, but again, the photograph
provided is not consistent with this type. Whether the other limited evidence for post-Classic use
represents ephemeral occupation of the region throughout the twelfth and thirteenth-centuries or
only occupation contemporaneous with the Gila Cliff Dwellings, the Cliff Dwellings seem to
stand alone in the Gila Forks as a substantial Tularosa phase site and probably represent late
movement from the eastern Mogollon Highlands into a comparatively empty area.

Scraps and Rumors: Post-Classic Settlement and the End of Mimbres in the Cliff Valley and the
Big Burro Mountains
The documentary record of research provides tantalizing hints of occupation in the Cliff
Valley and the areas around the Big Burro Mountains during the post-Classic gap, or at least of
some kind of use in the late twelfth into the thirteenth centuries. For example, two cutting dates
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of 1243 CE come from wood collected from an unknown site with Roosevelt Red Ware on or
near Duck Creek.9 Most of the evidence comes in the form of small quantities of sherds of types
possibly dating to within this gap—although, again the long production span of types associated
with the Black Mountain phase is problematic—found at sites assigned to earlier or later time
periods. For example, the Chapman and colleagues survey report states “Animas phase sites do
not exist as definable occupations in the Gila survey region. Animas phase ceramics constitute a
part of Salado phase [i.e., Cliff phase] assemblages only in low frequencies and occasionally
occur on Mimbres Classic sites . . . No Reserve or Tularosa phase sites were recorded in the Gila
study area, although very low frequencies of sherds from these time periods occur in
assemblages of both Mimbres Classic and Salado sites” (Chapman et al. 1985:381). I was able to
explore two collections from sites that published accounts suggested might have mixed
assemblages. Neither endeavor produced evidence for post-Classic occupation, as will be seen
below, but both provide at least a glimmer of light on questions of temporality and regional
connections in the Upper Gila.
In his 1972 summary of the settlement in the Cliff Valley, Fitting wrote that he knew of
four “Animas phase” sites in the area, and his published site tables suggest the possibility of a
few additional “Animas” components (Fitting 1972, 1982). With the limited data available, it’s
difficult to know exactly what Fitting’s designations meant. However, he described his Animas
phase as “marked by a wide variety of ceramic types including Playas Red Incised (including
9

Lekson reports this site as Hilltop Ruin—a site tested by Kidder (1962:296) and by the Cosgroves (Cosgrove and
Cosgrove 1929), which Lekson associates with site LA 39261 as recorded by Chapman and colleagues (1985;
Lekson 2002:60). There are conflicting notes about the origin of the samples in the Laboratory of Tree-ring
Research file for these dates, making several Salado sites on or around Duck Creek possible candidates for the
source. I was able to examine the Cosgroves’ collection from Hilltop held at the Peabody Museum at Harvard, and
the ceramics at least offer no evidence for thirteenth-century use. Nor have Archaeology Southwest’s excavations at
the Cliff phase Dinwiddie site (LA 106003) produced thirteenth-century types. Negative inference might therefore
suggest LA 34774, the other large Cliff phase site near Duck Creek recorded by Chapman and colleagues, or
possibly even Kwilleylekia, as a source for these dates.
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string impressions), Chupadero Black-on-white, Three Rivers Red-on-terracotta, Jornada Brown,
El Paso Brown, El Paso Polychrome, St. Johns Polychrome and a number of other types. In fact,
the entire painted ceramic assemblage seems to be intrusive into the area for this complex”
(1972:24). Presumably, Fitting’s assignment of sites to the phase was based on the presence of
these types—the same types that are associated with the Black Mountain phase in the Mimbres
Valley. As reported by Fitting (1982:49, see also a letter from Ellison on file at the Laboratory of
Tree-ring Research with the record for the unknown site on Duck Creek), the amateur
archaeologist Richard “Red” Ellison claimed to have excavated at least one “Animas phase” (per
Fitting) or “hybrid” site (per Ellison) site near Mangas Creek, a site that was subsequently
destroyed in the construction of a lake (Fitting’s site list gives this as MC147). We are unlikely
ever to know exactly what Ellison’s excavation revealed, unfortunately, and Fitting’s own
explorations into the “Animas phase” provided mixed evidence at best. Fitting initially described
the Villareal II site, with its small adobe room block, as belonging to the “Animas phase.” Much
more recently, Lekson (2002) has published the data from this excavation and—noting the
presence of Salado polychromes and the gap between the end production date for Mimbres
Black-on-white Style III and the beginning production date of Gila Polychrome almost two
centuries later—describes the site instead as composed of a Cliff phase component overlying a
Classic component. Interestingly, the ceramics from Villareal II do include a few sherds of
Tularosa Fillet Rim and Tularosa Black-on-white, and some other Cliff phase sites have similar
traces of Tularosa phase material. The assemblage at Dutch Ruin in the Redrock Valley
apparently contained a small amount of Tularosa Black-on-white and St. Johns Polychrome
(Lekson 2002) and a small amount of Tularosa Fillet Rim was recovered at Ormand Village in
the Cliff area (Wallace 1998).
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Fitting’s other “Animas phase” (Fitting 1973b) excavation exposed a more enigmatic—
and even smaller—occupation, but one that I think may actually represent an occupation within
the “gap.” The CF Spring site was located on a ridge overlooking a tributary of Mangas Creek;
Fitting excavated three rooms, and these are all that are shown on the site map, but the report
suggests that up to 12 rooms might have been present. Apparently the surviving walls consisted
only of masonry footers or stubs. It’s unclear whether these might have supported jacal
construction; adobe walls in the Upper Gila typically have parallel rows of “cimiento” footing
stones, but no adobe melt (other than “adobe floors”) is mentioned in this context. Nor were any
floor features present. The ceramic assemblage as reported by Fitting consisted of a paltry 145
sherds, of which 118 were plain brown ware. The remaining sherds consisted of small amounts
or single sherds of incised and cordmarked brown ware, patterned indented and obliterated
corrugated, “neck banded,” and Playas Red Incised. The painted wares at the site consisted of a
single sherd of Mimbres Classic Black-on-white, a single sherd of Wingate Black-on-red, and six
sherds of Chupadero Black-on-white. The overall impression is of an ephemeral site, and the
ceramic sample size is hardly likely to inspire confidence. Nevertheless, the presence of the
Chupadero Black-on-white and cordmarked and incised wares in all three rooms and the
comparative lack of Mimbres Black-on-white suggests post-Classic or Black Mountain phase
overtones.
The first of the two collections I was able to examine was assembled half-a-century
before Fitting’s Upper Gila work, in 1929, by Harriet and Burton Cosgrove. My impetus for
returning to this material was a brief mention in the Cosgroves’ report on the Mimbres Valley’s
Swarts Ruin (Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:111): “At the Villareal Ranch on the Gila River
(Ruin 9 of the Museum survey) Tularosa Black-on-white and corrugated wares were discovered
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in stratigraphic position above Mimbres.” The Cosgroves recorded several sites in the Cliff
Valley on the Villareal Ranch and in the surrounding area; the notes for this project are on file at
the Peabody Museum. They carried out limited excavation at the sites they labeled Villareal
Ranch Ruins 1, 2, and 910, as well as at the primarily Cliff phase Hilltop Site. As a possible
occupation postdating the Classic Mimbres, Villareal 9 is disappointing. The Cosgroves
excavated three surface rooms, part of a fourth area that may have been exterior space, and a
portion of an earlier pit structure. The size of the complete site is unknown; the Cosgroves’
recorded the visible architectural mound as a “cluster of houses” 75 feet by 150 feet (23 by 46
meters) with the longer axis oriented to west-to-east but noted that a portion of the site had
apparently been destroyed by plowing.

Figure 4.4 Schematic plan map of rooms excavated by the Cosgroves at Villareal Ranch Ruin 9.
The room plan and approximate scale are based on a sketch map in the field journal.
Approximate hearth, posthole, and burial locations were taken from room descriptions and burial
descriptions in the same notebook. Several of the complete vessels were found along the
northern and eastern walls of Room 2.

10

The Cosgroves recorded nine numbered ruins on and near the Villareal Ranch; provenience information in the
notebook is limited to landform type and approximate distance north of the town of Gila (Cliff). Fitting recorded
four sites in the same area, labeling them Villareal I to IV (Lekson 2002:Appendix A) from south to north. Fitting’s
Villareal II, discussed above, was the Cosgroves’ Ruin 3. I suspect Fitting’s Villareal III, a small Classic room
block, is the Cosgroves’ Ruin 4, and that Villareal IV is probably Ruin 5. Fitting (and subsequently Lekson 2002:77)
suggested that Villareal I, which saw additional unpublished excavation by the Chippewa Nature Center, is Ruin 9. I
would caution, however, that Ruin 1 was in the same general area, with Ruin 1 farther to the north and probably
closer to the other sites Fitting recorded. Regardless, any surviving unreported material from Villareal I may be a
valuable resource for Upper Gila archaeology.
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The 1929 Cosgrove notebook mentions “Frisco [black-on-white] exterior” as having been
recovered from Room 4 (the possible courtyard or plaza). My examination of the site collection
should admittedly come with caveats, particularly that we know little about how the collection
was culled during collection or after curation, and I was unable to break sherds to examine
temper. It is clear, however, that practically all of the painted sherds from Villareal 9 belong to
the Mimbres Black-on-white tradition, along with Mogollon Red-on-brown and Three Circle
Red-on-white from the Late Pithouse occupation of the site. The whole vessels include a
remarkable Mimbres Black-on-white Style III reconstructible jar found on the floor of Room 2
and a Mimbres Black-on-white Style III bowl recovered from a mortuary context below a room
floor. I was unable to identify any Tularosa Black-on-white at the site; a single Reserve Blackon-white sherd is present in a group of sherds (29-20-10/97587) labeled as collected from the
floors of Rooms 1 and 2. Nor does the collection from this site contain any White Mountain Red
Ware, Tularosa Fillet Rim, or types associated with the Black Mountain phase. Presumably
Villareal 9 represents a Classic Mimbres occupation. While the Villareal 9 collection contributes
little to my search for Upper Gila sites contemporaneous with Fornholt, it has immense value as
an unexplored collection of whole, reconstructible, or partial unpainted vessels from an Upper
Gila Classic site. Room 2 appears to have had a largely intact floor assemblage and some 30
whole, reconstructible, or partially reconstructible vessels were recovered from Villareal 9 (see
Table 4.4 at the end of the chapter for a list of the complete vessels). I will return to the
significance of the Villareal vessel collection in discussing the Upper Gila as a borderland below.
None of the Cosgroves’ other 1929 surface collections or excavated collections provide a
smoking gun for a post-Classic occupation. Surface collections from Ruins 6 and 7 each contain
one or two pieces of Cibola White Ware, in addition to Salado polychromes and, in the case of
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Ruin 6, Maverick Mountain Series sherds. The Cosgroves carried out somewhat less excavation
at Ruins 1 and 2, finding them “unproductive” (which, in this context, should probably be
interpreted as lacking a substantial number of whole vessels), but Room 2 of Ruin 2 showed
evidence for remodeling, having an upper floor 7 inches above a lower floor. The sherds from a
context labeled “above floor” in this room include two Tularosa Fillet Rim sherds (probably
from the same vessel) and a cordmarked jar rim; this is the only Tularosa Fillet Rim in the
Cosgroves’ Upper Gila collection, but offers little on which to hang an interpretation.
The second collection that I was able to examine came from Charles Di Peso’s
excavation at Wind Mountain (Woosley and McIntyre 1996). The majority of the material
collected from the site, and of the excavated architectural features, dates to the Late Pithouse
period. Three small room blocks were also present in the northern portion of the site, however.
Of the over 267,000 sherds recovered from the site, around 6000 are reported to be Mimbres
Classic Black-on-white (again, this is using the earlier bipartite classification, and the count may
include some Style II material as well as Style III), and complete Style III bowls were recovered
from burials at the site. My interest in the collection was based on a small amount of apparently
late material; the published report describes the presence of small amounts of St. Johns Blackon-red or Polychrome, El Paso Polychrome, Chupadero Black-on-white, and Tularosa Fillet
Rim, but provides little interpretation of these types—which admittedly make up a minuscule
proportion of the total site assemblage—and no provenience data for them. The collection also
includes over 600 red-slipped incised sherds. Possibly in relation to their rejection of Di Peso’s
emphasis on relationships with northern Mexico, and at least in part because they assumed that
the vessels were locally produced, Woosley and McIntyre declined to describe these sherds as
Playas Red Incised. They instead (unfortunately, in my opinion) described them as a variant of
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San Francisco Red and tabulated them with the other, non-incised, red ware from the site.
Patterned incised ware is not associated with Late Pithouse period occupations elsewhere (unlike
San Francisco Red), and Playas Red Incised seems to have been produced locally in the Terminal
Classic and/or Black Mountain phase Mimbres Valley and probably in a number of other areas
of southern New Mexico (Creel et al. 2002; Mills 1986; Taliaferro 2014)—Playas seems to be by
far the most viable label for the material at Wind Mountain. I was able to relocate the possible
“late” types in the Amerind Museum collections. The collection of sherds labeled “Tularosa
Fillet Rim” included a number of smudged brown ware body sherds as well as clear rim sherds
from several Tularosa Fillet Rim vessels. It is possible that the body sherds came from Tularosa
Fillet Rim vessels (it is unclear from the report how common smudging is in the assemblage as a
whole) or even that they refit with some of the rim sherds; I did not include them in my
tabulation of the type, however. The White Mountain Red Ware from the site also bears
additional discussion. I consider the majority of the sherds of this ware to be too small to type.
The remainder may be Wingate Black-on-red or Polychrome, rather than Saint Johns, bringing
them more in line with the date range associated with Mimbres Black-on-white Style III.
Interestingly enough, no later Cibola White Wares (i.e., Reserve or Tularosa black-on-whites)
were recorded at the site. However, there were over 3600 sherds of unidentified white ware, and
it is perhaps possible that this material includes some small number of Cibola White Ware
sherds.
Unfortunately, we were unable to locate Di Peso’s ceramic counts or any counts of
ceramics by provenience other than the summarized data for the architectural spaces given in the
report, which excludes the material from the surface stripping grids and any counts of unusual or
imported material. Sherds in the collection are currently stored by type, and most sherds are
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stamped with legible provenience data. I was therefore able to recorded provenience information
for most of the Tularosa Fillet Rim, Chupadero Black-on-white, El Paso Polychrome, and White
Mountain Red Ware sherds. Slightly more than half of this material was recovered from surface
stripping and was stamped with provenience data to within a particular 5-meter-grid cell. Almost
all of the remainder was recovered from the fill of pit structures, although a few sherds were
recovered from surface rooms, particularly from Room 7, the largest surface room at the site.
The substantial amount of Playas Red Incised in the assemblage made it impossible to record
provenience data for this type during my limited time with the collection, and the rerecording of
complete ceramic data for each surface grid would have required the reexamination of the entire
collection. My comparisons are therefore by necessity rather expedient.

Figure 4.5 Room blocks at the Wind Mountain site, showing the combined counts of possible
Late or Terminal Classic types (El Paso Polychrome, Chupadero Black-on-white, Tularosa Fillet
Rim, and undifferentiated White Mountain Red Ware—although this latter material may date to
the eleventh century); the proportion of Mimbres Classic Black-on-white in the sherd counts
given in the report tables (Woosley and McIntyre 1996); and the total sherd counts given in the
report (which exclude trade wares). The association of “late” sherds with rooms with large
assemblages suggests that the recovery of these types from the room blocks is a product
primarily of sample size.
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Figure 4.6 Provenience within the Wind Mountain site grid for potentially “late” ceramic types.
A total of 109 sherds of White Mountain Red Ware, Tularosa Fillet Rim, El Paso Polychrome, or
Chupadero Black-on-white had legible stamps indicating a provenience within the surface
stripping grid. No data about total artifact density or other ceramic types by grid provenience is
currently available. The grid represents 5-meter subdivisions of a 10-meter grid oriented to the
north.
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Figure 4.7 Excavated pit structures at the Wind Mountain site. The inset shows the relationship
of the pit structures to the site’s room blocks. The map on the left shows the proportion of
Mimbres Classic Black-on-white in the total sherd count for each structure given in the report
tables (Woosley and McIntyre 1996). The map on the right shows the count of potentially “late”
sherds with legible stamps showing proveniences in pit structure fill (White Mountain Red Ware,
El Paso Polychrome, Chupadero Black-on-white, and Tularosa Fillet Rim).

Based on the data I was able to collect, the “late” types are concentrated in the northern
portion of the site, near the surface architecture. While I cannot compare the grid data to total
sherd density or the frequency of other types by grid square, the available information does allow
a comparison with the concentration of Mimbres Black-on-white Style III within architectural
spaces, including both surface rooms and pit structure fill. Bearing in mind again the very small
total numbers of late material, there seems to be no real spatial difference between the
distribution of the late types and that of Mimbres Black-on-white Style III, although an
examination of the Playas provenience data would no doubt be productive. At present, there
seems to be no evidence for the “late” material as coming from a separate post-Classic reoccupation. The presence of any of what Fitting would call “Animas” material makes an
interesting contrast to the Villareal collection, however. Admittedly, the sample size from Wind
Mountain is larger, but the ratio in the Wind Mountain collection of roughly one red-slipped,
incised sherd for every ten Mimbres Black-on-white Style III sherds suggests a substantial
presence of Playas. If Playas Red Incised was being used with a similar intensity at Villareal 9, it
ought to have been present in the Cosgroves’ collection.
While the Wind Mountain assemblage might not represent occupation after the Classic
Mimbres, the collection has interesting implications for the dating of the end of the Upper Gila’s
Classic period. Certainly the assemblage at Wind Mountain indicates an occupation that
continued well after 1100 CE, and the presence of Tularosa Fillet Rim pushes the collection
toward contemporaneity with the early Tularosa phase. Nor is Wind Mountain alone among
Upper Gila Classic Mimbres sites in having at least a smattering of such types. The SaigeMacFarland collection included some small amount of El Paso Polychrome and Chupadero
Black-on-white (Lekson 1990:81), as did the collections from the Riverside and Heron sites
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(Baker 1971; Burns 1972); a few sherds of White Mountain Red Ware were also recovered at
Heron. The Millses reported a small amount of “tooled” or “gouged” ware from Redrock Ruin
that might be Playas Red Incised (Mills and Mills 1977). Of the sherds recovered from Fitting’s
(1971) excavation at MC110 in the Big Burro Mountains, 49 of 2646 (about 2 percent) were
“Jornada tooled” (possibly Playas Red Incised). Di Peso’s journal kept during the excavation at
the Wind Mountain site (on file at the Amerind Museum) seems to indicate that he visited at
least one other site in the Burros where the assemblage included El Paso Polychrome, Chupadero
Black-on-white, and Playas Red Incised. Given the position of Wind Mountain, CF Spring, and
Ellison’s nebulous “hybrid” site in the foothills of the Burros—and recent reports of a substantial
site with Tularosa Fillet Rim, Playas Red Incised, and El Paso Polychrome, along with at least
some Mimbres Black-on-white Style III, on the southwestern side of the Burros (Peeples
2012)—it may be worth considering whether the Big Burro Mountains saw more occupation
than the rest of the Upper Gila within the “gap.” Based on our present knowledge, however, it
seems that the gap in occupation of the Upper Gila between the Classic Mimbres and Cliff phase
Salado settlements is real. At the same time, the presence of types associated elsewhere with the
Late or Terminal Classic or with the Black Mountain phase suggest that, as in the eastern
Mimbres and Mimbres Valley, at least some Upper Gila Mimbres sites lingered well into the
twelfth century.

The Upper Gila as a Borderland
In regards to post-Classic settlement in Mule Creek, the most relevant borderland model
for the Upper Gila might be that of a frontier. Settlements like those in Mule Creek or at the Gila
Cliff Dwellings seem to have been perched at the edge of, or to have pushed into, a thinly
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populated landscape. This Tularosa phase frontier stretches eastward to the tributaries of the Rio
Grande, although the social history of the Black Range has its own complexities. Kopytoff’s
description of internal frontiers as located between solid, long established social or cultural
entities is admittedly not a perfect fit—the Black Mountain phase, after all, represents a
substantial reorganization from the Classic Mimbres and makes for a fairly suspect “strong
pattern.” Nevertheless, the thirteenth-century Upper Gila is positioned between two larger
regions, the Tularosa phase eastern Mogollon Highlands and Black Mountain phase Mimbres
area (or greater southwestern New Mexico, to frame the discussion at a larger scale), which
contrast with one another in both local practices and regional connections. There is evidence for
this both in architecture—including the Tularosa phase great kivas most relevant to this
dissertation, of which the structure at Fornholt seems to be the southernmost example, and the
northern use of masonry in contrast to the southern and eastern use of adobe—and in the
circulation and production of pottery. Small amounts of White Mountain Red Ware and Cibola
White Ware, and some corrugated brown ware vessels either produced in the Mogollon
Highlands or perhaps produced locally in the same style, circulated into the Mimbres Valley and
beyond. Conversely, key Black Mountain phase diagnostic types seem almost never to have been
present in the eastern Mogollon Highlands (see discussion in Chapter 5). The presence at the
Gila Cliff Dwellings of a few sherds of such types characteristic of southern New Mexico
suggests some degree of movement or communication across this boundary. This is the
borderland context in which Fornholt’s great kiva was constructed and which will frame my
discussion of the site and the feature.
It is also worth considering the origin of this frontier, however. Limited as the
information from the Upper Gila is, it offers an opportunity to examine the changing nature of a
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borderland through time. If differences between the eastern Mogollon Highlands and Mimbres
Valley began in the Late Pithouse period, the Upper Gila would have been in a culturally and
geographically intermediate position centuries before the development of the post-Classic
frontier. The differences described above between the Classic period in the Mimbres Valley and
that in the Upper Gila may be considered not just in the light of relationships between the two
areas—and I heartily agree with Gilman that such differences don’t necessitate a view of the
Upper Gila as some kind of impoverished periphery—but also in view of potential northern
connections. The Upper Gila Classic settlement pattern, characterized as it is by a combination of
many small sites and a few large focal settlements, seems fascinatingly intermediate between a
Reserve phase pattern and a Mimbres Valley Classic one. In the former case, settlement
consisted of small sites clustered around another small, or perhaps slightly larger, site with a
great kiva. In the latter case, settlement is heavily concentrated into large settlements.
The presence of Mimbres Black-on-white Style III sherds at Reserve phase sites suggests
a degree of connectivity, and more research at Reserve phase sites might show where these
vessels were produced and to what degree the movement of this type follows a simple distance
decay model. Mimbres Black-on-white makes up a very small proportion of the decorated
ceramics in Reserve phase sites in the Reserve area, however. Reserve Black-on-white is even
more rare in Upper Gila sites. Even at LA 3278, the excavated Classic site near Glenwood,
Reserve Black-on-white makes up only about 0.6 percent of the assemblage. Decorated ceramics
may actually be a poor gauge of north-to-south interaction in this case, however. Reserve Blackon-white was, after all, not actually produced in the Reserve area and in fact makes up a quite
modest proportion of the assemblage even at sites for which it is the primary diagnostic type—
less than five percent of each of the assemblages from the Reserve phase sites tested by the Field
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Smudged
Plain
Brown
Ware
N Prop.

Site
Sawmill

Smudged
Corrugated
Brown
Ware
N Prop.

Total
Smudged
Proportion

Reserve
Black-onwhite*
N

Prop.

Mimbres
Classic
Black-onwhite
N Prop.

Total
Sherds

1678

0.12

72

0.01

0.13

158

0.01

42

0.00

14566

Wet Legett

919

0.15

218

0.04

0.19

68

0.03

35

0.01

6012

Three Pines Pueblo

578

0.14

102

0.03

0.17

18

0.01

14

0.00

4075

South Legett

535

0.17

64

0.02

0.19

80

0.05

7

0.00

3205

Oak Springs Pueblo

155

0.29

0

0.00

0.29

17

0.03

0

0.00

531

1270

0.22

104

0.02

0.24

382

0.07

7

0.00

5843

286

0.11

43

0.02

0.13

106

0.04

4

0.00

2544

LA 39969 (Haury's Site)
LA 3563 (OAS excavation at South Legett)

Table 4.2 Counts and proportional data for selected ceramic surface treatments and types at
Reserve phase sites excavated by the Field Museum (Bluhm 1957; Martin and Rinaldo 1950) and
by the Museum of New Mexico Office of Archaeological Studies’ Luna Project (Oakes and
Zamora 1999; Wilson 1999a). The much earlier Field Museum reports tended not to use
intermediate or partially indeterminate categories; for comparative purposes, I have therefore
combined the counts for Reserve Black-on-white and for Painted and Unpainted “Late Cibola
White Ware” from the Luna Project report.
Museum. Unpainted ceramics have received comparatively little attention in the Mimbres area
and only slightly more in the eastern Mogollon Highlands, but I suspect this material has
substantial potential for the examination of connections within this greater region. This pottery
was produced locally in the eastern Mogollon Highlands, and so represents a community of
practice (or Peeples’ [2011a] “relational identities”) in ways that painted ware does not.
Villareal Ruin 9 makes an interesting starting point for a discussion of regional variability
in plain wares. While the painted ceramics lack the proposed “San Francisco” area affiliation, the
large collection of partial plain ware vessels suggests interesting contrasts with Mimbres Valley
sites. Of the collection of 30 complete or partially reconstructible vessels, 13 are brown ware
bowls—like other plain ware pottery in the Upper Gila and eastern Mogollon Highlands, the
vessels from Villareal Ruin 9 fit within the general category of Mogollon Brown Ware. All but
one of the bowls are smudged, and the single exception is heavily oxidized, and may be overfired or burned. Eleven of the bowls are corrugated; the remaining two are plain polished brown
ware. Much of the rest of the collection is comprised of brown ware corrugated jars.
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Variability in the reporting of surface treatments and vessel forms for sherds or whole
vessels among reports complicates the use of published data for regional comparison of plain
ware assemblages. Certainly corrugated jars—particularly those with plain coils, with
corrugation sometimes restricted to only the vessel neck—are common throughout Reserve
phase and Classic Mimbres assemblages. Smudging, however, is common in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands and rare in the Mimbres Valley, where smudged bowls are typically
interpreted as imports from the Highlands. At Galaz, slightly less than one percent of the sherds
were smudged; of the roughly 1100 vessels included in the site report tables, 20 (1.8%) are
smudged (Anyon and LeBlanc 1984). Shafer (2003:187-188) reports that all trade wares,
including smudged material, make up less than one-half of a percent of the sherds from NAN
Ranch; only two of the 279 total vessels from the site are smudged. Gilman (2015) interprets
spatial patterning in the distribution of smudged sherds among room blocks at the Mattocks site
as evidence for diversity in social connections among groups at the site. The smudged sherds that
appear at Mimbres Valley sites include both plain and corrugated exterior surface treatments; it
is unclear from the published data if one surface treatment is more prevalent than the other.
Interestingly, corrugated smudged bowls seem to be much more rare than plain smudged bowls
in the Reserve phase eastern Mogollon Highlands, although corrugated smudged bowls become
more common in the Tularosa phase.
The available data for Upper Gila Classic plain ware are admittedly very sparse, but the
high proportion of smudging in the vessels from Villareal suggests to me, as it did to the
Cosgroves, a northern connection. The much larger number of corrugated smudged vessels
relative to plain smudged vessels is interesting, however. Several of the bowls from Villareal are
very similar in size, shape, and construction—and, moreover, the coils visible on the bases of
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these bowls show counterclockwise coiling, while the other Villareal vessels with visible coiling
at their bases tend to show clockwise coiling—and it seems at least possible that these distinctive
bowls are the work of a single potter. The regularity among some corrugated vessels in the
eastern Mogollon Highlands has long produced speculation about specialized production (Wilson
1999b:144, 2007:242). This naturally raises questions about the extent to which Villareal is
representative of Upper Gila Classic sites, but evidence for a not inconsequential presence of
smudged ceramics is present elsewhere in the Upper Gila. Of the 75 numbered vessels reported
from Saige-McFarland, 12 are smudged, and these are divided evenly between plain and
corrugated surface finishes (Lekson 1990:Table 3.8). While this doesn’t replicate the proportions
present at Villareal, it still represents a much larger proportion of smudged vessels than would be
expected in the Mimbres Valley, and probably a higher proportion of smudged corrugated
vessels than would be expected from Reserve phase sites. About 8 percent of the rim sherds from
Saige-McFarland are smudged, although, as bowls produce more rim sherds relative to total
vessel size than jars, this is presumably a higher proportion than would be seen in a tabulation of
all sherds (Lekson 1990:42-43). Bussey (1972:65) wrote of the assemblage from the Classic
Dinwiddie site: “most of the utility pottery is of fine corrugated types and much of it is
smudged.” On the other hand, the proportion of smudged ware at Woodrow Ruin may be
comparatively low (Jakob Sedig, personal communication 2015). Moving away from the Cliff
Valley, three separate controlled surface collections at TJ Ruin (Huntley 2012; McKenna and
Bradford 1989) recorded between 6 and 8.5 percent smudged sherds, with corrugated smudged
wares being slightly less common than non-corrugated smudged wares. As I stated above, I
believe the ceramic data in the X-S-X site report should be treated with caution; however, of the
reported 76 whole vessels, 24 (16 plain and 8 corrugated) are described as smudged bowls
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Site
RS108

All Smudged
Sherds
N
Prop.
4
0.01

Total Plain
Ware
252

Mimbres Classic
Black-on-white
N
Prop.
19
0.06

Total Painted
Sherds

Total
Sherds

63

315

RS3

7

0.02

246

52

0.13

166

412

RS111

6

0.03

139

30

0.15

64

203

RS110

32

0.03

398

144

0.13

705

1103

RS44

88

0.03

1172

395

0.13

1804

2976

RS171

112

0.03

2488

206

0.06

807

3295

RS140

10

0.03

231

17

0.06

74

305

RS82

40

0.04

337

154

0.15

671

1008

RS159

11

0.04

210

16

0.06

47

257

RS69

32

0.05

243

151

0.23

402

645

RS1

277

0.05

3953

275

0.05

1559

5512

RS6

27

0.06

296

52

0.12

150

446

RS2

41

0.06

458

63

0.10

197

655

RS62

50

0.07

559

92

0.12

198

757

Table 4.3 Redrock Valley survey surface collection sherd counts, showing proportion of
smudged sherds ( Lekson 1978:Tables 13 and 15).
(Forrester 1992). In the Redrock Valley, the Millses’ short report on the Redrock Ruin mentions
the presence of diversity in corrugated sherds, but offers no data on smudging (Mills and Mills
1977). However, the larger surface collections from Classic sites recorded in Lekson’s Redrock
survey had between about 1 and 7 percent smudged sherds, with a mean of about 4 percent (as
tabulated by Mobley in Lekson 1978);11 the lower end of this spectrum might be more in line
with expected proportions at Mimbres Valley sites.
Taken in the aggregate, this rather spotty collection of evidence suggests that, at least at
some sites in the Upper Gila, smudging was more common than in the Mimbres Valley. Whether
differences in smudged ceramic proportions among sites in the Upper Gila are related to
temporal differences, social differences, or the processes of recording remains to be seen. If this
pattern is real, the use—and possibly production, if the Villareal collection is representative of
11

I calculated the totals for sites with Classic components and with a total of 200 or more sherds recorded in Lekson
1978:Tables 13 and 15. I excluded sites with very large Cliff Phase components, which might be expected to inflate
the proportion of smudged sherds, but included Classic sites with Late Pithouse period components, which may
lower the proportion of smudged sherds somewhat.
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sites elsewhere in the Upper Gila—of plain and corrugated smudged bowls in the Upper Gila
represents a degree of shared practice with settlements to the north, much as the local production
of Mimbres Black-on-white Style III represents a measure of shared practice with the Mimbres
Valley. The Classic Upper Gila, at least in terms of ceramic production, seems to have possessed
the kind of diverse social connections that define a borderland.
The question of what drove the transformation of this borderland into a frontier remains.
While the Upper Gila was not a mere satellite of the Mimbres Valley, it cannot be coincidental
that, in at least very rough terms, the gap in Upper Gila occupation coincides with the end of the
Mimbres Valley Classic. The suggestion that the depopulation of the Upper Gila was associated
with a gradual migration into the Mimbres Valley during the eleventh century might very well
still be viable if a broader and more detailed picture of Classic demography in the Upper Gila
becomes available, but based on the presently available data, it is clear that some Upper Gila
Classic sites were occupied well into the twelfth century. Alternatively, such later occupations in
the Upper Gila might represent migration or return migration from the Mimbres Valley, as may
be the case in the eastern Mimbres post-Classic hamlets. We also lack the data to determine to
what degree the proposed drivers of the post-Classic Mimbres reorganization applied to the
Upper Gila—the differences in settlement patterns and material culture between the two regions
suggest that both the use of the landscape and the shape of society may not have been the same
in the Upper Gila as in the Mimbres Valley. I would propose one additional factor for future
consideration in the study of the Classic and the end of the Classic in the Upper Gila—the
instability of what Peeples and Haas (2013) refer to as “brokers” in a social network sense,
settlements with ties to two otherwise largely separate, distinct social networks. They suggest
that these diverse social connections—which I have argued are characteristic of borderland
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settlements—can become a burden rather than a benefit over time, with brokers eventually
pressured to choose between social groups. Perhaps the borderland position of the Upper Gila
involved a degree of social instability even before the “collapse” of the Mimbres Valley Classic.
At a minimum, we should consider both the Tularosa phase settlements of the eastern Mogollon
Highlands and Black Mountain phase sites as possible destinations for the descendants of the
builders of Upper Gila Classic villages. While much of the post-Classic Upper Gila saw limited
use for several generations, I suspect it would have remained a significant landscape for groups
living in the surrounding areas, and that this significance would have come into play during the
Cliff phase reoccupation of the region.
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Table 4.4 Whole or partially reconstructible vessels from Villareal Ranch Ruin 9 held at the Peabody Museum at Harvard. Where
visible, coiling is noted as either clockwise (C) or counterclockwise (CC).
Catalog
Number
97501

Provenience

Form

Shape

Type

Percent of Vessel

Room 1, infant
burial below
floor (burial
no. 20)
Room 1, infant
burial below
floor (burial
no. 22)
Room 2, floor
along east wall

Bowl

Slightly Incurved

Mimbres Black-on-white
Style III

Complete or Almost
Complete

Bowl

Hemispherical,
Flared Rim

Smudged Plain Brown
Ware

Bowl

Outcurved, SemiFlare Rim

97506

Room 2

Bowl

Outcurved, SemiFlare Rim

97606a

Room 2

Bowl

Outcurved, SemiFlare Rim

97512

Room 2

Bowl

Recurved

97513

Room 2

Bowl

97515

Room 2

Bowl

Incurved, SemiFlare Rim
Hemispherical

97516

Room 2, on
floor

Bowl

Outcurved, SemiFlare Rim

97520

Room 2

Bowl

Outcurved, SemiFlare Rim

97530

Room 2

Bowl

Incurved

97531

Room 2

Bowl

Straight-walled

97532

Room 2

Bowl

Straight-walled

Smudged, Fine-coiled
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Smudged, Fine-coiled
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Smudged, Fine-coiled
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Smudged Plain Brown
Ware
Smudged, Zoned
Corrugated Brown Ware
Smudged, Indented to
Semi-Obliterated
Corrugated Brown Ware
Smudged, Fine-coiled
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Smudged, Fine-coiled
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Smudged Plain Brown
Ware
Smudged, Fine-coiled
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Fine-coiled Plain
Corrugated Brown Ware

97503

97505

Rim
Diameter
16.5

Maximum
Diameter

Height

Coiling

9.5

Not "killed"
but inverted
over infant
burial
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12.5

6.5

Complete or Almost
Complete

19

8.8

Complete or Almost
Complete

19.5

12.5

CC

Complete or Almost
Complete

19

12

CC

18.5

13

Complete or Almost
Complete
Complete or Almost
Complete

13

9.5

21

13.5

Complete or Almost
Complete

21.5

13.5

CC

About 80%

18

12

CC

About 80-90%

21

About 90%

26

18

About 80%

26

16

About 90%

24

Notes

C

17

Heavily
oxidized
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Catalog
Number
97578

Provenience

Form

Shape

Type

Percent of Vessel

"General
Digging"

Bowl

Slightly Incurved

About 50%

97502

Room 1, infant
burial below
floor (burial
no. 22)

Jar

Curving-Rim, with
lugs

Smudged, Semiobliterated Corrugated
Brown Ware
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware

97509

Room 2

Jar

Short Flare Rim

About 70%

18

c. 30

31

97510

Room 3, fill

Jar

About 50%

13

34

29

97511

Room 2

Jar

Narrow-necked,
very slightly flaring
or curving rim
Short Flare Rim

Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Plain Brown Ware

16

15

C

Room 3, fill

Jar

Tall Flare Rim

Complete or Almost
Complete
About 25%

11

97517
97518

Room 3, fill

Jar

18

c. 17

C

Room 2

Jar

Complete Except for
Rim
Complete or Almost
Complete

c. 14

97519

Probably Short Flare
Rim
Narrow-necked,
very slightly flaring
or curving rim

Indented Corrugated
Brown Ware
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Mimbres Black-on-white
Style III

8.5

25

22

97521

Jar

Short Flare Rim

17

30

30

Jar

Short Flare Rim

About 80-90%

21.5

44

46

Jar

Slight Flare Rim

About 80-90%

18

36

32

Jar

About 90%

27.5

46

40

About 60%

22

40

38

97528

Room 2

Jar

Steep, Short Flared
rim
Steep, Short Flared
Rim
Short Flare Rim

80-90%

21

32

35

97529

Room 2

Jar

Tall Flare Rim

80-90%

15

24

22

97557

Room 2

Jar

Tall Flare Rim

Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Plain, Semi-Obliterated
Corrugated Brown Ware
Obliterated corrugated
Brown Ware
Plain, Semi-Obliterated
Corrugated Brown Ware
Plain Neck Corrugated
Brown Ware
Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware
Semi-obliterated
Corrugated Brown Ware

About 90%

97527

Room 2, on
floor
Room 2, on
floor
Room 2, on
floor
Room 2, on
floor
Room 2, in fill

About 90%

28

c. 50

50

97523
97524
97525.1

Jar

Rim
Diameter
12.5

Maximum
Diameter

Height

Coiling

Notes

7

Complete or Almost
Complete

C

Not
examined;
described
from online
catalog.

18

C

C

Two
matching
zoomorphic
lugs,
probably
big horn
sheep.

Catalog
Number
97522

Provenience

Form

Shape

Type

Percent of Vessel

Room 2, on
floor

Probably
Jar

Unknown, only base
present

Plain Corrugated Brown
Ware

Unknown

97535

Room 1, in fill

Effigy
Vessel

Duck (?) Effigy

Three Circle Red-onwhite?

Unknown

Rim
Diameter

Maximum
Diameter

Height

Coiling

Notes

C

Base of a
large jar,
possibly
reused
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CHAPTER 5: BORDERLAND DIVERSITY AND AMBIGUITY AT FORNHOLT
Positioned on a ridge overlooking the valley surrounding Mule Creek, the Fornholt site
(LA 164471) consists of two highly visible masonry room blocks, several additional areas of
scattered masonry, and an unknown number of pit structures that are likely distributed across the
entire ridge top. Most of the potential pit structure depressions are too shallow or nebulous to
appear on the 20 centimeter contour map; a very large and deep depression between the two late
room blocks seems, judging from limited testing in this area, to be a Three Circle phase great
kiva. Based on the presence of flaked stone and faint depressions with very few ceramics on the
southern portion of the ridge, the earliest occupation at Fornholt might date to the Late
Archaic/Early Agricultural period or to the Early Pithouse period. The ceramic assemblage
supports the presence of a Classic occupation in addition to the earlier use. Fornholt’s two
principal room blocks, at least in their final form, date to within the Upper Gila’s post-Classic
gap, however, and it is this component that saw the bulk of our excavation and that is central to
this study. I will argue that this occupation is within the range of what can be considered
temporally and culturally “Tularosa phase,” although it is not without significant differences
from what might be considered the Tularosa phase norm. My end goal in comparing Fornholt to
the larger universe of Tularosa phase sites is to explore the implications of its location within a
social and spatial borderland. The more substantial southern room block surrounds a large
rectangular depression—a feature that, in size and outline visible from the site surface, strongly
resembles the rectangular great kivas of the eastern Mogollon Highlands. The results of
excavation in this area suggest a puzzlingly ambiguous piece of architecture; Fornholt’s great
kiva is a principal concern of this chapter and of the final discussion of the articulation of
religious architecture and religious practice with the Upper Gila borderland.
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The valley surrounding Mule Creek is currently a grassland with a high water table and
access to water and riparian resources from Mule Creek and its tributary drainages. The terrain
rises steeply to the west and south of the valley, with grassland giving way to pinyon, juniper,
and oak forests and eventually to ponderosa pine forests. To the north, Mule Creek flows into the
San Francisco River in a deep canyon. Beyond access to water, the Mule Creek area’s other
particularly noteworthy resource is Mule Creek obsidian. This material comes in the form of
small nodules (marekenites or “Apache tears”) that can be collected either from exposed perlite
outcrops in the greater area or from within washes and creeks. Small nodules can be found in
abundance in creek beds and dry washes within the immediate vicinity of all three of the tested
sites in Mule Creek, and flaked stone assemblages from Mule Creek sites contain very high
proportions of obsidian (Huntley et al. 2015)—at Fornholt, the assemblage is about half obsidian
by count. X-ray fluorescence studies have actually defined three chemically distinct groups of
Mule Creek obsidian (Shackley 1995; 2005), two of which were in abundant use at the Mule
Creek sites. Obsidian from these sources is known to have been in use throughout the eastern
Mogollon Highlands and southern southwest in varying quantities through time (Mills et al.
2013; Taliaferro et al. 2010).
Harriet and Burton Cosgrove appear to have been the first archaeologists to record the
site (and, barring the probable reference in the record for Danson’s Site 20, perhaps the only
archaeologists to record the site prior to our work there). Their motivation for visiting Mule
Creek during their 1929 season in the Upper Gila was excavation at a rock shelter in a deep
canyon near the junction of Mule Creek with the San Francisco River, from which they
excavated a remarkable collection of perishable material and religious objects (Cosgrove 1947).
While passing through the hamlet of Mule Creek, they were shown what is clearly the Fornholt
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site by its then owner, and noted the following:
The north mound or ruin was approximately 75 ft. in diameter, and the south mound 100 x 150 ft. and had a
circular, kiva-like depression on the east side surrounded by rooms on north, south, and west sides. The
ruin was badly dug into by pot hunters. Good masonry, and walls heavily plastered on inside, some rooms
showing results of intense heat from fires in them. Mr. Roberts reports that great caches of burned corn
have been found in the rooms. The house debris south of the circular room in the large ruin is high enough
to indicate a two story construction. Surface sherds and those from the dumps show Mimbres B-on-W,
Little Colorado B-on-R, Rio Frisco B-on-W, Rio Frisco fillet rim with polished black interior, Corrugated
wares with unblackened and black interior, gouged incised red ware, and red ware with polished black
interior. All metates seen were of the flat bottom channel type and the manoes [sic] were rectangular in
shape. There is still good material to be found here and excavation would show who were the first people to
settle at this place. (Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1929)

Signs of the digging referenced by the Cosgrove journal are still visible, particularly at the
southern edge of the southern room block. However, the present and previous owners of the site
have protected it from any more recent disturbance and, unlike so many other sites in the Upper
Gila, there is no heavy equipment damage. It is both a testimony to the diligence of the owners
and a sad statement about the state of the archaeological record in southwestern New Mexico
that the site the Cosgroves considered “badly dug into” is now among the best preserved in the
Upper Gila. The description of burning and burned corn has substantial ramifications for the
interpretation of the site.
Archaeology Southwest’s field work at Fornholt began in 2009 as a component of the
joint field school carried out through Hendrix College and Archaeology Southwest (then the
Center for Desert Archaeology) with very limited testing intended to provide context for the
more extensive work at 3-Up (LA 150373) and Gamalstad (LA 164472) (Huntley et al. 2015).
The modest amount of material recovered from this work suggested a Tularosa phase affiliation
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for the late occupation at the site. Following the decision to undertake a more extensive project at
Fornholt, we carried out two weeks of wall clearing and rock-by-rock mapping at the site in
2010. The joint University of Arizona/Archaeology Southwest Preservation Archaeology Field
School (the Mule Creek Archaeological Project) carried out test excavations in architectural
space, including both room block space and the apparent great kiva, during the 2011 and 2012
field seasons (see Figure 5.1). Individual unit and feature excavation descriptions are given in
Appendix A and will appear in the forthcoming site report; within this chapter, I focus on
synthesis and interpretation of the results. I analyzed the ceramics from the project with Deborah
Huntley and volunteers. The analysis of other classes of artifacts and samples were carried out by
staff members at Desert Archaeology Inc., Archaeology Southwest, or other laboratories. A
small amount of additional work at Fornholt was carried out during the 2013 field school season,
including the surface recording of artifact density at the site along with a small remote sensing
effort.

Architectural Space at Fornholt
Excavation within Room Block Space
Fornholt’s northern room block is the substantially smaller of the two principal room
blocks; the architectural mound measures about 20 m in diameter, and the room block probably
contained a maximum of 10 to 15 rooms, none of which would have stood more than a single
story in height. The southern room block is larger, more complex, and more heavily impacted by
the many-decades-old hand digging noted by the Cosgroves. The height of the architectural
mound and the disturbance make individual wall alignments and the boundaries of this room
block—and particularly its southern edge—somewhat more difficult to see than in the northern
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Figure 5.1 The northern part of the Fornholt site (LA 164471), showing the two Tularosa phase
room blocks and the 2011 and 2012 excavation units.
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room block. Including the apparent great kiva depression, the maximum extent of the southern
mound measures around 70 by 30 m. The highest part of the architectural mound represents, at
least in places, two-story architecture. Counting both lower and upper story rooms and bearing in
mind the difficulty in defining the southern edge of the room block, the southern room block
may have had between about 45 and 70 total rooms. While we focused a substantial amount of
our excavation effort on the putative great kiva, we also tested space within the two major room
blocks to provide a basis for comparison with Tularosa phase sites to the north of Mule Creek as
well as at least a limited picture of the occupational history of the site. Our excavations exposed
portions of six rooms, two in the northern room block and four in the southern room block. Two
tested rooms possessed little or no intact floor and no floor features (Rooms 4 and 11); one of
these rooms may in fact never have been completed. Two additional rooms were single story
rooms with floor features and largely intact floors but had been largely cleaned out at the time of
retirement and not subsequently reused (Rooms 3 and 7). One comparatively deep room in the
western part of the southern room block showed a complex history of remodeling and reuse
(Room 8). Finally, one room burned catastrophically while in use and contained a substantial
amount of carbonized maize (Room 2).
Room 3 and Room 7 share a number of similarities. Both were single story rooms located
at room block edges—the northern edge of the southern room block and the western edge of the
northern room block, respectively. Both possessed largely intact floors and central rectangular or
square hearths bordered by a single worked slab on each side, forming a fire-box. Both have
possible ventilators—really just collapsed, low, apparent breaks in exterior walls—immediately
opposite from their hearths. The rooms have similar, rather distinct, styles of masonry, consisting
of an inner face of small, roughly coursed cobbles and pieces of conglomerate and tabular stone
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set in abundant mortar, against an outer face of what seems, based on the courses visible in the
uppermost part of the excavation, to be much larger, better coursed pieces of conglomerate and
other stones. Room 4, also located in the northern room block but without an intact floor,
possessed the same kind of construction. It should be noted that most of the walls exposed by
excavation in these rooms were also apparently the exterior walls of the room block. A
rectangular doorway opened south from Room 3, one of only two doorways exposed by the
testing at the site. Rooms 3 and 7, and presumably 4 as well, possessed very little in the way of
surviving floor assemblages—part of a red-slipped brown ware jar was recovered from Room 7,
and the presence of a large metate among other ground stone within the roof collapse of Room 3
might suggest the presence of a mealing facility on the roof. It seems likely that all three of these
rooms were largely cleaned out at the time of retirement and not subsequently used for any
substantial amount of trash disposal. Room 3 may have the most complex history of this set of
rooms; a small subfloor test unit in the corner suggested that the room was either remodeled or
had been constructed over an earlier feature. The presence of a modest amount of charcoal near
the level of the floor suggests that Room 3 may have burned, although not to the catastrophic
extent present in other rooms in the southern room block.
Of the two rooms without surviving floors, Room 4 possessed comparatively substantial
walls that would have stood to a complete story, and probably owes its lack of an intact floor to
erosion and rodent disturbance. Room 11, in contrast, seems likely never to have been
completed. The walls visible at the site surface are at most two courses high and the small
amount of collapsed masonry within the room could account for only a few additional courses.
No walls subdividing this long rectangular area into rooms more comparable to other spaces at
the site were visible at the site surface, and given the state of the walls exposed by excavation, it
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seems likely that such interior walls were never built. Room 11 was located immediately north of
the apparent great kiva, and I return to it briefly in discussing Feature 1 below.
While the rooms just discussed provide a substantial amount of architectural data—data
that is particularly useful for comparison with the larger universe of contemporary sites—they
also seem to outline a relatively simple story of occupation and orderly retirement. The two
rooms that we tested in the central portion of southern room block complicate this picture of the
site’s history substantially. In its final form, Room 8 consisted of a full-height, single story
masonry room with a basin-shaped, clay-lined central hearth. A rectangular doorway opening to
the south was filled in sometime during the use of the room, forming a large, slightly recessed
niche. The room clearly burned, including the in situ burning of a large post set into the floor
near the room center. In comparison with the largely empty rooms elsewhere at the site, a
substantial number of artifacts were recovered from the room floor—mainly partial vessels, but
also large, charred pieces of faunal bone and a zoomorphic shell pendant unique at the site. The
vessels seem to be large fragments rather than complete or nearly complete vessels. The room
might have been partially cleaned out before or after the fire, and some of the material in the
room might have been added in relationship to room retirement rather than use. There may be
some evidence for the dumping of ash into the room after the fire; however, in general the
artifact density above the level of the floor is quite low. Like the other rooms at the site, Room 8
doesn’t appear to have been used for trash disposal after it ceased to be used as a residence.
The early history of the same room raises more questions—excavation below the level of
the uppermost floor demonstrated that the masonry walls associated with the final form of the
room were, in fact, built up from the stubs of earlier adobe walls. The reuse of the earlier walls as
foundations suggests an intention to maintain the shape and size of the room. In fact, the door in
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the masonry wall was built directly above a door in the adobe wall (which was subsequently
filled with cobbles and mortar), meaning that even the pattern of connection to the adjacent room
was maintained from the earlier to the later room. Unfortunately, the evidence from within the
test unit provides little basis on which to assign a temporal or culture-historical affiliation to the
adobe walls. The scarcity of Tularosa phase painted diagnostic wares and the ubiquity of the
entire Mimbres Black-on-white sequence across the site (see the discussion of Fornholt’s
ceramic assemblage below) make it somewhat difficult to draw conclusions from the presence or
absence of painted ceramics in this unit. However, in the deeper layers below the floor, the
indented or semi-obliterated corrugated surface treatments more typical of the upper floor
assemblage are scarce or absent. The lowest portion of the unit contained a substantial portion of
a large plain corrugated jar. Plain corrugated sherds (that is, corrugated ware with coils that may
be smoothed or polished, but are not indented) were present in the assemblage elsewhere at
Fornholt, but this is the only substantial vessel fragment from the site with this surface finish,
and it might provide some tentative evidence for a Classic (or perhaps post-Classic) affiliation
for the earliest construction in this room. While there is some evidence for remodeling elsewhere
at the site—for example, the lower story of Room 2 (see below) was refloored at least once, and
Room 3 may have been built over an earlier feature—Room 8 is the only tested room at the site
to show such heavy alterations and possible continuity with an earlier occupation.
Room 2 was located in the southern portion of the southern room block, in the tallest
portion of the architectural remains. The excavation in the room confirmed that this portion of
the site stood to two stories in height, although the lower story would have been quite low-roofed
and presumably served as basement storage space rather than living space, an impression
reinforced by the lack of floor features in the lower story. The masonry in Room 2 was similar to
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that in the masonry upper walls of Room 8—both consisted of badly coursed large and small
cobbles, including unworked volcanic cobbles and large roughly worked pieces of conglomerate,
set in abundant mortar and covered with a very thick layer of plaster. In each room only a single
corner was exposed by the excavation, but both of these were abutments rather than bonded
corners. Both the upper and lower stories in Room 2 burned catastrophically. A substantial
quantity of corn—likely at least a few bushels—burned in the upper story room. Much of the
material that collapsed from the upper story consisted of fused masses of carbonized cobs with
intact kernels, mixed with a smaller amount of carbonized beans, a few carbonized remains of
basketry or matting, and the shattered remains of a number of vessels. Among the latter was a
partial St. Johns Black-on-red bowl, the only really substantial portion of a painted vessel
recovered from the site. The Tularosa Fillet Rim vessels, the broken structural remains of an
adobe bin, and manos and other ground stone from within the collapsed material from the upper
floor may be the remains of a mealing station. A room at the Jewett Gap site (also called Gallo
Pueblo) contained the burned remains of a large jacal bin filled with maize (Bullard 1950),
offering some clue to how the material in Fornholt’s Room 2 might have been stored.1 Given the
amount of material recovered from the room, it seems unlikely that the space was cleaned out to
any great extent after the fire. The lower room seems to have been largely empty (or at least
empty of material that has survived) at the time of the fire, although a complete jar and the
remains of a plain cotton textile were recovered from the lower floor. That burning happened in
the lower as well as the upper story is evidenced by visible traces of burning against the
surviving wall plaster of the lower story, along with the charred remains of the beams that
supported the lower story ceiling (or upper story floor). Considered in isolation, the excavation

1

Interestingly, unlike Fornholt’s Room 2, the charred remains of both the bin and the maize at Jewett Gap were
subsequently buried beneath a new floor and the room reused.
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within this room provides limited information on the cause of the fire—while it was clearly no
minor event, even heavy burning in a single room could be accidental. Key evidence therefore
comes from the Cosgrove journal. The presence of multiple burned rooms makes an accidental
origin for the fire considerably less likely, as fire spreads badly between the rooms of masonry
pueblos (Lally and Vonarx 2011). Three radiocarbon dates—two on portions of corn cobs, a
third on a bean—were obtained from material from this room (see Appendix B). All three dates
have calibrated two-standard-deviation ranges that extend into the thirteenth century. The two
dates with the narrowest distributions range from the late twelfth into the mid- or late thirteenth
century—essentially the complete date range usually assigned to the Tularosa phase.

Room Block Architecture in Regional Context
For the most part, the room blocks at Fornholt compare favorably to architecture at
Tularosa phase sites in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. Similar site layouts consisting of groups
of distinct, somewhat irregularly shaped room blocks can be seen, for example, in the available
maps of Higgins Flat (Martin et al. 1957:Figure 1) and WS Ranch (Robinson 1992:Figure 3.2),
and in the descriptions of Foote Canyon and other sites (Danson 1957; Rinaldo 1959). The slablined, rectangular and centrally-located fireboxes present in two of the excavated rooms at
Fornholt are by far the most common type of hearth among such sites, although more informal
basin-shaped features like that in Room 8 do occur.2 Assuming that the remains from Fornholt’s
Room 2 do represent a collapsed mealing station containing Tularosa Fillet Rim bowls and adobe
bins, this would be another feature very typical of eastern Mogollon Highlands sites. Excavated
2

Where specific citations are not given, the discussion of Tularosa phase architecture is based on site descriptions in
the reports of Field Museum (Martin et al. 1956, 1957; Rinaldo 1959) and Highway Salvage (Peckham et al. 1956;
Schroeder and Wendorf 1954) excavations, along with the OAS site report for LA 3279/Hough 70 (Oakes and
Zamora 1999), Robinson’s (1992) description of excavation at WS Ranch, and Peeples’ (2011a) summary of
architectural features.
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two-story architecture is rare in such sites, but the central set of rooms excavated at Higgins Flat
appears to have had an upper story and the Hinkle Park Cliff Dwelling had a single, rather lowroofed, second story room (Martin et al. 1954, 1956). Second stories might be more common in
unexcavated portions of sites—Rinaldo (1959) believed that some of the unexcavated space at
Foote Canyon would have stood two stories in height, and at least a few of Danson’s site cards
for the region suggest the presence of two-story architecture. Elsewhere, Martin speculated that
“late” sites in the area were “two to three stories in height” (in Martin et al. 1957:135); I suspect
that this assertion (along with his suggestion in the same passage that comparatively formal
plazas were also common) should be treated with caution. However, in his much earlier
recording of the now largely destroyed Delgar site, Duff (1897) also claimed that multiple-story
architecture was present there.
Tularosa phase masonry is typically described as being comparatively well made—“of
fairly high order” in the Martin passage cited above—at least as opposed to Reserve phase or
Classic Mimbres architecture, both of which are supposed to be characterized primarily by
unworked cobbles (e.g., Anyon and LeBlanc 1984:97; Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:14; Martin
and Rinaldo 1950). The construction at Fornholt, especially in the more central rooms tested in
the southern room block, seems to fit rather poorly with a depiction of Tularosa phase masonry
as composed of well-coursed, shaped stone. However, an examination of the construction
described in Tularosa phase site reports—particularly from more recent reports in which the
masonry is described for each room rather than summarized for the site as a whole (i.e., Oakes
and Zamora 1999; Robinson 1992)—suggests that masonry construction varied even within
individual Tularosa phase sites and rooms, with some walls having little visible coursing or stone
shaping. Walls possessing an inner face of smaller stones and an outer face of large or large and
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Figure 5.2 Frequency histogram of room size for 87 excavated rooms at Tularosa phase sites in
the eastern Mogollon Highlands.3 See Appendix C for the list of individual room dimensions.
small stones with better coursing were described at several sites, so the presence of this
construction technique at Fornholt might also tie the site to a larger Tularosa phase architectural
tradition. The size of the rooms at Fornholt is in keeping with a Tularosa phase pattern—a
sample of somewhat less than 90 excavated rooms from 10 sites yielded a median area of 16
square meters and a mean of 15.34 square meters (see Figure 5.2) For the deeper rooms tested at
Fornholt, the area of the complete rooms can only be estimated, but the five tested rooms
(excluding the unfinished area north of Feature 1) probably range in size from about 10.2 to 20
square meters (see Table 5.1). Interestingly, even the complete area of the unfinished enclosure
(Feature 11, at about 25.5 square meters) still falls within the range of excavated rooms at other
sites.
As the previous chapter should make clear, potential local comparisons for Fornholt’s
room block architecture are decidedly limited. While the Gila Cliff Dwellings are the most
obvious comparison for an excavated Tularosa phase site located at the edge of or within the
Upper Gila frontier—and I will return to this site in the subsequent discussion of ceramics—any
3

Peeples (2011a) assembled data for Apache Creek, Higgins Flat, Hough 70/LA 3279, Foote Canyon, WS Ranch,
and the DZ Site (LA 70185, Oakes and Zamora 1999). I added room size data from Starkweather Ruin (Nesbitt
1938), Jewett Gap (Bullard 1950), and the Museum of New Mexico Highway Salvage sites labeled Numbers 12 and
13 (Schroeder and Wendorf 1954).
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Room
2
3
4
7
8
11

E-W dimension
(meters)
4
4
2.7
4
3.4
8.5

N-S dimension
(meters)
4
5
4.4
4
3
3

Area
(square meters)
16
20
11.88
16
10.2
25.5

Table 5.1 Room area for the tested rooms at the Fornholt site. Because of the difficulty in
discerning walls in the highest part of the southern room block, the areas given for Room 8 and
particularly Room 2 should be considered estimates. The long enclosure labeled Room 11 seems
to never have been completed, and it is possible that the original intent would have been to
divide the space with a cross wall.
architectural comparison is complicated by the site’s position in a rock shelter. For example, the
masonry at the Gila Cliff Dwellings makes use exclusively of the conglomerate from with the
caves themselves and the comparative scarcity of slab-lined hearths at the site could be related to
the impracticality of setting such features into bedrock (or, for that matter, to the extensive
looting of the site prior to its formal recording). Room size and shape were, in part, dictated by
the shape of the cave. There is also the question of which spaces should even qualify as “rooms”
for comparison. The two large “communal rooms” (at 32 and 25 square meters) (Anderson et al.
1986:109) do fit within the upper range of excavated room sizes at other Tularosa phase sites.
Possibly one could make the argument that other especially large rooms also served a special
purpose, but I would caution that more elements than size should be considered in making such
an argument.4 The large T-shaped doorway visible in Cave 2 at the Gila Cliff Dwellings does

4

Setting aside for the moment the problems with delineating domestic space in opposition to religious space, there is
certainly evidence for the placement of potentially religious material within room block spaces at eastern Mogollon
Highlands sites. The degree to which such placement is consistently associated with large rooms, or to which it
separates some rooms out as expressly “ceremonial,” is far from clear, however. For example, Rooms B and C at
Higgins Flat are two of the largest excavated rooms in the sample. Both possessed mealing facilities similar to those
in smaller rooms elsewhere. A cylindrical, ground stone “corn mound” was placed in the center of Room B’s floor
when the room was retired, but the collection of ground stone objects—quadruped effigies, bowls, a pipe, and a
painted disk—recovered from the somewhat smaller Room E is more impressively “ceremonial.” Likewise, quartz
crystals were recovered from postholes in Starkweather Ruin’s very large Room 2, but the room also contained a
probable grinding station and an intact corrugated “cooking” jar, while the most remarkable object from the site—a
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seem to be a clear contrast with other excavated Tularosa phase sites, although one such door is
present at the Pine Flat Cave cliff dwelling in the Point of Pines area (Gifford 1980). In a sense,
this entire discussion is skirting the most pressing distinction between the Gila Cliff Dwellings
and Tularosa phase sites elsewhere—while caves in the eastern Mogollon Highlands clearly saw
use during the Reserve and Tularosa phases, cliff dwellings are rare and I know of none of a size
comparable to the Gila Cliff Dwellings.
We have comparatively little architectural information from the other sites in Mule
Creek. Based on Danson’s description, the construction at his Site 20 was probably quite similar
to that at Fornholt, and I suspect there is likely a strong resemblance between Site 20 and
Fornholt’s northern room block. However, the more interesting connection may be to the 3-Up
site, where, as at Fornholt, at least one masonry room seems to have been built over the remains
of an adobe room (Schollmeyer et al. 2007). Adobe construction is characteristic of the Black
Mountain phase in the Mimbres Valley (Creel 1999; LeBlanc 1983; Putsavage 2012; Taliaferro
2014), as well as the Animas phase in the Bootheel (Douglas 1995; Kidder et al. 1949), some—
but not all—Postclassic sites in the eastern Mimbres (Russell 2010; Schollmeyer 2007), and the
later Cliff Phase sites in the Upper Gila and Mimbres Valley (Lekson 2002). In the debates about
continuity between the Classic Mimbres and Black Mountain phases, various authors have also
pointed out the presence of at least some adobe architecture dating to the Classic Mimbres (e.g.,
Creel 1999). Taliaferro (2014:189) describes the presence of abundant cobbles in some of the
adobe construction at Old Town, and it’s possible that the differences between cobble masonry
in abundant mortar and cobble-reinforced adobe might be better viewed as a continuum. In at
least rough chronological terms, Fornholt appears to be contemporaneous with Black Mountain
phase sites. Fornholt’s masonry architecture and slab-lined hearths should stand in clear contrast
stone slab featuring a male human figure—was recovered from the floor of a much smaller room.
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to the adobe walls and adobe-lined, basin-shaped hearths supposed to be characteristic of the
Black Mountain phase. Black Mountain phase rooms may be larger, or at least slightly more
variable in size—Taliaferro (2014:182) gives a mean room size of 20.55 square meters and a
range of between about 3 and 53 square meters for a sample of 33 Black Mountain phase rooms
(compare this with the Tularosa phase room data given above).
The presence of adobe architecture at Fornholt and 3-Up raises interesting possibilities, however.
The adobe at either or both of the sites could conceivably be associated with a Classic or some
kind of post-Classic occupation, although the presence of a Tularosa Fillet Rim bowl on a floor
apparently associated with adobe walls at 3-Up suggests a very late or terminal Classic date at
the earliest (see the discussion of the Wind Mountain assemblage in the previous chapter). This
raises the question of continuity—again, in Room 8 at Fornholt, the use of the adobe walls as
footers and maintenance of the door in the same location suggests that the layout of the original
adobe room was intentionally preserved. Could the masonry spaces at Fornholt and 3-Up have
been built up with little or no interruption in occupation from the use of the adobe room? It
should be noted that the same traits that tie Fornholt to more northern sites don’t exclude the
possibility of a historical connection to Classic period architecture. Mimbres Valley Classic sites
were also characterized by slab-lined hearths (e.g., Anyon and LeBlanc 1984; Cosgrove and
Cosgrove 1932; Shafer 2003), and the distribution of room sizes appears to be quite similar
between Tularosa phase and Classic Mimbres sites (see Anyon and LeBlanc 1984:Table 6.2,
Figure 6.7) (see Table 5.2). The continuum between “good” Tularosa phase architecture and
“bad” Classic or Reserve phase architecture has already been discussed above. Classic sites are
supposed to lack two-story architecture, but at least one Postclassic site in the eastern Mimbres
possesses two-story masonry construction (Schollmeyer 2007).
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Room Size
Small, under 8 m2
Medium, 8-26 m2
Large, over 26 m2
Total

Galaz
N
%
5
5.2
84
87.5
7
7.3
96 100.0

Swarts
N
%
31 24.6
90 71.4
5
4.0
126 100.0

All Other Classic Sites
N
%
68
30.0
158
69.3
2
0.7
228
100.0

Tularosa phase sites
N
%
18
20.7
62
71.3
7
8.0
87
100.0

Table 5.2 Classic Mimbres period room size data as presented by Anyon and LeBlanc
(1984:Table 6.2, Figure 6.7, after Rapson and Gilman 1981) in comparison to the Tularosa phase
room size data summarized in Figure 5.2 (see also Appendix C).
While the above discussion focused on the fine details of culture historical categories, let
me reiterate that my end goal is less to find the proper label to apply to Fornholt than to explore
what it means for Mule Creek and the Upper Gila to have been a borderland through time. While
the clearest relationships for the thirteenth-century occupation at Fornholt are with sites to the
north—connections that seem all the more reasonable because of the general dearth of
contemporary settlement elsewhere in the Upper Gila—it is worth considering how Fornholt
differs from these sites and how those differences articulate with the history of the Upper Gila as
a borderland or frontier. Such potential differences are particularly relevant in the context of the
discussions below both of Fornholt’s apparent great kiva and of the site’s ceramic assemblage.

Fornholt’s “Great Kiva”: The Strange Case of Feature 1
The central depression in Fornholt’s southern room block is perhaps the site’s most
striking feature, the more so because the height of the surrounding room block emphasizes the
depth of the depression. The walls visible at the site surface initially suggested a rectangular
space defined by the walls of the room block with an eastern entryway. Both room blocks are
oriented with their longer axes somewhat east of north, making the entryway orientation of this
area roughly east-southeast. Based on the surface remains, the shape, size, and orientation of this
area were all suggestive of a great kiva, although the complete enclosure within a room block
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was somewhat less typical. In the 2011 and 2012 field seasons, we excavated sections of the
feature’s entryway, northeastern corner, western edge, and center (Figure 5.3). The total
excavated area is probably still less than about 10 percent of the complete structure but is
sufficient to provide at least some data about its construction and life history. The results paint a
picture of an area clearly marked as distinct from other spaces at the site, but one that deviates
from the expected great kiva tradition in some substantial ways.
Excavation demonstrated that the room block walls visible at the site surface were not in
actuality the walls of the feature. The northeastern units exposed what is apparently the
northeastern corner of Feature 1, separated from the room block walls by about a meter. The
western excavation exposed two distinct inner walls; the first of these is separated from the room
block wall by about 60 centimeters, the second by an additional 60 centimeters. Multiple eroded
surfaces were uncovered in excavation units immediately inside the walls, and the northeastern
and western excavation areas each contained a single small and comparatively shallow posthole
about 1 meter from the wall. The walls in the northeastern corner and in the western units are
each only a single course in width, although they vary somewhat in construction. The masonry in
the northeastern walls is almost entirely constructed of roughly shaped rectangular conglomerate
blocks, while that in the western walls contained a larger proportion of unworked cobbles and
fewer pieces of roughly shaped conglomerate. Based on excavation immediately outside of these
walls, the construction of Feature 1 involved excavation to—or slightly below—the level of the
sterile substrate. The northeastern walls and the outer western wall were at least in part built
against cultural or natural fill, rather than being entirely free-standing. The effect in relationship
to the surrounding rooms would have been at least somewhat semi-subterranean or pit structurelike. The presence of an “extra” wall in the western portion of the feature remains something of a
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Figure 5.3 Excavation units and floor features in Feature 1, the great kiva-like structure at
Fornholt. The inset photographs show the great kiva walls exposed by excavation and distinct
from the room block walls mapped at the site surface, including the two rear walls—possibly the
result of remodeling—in the western excavation unit, as well as the two central pits.
mystery. It seems likely that the innermost wall represents some kind of remodeling—much of
this wall has collapsed, but it appears to have been built on an upper surface rather than the
lowest surface exposed in this part of the structure—although it is unclear exactly what the goal
of such remodeling would have been. If the innermost western wall (and the fill behind it)
represent the addition of a bench, no trace of the bench surface between the two walls has
survived. The question of wall height is also troubling in relationship to Feature 1’s status as a
potential great kiva. The amount of collapsed masonry in the northeastern corner may be
insufficient to account for a full-story-high wall. A much more substantial quantity of
architectural stone was recovered from the western units, but in this area there are three walls to
be accounted for, including the wall of the room to the west of Feature 1. Feature 1 in general
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lacks a distinct stratum of collapsed roofing material, unless the uppermost surfaces in the
northeastern and western units are interpreted as the remains of a rather lightweight, ephemeral
roof. While our exposure of the great kiva interior was admittedly limited, we found none of the
substantial postholes expected of great kivas.
Excavation in the probable entryway exposed only a portion of the entryway’s northern
wall. The masonry is very similar to that in Feature 1’s northeast corner, again consisting almost
entirely of large, roughly loaf-shaped pieces of conglomerate. This style of construction is
generally in contrast to the various techniques in the walls that were exposed during excavation
in the room blocks (see above), and the similarity between the two walls is probably the best
evidence that the apparent entryway does articulate with the walls that define Feature 1. Again
like the northeast corner, it is questionable whether the entryway wall stood to a full story in
height. As few or no traces remain of the surface that would have been associated with the wall,
we have no evidence for any ramping or stepping that may have existed. Based on the depth of
the wall, the floor level in the excavated portion of the entryway would have been slightly higher
than the level of the uppermost floor within the body of Feature 1, and would have been at or
only slightly above the level of the sterile substrate.
Central excavation exposed the only substantial floor features in this structure—two
central circular pits. The artifact assemblage both above and within these pits is clearly set apart
from that in other locations at the site. The uppermost portion of the artifact-rich fill in the
structure center seems to be associated with a badly eroded surface and corresponds roughly to
floor level elsewhere in the structure. The material recovered from this context included a dense
cluster of ceramic sherds, three black stone disk beads, a spherical stone concretion, and a
complete San Pedro point. This style of point predates the Tularosa phase occupation of Fornholt
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by as much as two thousand years or more (see date ranges in Justice 2002, Silva 2015) and is
unique within the excavated collection from the site, although some fragmentary or complete
smaller dart points were present elsewhere in the collection (Ryan 2015). Given the presence of
Late Archaic or Early Agricultural material in the valley and larger Upper Gila, as well as the
possible presence of aceramic pit structures at Fornholt itself, the point from Feature 1 could
have been collected from fairly close by. Broken pottery is, as a general category, among the
least exceptional material at late southwestern sites, and the central deposit in Feature 1 clearly
consists of sherds, not vessels or even large vessel fragments. Nevertheless, the ceramics from
this central deposit also appear to be significant. As elsewhere at the site, painted wares are much
rarer than plain wares, and much of the painted ware consists of small fragments of Mimbres
Black-on-white styles. However, the painted sherds include a selection of single sherds or small
numbers of sherds representing types—the diagnostic Tularosa phase types, in fact—which are
substantially more scattered elsewhere at the site. This is the only location at the site which
contained Tularosa Black-on-white, St. John’s Polychrome or Black-on-red, Pinedale Black-onwhite, and Pinedale Polychrome.5 Other types present in the deposit that were rare or unique at
the site include: Playas Red Incised, Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white (which substantially predates
the Tularosa phase and is only represented at Fornholt by two sherds recovered from Feature 1),
the only sherd of Three Rivers Red-on-terracotta recovered from the site, and an unusual white
ware sherd with a typical Tularosa style design on a gray, sand-, or crushed rock-tempered paste.
The only sherd of Socorro Black-on-white recovered from the site was also found in this unit,
although in a higher level (see Appendix D for the complete Fornholt ceramic tables).
The amount of erosion and rodent damage in this area makes it difficult to discern the

5

All of these types (each of them represented by a single sherd, except for Tularosa Black-on-white, for which two
sherds were present) were also recovered from Room 3, but from within several different excavation levels.
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shape of the uppermost portion of the two central pits, whether the upper portion of the pits
might have served as a single feature, and how the pits articulated with the floor (i.e., whether
they were open or whether there would have been an additional layer of plaster above them.)
However, the lower portion of the central features clearly consists of two distinct circular pits.
The westernmost pit was basin shaped and was the shallower of the two. The more easterly pit
was deeper, straight-sided and capped with a layer of mortar. The material between the probable
floor level and the well-defined pits contained additional material of interest, including a small,
polished brown ware worked sherd disk, an additional black stone disk bead, an unfinished red
disk bead, two small, unworked pieces of a green mineral, and a fragment of a Glycymeris sp.
bracelet, along with a high density of sherds and other artifacts. There was no clear distinction
between the fill within and immediately above the western, unsealed, pit. Material from this pit
included an additional three disk beads (one shell, the other two black stone), a small obsidian
projectile point, and large pieces of faunal bone—including bighorn sheep, falcon, woodpecker,
and probable raccoon and Colorado River toad remains (Karen Schollmeyer, personal
communication 2015)—along with a high density of plain ware ceramics, flaked stone, and
groundstone. The flotation sample from this feature was one of only two at the site to contain
walnut charcoal. The deposition in the eastern pit was much more clearly structured, at least
beneath the largely intact mortar cap. Again, the fill within the pit was very artifact rich and in
particular included a substantial amount of animal bone, including most of a turtle carapace, the
partial skeleton of a juvenile deer, and most of the skeleton of an unidentified juvenile bird. Yet
another black stone disk bead and a Glycymeris bracelet fragment were also recovered from
within the fill. Corn pollen was present in this pit; it is notable that only one other of the 19
analyzed pollen samples from the site, a sample from the room that contained massive quantities
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Figure 5.4 Artifacts from Feature 1. San Pedro point recovered from above the central pits and
pinched clay effigy head recovered from floor level near the eastern wall. The point measures
approximately 6 centimeters in length.
of burned corn, showed evidence for corn pollen. The pit was first closed by the placement of a
rough ring of groundstone and unworked cobbles around a central tabular slab—traces of red
pigment were found both on and immediately above the slab—and the cap was applied above
this.
I will return to the larger comparative discussion of great kivas in the next chapter, but, as
previously mentioned, the central floor features most typical of rectangular great kivas in the
eastern Mogollon Highlands include hearths, floor vaults or floor grooves, and central postholes.
Neither of the large central pits in Feature 1 seems to have served as a hearth. The easternmost
pit’s maximum width (about 90 centimeters) and depth below the presumed floor level
(somewhat less than 80 centimeters) are within the range of postholes found in great kivas; such
postholes typically either taper and/or were lined with rock to accommodate the smaller diameter
of the actual post, however. If this pit was originally excavated as a posthole, it seems unlikely to
have ever been used as one. The combined pits would also have made for a particularly
asymmetrical vault or groove, even if their disturbed upper portions constituted a single feature.
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Excavation elsewhere in the structure provided much more limited evidence for the
intentional deposition of unusual or significant material. The head of a pinched clay zoomorphic
figurine with pointed ears and an open mouth, the only figurine fragment recovered from the site,
was recovered from lowest level of an excavation unit likely near the structure’s eastern wall.
The fill between floor levels in the western part of the structure contained a fragment of
unworked marine shell, along with one of only two sherds of Tularosa White-on-red recovered
from the site. No artifacts were recovered from either small posthole.
The limited excavation allows at least educated speculation about the history of Feature 1
and its relationship to other architectural space at the site. The construction of the western wall
appears to have cut through an existing surface, and it seems likely that the feature is younger
than the westernmost portion of the room block—the complex history of Room 8 further
supports the suggestion that this portion of the room block may be the oldest part of the
occupation. The temporal relationship between the feature and the northern portion of the room
block is less clear. The tested space immediately north of Feature 1 seems actually to consist of
unfinished wall stubs built on cultural fill, and may represent an abortive attempt to completely
enclose Feature 1 within the room block. The extramural space to the east of Feature 1 is
relatively level and contains no obvious architectural features. A cluster of three very large
volcanic cobbles is positioned about 25 meters from, and very roughly aligned with, the
entryway of Feature 1. If the Tularosa phase occupation of the site may be said to have had a
“plaza,” this space may be a better candidate than the space between the two room blocks, which
would have been broken up by the large depression marking the remains of the Three Circle
phase great kiva (see below). It is tempting to conclude that Feature 1 itself was never finished—
that it represents a partially constructed and preemptively retired great kiva. This would provide
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a convenient explanation for the structure’s oddities, possibly including casting the deeper
central pit in the role of an unused and repurposed central posthole. But the presence of the
distinct surfaces separated by layers of artifact rich fill exposed at the edges of the feature
suggests a scenario consistent with use—filling and reflooring a structure—not with terminated
construction. The presence of two western walls also suggests some kind of remodeling.
Unfortunately, the erosion and rodent disturbance in the central area makes it difficult to know
whether there might once have been an intact floor over the central pits—that is, whether the
material in the pits was foundational, associated with remodeling and closing the pits, or
associated with the final retirement of the entire structure. As the sherd cluster and San Pedro
point were recovered from what was roughly floor level in the other units, I feel rather more
secure in arguing that this material is associated with the closure of the structure.
Up to this point, I have gone to linguistic lengths to avoid labeling Feature 1 a great kiva.
I return to the comparison with the broader universe of great kivas in the more detailed
discussion of great kiva assemblages and construction in the next chapter, but let me lay out the
problem here. There is clear evidence in Fornholt’s Feature 1 for the structured deposition of
unusual material—I would argue that, both architecturally and in the presence of this material,
this area is “marked” space. In its size—the projected area within the inner walls would have
measured about 9.5 or 10 meters by 12 meters—as well as its shape, orientation, and at least
slight excavation below the probable floor level of surrounding rooms, Feature 1 resembles
rectangular great kivas. The presence of distinct walls separate from those of the room block
make a “plaza” label problematic. For these reasons, as well as for the simplicity’s sake, I think
there is some justification in labeling Feature 1 a great kiva. But the lack of a roof and, to a lesser
extent, the lack of the expected floor features in the excavated part of the structure present
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difficulties. The relevant questions, then, are: to what extent does the great-kiva-like feature at
Fornholt fit into the larger rectangular great kiva tradition? And how does this structure’s
ambiguous form articulate with the history of the site and its position within a social and spatial
borderland? Interestingly, in its apparent lack of a roof the Fornholt structure has parallels to the
north, both in the unroofed—or perhaps lightly roofed—circular great kivas that Herr (2001)
discusses in the Silver Creek area and in the massive unroofed circular great kivas present on the
southern Colorado Plateau in west-central New Mexico (Kintigh et al. 1996; McGimsey 1980).
The most relevant comparison is certainly to the Silver Creek great kivas, where Herr has argued
that the scarcity of labor in a thinly populated frontier might have made the construction of
massive great kiva roofs prohibitively difficult.

Earlier Components at Fornholt
Evidence for the preceramic (that is, Late Archaic or Early Agricultural) and/or Early
Pithouse period use of the hilltop primarily comes from the recording of surface artifacts. The
artifact density mapping carried out by the 2013 Field School included recording counts of
sherds and flaked stone, dividing the latter into obsidian and all other material types, in linear
transects across the ridge top. Projected artifact density maps interpolated from the center points
of each linear segment are shown in Figure 5.5. The results appear to show a combination of
very low sherd density with at least the moderate presence of flaked stone artifacts across the
southern portion of the site.
Given that Late Pithouse period and Classic occupations can be identified through the
presence of diagnostic ceramics, we have somewhat more evidence for these components at the
site. Our only excavation within a pit structure (excluding Feature 1) was carried out in the large,
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Figure 5.5 Surface artifact density at Fornholt, showing a clear pattern of at least modest flaked
stone density with few if any sherds on the southern portion of the ridge. Artifact data was
recorded in the field for transects measuring 2 meters by 20 meters, and the artifact density maps
above were interpolated from the transect centers.6
deep depression, labeled Feature 9, located midway between the two later room blocks. The
principal goal of this testing was not so much to acquire a large sample of Late Pithouse material
as to confirm that the feature was not a great kiva associated with the Tularosa phase use of the
6

Differences among student recorders may contribute to some of the variation visible in the map, and the
interpolation method (in this case, tension spline generated in ArcGIS 10.1) may distort the values at the map edges
somewhat.
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site. The resulting tests exposed a substantial portion of the structure entryway and a small
portion of the structure floor, including a posthole immediately inside the entryway. The walls of
the entryway and the small exposed portion of the structure wall proper were not masonry lined,
and the ceramics recovered from immediately above the structure floor included Mimbres Blackon-white Styles I and II, along with Three Circle Neck Corrugated, strongly suggesting a late
Three Circle phase date for the structure. The amount of the wall exposed by excavation wasn’t
really sufficient to provide any evidence for the shape of the complete structure. In theory, a
Three Circle phase great kiva would generally be expected to be rectangular, although the great
kiva at Wind Mountain labeled House X is circular and apparently dates to the Three Circle
Phase (Woosley and McIntyre 1996). We recovered no particularly unusual material from within
the very small exposure of the feature floor, but the very large size of the depression—
somewhere between 7 and 10 m in diameter—places the structure within the 35 square meter
cutoff that Gilman and Stone used in defining Pithouse period great kivas (Gilman and Stone
2013; see Chapter 3). The posthole immediately inside the entryway of the Fornholt structure
may also be consistent with the presence of posts or “lobes” associated with the entryways of
some contemporary great kivas. Late Pithouse period ceramics from the site as a whole include
traces of Mogollon Red-on-brown and Three Circle White-on-red, along with somewhat more
substantial amounts of Mimbres Black-on-white Styles I or and II, or indeterminate Style I or II.
Unless the adobe architecture in the central part of the southern room block dates to the Classic
period, Fornholt’s occupation during this time period cannot be tied to any particular feature or
portion of the site. Mimbres Black-on-white Style III is certainly present in the assemblage,
however. Indeed, the Mimbres Black-on-white styles among them make up about 80 percent of
the painted sherds at Fornholt—raising the question, if Fornholt is a Tularosa phase site, why are
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Tularosa phase painted diagnostic ceramic types so rare in the assemblage?

The Fornholt Ceramic Assemblage and Borderland Variability
The painted types diagnostic of the Tularosa phase are primarily Cibola White Ware and
White Mountain Red Ware types, with white ware, particularly Tularosa Black-on-white (which,
like the phase, takes its name from the Tularosa River), being more common. It has long been
recognized that these vessels were not locally produced in the eastern Mogollon Highlands, but
would have been imported from various production areas on the southern Colorado plateau (see
Chapter 3). Peeples’ NAA sourcing work suggested that vessels produced in both the Upper
Little Colorado and larger Zuni area were present at eastern Mogollon Highlands sites (Peeples
2011a:53). Somewhat farther afield, Zedeño found in her sourcing study of sherds from the Point
of Pines area that Cibola White Ware recovered from Turkey Creek Pueblo and Point of Pines
Pueblo was probably imported from multiple production areas, including the Silver Creek area
(2002:79-80). Painted types actually produced in the eastern Mogollon Highlands—Tularosa
White-on-red and Starkweather Smudged Decorated—are generally much more rare.7 Despite
the lack of local production, the proportion of Cibola White Ware and White Mountain Red
Ware in the sherd assemblages from sites in the eastern Mogollon Highlands tends to be at least
moderate. At Higgins Flat, for example, Cibola White Ware and White Mountain Red Ware
make up between about 8 and 10 percent of the total site assemblage, depending on whether the
“Indeterminate Black-on-white” is counted as Cibola.
At Fornholt, sherds with painted decoration make up about 8 percent of the roughly

7

Foote Canyon Pueblo (Rinaldo 1959) is an exception—Tularosa White-on-red makes up about 5 percent of the
complete assemblage. The prevalence of the type at Foote Canyon in comparison to other excavated Tularosa phase
sites might be related to specialized production, to temporal factors, or both, as the end date for the occupation at
Foote Canyon is well into the 14th century CE.
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14,000 sherds in the analyzed assemblage, but only about 10 percent of the painted ware—that
is, less than a single percent of the complete assemblage—is comprised of Cibola White Ware or
White Mountain Red Ware. Most of the remaining painted sherds, as stated above, belong to the
Mimbres Black-on-white sequence. The remainder includes a very modest number of sherds of
imported types possibly contemporaneous with the Tularosa phase—El Paso Polychrome is the
most prevalent of these, with 14 sherds—along with painted types dating to the Late Pithouse
period, and indeterminate sherds, most of which probably also came from Mimbres Black-onwhite vessels. The dominance of the Mimbres Black-on-white styles within the painted sherds
shouldn’t be taken to mean that these types were in use during the occupation of the rooms
excavated at Fornholt. Styles I, II, and III—despite being temporally sequential and, in the case
of Styles I and II, associated with the Late Pithouse period—are roughly equally represented in
the assemblage. This remains true even if only the material from immediately above and between
floors in excavated rooms is considered, and the total proportion of painted ware is even lower in
this subset of contexts than in the assemblage as a whole. The Mimbres Black-on-white from the
site included no substantial portions of vessels and few even moderately large sherds. With the
exception of the material from the test units in the probable Late Pithouse period great kiva, the
Classic and Late Pithouse period sherds at Fornholt seem likely, whether by accident or design,
to have been incorporated into the later construction.
Cibola White Ware is somewhat more common in the Fornholt assemblage than is White
Mountain Red Ware. The bulk of the typed Cibola White Ware is Tularosa Black-on-white,
while almost all of the typable White Mountain Red Ware is St. Johns Black-on-red or
Polychrome, including the partially intact bowl from the Room 2 assemblage. Most, or at least
many, of the untypable Cibola White Ware sherds are presumably also Tularosa Black-on-white,
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although a few sherds are likely earlier (i.e., based on the small surviving portions of designs
and/or properties of the paste and surface). The only typed Cibola White Ware presumably
contemporaneous with the Late Pithouse period occupation is the Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white
that may have been curated or collected for deposition in the great kiva. Likewise, most of the
untypable White Mountain Red Ware is probably St. Johns Black-on-red or Polychrome,
although the presence of White Mountain Red Ware in the assemblage from Wind Mountain (see
Chapter 4) is a reminder that Wingate Black-on-red or Polychrome sherds might be associated
with a late or terminal Classic occupation. A very few sherds in the assemblage come from types
that date to the later portion of the Tularosa phase; these include Pinedale Black-on-white,
Pinedale Polychrome, and three Heshotauthla Polychrome sherds (this latter is the only Zuni
Glaze Ware from the site). Considering only the presence of these types in the assemblage,
Fornholt bears some clear similarities to eastern Mogollon Highlands Tularosa phase sites.
However, the fact remains that, considered as a proportion of the complete assemblage, the
representation of these types at Fornholt is quite small.
The most immediately apparent explanation for the scarcity of the diagnostic Tularosa
phase painted types at Fornholt in comparison to more northerly Tularosa phase sites is
distance—that, while the use of such ceramic types may have been tied to larger regional
networks of practice or identity, practical reasons prevented the movement of large numbers of
vessels over the greater distance to the Upper Gila. There is some evidence to support such a
model. Figure 5.6 shows the comparative proportions of Cibola White Ware, White Mountain
Red Ware, and other selected types or wares in the assemblages from sites in the Upper Little
Colorado and eastern Mogollon Highlands, as well as at Fornholt and the Gila Cliff Dwellings. It
ought to be noted that some of the variability among sites is temporal. The occupation at Foote
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Figure 5.6 Mosaic plot showing ware proportions within the excavated assemblages from
thirteenth-century sites in the Upper Little Colorado, eastern Mogollon Highlands, and Upper
Gila. The width of the bars is scaled relative to assemblage size and the sites are ordered from
north to south. In some instances—the Apache Creek, Higgins Flat, and Gila Cliff Dwellings
collections—a comparatively large proportion of a site’s painted ware was described as
“indeterminate white ware” rather than being described as indeterminate within a particular
ware. Here I have assumed that the indeterminate white ware from these sites contains the same
proportion of Cibola White Ware relative to Mimbres Black-on-white as the typed material from
the sites, as other white-slipped types are rare or absent in these assemblages. The data was taken
from the Southwest Social Networks database (Mills et al. 2012), with additional data from
Anderson et al. (1986), Martin et al. (1956, 1957), Rinaldo (1959), and Robinson (1992).
Canyon persists well after that at the other eastern Mogollon Highlands settlements in the
sample; as White Mountain Red Ware is known to have become more prevalent through time
and the production of Zuni Glaze Ware did not begin until the late thirteenth century (Mills
2007b), Foote Canyon’s late occupation presumably accounts for the higher proportion of these
wares at the site. However, there is a clear geographic trend as well. The Upper Little Colorado
sites, within the region where such vessels were produced, have the highest proportions of Cibola
White Ware and White Mountain Red Ware. The proportion of these wares within the eastern
Mogollon Highlands sites’ assemblages tends to be somewhat lower, and the proportions at WS
Ranch—which is the southernmost Tularosa phase site in the sample other than the Upper Gila
sites, as well as Fornholt’s nearest neighbor within the sample—are substantially lower still,
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although still higher than the proportions in the Fornholt assemblage.8 The assemblage from the
Gila Cliff Dwellings fails to fit within a model of decreasing proportions over distance, however.
Taken as a group, Cibola White Ware or White Mountain Red Ware types make up almost 6
percent of the assemblage from the Cliff Dwellings, with Cibola White Ware being substantially
more common. If “Unclassified White Ware” is included in the calculation as untyped Cibola
White Ware, the proportion rises to about 8 percent.9 This is much more similar to the
proportions present among more northern Tularosa phase sites and, furthermore, is almost 10
times the proportion present at Fornholt. Interestingly, Tularosa White-on-red, while still quite
rare, was also more common at the Cliff Dwellings with 26 sherds in contrast to Fornholt’s
meager two sherds. The comparatively high proportion of diagnostic painted wares in the Cliff
Dwellings assemblage casts doubt on the suggestion that distance alone can account for the
dearth of such sherds at Fornholt.
Fornholt and the Cliff Dwellings do have in common the presence of traces of painted
types imported from the south or east and absent from more northern sites—this includes the El
Paso Polychrome and other types at Fornholt, and a small amount of Chupadero Black-on-white
at the Cliff Dwellings (see also the discussion in Chapter 4). Both sites also possess small
numbers of sherds of incised wares. Incised sherds amount to about 0.5 percent (49 sherds) of the

8

Interestingly, WS Ranch also shares with Fornholt the presence of a comparatively large proportion of Mimbres
Black-on-white sherds in its assemblage (Robinson 1992:Table 6.1). The majority of these were typed as
“Boldface,” suggesting that the prevalence of Mimbres Black-on-white was at least partially the result of the
presence of a Late Pithouse period occupation at the site. WS Ranch also possesses a larger proportion of “Classic”
sherds than any of the more northerly Tularosa phase sites, however, providing further evidence for the fuzzy
boundary between the extents of the Classic period and Reserve phase.
9
The ceramic data for the Gila Cliff Dwellings described in Anderson et al. 1986 includes material from the 1963
excavations, as well as much smaller collections from work in the 1940s and in 1968. The material from the 1963
excavations was screened, although it is possible that there was still some bias in the selection of larger sherds for
curation and analysis. Mimbres Black-on-white styles were comparatively rare in the assemblage and, assuming that
the relationship of Cibola White Ware to Mimbres Black-on-white is the same in the “Unclassified White Ware” as
in the assemblage as a whole, about 90 percent of the unclassified material should be Cibola White Ware.
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total Gila Cliff Dwellings assemblage;10 at least some of these have clear red slips and might be
best labeled as Playas Red Incised. Sherds typed as Playas Red Incised and incised Mogollon
Brown Ware were both present in the Fornholt assemblage (represented by 22 and 13 sherds
respectively), including a moderate proportion of a vessel marked with an all-over texture of
short incised strokes. While incised sherds are not “decorated” in the sense of being painted, they
can still be considered to have some kind of decorative style. Although it was initially defined in
northern Chihuahua (Di Peso et al. 1974; Sayles 1936), Playas Red Incised was probably locally
produced in several areas of southern New Mexico, including the Black Mountain phase
Mimbres Valley (and see again the discussion in the previous chapter of the incised sherds at the
Wind Mountain site) (Creel et al. 2002; Mills 1986; Taliaferro 2014). While a small amount of
Playas Red Incised was recovered from the WS Ranch site (Robinson 1992:Table 6.1), like the
eastern and southern painted types found in trace amounts at these borderlands sites, the type is
entirely or almost entirely absent from Tularosa phase sites to the north.11
The comparison of the Fornholt and Gila Cliff Dwellings collections, both with one
another and with more northern sites, begins to imply real differences in social connections
among sites—that is, both differences between the two borderlands sites in their relationship to
sites further to the north and differences between the northern sites and the borderlands sites in
terms of connections across the Upper Gila borderland. The discussion of the archaeology of
social boundaries in Chapter Three (and particularly of Peeples’ [2011a] work on the southern
Colorado Plateau) included a brief discussion of possible differences between the kind of social
connections represented by the shared use of ceramics, as opposed to the shared traditions and
10

Interestingly, about half of the incised sherds come from the smaller 1968 collection, and specifically from Cave
1, and might therefore represent a single vessel.
11
The Museum of New Mexico highway salvage reports list the presence of a single Playas Red Incised sherd at
Apache Creek Pueblo (Peckham et al. 1956) and a single Playas Incised (presumably unslipped brown ware) sherd
at LA 3279 (Wendorf et al. 1963).
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practices involved in the production of ceramics, with the latter perhaps implying more shared
history, more frequent interaction, or in some other sense a shared community of practice. Some
degree of more detailed consideration of the unpainted ceramics at Fornholt would be merited if
for no other reason than that plain ware overwhelmingly dominates the site’s assemblage.
However, previous studies of plain ware, and particularly of corrugated ceramics, suggest that
there may also be some utility in examining this material with an eye towards the diversity
expected in a borderland context.

Plain Ware at Fornholt and the Comparative Analysis of Corrugated Pottery
Like the plain ware produced in the eastern Mogollon Highlands, the plain ware at
Fornholt and elsewhere in the Upper Gila can be considered to be Mogollon Brown Ware in the
sense that it was produced using sand-tempered clays of volcanic origin that fire to a brown color
in an oxidizing atmosphere. Slightly over half of the plain ware in the Fornholt assemblage is
corrugated, including both sherds with unmodified (“plain”) coils and indented coils (see
Appendix D for complete Fornholt ceramic tables). Much of the latter is partially to heavily
obliterated—that is, the joins between coils were partially or completely obscured in the process
of smoothing or polishing the surface of the vessel. Most of the remaining plain ware (about
38%) is smoothed or polished brown ware, without any additional exterior surface treatment,
although red-slipped brown ware, including some red-slipped indented or obliterated corrugated
sherds, makes up a not-insignificant portion of the assemblage. Smudging is fairly common
among sherds with both plain and corrugated surface finishes (i.e., present in somewhat over
20% of the total plain ware). In general, I have avoided the use of type names for unpainted
sherds in the Fornholt assemblage, except in the case of a few types with highly distinct
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diagnostic surface treatments. These include Playas Red Incised, discussed above, and
particularly Tularosa Fillet Rim, discussed in the previous chapter in regard to post-Classic and
terminal Classic Upper Gila assemblages. Tularosa Fillet Rim bowls are very well represented in
the partially reconstructible vessels from Fornholt, including five partial bowls from Room 2,
which may have been part of a mealing facility, and another partial bowl recovered from a room
during the 2009 excavation. Sherds typed as Tularosa Fillet Rim actually make up only about
one percent of the plain ware assemblage at Fornholt, but as only rim sherds can be assigned to
the type, this presumably underestimates the relative prevalence of Tularosa Fillet rim in the
vessels used at the site. About 11 percent of the plain ware rims from the site were typed as
Tularosa Fillet Rim, and presumably a large proportion of the smudged brown ware body sherds
in the assemblage may be from such vessels.
In general outline, the Fornholt plain ware assemblage as described above is similar to
that expected at Tularosa phase sites in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. Barter (in Martin et al.
1957:99) described Tularosa phase assemblages, in comparison to Reserve phase assemblages,
as possessing substantial proportions of corrugated sherds, particularly indented corrugated
sherds, relative to plain brown ware, along with “small but consistent” amounts of red-slipped
sherds. She described Tularosa Fillet Rim as diagnostic of Tularosa phase sites and notes the
likelihood that smudged body sherds are from these Tularosa Fillet Rim vessels, also noting a
general increase in the presence of smudging over the earlier Reserve phase assemblages.
Like Fornholt’s assemblage, the ceramics from the Gila Cliff Dwellings fit the general
profile for Tularosa phase sites—much of the plain ware is corrugated, smudging is very
prevalent, and a substantial amount of Tularosa Fillet Rim is present. Even a general comparison
of plain ware across several sites begins to show some differences among sites and between
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areas, however. Red-slipped wares seem generally to be more common at more southerly sites,
including WS Ranch as well as the two Upper Gila sites (again, see Figure 5.6); given the
association of red-slipped ceramics with Black Mountain phase sites and some Animas phase
assemblages (LeBlanc 1983; Nelson and Anyon 1996:282; Skibo et al. 2002; Taliaferro 2014),
this might be seen as another potential southern or cross-border connection. The proportions of
corrugated surface treatments show somewhat more complex variation (Table 5.3). Corrugated
sherds in general were much less common at WS Ranch than at the other sites and were most
common at Foote Canyon. The proportion of Tularosa Fillet Rim also varies among sites—it is
slightly lower at Fornholt than at any of the northern sites, but is lowest at WS Ranch, where
only traces were reported. Interestingly, the proportion of Tularosa Fillet Rim at the Gila Cliff
Dwellings is higher than that at any site in the sample other than LA 3279. Patterned or zoned
corrugated sherds (i.e., sherds in which the indentations either form a design or in which the
surface treatment alternates between groups of indented coils and groups of plain coils) were
never overwhelmingly common at eastern Mogollon Highlands sites, but were prevalent enough
that Barter (in Martin et al. 1957) considered them a key diagnostic type for the Tularosa phase.
Only very small numbers of sherds with this surface treatment were recovered from Fornholt,
WS Ranch, or the Gila Cliff Dwellings, although of the three assemblages, they were the most
prevalent at the Cliff Dwellings. A number of factors may contribute to the variability in surface
treatment among sites. Possible temporal shifts in the production of corrugated ware are one such
consideration—the late end date of the Foote Canyon occupation is again particularly relevant
here. Potential specialized production of corrugated ware at the site level is another (Wilson
1999b:144). The variability in corrugated ceramics among sites is also relevant to the discussion
of borderlands, however. Again, a key element of more “central” assemblages—particularly
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Apache Creek
Corrugation Type

N

Prop.

Higgins Flat
N

Prop.

LA 3279
N

Prop.

Foote Canyon
N

Prop.

WS Ranch
N

Prop.

Gila Cliff
Dwellings
N
Prop.

N

Prop

Fornholt

Plain Corrugated

1086

0.14

3510

0.12

1492

0.13

3609

0.25

1532

0.07

273

0.03

2349

0.18

Indented Corrugated

2558

0.32

7386

0.25

2446

0.22

5885

0.40

3549

0.16

2387

0.28

3488

0.27

56

0.01

169

0.01

317

0.03

111

0.01

11

0.00

18

0.00

16

0.00

299

0.04

797

0.03

273

0.02

794

0.05

15

0.00

31

0.00

23

0.00

5

0.00

27

0.00

96

0.01

140

0.01

401

0.05

1360

0.05

1290

0.11

335

0.02

15

0.00

774

0.09

143

0.01

13

0.00

129

0.00

240

0.02

13

0.00

536

0.02

0

0.00

561

0.04

4418
7884

0.56

13378
29968

0.45

6058
11341

0.53

10843
14681

0.74

5658
22093

0.26

3483
8453

0.41

6720
12896

0.52

Incised or Punched Corrugated
Zoned/Pattern Corrugated
Red-Slipped Indented*
Tularosa Fillet Rim
Other/Indeterminate Corrugated
Total Corrugated
Total Plain Ware
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Table 5.3 Counts and proportions of corrugated surface treatments for selected Tularosa phase sites. The proportions of corrugated
ware are calculated as proportions of the plain ware assemblage for each site rather than as proportions of the complete assemblage in
order to avoid the effects of variation in the proportion of painted ware among sites. The original tables for LA 3279, WS Ranch, and
the Gila Cliff Dwellings do not specifically list red-slipped indented corrugated wares. The sources for the WS Ranch (Robinson
1992) and Gila Cliff Dwellings (Anderson et al. 1986) tables do not specify the criteria used to assign sherds to red ware types or
whether some of the material typed as indented corrugated might have been slipped. The material in the sample used for the analysis
of variability in corrugation technique (described below) includes one red-slipped obliterated corrugated sherd from WS Ranch, but no
red-slipped sherds from the Gila Cliff Dwellings.

patterned or zoned corrugated—is rare at borderlands sites, while the borderlands sites also differ
from one another—in this case, in the very large portion of Tularosa Fillet Rim at the Gila Cliff
Dwellings as compared to that at Fornholt. It was my hope that a more detailed analysis of the
production of corrugated ware might shed additional light on the social connections between and
among Fornholt and other borderlands sites and sites in the eastern Mogollon Highlands.
Southwestern archaeology has a long history of quantitative analyses of corrugated
wares. Some of these studies have focused on the functional properties or performance
characteristics of corrugated vessels (e.g., Pierce 2005; Young and Stone 1990), but those most
relevant here have been primarily concerned with the social implications of variability in the
production of corrugated ceramics (Crown 1981; Duff and Nauman 2010; Hegmon et al. 2000;
Neuzil 2005; Peeples 2011a; Snow 1983). This latter group includes the studies of diversity in
ceramic production in borderlands at the southern edge of the Colorado Plateau cited above in
Chapter 3; these have, both singly and as a group, demonstrated that distinct communities of
practice can be distinguished in the production of corrugated ceramics. Considered in
relationship to social boundaries and communities of practice, corrugated ceramics sit somewhat
awkwardly within a framework that depicts shared history as being more reliably detectable in
low visibility traits. Corrugation is both a comparatively highly visible and distinctive surface
treatment and a part of the process of vessel production, making it less easily emulated than, for
example, the stamped surface treatments that Gosselain (2000, see Chapter 3) discussed in
making his argument about production techniques in Sub-Saharan African pottery. Corrugated
vessels appear to have been desirable enough to inspire emulation—a study in the Eastern
Mimbres (Hegmon et al. 2000) demonstrated the local production of both “good” corrugated
vessels, which Hegmon and her colleagues argue were probably produced by immigrants from
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the eastern Mogollon Highlands, and rather poorly produced copies. A few sherds from Fornholt
seem to be “faked” versions of Tularosa Fillet rim, with rows of cord-marking or punching
approximating the presence of a corrugated fillet. Small numbers of sherds from bowls with cord
marking below the rim have been recovered from the Animas phase sites of Pendleton Ruin
(Kidder et al. 1949), Boss Ranch (Douglas 1990), and the Ringo site (Johnson and Thompson
1963), and the collection from Dutch Ruin, a Cliff Phase site in the Redrock Valley, includes a
complete red-slipped bowl with rows of punching below the rim, probably recovered from the
same burial as a smudged, indented corrugated bowl (Lekson 2002).12 Such vessels provide
tantalizing hints of an interest in emulating Tularosa Fillet Rim across wider spatial and temporal
scales, and the cord-marked or punched sherds from Fornholt might be yet further evidence for
the import of ceramics from areas from the south.
All of this suggests that corrugated surface treatments might have been purposefully
manipulated and could be implicated in the active negotiation of social boundaries. The detailed
analysis of the techniques involved in the production of such vessels should nevertheless provide
some information about the networks through which potters learned to produce corrugated
vessels—the Eastern Mimbres study could, after all, detect differences among communities of
potters and, while cord-marking produces a similar effect to the coiled fillet that defines Tularosa
Fillet Rim, the techniques are entirely different. Van Keuren’s (2006) work with Fourmile
Polychrome in east-central Arizona demonstrates that differences in production technique and
design content can be seen even in the emulation of painted designs. While some corrugated
pottery almost certainly moved among sites, it remains a safe assumption that the majority of
corrugated vessels were locally made at the sites from which they were recovered—and that

12

Earlier recorders also described the presence of Tularosa Fillet Rim sherds at Dutch Ruin (Lekson 2002:Table
2.4).
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plain ware vessels moved in different ways, and usually over shorter distances, than painted
vessels (Peeples 2011a), particularly given the lack of painted ware production at any of the sites
in the analyzed sample. While there are certainly differences in the clays and temper used across
the Upper Gila (Ownby et al. 2104) and presumably the eastern Mogollon Highlands in
relationship to local geology, as a borderland the Upper Gila does not straddle the kind of
striking difference in technology represented by the intersection of Mogollon Brown Ware and
Cibola Gray Ware at the edge of the Colorado Plateau. Differences in the construction of plain
ware vessels within the Upper Gila and eastern Mogollon Highlands are therefore unlikely to be
primarily a product of differences in the properties of the clay (although the studies cited above
demonstrate that differences in raw material do not entirely account for the difference in Upper
Little Colorado or west-central New Mexico assemblages in any event). All of which is to say
that a study of the variability in corrugated production among eastern Mogollon Highlands and
Upper Gila sites should provide a useful comparison to the larger discussion of diversity between
and within sites elsewhere in this chapter.
The multivariate analysis of corrugated sherds described here is largely an extension of
Peeples’ (2011a) study of corrugated technology—discussed above in Chapter 3—in
assemblages within what he terms the greater Cibola area (including the greater Zuni area, Upper
Little Colorado, Mariana Mesa, and elsewhere), which demonstrated strong differences in the
production of corrugated ceramics across the southern Colorado Plateau borderland. My smaller
study was intended both to follow his methodology and to make use of the data from the eastern
Mogollon Highlands sites in his sample. The methodology used here, including the instances in
which I departed from Peeples’ original approach, is outlined in much greater detail in Appendix
E. The analysis was carried out using a set of categorical and numerical variables (see Table 5.4)
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recorded for sherds in Peeples’ original dataset and that I recorded for a sample of corrugated
sherds and vessels from Upper Gila sites. The sample data was first used to generate a matrix
giving a measure of distance or dissimilarity (using Gower’s [1971] general coefficient of
similarity) between each possible pairing of samples. A set of coordinates representing most of
the variability in the distance data was then generated using principal coordinates analysis (or
classical multidimensional scaling [Gower 1966]). Finally, the cluster analysis—in this case,
using a k-medioids or partitioning around mediods (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990) approach—
was carried out on the resulting set of coordinates. As in k-means analysis, k-mediods cluster
analysis relies on the analyst to specify the number of clusters to be produced, typically chosen
based on one of several possible criteria for measuring the degree to which a cluster solution
maximizes similarity within, and difference between, clusters (again, see Appendix E). The
results for a solution with 11 clusters are shown here. The clusters produced using this
methodology are not intended to produce or reproduce identifiable types as such, but rather to
Variable
Categorical
Indentation Type
Indentation Direction
Indentation Alignment
Patterning (if present)
Slip
Smudging
Ordinal
Obliteration
Numeric
Thickness
Indentation Width
Indentation Depth
Coil Width
Indentation Density

Values/Measurement
Finger, Tool, Absent
Parallel, Perpendicular, Oblique (in relationship to the direction of the coils)
Vertically Aligned, Unaligned, Diagonally Aligned
Zoned Corrugation, Patterned Corrugation
Unslipped, Red-slipped
Present, Absent
Unobliterated (1), Partially Obliterated (2), Heavily or Completely Obliterated (3)
Average of three measurements, measured at the thickest part of the sherd
Average of three measurements, measured at the widest point
Average of three measurements, measured from highest point of coil
Average of three measurements
Indentations per square centimeter, calculated using a 3x3centimeter template

Table 5.4 Variables used in the analysis of corrugated surface treatment (see Appendix E for
detailed discussion).
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provide a method for comparing variability in corrugated ware within and across sites. Peeples’
dataset for the eastern Mogollon Highlands was drawn from excavated collections from Apache
Creek Pueblo, Foote Canyon Pueblo, and WS Ranch. To this I added data for sherds from
Fornholt, the Gila Cliff Dwellings, and Villareal Ranch Ruin 9. Together these sites represent a
wide temporal as well as spatial range. Villareal 9 dates to the Classic Mimbres period (see
Chapter 4), and should therefore predate the Tularosa phase occupation at all of the other sites
included in the analysis. I included Villareal 9 specifically for the sake of comparison with
Fornholt; similarities between the two sites might indicate a degree of continuity from earlier
time periods in the production of vessels at Fornholt or—given the presence of Mimbres Blackon-white Style III in the Tularosa phase assemblage and the use of sherds as chinking within
Tularosa phase construction—possibly the inclusion of sherds from a pre-Tularosa phase
component in the Fornholt sample.
The mosaic plot in Figure 5.7 shows the distribution of clusters by site. The plot shows a
clear similarity between Foote Canyon and Apache Creek, as well as some apparent difference
between these two northernmost settlements and the other sites. Furthermore, there appears to be
a substantial amount of diversity (in the sense of a greater number of clusters represented in a
given site’s sample) at the borderlands sites, although it ought to be noted that the much larger
sample size from Fornholt might contribute to the diversity there. The final step in Peeples’
analysis involved the construction of networks among sites and regions based on similarity in the
distribution of clusters in sites’ samples, where similarity was defined using the BrainerdRobinson metric (Brainerd 1951; Robinson 1951) for comparing proportional data (again, see
Appendix E). Given the much smaller number of sites involved in my study, the display of
similarities as a network has somewhat less utility, but the Brainerd-Robinson coefficients are
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Figure 5.7 The distribution of technological clusters by site for the 11 cluster solution.
The methodology used in the cluster analysis—including the choice of the number of
clusters—is outlined in detail in Appendix E.
telling (see Table 5.5). Of the pairings between sites, the greatest similarity value by far is
between Apache Creek and Foote Canyon. Fornholt is notably dissimilar to these two sites but is
somewhat more akin to WS Ranch and the borderlands sites. The Gila Cliff Dwellings show
more similarity to Apache Creek and Foote Canyon than Fornholt does—indeed, the Cliff
Dwellings are about as similar to these sites as they are to Fornholt. WS Ranch appears to be
central both in geographic terms and in the comparison among sites, bearing as it does at least
some similarity to most or all of the other sites in the analysis. Villareal, as might be expected,
appears comparatively distinct from the other sites, although it bears some similarity to the other
more southern sites, and particularly to Fornholt.
Of the variables considered in the analysis of corrugated sherds, degree of obliteration or
smearing merits some additional discussion. It is admittedly difficult to develop a standard for
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Foote Canyon
WS Ranch
Gila Cliff Dwellings
Fornholt
Villareal

Apache Foote
WS
Gila Cliff
Creek
Canyon Ranch
Dwellings Fornholt
168
137
144
106
111
140
65
75
106
112
60
83
93
96
104

Table 5.5 Brainerd-Robinson coefficients comparing the proportions of sherds assigned to each
technological cluster by site. Potential values range from 0, indicating completely dissimilar
assemblages, to 200, indicating complete similarity in the distribution of clusters between
assemblages. The Brainerd-Robinson value is calculated by summing the absolute value of the
differences between percentages of each cluster at the two sites and subtracting the result from
200 (see Appendix E for additional information). Values are color coded from greatest to least
similarity.
characterizing partially obliterated sherds that will work consistently well across analysts 13—for
the multivariate analysis reported here, I generalized Peeples’ and my data into an ordinal
ranking, essentially interpretable as ranging from no or little obliteration across coils, to semiobliterated, and finally to heavily obliterated. It is likely that differences between recorders and
recording techniques still have some effect on the resulting data, but the difference among sites
in the degree of obliteration in the samples is anything but subtle. Obliteration and partial
obliteration were particularly common in the sample from Fornholt—most of the completely
unobliterated corrugated samples were from plain corrugated vessels (although some vessels also
showed a degree of obliteration over plain coils). Obliteration is much less common, but is still
present, in some instances in the Gila Cliff Dwellings sample and in the sample from WS Ranch.
In the Apache Creek and Foote Canyon samples, however, obliterated surface treatments were
extremely rare (see Table 5.6).
13

Our original criteria for the analysis of the Fornholt ceramics allowed only for “indented” or “smeared” as labels
applied to sherds with indented coils. In reality, there is a fairly high proportion of partially smeared or obliterated
material at Fornholt. While analysts might be expected to be generally consistent in classifying unobliterated or
heavily obliterated material as “indented” and “smeared” respectively, sorting partially obliterated material into one
of the two categories creates difficulties. In the final tabulation for the complete Fornholt collection, the “indented”
and “smeared” categories are combined. In general, the tabulations of corrugated ware considered for this study (i.e.,
in Table 5.4) did not separate out a semi-obliterated or obliterated category, even where the corrugated technological
analysis shows that some obliteration was present.
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Site

Apache Creek
Foote Canyon
WS Ranch
Gila Cliff Dwellings
Fornholt
Villareal
Wind Mountain*

Little or No
Obliteration (1)
N
41
77
61
32
127
36
15

Prop.
0.98
0.94
0.66
0.51
0.32
0.52
0.37

SemiObliterated (2)
N
0
1
4
16
83
18
9

Prop.
0.00
0.01
0.04
0.25
0.21
0.26
0.22

Heavily or Completed
Obliterated (3)
N
1
4
27
15
183
15
17

Total
Sample

Prop.
0.02
0.05
0.29
0.24
0.47
0.22
0.41

N
42
82
92
63
393
69
41

Table 5.6 Obliteration as recorded on an ordinal scale for the sites used in the analysis of
corrugation techniques, as well as for a sample of sherds from the Wind Mountain site.14
Obliteration is known in some parts of the Southwest to be temporally sensitive.
Obliterated corrugated vessels became more common over time relative to indented corrugated
vessels in the thirteenth-century Silver Creek area (Mills 1999a:265; Neuzil 2001), for example,
and in the fourteenth century at Zuni (Mills 2007b:229). Partially obliterated “Seco Corrugated”
is supposed to be somewhat later than Reserve Indented Corrugated (i.e., indented corrugated
typical of eastern Mogollon Highlands sites) in the Black Range (Laumbach and Laumbach
2013; Schleher and Ruth 2005). In all three of these areas, changes and increasing diversity in
the production of corrugated wares has been associated with immigration from the northern
Colorado Plateau. The pattern of difference visible in the analysis described here appears to be
more spatial than temporal, however, and suggests a certain amount of time depth for smearing
or obliteration as a surface treatment in southwestern New Mexico. Foote Canyon, the latest site
(or at least the site with the latest end date) in the sample, has a very low instance of obliteration,

14

The Wind Mountain collection is currently organized by type rather than provenience (see Chapter 4). The sherds
here were primarily drawn from boxes labeled “Mimbres Rubbed Corrugated,” which contained sherds ranging from
those with slightly flattened plain coils to heavily obliterated indented corrugated, and from the few sherds singled
out as exotic “Reserve Indented Corrugated.” The distribution of surface treatments in this sample may not
accurately represent the distribution in use in the late or terminal Classic occupation, and because of this I excluded
Wind Mountain from the larger quantitative analysis. The data do demonstrate, however, the presence of heavily
obliterated corrugated in the assemblage at Wind Mountain (indeed, if the sampled material contains Pithouse period
sherds, the counts below may underestimate the amount of heavily obliterated ware in the late assemblage).
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and some degree of obliteration is visible in the assemblage at Villareal, the earliest site in the
sample. Even comparing only the two Tularosa phase Upper Gila sites, Fornholt has a higher
instance of obliteration than the Cliff Dwellings, but likely predates the Cliff Dwellings by at
least a generation or two. The sherds from the Wind Mountain collection seem to indicate that
obliteration was at least somewhat common on the corrugated wares there, presumably on sherds
associated with the late or terminal Classic use of the site. Interestingly, heavy obliteration is
characteristic of corrugated ceramics in some Animas phase assemblages, and Douglas
(1990:322; 2014) has suggested a connection between the heavily obliterated corrugated vessels
labeled Cloverdale Corrugated and the corrugated wares of the eastern Mogollon Highlands,
although it ought to be noted that Cloverdale Corrugated is supposed to be tooled rather than
finger indented (whereas tooling is comparatively rare in eastern Mogollon Highlands
assemblages and extremely rare at Fornholt). The chronology of the Animas phase remains
rather poorly understood, but the early part of the phase should be roughly contemporaneous
with the Tularosa phase—small amounts St. John’s Polychrome and Cibola White Ware were
present in the assemblages at both Boss Ranch (Douglas 1990) and the Ringo Site (Johnson and
Thompson 1963). The heavily obliterated corrugated ceramics produced in the Bootheel and in
far southeastern Arizona may therefore be roughly contemporary with the largely obliterated
corrugated vessels at Fornholt and the rarely- or un-obliterated corrugated vessels from Apache
Creek and Foote Canyon. In this small portion of the Southwest, there seems to be a north-tosouth continuum of increasing obliteration, a pattern that may have roots in at least the twelfth
century.
In sum, the corrugated assemblage at Fornholt provides yet another thread of evidence
demonstrating the presence of a certain amount of social distance from eastern Mogollon
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Highlands sites. As in the broader consideration of ceramic data, the Gila Cliff Dwellings show
differences with Fornholt, and seem to possess at least slightly greater similarity with northern
sites than Fornholt did. The intermediacy at WS Ranch is particularly interesting—WS Ranch
was the southernmost in Peeples’ original analysis and was an outlier in his comparison among
sites. Given this and some of the other peculiarities of the assemblage at WS Ranch—the very
small proportion of Tularosa Fillet Rim, the greater presence of red-slipped ware, the presence of
Mimbres Classic Black-on-white in the assemblage—it might be worth considering whether WS
Ranch could also be considered a borderlands site. Certainly the latest occupation at WS Ranch
included the use of Salado polychromes, suggesting some similarity to 3-Up in Mule Creek or to
sites in the Point of Pines area. The greater diversity present within borderlands assemblages
presumably results in part from some combination of the movement of individuals, pottery, and
information about pottery manufacture across borderlands. However, the apparent contrasts in
corrugated ceramic production between Fornholt and the two more northerly sites in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands hint at the presence of distinct communities of practice in place through
time.

The Life and Times of a Frontier Site
Fornholt may have had close neighbors in the valley surrounding Mule Creek during the
thirteenth century—it is impossible to say whether the occupations at 3-Up and Danson 20 were
Fornholt’s true contemporaries, but there is clear evidence placing all three sites within the postClassic gap. Considered at a larger spatial scale, however, Fornholt stood at the edge of the
largely unoccupied post-Classic Upper Gila. Across this apparent frontier, Black Mountain phase
settlements in the Mimbres Valley and Animas phase settlements in the Bootheel existed within
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very different traditions and webs of social interaction. The larger questions this study is meant
to address—about social and spatial boundaries and how religious variability and religious
change articulate with such boundaries—are tied to this understanding of the late occupation at
Fornholt as a borderland settlement and of the construction of Fornholt’s idiosyncratic great kiva
as taking place within such a context. The site also clearly encompasses a very long history of
occupation, and questions of continuity between components—or, for that matter, questions
about the significance of reusing a place with a deep history—are also important to
understanding Fornholt’s final, Tularosa phase, occupation. The tendency for Classic period sites
in the Upper Gila and Mimbres Valley to be built over Late Pithouse period settlements was
discussed in the previous chapter; in this sense, the largely undefined Classic occupation at
Fornholt fits with a larger pattern, as the hilltop was clearly occupied during the Late Pithouse
period. Despite the shift in settlement patterns that is supposed to take place between the Reserve
and Tularosa phases in the eastern Mogollon Highlands, some Tularosa phase sites were either
occupied continuously from Reserve phase occupations or were reoccupations of Reserve phase
settlements (e.g., Higgins Flat [Martin et al. 1956] and Jewett Gap [Bullard 1950; Martin et al.
1957])—which is to say, there is also a precedent for some degree of continuity from eleventhor twelfth-century sites to thirteenth-century settlements in the larger region. At Fornholt, there is
some inkling of continuity from an earlier Classic or Post-Classic occupation in the remodeled
room within the central portion of the southern room block. The existing data do not allow us to
say with certainty whether the site was occupied continuously from an earlier time period into
the Tularosa phase, but I think it highly likely that, in Mule Creek and along the southern San
Francisco considered more broadly, the builders of Tularosa phase sites were the descendants of
the Classic Mimbres period residents of the area. It is possible that the builders of Fornholt’s late
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room blocks—and of its unusual great kiva—would have considered themselves part of a history
stretching back to the Three Circle phase settlement—and its great kiva—or even deeper in time.
Fornholt’s most obvious connections are to Tularosa phase sites—as a masonry village
on a tributary of the San Francisco river that possesses something like a great kiva and at least
some Tularosa phase diagnostic ceramics, there is no other contemporaneous phase to which it
can be comfortably assigned. Fornholt’s architecture and the features within rooms are
reasonably consistent with those at Tularosa phase sites elsewhere. However, in several other
senses, the material culture at Fornholt shows a repeated pattern of ambiguity or ambivalence in
relationship to more northerly Tularosa phase sites. This can be seen in the very small
proportions of Cibola White Ware and White Mountain Red Ware present in the assemblage.
While the intentional placement of rare sherds in the great kiva center suggests that Fornholt’s
occupants were not wholly disinterested in painted ceramics, it seems apparent that painted
vessels were rare at the site. Based on the comparison with the Gila Cliff Dwellings, distance
offers only a partial explanation for the lack of painted sherds. It ought to be noted that the
thirteenth-century occupants of Fornholt—along with Black Mountain phase groups in the
Mimbres Valley and, indeed, most of the population of the eastern Mogollon Highlands from at
least the Reserve phase—chose not to produce their own painted pottery, and it seems possible
that the limited use at Fornholt of painted vessels produced elsewhere was also to some extent a
choice. A thorough consideration of this pattern is beyond the scope of this study, but it seems to
me that this is a significant absence (cf. Fowles 2008). Elsewhere in the Southwest, Spielmann
has interpreted a similar dearth of painted ware at late prehispanic sites on Perry Mesa—another
area that might in some senses be considered a borderland—as a “conscious rejection of
decorated ceramics and what they ‘meant’ at a time when potters were developing clear
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decorated ceramic traditions in nearby regions” associated with the development of a local
identity (2014:216); a similar pattern of very low painted ware in a central-Arizona borderland
seems to hold true in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in the Payson area (Redman 1993). In
the discussion of culture contact and social scale in Chapter 2, I noted (particularly in regard to
religious practice, but the general argument is equally relevant to the material culture discussed
here) that there has been an emphasis on the flow of material or ideas across social boundaries in
cases of “symmetrical contact” (Alexander 1998). This seems to be a case in which the limitation
of the movement of material might also be significant. The analysis of the corrugated ceramics
reinforces the impression of social distance between Fornholt and eastern Mogollon Highland
sites. In this case, the question is not one of difference in access to ceramics produced elsewhere,
but of the degree to which Fornholt potters participated in a community of practice distinct from
that of residents of eastern Mogollon Highlands sites—that is, of the degree of interaction and
communication over time about how pottery should be made among the residents of these areas.
Finally, and most significantly for this study, Fornholt’s Tularosa phase great kiva is also
ambiguous, as its construction shows both clear similarities to and strong differences from what
might be expected of eastern Mogollon Highlands great kivas.
The diversity in social connections expected of borderland contexts is visible in
Fornholt’s ceramic assemblage, which seems to have drawn material, although admittedly at a
very low intensity, from across a very large area. Such variability is also present at the Gila Cliff
Dwellings, and to an extent at WS Ranch, in the presence of higher amounts of red-slipped
ceramics compared to more northerly Tularosa phase sites, the presence of incised ceramics, and
ultimately the use of Salado polychromes. The apparent diversity visible in the analysis of
corrugated ceramics from borderlands sites might likewise suggest the presence of material—or
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the presence of individuals—drawn from a diverse social network. Diversity between sites in a
borderland context is particularly apparent in the comparison between Fornholt and the Gila Cliff
Dwellings. The Gila Cliff Dwellings clearly had stronger ties to eastern Mogollon Highlands
settlements than Fornholt did. Given these ties and the tree-ring dates that place construction of
the Gila Cliff Dwellings quite late in the Tularosa phase, it seems likely that the builders of the
site came from the eastern Mogollon Highlands; the Cliff Dwellings may have been much more
of a “frontier” site—in the sense of having been built by immigrants moving into a thinly
populated area—than Fornholt was. At the same time, the Cliff Dwellings don’t replicate
northern Tularosa phase sites exactly—there would have been ample space in the Gila Forks to
build a more typical open site rather than a cliff dwelling, and, of the two sites, it is Fornholt and
not the Cliff Dwellings that possesses something like a great kiva, despite the prevalence of great
kivas in the Tularosa phase eastern Mogollon Highlands.
Fornholt’s great kiva seems to have been used, remodeled, and very likely retired before
the end of the occupation there, but the exact scenario surrounding the end of the settlement
remains somewhat unclear. Much of the southern room block apparently burned, along with a
substantial quantity of food, and the wreckage was left to decay in place. Given the site’s
masonry construction and location miles away from any substantial forest—in point of fact,
given the foot traffic and demand for firewood generated by a living village, it seems probable
that there would have been less grass and even fewer trees in the immediate vicinity of the
settlement during its occupation—it is unlikely that the fire was either accidental or providential.
There are a wide range of possible motivations for and scenarios surrounding the intentional
burning of sites or individual structures—the most relevant for the larger study described here
would be burning as part of the retirement process for great kivas (Creel and Anyon 2003, also
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see the next chapter)—but there also exists the possibility that divisions within or between
communities reached the point of violence. Borderlands can be dangerous places.
In summary, this chapter and the previous chapter show, first, that the Upper Gila—
broadly considered as including the area around Mule Creek—can be considered a borderland or
frontier, probably beginning well before the thirteenth-century frontier occupation at Fornholt, at
other sites in Mule Creek, and at the Gila Cliff Dwellings. Fornholt’s borderland status is visible
in the material culture recovered from the site, including its great kiva. The next chapter returns
to this study’s larger concern with diversity in the history and use of great kivas, including great
kiva life histories and assemblages. This will not only place Fornholt’s great kiva and its central
deposits in wider regional context, but will lay the groundwork for the final discussion of the
political history of great kivas in relationship to social boundaries and social change.
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CHAPTER 6. THE LIVES OF GREAT KIVAS: VARIABILTY IN GREAT KIVA
ARCHITECTURE, USE, AND ASSEMBLAGES
In Chapter 3, I reviewed the place of Reserve and Tularosa phase great kivas in the larger
world of southwestern religious architecture. I also argued that great kivas fit particularly well
within a model of religious practice as “marked” practice and that the same traits that make great
kivas marked—their size, distinctive shape and floor features, and their contents—should make
them particularly relevant to a discussion of spatial and social boundaries. Although Chapters 4
and 5 temporarily set aside the consideration of great kivas writ large to focus on the local study
area, the pattern of borderland ambiguity at Fornholt includes the unusual construction of that
site’s Tularosa phase great kiva. In combination with the brief overview of great kivas in Chapter
3, the Fornholt great kiva should already provide some hint of a relationship between spatial and
temporal variation in great kivas and borderlands or situations of culture contact. This chapter
provides a more detailed consideration of great kiva archaeology, including variation among
structures and among regions in both architecture and assemblages, with an eye toward great
kiva meaning and markedness.
The data used here were drawn from unpublished records and archives held at several
institutions, as well as from published reports. Early survey records of rectangular great kivas in
the study area date to more than a century ago (Duff 1897; Hough 1907). Along with Danson’s
broad mid-twentieth century survey, these early sources provide invaluable data on great kivas
that may since have been destroyed and on the distribution of rectangular great kivas at a
regional scale. They offer only limited information about what those great kivas and the sites
surrounding them actually looked like, however. More detailed information about great kiva
surface remains can in some instances be gleaned from the site records produced by more recent
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surveys, and here I use information for a limited number of great kivas in the eastern Mogollon
Highlands drawn from site records in the New Mexico Historic Preservation Division’s
Archaeological Records Management Section. The mid-twentieth century saw the excavation of
several rectangular great kivas throughout east-central Arizona and west-central New Mexico. In
the eastern Mogollon Highlands (i.e., the San Francisco, Tularosa, and Blue River drainages),
archaeologists from the Field Museum under the direction of Paul Martin excavated the great
kivas at the Sawmill (Bluhm 1957) and Higgins Flat (Martin et al. 1957) sites, as well as the
roofed “plaza” at Foote Canyon (Rinaldo 1959). The Field Museum group also excavated the
rectangular great kiva at Hooper Ranch on the Upper Little Colorado (Martin et al. 1962) and
two circular great kivas in the Vernon area, at the Carter Ranch and Mineral Creek sites (Martin
et al. 1961, 1964). Working in the Arizona Transition Zone, the University of Arizona equaled or
surpassed the Field Museum in mid-century great kiva clearing prowess. The excavations at
Kinishba under Byron Cummings (1940) were among the first undertaken by the University of
Arizona, although the great kiva was excavated by Cummings’ successors in the 1940s (Welch,
ed. 2013). The great kivas at the Dry Prong site (Olson 1960), Turkey Creek Pueblo (Johnson
1964; Lowell 1991), and Point of Pines Pueblo (Gerald 1957) were all excavated by Emil
Haury’s Point of Pines Field School; Haury also directed the excavation of the circular great kiva
at Tla Kii in the Forestdale Valley (Haury 1985). The University of Arizona field school at
Grasshopper excavated the great kiva at that site in the mid-1960s (Reid and Whittlesey 1999;
Riggs 2001). The University of Texas Field School directed by James Neely excavated a large
portion of the WS Ranch great kiva (Robinson 1992; Tomka 1988), which is particularly
relevant here as the southernmost previously excavated great kiva and therefore Fornholt’s
nearest neighbor, in the 1970s and 1980s. Little excavation or testing has been carried out in
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Figure 6.1 Rectangular great kivas used in the discussion of great kiva architecture and
assemblages, as well as selected circular great kivas discussed in the chapter.
rectangular great kivas in more recent years; the only complete excavation of a Reserve or
Tularosa phase great kiva within the past few decades was undertaken in the 1990s at LA 3279
(also called Hough 70 or the Hough Site) by the New Mexico Office of Archaeological Studies
in advance of an anticipated highway project (Oakes and Zamora 1999). In the Upper Little
Colorado, researchers from Arizona State University carried out much more limited testing
within two probable great kivas at Rudd Creek in the 1990s (Clark et al. 2006).
The degree to which the information from the mid-twentieth century excavations is
published or even available in unpublished records or catalogs varies substantially by site, as did
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the excavation methodology, but the collections and records from these sites and projects
represent a significant underused resource. My examination of collections and archives—
including survey records for unexcavated great kivas—focused heavily on the eastern Mogollon
Highlands, both because of this area’s proximity to the local study area and because of the
comparatively large number of excavated great kivas in the region. As I have described it above
(see Chapter 3), the Upper Little Colorado may be seen as a borderland comparable in some
ways—but very different in others—to Mule Creek and the Upper Gila. The material from
Hooper Ranch is the only large collection available from an Upper Little Colorado great kiva,
but architectural data, particularly from Casa Malpais (Danson and Malde 1950; Hohmann 1990)
and Sherwood Ranch (Gann n.d.), and the limited testing at Rudd Creek make a broader
discussion possible. My discussion of the architecture and assemblages associated with great
kivas in the Arizona Transition Zone, which are somewhat more removed from my local study
area in the Upper Gila, is primarily based on published records.

Making and Breaking Great Kivas: Great Kiva Architecture, Remodeling, and Retirement
Great Kiva Placement and Construction
Among rectangular great kivas, it is possible to make a broad geographic and temporal
division between great kivas at least somewhat spatially removed from other architecture at a site
and those entirely enclosed within a site’s room blocks (see Table 6.1 at the end of the chapter
for the excavated and unexcavated great kivas used in this analysis). The former category
includes the vast majority of the great kivas in the eastern Mogollon Highlands and Upper Little
Colorado, while the latter is largely restricted to the fourteenth-century great kivas in the Arizona
Transition Zone, particularly the great kivas at Grasshopper Pueblo, Point of Pines Pueblo, and
Kinishba, all of which are positioned comparatively deeply within large room blocks in very
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large sites. The Tularosa phase great kiva at Turkey Creek in the Point of Pines area, which
shares a wall with each of the site’s two major room blocks and opens into a plaza largely
surrounded by the room blocks, appears to be a precursor of the late completely enclosed
structures. It also seems at least possible that the roofed “plaza” at Foote Canyon, a large
rectangular roofed space enclosed within the room block exposed during the Field Museum
excavations at one of the site’s room blocks, is to some extent a relative of the late, fully
enclosed, great kivas to its south and west. The Foote Canyon space is somewhat smaller than
the Grasshopper, Kinishba, and Point of Pines Pueblo great kivas and, unlike them, may open to
the room block exterior. However, the fourteenth-century end date for the occupation at Foote
Canyon may make the “plaza” a contemporary of the other three structures, and it seems at least
plausible that the Foote Canyon space represents an application of the idea of fully enclosed
great kivas within the context of the smaller room blocks characteristic of eastern Mogollon
Highlands sites.1
Among the “unenclosed” great kivas in the eastern Mogollon Highlands and Upper Little
Colorado there is a great deal of variability in the placement of structures. Great kivas more or
less substantially removed from their associated room blocks include the “assembly kiva” (not to
remains often show great kivas as joined to room blocks on one or two sides. However,
excavation at Hough 70, where the northwestern wall of the great kiva is separated from the
room block by only about a meter, demonstrates the difficulty of distinguishing between a very
1

Martin (Martin et al. 1957:135) speculated that late Tularosa phase sites were built around plazas, but the Foote
Canyon “plaza” was the only such space in which his group carried out extensive excavation. Similar site layouts
may have been present at the Valley View site (Martin et al. 1957:35)—although, assuming that Valley View is part
of the larger site recorded as LA 3259, little sign of such layout remains after the heavy equipment damage inflicted
on the site in the intervening decades (Oakes 2004 on LA 3259)—and at a site Field Museum researchers called the
Perry Lawson site. The Field Museum excavated at least a few units in the plaza (or possibly great kiva) area at
Perry Lawson, but little information is available about the results (Nash 2006; field notes on file at the Field
Museum). It is at least possible that the Foote Canyon plaza is not as singular as it first appears, and, as I noted in
Chapter 3, the difference between fully enclosed great kivas and plazas may be difficult or impossible to distinguish
based on surface remains.
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Figure 6.2 Schematic maps showing comparative great kiva locations relative to room blocks at
(from left to right) Higgins Flat, WS Ranch, and the three principal room blocks at Grasshopper
Pueblo.
narrow gap between structures and a shared wall based only on the collapsed masonry visible at
the site surface. Small ancillary rooms were attached to the ramp of the Dry Prong great kiva,
and similar rooms may have been present on one or both sides of the entryways at the Casa
Malpais2 and Hough 70 great kivas. Despite the variability in placement, the commonality
among the unenclosed structures is that they are both visibly distinct and separately accessible
from the room block space at the site—in clear contrast with the enclosed structures, which could
neither be seen nor be accessed without passing through the room blocks. However, some
structures, including the Foote Canyon “plaza,” do seem to blur the temporal and geographic
divide between enclosed and unenclosed great kivas. The WS Ranch great kiva is surrounded by
a small room block—apparently composed of a single row of rooms, although the wall clearing
at the site exposed very few cross walls. At Sherwood Ranch in the Upper Little Colorado, the
great kiva apparently opens into a hallway-like space and, at least in its final form, was enclosed
by rooms likely contiguous with the room block on the both north and south sides. Fornholt’s
great kiva (see Chapter 5) seems to have been surrounded by, but not to actually share any walls

2

The reconstruction and stabilization at Casa Malpais has included a room on the north side of the great kiva
entryway, but this feature is absent from Danson and Malde’s (1950) original map of the site.
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with, the site’s southern room block. Of these structures, the great kiva at WS Ranch was
nevertheless clearly distinct from the other architectural space at the site, if for no other reason
than its prominent exterior entryway. The Fornholt great kiva likewise possessed an entryway
opening to the site exterior and distinct walls, and the site’s southern room block may have been
expanded—or have been intended to be expanded, given the unfinished status of the excavated
space north of the great kiva—around the existing great kiva. The plaza-focused portion of the
Sherwood Ranch site south of the great kiva seems to be later than the northern portion of the
site (Duff 2002:73; Gann n.d.), and it is possible that the rooms surrounding the great kiva
postdate its original construction or use. As it stands, the Sherwood Ranch structure and the
Foote Canyon “plaza” seem to be the only great kivas (or great kiva-like spaces) in the Upper
Little Colorado or the eastern Mogollon Highlands to truly be fully enclosed by a site’s principal
room blocks.
As with the placement of great kivas relative to room blocks, great kiva size and orientation can
to some degree be examined from surface data, although, as I stated in Chapter 3, caution is
called for in using estimated size data for unexcavated great kivas. There is a notable tendency
for unexcavated structures to be recorded as larger than excavated ones. Both size and
orientation are to some extent definitional—the “greatness” in “great kiva” refers to the
substantial size of these spaces, and the presence of a southeastern- or eastern-oriented entryway
is nearly universal among rectangular great kivas beginning in the Late Pithouse period (Gilman
and Stone 2013). There are only two exceptions to the tendency for entryways to face at least
generally to the east or southeast—the Kinishba entryway opens roughly due south and the Foote
Canyon “plaza” opens to the northeast. There is nevertheless some evidence for a degree of
spatial and temporal patterning, at least in great kiva size. Despite the regional shift in settlement
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size from the Reserve phase into the Tularosa phase, there does not seem to be a corresponding
increase in the size of great kivas—or at least not one that is detectable with the existing data.
While the Reserve phase Sawmill structure is the smallest great kiva for which I have data, its
contemporary at the Dry Prong site, with its unusual wide, irregular bench, is among the largest
great kivas in the data set. Excavated Tularosa phase great kivas in the eastern Mogollon
Highlands—those at Higgins Flat, Hough 70, and WS Ranch—are not substantially larger than
the Sawmill great kiva, and unexcavated great kivas dating to the Reserve phase (e.g., at Devil’s
Park) have been reported as quite large. However, there does seem to be a tendency for great
kivas in the Upper Little Colorado and in the Arizona Transition Zone to be larger than eastern
Mogollon Highlands great kivas, particularly if only excavated or highly visible structures are
included in the comparison. The two largest great kivas in the sample—the enclosed great kivas
at Point of Pines Pueblo (about 260 square meters) and Kinishba (almost 300 square meters)—
are both about three times the size of the Sawmill structure (91 square meters), and all of the
well-mapped great kivas in the Upper Little Colorado are larger than the largest excavated great
kiva (WS Ranch) in the eastern Mogollon Highlands (see Figure 6.3).
All of the great kivas considered here are masonry structures—unlike many or most
earlier Pithouse period great kivas—but any examination of other details of construction must
rely much more heavily on excavation data. In general, there seems to be little evidence that the
masonry used in great kiva construction is distinct from that used in room block construction.
Enclosed great kivas of course share walls with the room block—one wall in the Foote Canyon
plaza has a lower course of upright slabs not seen elsewhere at the site (Rinaldo 1959:Figure 64),
and Gerald (1957:28) suggested that an apparently rubble-cored wall in the Point of Pines great
kiva was unusual or unique at that site. Walls in unenclosed great kivas in the eastern Mogollon
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Figure 6.3 Great kiva size over time by region and excavation status. Particularly if the
unexcavated structures are excluded, great kivas in the Upper Little Colorado and Arizona
Transition Zone are significantly larger than those in the eastern Mogollon Highlands.3
Highlands tend to be a single course wide and often make heavy use of unshaped cobbles,
although construction varies both within structures and within individual walls. The greater use
of shaped or tabular stone in the Upper Little Colorado great kivas at Rudd Creek and Hooper
Ranch might suggest further regional differences, but given that masonry construction is
necessarily constrained by the locally available materials, I am reluctant to place too great an
emphasis on this potential contrast. However, the massive walls of the Casa Malpais great kiva,
also on the Upper Little Colorado, do seem to be truly exceptional. Well over a meter wide in
3

Because the great kiva walls at Sherwood Ranch and Casa Malpais are highly visible, I have grouped them with
the excavated structures. The temporal divisions are loose categories based on the date ranges assigned to sites as a
whole, except in the case of the late Rudd Creek great kiva, where a tree-ring date places the structure in the late
thirteenth century at the earliest.
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places, these are constructed of the same basalt cobbles that litter the hillside and are either
several courses wide or constructed using a kind of very rough core-and-veneer approach.
Danson and Malde (1950) describe the walls as having been constructed without mortar and, at
the time of their visit, standing to an estimated three meters above the ground surface. If great
kiva construction technique is implicated in borderland politics anywhere, I suspect that it is in
the overbuilt walls at Casa Malpais.
Great kiva depth, either relative to the past ground surface or room block floors, makes
for a difficult comparison across sites. Almost all structures seem to be at least slightly sunken or
semi-subterranean. This is true even of the Foote Canyon “plaza” and probably of the enclosed
great kiva at Kinishba, although not of those at Grasshopper, Point of Pines Pueblo, and
(probably) Turkey Creek. Particularly at Grasshopper, this may be related to the construction of
the great kiva in what had previously been a plaza. None of the great kivas are deep enough to
necessitate entry through the roof or a steeply sloped entry rather than through a gently sloping
ramp or a few shallow steps. The morphology of great kiva entryways does differ, however, and
again may show some temporal and regional patterning. Great kiva entry ramps in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands tend to be long—often almost as long as the great kivas themselves—and
comparatively wide (i.e., two or three meters at their widest). The Casa Malpais and Hooper
Ranch great kivas in the Upper Little Colorado have much shorter and narrower entryways—the
entryway at Hooper Ranch is under three meters long and roughly one meter wide—and the
same is probably true of the Coyote Creek great kiva. The completely enclosed structures, in
contrast, open into rooms. At Point of Pines Pueblo and Kinishba the great kivas open into
anterooms that subsequently lead to long corridors eventually reaching a plaza or to exterior
space. In this sense, the Turkey Creek great kiva again occupies a middle ground between
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unenclosed and later enclosed great kivas—it opens into a plaza through an apparently
unelaborated doorway. Interestingly, the Grasshopper great kiva, which opens into an entryway
with no other exit, seems to be the only structure which could ultimately only be reached from
the roof level.
The great kivas were roofed, almost without exception. The great kivas at Sawmill and
Hough 70—and possibly one of the versions of the great kiva at Higgins Flat, although
remodeling complicates any reconstruction of the posthole layout in this structure—have
identical patterns of roof supports, with three posts in a north-east to south-west line across the
great kiva center and two posts flanking the entryway (see Figure 6.4). Each of the enclosed
great kivas has several rows of posts, and a somewhat similar pattern with multiple rows of posts
seems to be present at Hooper Ranch, the only extensively excavated Upper Little Colorado
great kiva. In several instances in which benches are present (i.e., at Kinishba, Hooper Ranch,
and probably at Rudd Creek), posts were set into the bench face. The great kiva at Fornholt is
one apparent exception to the presence of a roof, but the great kiva at WS Ranch is also
problematic in this regard. No postholes of any size were recorded in the very large portion of
the great kiva floor exposed by excavation. However, one of the uppermost apparent surfaces
recorded in the WS Ranch great kiva’s northeast corner is described as being underlain by ash
and by pieces of adobe with impressions of reeds or other building material (Tomka 1988:3435), which does seem suggestive of some kind of collapsed roof.
Of the floor features found in excavated great kivas (see Table 6.2 at the end of the chapter),
hearths and floor vaults or grooves are typically described as essential great kiva elements (e.g.,
Gregory and Wilcox 2007:139) and, indeed, are almost universally present. 4 Of the heavily

4

Compare this to the Early and Late Pithouse periods, where grooves or vaults are certainly not present in all
proposed great kivas (Diehl 2007; Gilman and Stone 2013).
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excavated structures, the two exceptions to this pattern are the Foote Canyon “plaza,” which
apparently had no floor features other than postholes, and the great kiva at Kinishba, which
possessed two ambiguous masonry box-like or platform-like features. The northern such feature
contained “a considerable amount of gray ash several inches thick,” and, despite the Shaeffers’
(2013) suggestion that both features might be post supports, this feature seems like a possible
candidate for a hearth. Neither of the Kinishba great kiva’s platforms, nor the informal pits
elsewhere in the structure, can really be considered a floor vault comparable with those
elsewhere, however. With the exception of the possible fire-box at Kinishba and the rectangular
slab-lined hearth at Grasshopper, great kiva hearths are informal—either unlined basins, often
overflowing their original bounds, or simply burned patches—and quite large (i.e., often around
two meters in diameter). The basin-shaped hearth at the Hooper Ranch great kiva is small (i.e.,
about 0.5 meters in diameter) compared with the hearths elsewhere, although again the actual
area used as a hearth may have overflowed the original basin (Martin et al. 1962:68).5
There seems to be more variability in the morphology and placement of grooves or
vaults. Most often these appear in pairs, mirroring one another on the north and south sides of the
hearth. In general, the interior of the vaults seems to have been plastered or generally untreated,
although the features at Grasshopper, WS Ranch, and possibly to some extent Hough 70 were
stone-lined. “Extra” shallower grooves were present at the Higgins Flat and Sawmill great kivas,
but the greatest variability appears among great kivas in the Arizona Transition zone. The two
grooves at the Turkey Creek great kiva, one straight and one making a large “L” shape, bracket

5

Again, because the Hooper Ranch great kiva is the only heavily excavated great kiva in the Upper Little
Colorado—or at least the only one for which data is available—there is little on which to base an argument for
spatial patterning in hearth construction. The great kiva at Casa Malpais seems to have had a hearth, but it is unclear
whether we have any evidence of its form. Hohmann (1990:31) credits Danson and Malde with a description of the
hearth as basin-shaped, but the original publication only describes the present of ash in a disturbed area in the central
part of the great kiva as evidence for a central hearth (Danson and Malde 1950).
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Figure 6.4 The great kiva at Hough 70 (LA 3279). Map by Rob Turner, originally published in
Oakes and Zamora (1999: Figure 2.55) and used courtesy of the Office of Archaeological
Studies.
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the structure’s hearth on its north, west, and south sides. The Grasshopper great kiva possesses a
single central vault, which is positioned, like the hearth, on the northeast-southwest center line of
the great kiva. By far the most unusual arrangement is at Point of Pines Pueblo, where four
trenches radiate out from the hearth roughly toward the cardinal directions. While the majority of
the grooves or vaults elsewhere are comparatively simple linear trenches, the features at Point of
Pines encompass deeper pits, are associated with small post-holes, and intersect with trenches
running at right angles to the primary vault. Three of the four were covered by rows of shaped
stone slabs. The vaults at Hooper Ranch are also of particular interest here, as they feature in
Rinaldo’s original argument about hybridity in the Hooper Ranch great kiva. The northern vault
consists of a simple trench with a stone floor, while the southern feature is a comparatively
formal masonry vault divided into two compartments. The southern vault at Hooper Ranch is
hardly the kind of massive masonry structure present in great kivas in Chaco Canyon, for
example, and the stone floor and short length of the northern vault distinguish it from those
which appear in eastern Mogollon Highlands great kivas. Nevertheless, as Rinaldo pointed out,
there seems to be a degree to which the Hooper Ranch great kiva’s vaults may reference
contrasting southern and northern sensibilities.
I have avoided labeling great kiva vaults or grooves as “foot drums,” although this
interpretation has long been applied to vaults, grooves, or pits in rectangular (e.g., Bluhm 1957;
Martin et al. 1957) and circular great kivas (e.g., Roberts 1932), as well as in small kivas (e.g.,
Smiley 1952). There is some ethnographic evidence for the use of plank-covered pits as
resonators (Ellis 1951:193-194; Parsons 1996:383; Roberts 1932:59), and some—though by no
means all—of the vaults are “stepped” in a way which might allow the placement of a plank
cover. A fairly substantial piece of charcoal was present over one of the vaults at the Hough 70
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great kiva, but if this represents a cover, it must have been removed and replaced after some
amount of fill was placed within the vault. The stones placed over the trenches in the Point of
Pines Pueblo great kiva seem less plausible as elements of a resonator; Gerald (1957:164-165,
following Ellis 1952) tentatively suggested that the trenches may have been used in what might,
for lack of a better word, be called ritual stagecraft, including activities requiring a participant
hidden in the trench. In general, the vaults—including those at Point of Pines Pueblo—would
make for a tight fit at best for even a small person, although there is nothing to preclude the
possibility that objects were placed within them, either temporarily or in the long term. In
general, the footdrum interpretation is certainly a plausible explanation for these features, but a
systematic comparison of the effect of the lining, depth, and shape of such features on their
utility as drums would strengthen the argument.
While other pit features of varying degrees of formality are present in many or most of
the excavated great kivas, there seems to be little patterning in their placement, morphology, or
(to the extent that we have such data) contents. Both the Dry Prong and Higgins Flat great kivas
possessed circular pits positioned near the center of their back (i.e., opposite the entryway) walls.
It ought to be noted that Olsen (1960:193) thought this feature was more likely to have been a
foot drum than was the Dry Prong great kiva’s excavated vault, although neither feature was
associated with any evidence for a wooden cover. A small, stone-bordered pit immediately
adjacent to the hearth at the Hough 70 great kiva was described by excavators as a possible
sipapu, but this terminology has generally not been applied to features in rectangular great kivas
elsewhere. There are a few instances in which pits seem clearly associated with the placement of
specific assemblages. This is particularly true of the formal, stone-lined “crypt” in the Hooper
Ranch great kiva, with its remarkable painted figure and other material, but is also relevant, for
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example, to a pit housing a group of small vessels in the Point of Pines Pueblo great kiva and
possibly to the only vaguely-described “caches” in the Kinishba great kiva. Great kiva
assemblages are discussed in greater detail below.
If hearths and vaults or grooves are essential commonalities among rectangular great
kivas, the strongest spatial differentiation by far is in the distribution of benches and of the large,
linear masonry features described as deflectors or altars. Both feature types are almost entirely
restricted to the Upper Little Colorado, and both are present at all three of the Upper Little
Colorado great kivas—at Hooper Ranch, Casa Malpais, and Sherwood Ranch—for which we
have a substantial amount of architectural data (see Figure 6.5). Testing in the clearer of the two
Rudd Creek great kivas exposed a portion of its bench, which apparently possessed tabular stone
paving, unlike the benches elsewhere. Outside of the Upper Little Colorado, benches are present
only at the Kinishba and Dry Prong great kivas. The southern masonry platform-like feature in
the Kinishba great kiva (or perhaps both such features) might be interpreted in the same light as
the Upper Little Colorado altars—although, while the southern feature is aligned between the

Figure 6.5 The Hooper Ranch great kiva, showing the bench and deflector typical of Upper
Little Colorado great kivas (after Martin et al. 1962:Figure 33 and Figure 34, photograph used
with permission).
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entryway and the possible fire box, the distance between them is too great for the southern
feature to make much sense as a deflector or fire screen. Everywhere that benches are present,
they surround the entire structure interior, except where the entryway opens into the great kiva.
In this, they are more similar to the benches present in circular great kivas than to the platforms
often present in small kivas (e.g., in the small kivas at Hooper Ranch [Martin et al. 1961]), and
both benches and altars/deflectors were key elements in Rinaldo’s argument for hybridity in
Upper Little Colorado great kivas. The degree to which the altars or deflectors in Upper Little
Colorado great kivas represent a tie to the circular great kiva tradition is questionable, however.
While deflectors or fire screens are widely present in great kivas in Chaco Canyon itself (Van
Dyke 2007b; Vivian and Reiter 1965), they seem to be absent from excavated circular great
kivas nearer to the Upper Little Colorado, including those at the Carter Ranch and Mineral Creek
sites near Vernon (Martin et al. 1961, 1964), Tla Kii in the Forestdale Valley (Haury 1985), the
Village of the Great Kivas in the Zuni area (Roberts 1932), and the unroofed oversized great kiva
at Site 143 on Mariana Mesa (McGimsey 1980). Nor did Herr’s (2001) excavations in Silver
Creek area great kivas produce any evidence for deflectors, although these tests admittedly were
smaller in scale. The same is true of the “niche” in the face of the bench at Hooper Ranch—
while niches are a common elements of Chacoan great kivas, they appear in walls rather than in
benches at Chaco and are absent from excavated great kivas on the southern Colorado Plateau.
The deflectors or altars in Upper Little Colorado great kivas are comparatively massive
structures placed almost immediately inside the entrance—the interpretation as deflectors is
based on their placement between entrances and hearths. Whether or not it was one of their
primary purposes, they would certainly have served to direct traffic toward the edges of the great
kivas (as, indeed, would the general tendency to place great kiva hearths comparatively close to
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the entryway even when no deflector is present).

Remodeling and Retirement
Several great kivas show strong evidence for modification or refurbishing. The final form
of the Sawmill site great kiva was an expansion of a slightly smaller earlier structure, probably
with the same floor features, and with posts around the perimeter walls. The use of posts around
walls was not continued in the later version of the Sawmill great kiva, nor is it present at other
great kivas in the sample; it was characteristic, however, of some Late Pithouse period great
kivas in the Mimbres area (Creel and Anyon 2003:74), and it is possible that the earlier version
of the Sawmill great kiva in fact dates to the Late Pithouse period. At Higgins Flat, the later
(Tularosa phase) great kiva was constructed over the earlier (probably Reserve phase) great kiva
and apparently shared many or all of the same floor features. However, the later great kiva was
rotated several degrees from the orientation of the original, and the edges of the earlier great kiva

Figure 6.6 The great kiva at Higgins Flat showing evidence for remodeling (view facing
southeast.) Originally published in Martin et al. (1957:Figure 4) and used with permission.
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may have projected into the later structure. It should also be noted that the early Higgins Flat
great kiva, with its curving back wall, is the only one of the great kivas considered here that isn’t
really rectangular. Gerald (1957) suggested that the Point of Pines Pueblo great kiva was
expanded during its uselife, requiring the razing and flooring over of rooms to the east of the
original great kiva and the addition of another line of posts. The Turkey Creek great kiva was
certainly remodeled and may have been reroofed—Johnson (1964) describes a later arrangement
of postholes associated with the upper floor. Several possible surfaces were defined in the
excavation in the northern part of the WS Ranch great kiva; if even a few of these were floors, it
suggests that the structure was refurbished to some degree during its lifespan. The great kiva at
Kinishba seems to have something of a surfeit of postholes, although the degree to which these
might represent remodeling isn’t clear based on the existing data. It is substantially more difficult
to say with certainty that any given great kiva was never remodeled or refurbished—at least to
the extent of reflooring or replastering. The floor at the Hooper Ranch great kiva is specifically
described as consisting of a single layer, and only one floor is reported at the Hough 70 great
kiva.
While the Grasshopper great kiva seems not to have been remodeled while serving as a
great kiva, it was constructed within space that had previously been a plaza. Gerald thought the
Point of Pines great kiva was also constructed by modifying plaza space, and it is possible that
the same pattern holds true at Kinishba (Shaeffer and Shaeffer 2013).6 The Grasshopper great
kiva is thought to have been constructed in the late 1320s or early 1330s (Riggs 2001:111)—well
after the founding of the settlement and even into the period in which population at the site began
to decline—and the presence of burials placed within the fill above the great kiva floor implies
6

There is a degree to which this question depends how “plazas” are defined. If some of the blocks of rooms
surrounding a great kiva predate others, this implies that the area in which the great kiva was later built was at some
point exterior space but not necessarily that the exterior space was largely or completely enclosed by room blocks.
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that the great kiva was retired before the final abandonment of the site (Reid and Whittlesey
1999:156). Elsewhere, it is generally much more difficult to place either the construction or
retirement of any given great kiva within the life of the site. A non-cutting date in the late
thirteenth century was obtained from charcoal in the fill of the better defined of Rudd Creek’s
two possible great kivas. Few artifacts were present in the fill within this great kiva—particularly
in comparison to the other, less well-defined structure, which seems to have been filled with
trash—and the excavators suggest that the dated structure is the later of the two (Clark et al.
2006:408). They also suggest that the occupation at the site is unlikely to have persisted past
1300 CE, making the second great kiva fairly late in the history of the site. Rudd Creek’s
possession of two great kivas is unique among the sites examined here, except possibly in
comparison to Foote Canyon, which possessed both a separate great kiva (the “assembly kiva”)
and its roofed plaza. At present, there isn’t sufficient evidence to answer the question of whether
the two structures at Foote Canyon might have been used sequentially. The single radiocarbon
date7 obtained from charcoal in the Hooper Ranch great kiva isn’t sufficient to speak to intrasite
chronology; a more detailed ceramic seriation might be possible with the existing data or
collections, although the published tables give only the combined counts for ceramics anywhere
in the great kiva and the combined count for all of the rooms. The late ceramic types (i.e.,
Pinedale, Point of Pines, and Salado polychromes) that Robinson (1992:Table 6.1) reported as
being found in small numbers on some room floors at WS Ranch are absent from Tomka’s
(1988) counts of ceramics from selected contexts in the great kiva, possibly suggesting that the
great kiva may have been retired before the latest use of the site. The interpretation of the earlier
form of the Higgins Flat great kiva as dating to the Reserve phase is also based on the

7

This is given in the report as a radiocarbon age of 730 ± 60 before present (Martin et al. 1962).
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interpretation of the ceramic data.8
Both of the Rudd Creek great kivas burned, as did the great kiva at Hooper Ranch.
Likewise, some evidence for burning is present at Kinishba, Sawmill, Hough 70, Turkey Creek,
and possibly at Foote Canyon9, at Grasshopper, in the “ash” described below the upper surface at
WS Ranch, and in the presence of charcoal in the post holes and in layers below the uppermost
floor at Point of Pines Pueblo. As with remodeling, it is difficult to exclude the possibility of
burning in the other structures, as this relies on the excavators having specifically made note of
the absence of evidence. Likewise, drawing conclusions about the degree to which great kivas
saw “trash” deposition or were intentionally filled is made difficult where little or no
stratigraphic data are available (and little or no screening was carried out). The respective
presence and absence of trash-rich fill in the two great kivas at Rudd Creek was just described,
and at least moderately trash-rich fill seems to have been placed in floor vaults at WS Ranch and
Hough 7010. Gerald (1957:91) noted specifically that the fill above the final floor in the Point of
Pines Pueblo great kiva was “clean” rather than artifact-rich.
The broad argument I have tried to make in this section has two components. First, the
architectural data show clear similarities in how rectangular great kivas were imagined and used
across time and space—this is visible in their morphology (their shape, use of entryways, and
general orientation), in the almost universal presence of a version of a set of critical floor
features (a hearth and vaults or grooves), and in the widespread evidence of burning at retirement

8

Both Tularosa Black-on-white and Reserve Black-on-white are in fact very rare in the roughly 150 sherds
associated with the lower great kiva at Higgins Flat. The Reserve phase assignment is based primarily on the
complete lack of indented corrugated, patterned corrugated, and Tularosa Fillet Rim in the sherds from this context
(Barter in Martin et al. 1957:91-92).
9
The field notes from Foote Canyon describe the “butts of wooden posts” in situ in the “plaza’s” postholes. It seems
unlikely that these would have been preserved except through burning.
10
While the feature description in the site report describes the northern vault as containing no artifacts (Oakes and
Zamora 1999:52), a brief examination of the field specimen number log and collection suggests at least a modest
artifact density in these features.
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in great kivas. Second, and of equal or greater importance for this study, there is also strong
evidence for spatial difference. Upper Little Colorado great kivas—both individually and as a
group—are set apart in several ways from those in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. This can be
seen especially in the presence of benches and deflectors and in the greater size of Upper Little
Colorado great kivas. Likewise, great kivas in the Arizona Transition Zone differ both from
those in the eastern Mogollon Highlands and those in the Upper Little Colorado. The late great
kivas in this group are completely enclosed within room blocks. Again, they are substantially
larger than eastern Mogollon Highlands great kivas—the Kinishba great kiva is more than three
times the size of the great kivas at Hough 70 and the Sawmill site. These great kivas also show a
substantial amount of diversity in the type and arrangement of features: the Dry Prong and
Kinishba great kivas have benches, no two Arizona Transition Zone great kivas have the same
arrangement of floor vaults, and at least two different kinds of hearths are represented. There is a
degree to which this argument for spatial differentiation is also temporal—in contrast to the
eastern Mogollon Highlands, great kivas don’t seem to have been built in the Upper Little
Colorado before the thirteenth century and the use of the great kivas in this area probably persists
well into the fourteenth century. The three late great kivas in the Arizona Transition Zone may
be the latest rectangular great kivas used in the Southwest; it ought to be noted, however that the
features of the earlier Turkey Creek and Dry Prong great kivas suggest that, while the Point of
Pines area had a long standing great kiva tradition, it was never in lockstep with that in the
eastern Mogollon Highlands.

Great Kiva Assemblages
While published reports of great kivas usually make note of truly exceptional objects
found within these structures—see, for example, the Hooper Ranch cache described below—
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there is certainly reason to think that a re-examination of great kiva assemblages within and
across sites, particularly of more “mundane” objects, might produce interesting results. Creel and
Anyon’s (2003) discussion of the material placed within Late Pithouse period Mimbres great
kivas has shown previously unrecognized patterns in how these structures were used and retired.
While reports of Martin’s Field Museum excavations were generally published very promptly,11
data within reports about artifact provenience are often variable and incomplete. Almost all of
the Field Museum reports of great kiva excavations show at least some interest in the potential
significance of material recovered from great kivas, but they rarely if ever systematically address
great kiva assemblages (see Rinaldo’s discussion of the Hooper Ranch great kiva in Martin et al.
1964 for what is certainly the most detailed consideration of the potential meaning of great kiva
material). The Martin collection in the Field Museum was re-cataloged as part of a major project
in the late 1990s (Nash 2006), greatly facilitating use of the collections. Material and records
from the OAS excavation of the great kiva at Hough 70/LA 3279 are curated at the Laboratory of
Anthropology. Although I was only able to spend a limited amount of time with these
collections, I have been able to expand somewhat on the published descriptions from the project
reports. Finally, although the University of Texas Field School excavation at the WS Ranch great
kiva yielded an M.A. thesis on the great kiva architecture (Tomka 1988), and some data about
exotic artifacts in the great kiva is available in Robinson’s (1992) dissertation, there is as yet no
complete published report for the site. James Neely was kind enough to allow me access to the
collection and extensive records at the University of Texas.
There is substantial variability in the excavation techniques that were employed in the
great kivas discussed here, as well as in the availability and quality of provenience information,

11

Or were not published at all. Many of Martin’s excavations of more limited scope never made their way into the
published reports (Nash 2006.)
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even among sites excavated by the same organization. The relationship of excavation and recordkeeping strategies to available provenience data is described briefly for each great kiva
assemblage below. Because of this variability, the comparisons here are necessarily somewhat
expedient. The scale of the project—that is, the goal of comparing great kiva assemblages across
several sites—limited the degree to which great kiva assemblages could be compared to
assemblages from other spaces within the same sites and also prevented the re-analysis or
tabulation of bulk collections. Future work with the ceramics, flaked stone debitage, and
particularly the unanalyzed faunal material from great kiva assemblages might easily expose
patterns beyond those visible here. Despite these caveats, the collections described below do
show several particularly interesting and previously unnoticed commonalities—particularly in
the presence of miniature ceramic vessels, projectile points (especially dart points), ornaments,
pigments and painted stone, and pinched clay quadruped effigy fragments. It ought to be noted
that, in part because of the tendency for great kivas to be aligned to the southeast rather than to
the cardinal directions, the directional labels assigned to portions of great kivas varies somewhat
by site in the original sources (i.e., both the Sawmill and Hough 70 great kivas are aligned to the
southeast and northwest, but the back wall of the Sawmill great kiva was described as its “west”
wall, while the back wall of the Hough 70 great kiva was described as its “north” wall). For ease
of comparison I follow the precedent set in the Sawmill excavation for labeling the entryway
side of the great kiva as the east, or front, even where the entryway points southeast.

Eastern Mogollon Highlands Assemblages
Sawmill. Excluding the earlier iteration of the remodeled Higgins Flat great kiva, the
Sawmill site great kiva is the only excavated Reserve phase great kiva in the eastern Mogollon
Highlands—its potential continuity from a Late Pithouse period structure is described above.
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While there are gaps in the surviving provenience data, the Sawmill excavation was the most
rigorous, as well as the earliest, of the Field Museum great kiva excavations. The structure was
excavated in 1951 and 1952 in 15 sections. While the size of the sections was determined by the
dimensions and division of the initial east-west test trench rather than the use of a grid with
equal-sized cells, this system allowed a substantial amount of horizontal accuracy where
provenience records were kept. Excavation was carried out in three levels: the uppermost
“humus,” structure fill (including collapsed masonry and probably the layer of collapsed roofing
material), and floor material, including the 15 cm of fill above the structure floor. The floor fill
and most of the structure fill was screened (Bluhm 1957:13).
The floor assemblage from the Sawmill great kiva provides an early precedent for the
kinds of material culture that appear in great kivas elsewhere, and in particular seems to show an
emphasis on color. A large number of lumps of iron-rich red and yellow stone—presumably
hematite and limonite and potential pigment sources, although the majority of them seem to be
unworked—were scattered throughout the structure, especially in the west and central portions of
the great kiva floor. A roughly square piece of a green copper mineral12 was recovered from the
southeastern corner at floor level; four grooves at right angles to one another were ground or
scratched into this object, and it could conceivably have been wrapped with cordage and worn or
hung. Unfortunately, almost all of the ornaments recovered from the structure were cataloged
only as associated with the “floor and floor features.” This material includes ten white shell disk
beads, five black stone disk beads, a small “J”-shaped pinkish shell object (presumably a
pendant), a bilobed or “Figure 8” shell bead, and two larger shell disk beads (one red or pink and
the other yellow). Given the label, presumably one or more of these was recovered from a
posthole, one of the floor grooves, or the hearth. Both sherds and flaked stone debitage are
12

The published report describes this—inaccurately as far as I can tell—as “cuprite” (Bluhm 1957:62).
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Figure 6.7 Ornaments recovered from the Sawmill site, including a modified piece of a copper
mineral (a), shell bracelet fragments (b), and shell and stone disk beads (f, g, and h). All objects
except the trapezoidal pendant (c), and possibly one of the stone disk beads, were recovered from
the great kiva. Originally published in Bluhm (1957:Figure 5), used with permission.
cataloged as associated with floor features, but beyond this, the only objects associated with
specific floor features are two quartz crystals from the south-central and west-central postholes
respectively. A single shell disk bead is specifically described as having been found on the
southeastern portion of the floor. A complete unpolished brown ware miniature bowl was
recovered from the floor somewhere between the great kiva’s west wall and the south-central
portion of the structure. Two obsidian projectile points, one of which seems to be a heavily
reworked dart point, were recovered from the southeastern portion of the floor.
Some of the same kinds of material that were found on the great kiva floor were
recovered from the fill stratum, including two black stone disk beads, one shell disk bead, and
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two shell bracelet fragments, one from the south-central section of the fill and the other in
association with the east wall. Three more miniature vessels or vessel fragments—these have
since been heavily reconstructed, and it is unclear what proportions of the original vessel were
actually present—were recovered from somewhere in the great kiva fill. The body of a pinched
clay quadruped effigy was recovered at or near the northern entryway wall. Several additional
projectile points were recovered from the great kiva fill; the majority of points from this site are
from the great kiva, but as the bulk of excavation at the site was carried out in this feature, it is
difficult to weigh the significance of this fact. However, an intact light gray chert San Pedro dart
point was recovered from the fill somewhere between the west wall and slightly south of the
structure center. Given the presence of dart points elsewhere, this point might be of particular
interest. There may be patterns in the “bulk” material from the Sawmill great kiva that can’t be
detected at the level of this brief overview—the flaked stone collection certainly includes a broad
variety of raw material, and it is possible that color was relevant in this material as well. As is
typical of Field Museum reports, the faunal bone from the site is barely mentioned in the
published material. In point of fact, there is very little faunal material in the collection from the
Sawmill great kiva, although it is unclear if this might be a product of collection or curation
strategies. While a complete re-examination of the ceramics was outside the scope possible for
this project, an examination of analysis tables in the Field Museum archives showed that the only
two Wingate Black-on-red sherds (that is, the only White Mountain Red Ware) from the Sawmill
site were recovered from the north-central section of the great kiva floor.
Higgins Flat. The excavation at the Higgins Flat great kiva involved the excavation of an
initial central trench and subsequently trenching around the structure walls. Artifact proveniences
in the catalog are generally divided into fill and floor contexts—this can be seen in the published
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ceramic data as well. To the best of my knowledge, the excavated material was not screened.
Where horizontal provenience data is available, it is often restricted to the level of the quadrant
(i.e., presumably a quarter of the complete great kiva). Probably the most interesting objects
from the Higgins Flat great kiva are two relatively flat, circular cobbles painted with concentric
circles and associated with the floor grooves (see Martin et al. 1957:Figure 36). The smaller of
the two was painted with alternating red and turquoise circles and was recovered from the
northern groove (probably from floor level). This object seems to have been shaped by grinding
on both faces and its edges, producing a thick circular disk. The larger stone, which was found at
floor level in association with the southern groove, was painted with red, turquoise, and yellow
circles and showed comparatively little sign of grinding or modification. Both objects were
painted on only one face. On the flatter stone, the red pigment extends over the edge of the
object, and the edge of the thicker, smaller stone may show traces of light colored or turquoise
pigment. Few other artifacts are described as associated with the floor or floor features; this is
particularly true in comparison with the Sawmill great kiva, and it seems possible that
differences in excavation strategies might have something to do with the difference. Two plain
unpolished brown ware miniature vessels—a straight-walled bowl and an incurving jar—were
recovered from the floor somewhere in the southwestern quarter of the structure. A fragment of a
bone awl was found on the northwestern portion of the floor, and a teardrop-shaped worked
brown ware sherd was recovered from somewhere on the structure floor. Neither artifact seems
to be especially unusual in assemblages from the area. The published report describes an
obsidian projectile point as having been recovered from an unspecified posthole. A small piece
of a blue mineral (probably azurite) was found either in a posthole or in one of the other floor
features. A small piece of limonite is labeled in the catalog as associated with the floor, but,
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based on the field notes, might instead have come from a posthole.
Another partial miniature straight sided bowl and a miniature mug-like vessel were found
somewhere in the great kiva fill (the latter was recorded as having been recovered from the
backdirt), and the trunk of a broken pinched clay quadruped effigy was found in the fill in the
southwestern part of the structure. In comparison with the Sawmill great kiva, few ornaments
were found at Higgins Flat, and all of them were within the fill. These included: a reworked shell
bracelet fragment, a turquoise disk bead, and possibly a shell disk bead from the southwestern
quadrant; a black stone disk bead from the entryway fill; and a comparatively large shell disk
bead from the northeastern quadrant. Projectile points are likewise rare—one additional small
obsidian point was found within the fill (probably in the northwestern quarter), as was a
moderately large teardrop-shaped biface made out of a distinctive yellowish material. Based
solely on the published tables, there seems to be little to distinguish the ceramic assemblage in
the great kiva from that elsewhere at the site.13 In general, with the exception of the painted
stones, the collection from the Higgins Flat great kiva is overshadowed by remarkable material
recovered from the room block, particularly the cache of painted stone objects from Room E
(Martin et al. 1956; see also discussion in Chapter 3 and below). Both the painted stones in the
great kiva and the painted stone objects in Room E provide some hint of a tie to the stone figure
from the Hooper Ranch great kiva (see below) and also of the importance of color visible in
other great kiva collections.
Hough 70. Because of the comparatively recent date of the excavation at LA 3279 (also
Hough 70 or the Hough Site), at least some data are available for categories of material—

13

While St. Johns Polychrome is substantially more common in the assemblage from the rooms at Higgins Flat (at
about 1%) than from the great kiva (at about 0.06%), the vast majority of the St Johns Polychrome at the site comes
from two rooms (Martin et al. 1954:Table 1, 1957:Table 1), and I suspect this represents the remains of a few
vessels rather than either a major temporal difference or selective disposal of White Mountain Red Ware.
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particularly fauna, pollen, and macrobotanical remains—about which we have little or no
information for great kivas excavated by the Field Museum. Provenience information is still
somewhat limited, except in the case of artifacts recovered from within floor features. The
uppermost fill of the structure was removed mechanically, and no provenience data beyond
presence in the great kiva “general fill” is available for this material. The lower roughly 70 cm of
fill was described as including the roof fall and fill above the structure floor. Artifact
provenience for this lower fill and for floor artifacts was recorded in the field to the quarter or
quadrant of the structure.14 In practice, much of the quarter provenience data was subsequently
lost,15 although in the case of some specific artifacts or categories of artifacts (particularly the
“miscellaneous” material) I was able to locate provenience information on bag labels or in notes
on analysis forms. As elsewhere, my discussion of “bulk” artifacts—including, in this case,
faunal remains—is drawn from the published data. The coded analysis sheets are curated in the
Laboratory of Anthropology archives, and a more detailed consideration of these artifact
categories would likely produce interesting results.
Few artifacts were recorded as having been in contact with the structure floor; most of
these were single sherds, although a disk bead (possibly made of red shale) was also associated
with this stratum. Somewhat more material seems to have been associated with the floor features,
particularly the floor vaults—these seem to have contained at least a moderate density of
artifacts, including sherds, flaked stone debitage, and faunal bone. The ceramics in the southern
14

In the original labeling used by the excavators at LA 3279, the back (really northwestern) wall of the great kiva
was considered “north.” In order to standardize the proveniences for comparison with the other great kivas, I
describe proveniences here considering the back wall to be the west wall—thus the great kiva quarter listed in the
project documentation as northeast is here described as northwest, etc.
15
The field specimen numbering system used at the site repeated FS numbers by stratum, even where artifacts were
recovered from different quarters. Thus, almost all of the individual artifacts or artifact bags recovered from the
lower fill share a single FS number. Because of this system, once an artifact was separated from its original bag
label, the quarter provenience data was functionally lost. The paper analysis sheets on file at the Laboratory of
Anthropology for “miscellaneous” material—including the ornaments and clay effigy fragments—included notes
about provenience.
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foot drum included a large portion of a reconstructible Tularosa Black-on-white jar. The same
feature also contained three quartz crystals and a piece of an antler (Oakes and Zamora 1999:78;
Wilson 1999c:Figure 4.39). The report chapter on faunal remains describes canid bones (it is
unclear whether these could be typed to the species) as present in both vaults and one or both
vaults as containing “deer, rabbit, turkey, and Mexican jay bones, along with several burrowing
rodent species” (Oakes 1999:248). A small worked piece of red argillite (apparently tapering to a
point) was also recovered from one of the floor vaults (Beasley and Bixler 1999:288). Three
quartz crystals, and possibly a complete obsidian projectile point, were found in the small slablined pit immediately adjacent to the hearth described in the report as a possible sipapu. A
charred tobacco seed was present in a posthole (McBride and Toll 1999:4).
The Hough 70 great kiva is the only one of the eastern Mogollon Highlands great kivas to
contain a burial—an elderly male was interred immediately behind the central posthole, with the
long axis of the burial pit aligned on the same NW-SE axis as the great kiva. The burial pit was
described as having been sealed by the great kiva floor (Mick-O’Hara 1999:230); presumably the
interment might have taken place at any time during the use life of the great kiva. The material
associated with the burial included three ceramic vessels (two Tularosa Fillet Rim bowls and a
corrugated jar), an obsidian projectile point, and two fragments of shell. Two disk beads and
three quartz crystals were also recovered from the burial pit, although the association here seems
to be somewhat less clear. Faunal bone was also recovered from the burial pit; the only species
identified in the report is red-tailed hawk (Oakes 1999:248).
The material recovered from the lower fill suggests a number of connections to other
great kiva collections. Three plain unpolished miniature bowls were recovered from the northeast
quarter of the structure. At least six complete or largely complete small obsidian projectile points
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and five complete or fragmentary chalcedony small projectile points were recovered from this
stratum, along with six large points (presumably dart points) or large point fragments. Most of
the larger points are somewhat damaged or badly made, but the collection includes a complete,
well-made chalcedony Cienega point. Unfortunately, no horizontal provenience information is
available for any of the points. Ornaments or miscellaneous material recovered from the lower
fill in the northwestern quarter included a bilobed or figure-eight shell bead, two disk beads (one
made of lignite, the other of an unspecified material), an unworked piece of mica, and two pieces
of chrysocolla. Fill from the southwestern quarter contained two stone disk beads (one made of
lignite, one of unspecified metamorphic rock), a single quartz crystal, a triangular turquoise
pendant, and five ceramic effigy fragments. Four of these were pieces of brown ware quadruped
effigies; the other was actually a quadruped effigy handle from a Cibola White Ware jar. Fewer
miscellaneous objects were recorded as coming from the eastern part of the great kiva—in
addition to the three miniature bowls described above, a single quartz crystal is associated with
the fill in the northeastern quarter, while three quartz crystals were recovered from the fill in the
southeastern quarter.
Interestingly, another six partial effigies or effigy fragments—one of which appears to
represent a duck, while the others are the more common quadrupeds—were recovered from the
great kiva upper fill. One of these has an intact head with an open mouth, resembling the effigy
head from the Fornholt great kiva. Several (at least six) additional small projectile points and a
few large bifaces, at least one of them a probable dart point fragment, were also present in the
upper fill. The report describes bone gaming pieces as recovered from the great kiva (Oakes and
Zamora 1999:Table 2.14), but I was unable to place these within a specific context. I suspect a
detailed examination of the faunal remains by context (although, again, the horizontal
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Figure 6.8 Pinched clay quadruped effigies from the Hough 70 great kiva. After Urban
(1999:Figure 4.52). Image courtesy of the Office of Archaeological Studies.
provenience data seems to be lost) would produce interesting results. Faunal bone recovered
from the great kiva is reported to include the only gray wolf and bobcat remains recovered from
the site, as well as fox, bear, bison, duck, and frog or toad remains (Oakes and Zamora
1999:Table 2.15, 2.16). The unspecified bird remains listed in the report table might be of
particular interest, particularly given the emphasis on avifauna at the Grasshopper great kiva and
the description of Mexican jay remains from the floor vault. The analyzed pollen samples from
the great kiva don’t seem to be noticeably different from those elsewhere at the site (Oakes and
Zamora 1999:72, 2.17); maize pollen was absent from the great kiva samples (in contrast to the
central pit in the Fornholt great kiva), although the analyzed samples seem to have been either
from the burial or from the fill of miniature vessels (Holloway 1999:112).
WS Ranch. The University of Texas excavation at the WS Ranch great kiva and in its
surrounding room block was carried out using horizontal and vertical proveniences relative to a
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site grid and site datum. While the degree to which the upper fill of the structure was screened
varied somewhat by year and provenience, the provenience data is by far the best of any of
heavily excavated great kivas—artifacts can usually be associated with a one-meter grid square
and a particular excavation level. Portions of the great kiva walls and walls of the surrounding
room block were defined by trenching, and somewhat over half of the great kiva interior was
excavated to floor level, including the central and eastern portions of the structure and a portion
of the entryway. One room in the surrounding room block—Room 2, located on the north side of
the great kiva entryway—was partially excavated. Several possible floors were defined in the
northeastern corner of the great kiva, but only one of the lower apparent floors was visible in the
structure center as associated with the floor features. Given the possible presence of upper floors
and some variability in the depth of individual excavation levels, I have been fairly generous in
considering artifacts as associated with “lower fill” in the discussion below, including artifacts
that may have been found as much as 40 cm above the apparent floor level in the great kiva
center. The discussion here is based on the examination of records by artifact type (i.e., rather
than a complete artifact catalog), and I cannot exclude the presence of patterning in other artifact
types not considered (for example, patterning in ground stone objects other than ornaments or in
the other “bulk” categories of artifacts not considered for other great kivas, or the presence or
absence of miniature vessels).
Perhaps the most significant find in the WS Ranch structure—certainly the most
significant in comparison with the Fornholt great kiva—was a basalt San Pedro point recovered
from the structure center, immediately above or within the western portion of the hearth. No
other dart points were found within the great kiva, but five smaller obsidian points were also
recovered from in or above the hearth, as were a small piece of hematite, three shell bracelet
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fragments and an unidentified fragment of worked shell. Another shell bracelet fragment was
recovered from slightly higher in the fill in the same location. Despite the association with the
hearth, none of this material was burned, and it was presumably placed as part of the great kiva’s
retirement, or conceivably could have been placed within the great kiva roof (if the great kiva
was in fact roofed). Only half of the northern floor vault was excavated, but based on the field
notes and forms, both the northern and southern vaults seem to have been filled with artifact-rich
material at retirement. The fill in the northern vault contained a small quartz crystal, a small
piece of turquoise, and at least one obsidian projectile point. There seems to be a concentration
of projectile points in and around the southern vault—six complete or largely complete small
projectile points (all of them obsidian, except for a single chalcedony point) were found within
the vault fill, and 17 others were recovered from the floor or lower fill in the same area. A piece
of hematite was found in the lower fill above the southern vault. Complete sherd disks (two from
each vault) were recovered from both floor vaults, but it is difficult to know to what degree these
artifacts were purposefully selected, rather than having been included within “trash”-rich fill.
Worked sherds were present throughout the great kiva fill—there are a total of 45 largely
“complete”16 worked sherds from the great kiva fill, floor, or features.
Other artifacts recovered from the floor or lower fill are not clearly associated with floor
features. The back half of a quadruped effigy was found in the lower fill somewhat to the west of
the southern floor vault. A small basalt object from the fill between the southern floor vault and
the hearth was also recorded as a possible effigy fragment (though this would have been some
kind of head, rather than a quadruped body). A number of additional projectile points were
recovered from the northeastern portion of the great kiva or from the area west of the southern
16

The coding sheet used for the WS Ranch worked sherds includes a “completeness” field—presumably a complete
worked sherd is one in which all the edges are worked, making a complete shape. Here, for both sherds and
projectile points, I included objects with a recorded completeness of 80 percent or higher.
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floor vault; the combined total of projectile points from the lower fill, floor, or floor features is
38, of which 28 points are obsidian. The number of ornaments or unmodified minerals recovered
from the great kiva is more modest. Stone ornaments associated with the floor or floor fill
include a black disk bead found between the northern vault and the north wall, another black
bead (the form of this object is unclear from the record) found to the west of the northern floor
vault, and a red disk bead and unidentifiable pendant fragment both recovered from the
northeastern corner. Shell ornament fragments were somewhat more common—in addition to
those found near the hearth, bracelet fragments were found west of the southern floor vault and
in the northeastern corner. At least one bilobed or “Figure 8” bead was recovered from between
the northern wall and north vault; two similar beads from the same area may have been
recovered from upper fill. A quartz crystal was recovered from roughly the same location, and a
worked piece of turquoise and one of serpentine were found between the hearth and the southern
vault. The excavations in Room 2, immediately north of the entryway, produced an interesting
concentration of material, including: six black stone disk beads, one white (presumably shell)
disk bead, shell bracelet fragments, and a large obsidian point (presumably a dart point). Floor
level in Room 2 was never really satisfactorily defined, probably because of rain damage during
excavation, but this material seems to be primarily associated with levels of wall fall.
Many of the same material types recovered from floor contexts or lower fill are also
present in the upper fill of the great kiva and the surrounding room block—over 100 other
complete points or substantial point fragments were recovered from the fill, including the
trenches excavated to identify structure walls and the excavation in Room 2. Seven additional
stone beads (all probably black stone disk beads, except for one possible turquoise disk bead)
and ten fragments of shell bracelets (excluding those from Room 2) were also recovered from the
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fill. The prevalence of worked sherds has already been mentioned. A broader consideration of
artifact density—and of the stratigraphy in the great kiva—might shed light on the degree to
which the objects in both the upper and lower fill are associated with “trash-rich” deposits.
Tomka’s thesis provides counts of painted sherds associated with the lower floor17, both in total
and by grid provenience. There seems to be some evidence for the sherds of rare types near the
central floor features—two sherds of Tularosa White-on-red, at least18 five St John’s Black-onred or Polychrome sherds, at least two sherds of Red Mesa Black-on-white, and at least five
sherds of “Kana’a Black-on-white” were recovered from the floor in roughly the central part of
the great kiva (Tomka 1988:Table 4.3 and 4.5). For comparison, Robinson’s table for floor
contexts elsewhere at the site—note that Robinson’s counts do not include material from the
great kiva, nor from upper room fill or extramural contexts—gives totals of only eight Tularosa
White-on-red sherds (0.03%), 26 Red Mesa Black-on-white sherds (0.1%), and 67 St. John’s
Black-on-red or Polychrome sherds (0.3%) out of 25452 sherds (Robinson 1992:Table 6.1).
Kana’a Black-on-white is not present in Robinson’s table. This label is now reserved for a
carbon-painted Tusayan White Ware type; given that Tomka lists the type under Cibola White
Ware and that Cibola White Ware is far more likely than Tusayan White Ware to be found in the
eastern Mogollon Highlands, it is probable that these sherds should actually be typed as
Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white, the Cibola White Ware type that to some extent shares a design
style with Kana’a Black-on-white (Hays-Gilpin and Van Hartesveldt 1998:64). In any event,
these sherds seem to represent the presence of a rare early type associated with the central
portion of the great kiva floor.
Foote Canyon. The excavation in Foote Canyon’s “plaza” was essentially the last major
17

As well as sherds associated with the upper surface that I believe likely represents roof fall.
The counts given for types by grid provenience in Tomka’s (1988) Table 4.4 are in some cases lower than the
total counts by type given in her Table 4.3.
18
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project of the last season of the Field Museum’s excavations in the eastern Mogollon Highlands
and was carried out particularly rapidly. The southeastern part of the feature was excavated first,
and some portion of this space was excavated in two levels (the exact location and size of the
area excavated this way is, sadly, unclear). The lower level was intended to be a uniform 50 cm
in depth, while the upper level measured 50 cm or more in depth, depending on the surface
topography. Excavation in some other parts of the structure, particularly around the entryway
and northern wall, may have remained incomplete. While sherd density in the “plaza” seems to
be very roughly equivalent to that in the site’s rooms as a whole—the plaza makes up about 40
percent of the excavated area at the site and contained roughly 40 percent of the sherds, although
this rough estimate admittedly can’t account for differences in depth—comparatively few other
artifacts are listed in the report or catalog for the “plaza.” More specific artifact provenience is
generally lacking, although in some cases a level is specified, suggesting that these objects came
from the southeastern side of the feature. Although the postholes were apparently excavated, no
artifacts were recovered from these contexts—unsurprisingly, as at least some of the postholes
contained the remains of posts. As stated above, no other floor features were present.
The most remarkable object to have been recovered from the Foote Canyon structure was
a crushed copper bell. This is described in the report as having been recovered from the floor
level, and a letter from Paul Martin in the Director’s Papers at the Field Museum notes that it
was recovered on the last day of excavation. Given the late recovery date, the best that can be
said about this object’s horizontal provenience is that it is probably not from the southeastern
section. I am more skeptical of a piece of unburned wood possibly stained with green pigment—
the object is not obviously worked and its survival would represent remarkable preservation.
Two pieces of hematite—one specifically listed as coming from the southeastern portion of the
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structure—and one of limonite were also recovered from the fill. The broken central portion of a
clay quadruped effigy appears to have been recovered from the lower 50 cm of fill in the
southeastern portion of the structure. In his summary chapter, Rinaldo described all of these
objects as having been recovered from the floor or “lower fill”19 and as possible evidence for
“ceremonial” use.
Other material found somewhere within the plaza included a turquoise pendant; a
reworked fragment of a shell bracelet; a moderately large, leaf-shaped biface made of light gray
chert and a small obsidian projectile point; a piece of ground stone with traces of red pigment; a
spherical chalcedony concretion; two complete bone awls; and a complete maul. With the
exception of the pendant (which is mentioned in the later portion of the field notes and can
therefore probably be said to have not come from the southeastern side of the feature) and one of
the awls (which was probably recovered from upper fill in the southeastern portion) these
artifacts have no specific provenience information beyond “fill,” and it is difficult to weigh their
potential significance. The collection contains at least a moderate amount of faunal bone—
certainly more than is present in the Sawmill and Higgins Flat collections. This might offer some
evidence for the plaza as having been trash-filled, and the analysis of the material would
certainly be of interest. A few types of painted ceramics appear to be concentrated in or unique to
the “plaza,” although none of these are definitely associated with the lower fill. This material
includes the only two pieces of Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white recovered from the site, the
majority of the Heshotauthla Polychrome from the site (82 out of 96 sherds, or about 85%), and
the only Pinnawa Glaze Polychrome from the site (13 sherds). On the other hand, other late types
(i.e., Pinedale Black-on-red or Polychrome, Kwakina Polychrome, and others) are not over-

19

In contrast, both the catalog and the field notes seem to imply that the painted wood was actually from the upper
level of fill.
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represented in the material from the plaza, and the significance of the plaza sherds is by no
means certain. However, the presence of a tiny amount of Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white does
present an interesting connection to other assemblages described here.

Upper Little Colorado Assemblages
In comparison to the several heavily excavated great kivas in the eastern Mogollon
Highlands, we know little about assemblages in Upper Little Colorado great kivas. Of the
rectangular great kivas in the Upper Little Colorado, only the great kiva at Hooper Ranch has
been extensively excavated.20 This structure produced what was by far the most remarkable set
of objects recovered during the Field Museum’s great kiva excavations, however. A ground
stone human effigy painted with vertical stripes, accompanied by a miniature glaze-on-red jar
and several beads, was recovered from a sealed, slab-lined “crypt” set into the floor in the
southwestern portion of the great kiva (Figure 6.9). The figure is roughly 20 centimeters in
length, with an elongated rectangular body, a rounded head and short limbs; a small ground
circular declivity between the legs of the figure might represent female genitalia. In Rinaldo’s
words:
This is clearly an anthropomorphic figure. The left arm is upraised and bent at the elbow. The right arm is
missing, broken off in ancient times. The legs are spread out and bent at the knees. The nose, chin, hands
and feet are carved in relief, and the mouth and possible vulva appear as small cavities. The hair and eyes
are painted black, and the left eye is lower than the right and roughly diamond-shaped rather than oval. The
front of the body, the face, and the limbs are painted yellow. The hands are black, bordered by a red stripe
at the wrist, and the feet are bordered by red stripes and possibly by black stripes(?) [sic] at the ankles. The
body is decorated on the front by a series of vertical stripes in the following sequence (proceeding from the
20

Some degree of excavation seems to have been carried out in the Sherwood Ranch great kiva (Cunkle n.d.), but as
with the other excavations at the site from the same time period, neither data nor artifacts from the excavation are
available.
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figure’s left side): yellow, blue-green, red, black, yellow, blue-green, black (center stripe), blue-green,
yellow, black, red. (Rinaldo in Martin et al. 1962)

At the time of this writing, the figure is on display at the Field Museum. The miniature jar and
accompanying ornaments, however, are no longer in the collection. The report describes this
vessel as “Heshotauthla Polychrome(?)” [sic]. Although it is difficult to be certain from the
extant black-and-white photographs, the field notes describe the jar as “red with brown-black
crosses,” and it seems unlikely that the vessel was actually polychrome. Rinaldo described “six
black beads, five white beads, one blue-green bead, and a chip of red stone” (in Martin et al.
1962:71) as having been found inside the jar, although the description of the feature lists only
black and white beads as having been found both inside the jar and on the floor of the crypt
(Martin et al. 1962:58). I will return to the figure and its accompanying assemblage—and the

Figure 6.9 The Hooper Ranch figure and the Hooper Ranch crypt assemblage in situ, after the
removal of the ring-shaped capstone and slab that sealed the crypt. Images originally published
in Martin et al. (1962:Figure 41 and 42) and used with permission.
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degree to which these can be tied to material culture elsewhere—briefly below.
Beyond the material in the crypt, provenience information for artifacts from the great
kiva is generally limited to what may be found in Rinaldo’s field notes, although some artifacts
are noted in the catalog as associated with the structure floor and/or with a specific quadrant of
the great kiva. As elsewhere in the Field Museum excavations, the Hooper Ranch great kiva
seems to have been excavated by first trenching around the edges. How systematically
excavation was carried out after that is questionable. A Conus sp. shell “tinkler” and a fragment
of an awl were both recovered from the floor in the northeastern part of the structure, and a piece
of a long bone grooved for the production of bone rings was found in or near the hearth. A San
Pedro dart point made out of a very red material was found on the southeastern portion of the
floor; two moderately large, leaf-shaped bifaces (one light gray chert, the other made from a
waxy, yellow material) and a small obsidian projectile point were also associated with the floor,
respectively near the center of the north wall, the northwest quadrant floor, and the southwest
quadrant floor. A piece of tabular stone chipped into a circular shape (i.e., the type of artifact
often described as a “pot lid”) is listed in the catalog as coming from the southwestern portion of
the floor—note that although the sealed crypt was in this general area, it was closed with a
rectangular slab rather than with this object. Finally, there may be some association of pigment
or pigment processing with the floor. Two pieces of ground stone probably used to grind green
or turquoise pigment were found on the floor near the center of the west wall. A piece of worked
hematite seems to have been recovered from the floor near the north wall. Powdery white raw
clay (also cataloged as pigment) was also found near the north wall, and a powdery red pigment
was found somewhere on the floor in northern part of structure.
Other material from the great kiva either has less specific provenience information or was
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recovered from the structure fill. Fragments of freshwater shell were recovered from somewhere
on the floor. The report implies that an Olivella sp. bead or beads were present in the great kiva,
but I could not confirm this from the collection or field notes. A small trapezoidal turquoise
pendant was probably found in the fill in the northeastern quadrant. A small chalcedony
projectile point was associated with the north bench in some way; another small point, this one
of a reddish material, was probably recovered from somewhere in the fill. Other points found in
an unknown context in the great kiva include two dart points—one likely a partial Pinto point
made of a reddish material, the other a chalcedony Gypsum point (see type descriptions in
Justice 2002)—along with an unremarkable fragment of an obsidian point. The field notes
describe the recovery of a lump of turquoise or malachite from near the north wall, but this
object does not seem to be in the collection. A ground piece of limonite, presumably used for the
production of yellow pigment, is noted in the catalog as having come from the fill. Three small
vesicular basalt cylinders from an unknown provenience in the great kiva are described in the
report as “ceremonial objects” (Martin et al. 1962:Figure 57); these certainly may have some
religious significance in the context of the great kiva, but they are more prevalent elsewhere at
the site (Martin et al. 1961:111, Figure 70). About half of a brown ware pinch pot—a miniature
bowl—was found in the entryway, probably within the fill, and a large, slightly oblong worked
sherd was recovered somewhere in the great kiva’s lower fill. The collection contains at least a
modest amount of unanalyzed faunal bone from the great kiva fill, floor, and floor features,
which would probably reward future analysis. This is the only one of the Field Museum great
kivas for which pollen samples were analyzed; these were collected stratigraphically rather than
in association with features or floors and were primarily intended to be used in a temporal
comparison between spaces at the site. The great kiva samples do not seem to be substantially
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different from those elsewhere.
The only other available great kiva assemblage data comes from the limited testing at the
Rudd Creek site’s two potential great kivas. Testing in one of the site’s two proposed great kivas
(Unit 7) exposed a portion of the great kiva exterior wall and bench but apparently very few
artifacts (Clark et al. 2002, 2006). In the other proposed great kiva (Unit 15), tests failed to locate
any portion of the structure wall but did expose a portion of the floor, a floor feature described as
a possible slab-lined cyst, and a collection of artifacts interpreted as being intentionally placed on
the structure floor. These included “a corrugated jar, two Tularosa Black-on-white jars, a
Wingate Black-on-red bowl, an indeterminate black-on-white ladle, a two-handed mano, several
mineral fragments, and three worked bone artifacts” (Clark et al. 2006:408). There is nothing in
either the published or preliminary reports to suggest that any of these vessels were miniature or
unusually small. The mineral fragments appear to have consisted of three pieces of turquoise or
malachite (Clark et al. 2002). Of particular interest in comparison to other great kiva
assemblages was a pinched clay quadruped effigy—described in the report as having an intact
head with a muzzle and ears and as similar to the figure from the Higgins Flat great kiva (Clark
et al. 2002)—recovered from the fill of the cyst. While the above discussion shows that pinched
clay effigies or effigy fragments were common in eastern Mogollon Highlands great kiva
assemblages, this appears to be the only such effigy in the assemblages considered here to be
entirely intact.

Rectangular Great Kiva Assemblages in the Arizona Transition Zone
Despite the large number of excavated great kivas in east-central Arizona, relatively little
published information is available about these structures’ contents. The published article
describing the Reserve phase Dry Prong great kiva, near the Point of Pines area, contains no
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information on artifact provenience within the site at all (Olson 1960). For the other great kivas,
information about specific objects can be found within descriptions of the great kivas themselves
(Gerald 1957; Shaeffer and Shaeffer 2013) or reports of specific categories of remains from the
site as a whole (Clark 1967; McKusick 1982; Olsen 1990). The examination of the surviving
collections and excavation records from these sites was beyond the scope of this project, but I
have no doubt that such collections research would produce interesting results.
After the Dry Prong great kiva, the least information is available for the great kiva at
Turkey Creek Pueblo. The unpublished manuscript by Alfred Johnson that constitutes the most
complete report of the excavation at the site mentions only that “small sherd discs [sic] were
found in the bottoms of three of the early postholes” (Johnson 1964). Interestingly, sherd disks
were reported from the postholes and floor of the great kiva at Nantack Village (Breternitz
1959:33) and the floor of the great kiva at the Stove Canyon site (Neely 1974:346; note that
Neely also points out the commonality of worked sherds in Point of Pines area great kivas), both
dating to the Late Pithouse period in the Point of Pines area. Hand-written artifact tabulations for
a few categories of artifacts are archived with Johnson’s manuscript; these provide some
negative evidence suggesting that neither projectile points nor complete vessels were found in
the Turkey Creek great kiva, along with evidence that a single stone disk bead was found
somewhere in the great kiva below the level of the floor. The available information is very
limited, but one is left with the impression either that the Turkey Creek great kiva was
particularly bare or that the combination of limited reporting and rapid excavation at Turkey
Creek leaves us with very little information about what the assemblage might have been (or,
perhaps most likely, a combination of both circumstances is true).
The architecture and proposed construction sequence of the Point of Pines Pueblo great
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kiva is described in detail in Virginia Gerald’s mid-century M.A. thesis (Gerald 1957). While
Gerald specifically notes that a comprehensive description of the assemblage was outside the
scope of her project, she provides at least a modest amount of information about particularly
unusual artifacts or artifact concentrations. Perhaps the most interesting of these in comparison
with the great kiva assemblages discussed above is a group of three small pottery vessels
recovered from a small pit (a “pocket in the sterile soil” [Gerald 1957:91]) between the great
kiva’s hearth and eastern floor vault. These consisted of two smudged, indented corrugated
bowls, one of them “double-shouldered,” and an indented corrugated jar. Gerald gives the vessel
sizes as ranging between 7.8 and 10.1 cm in height and 10.5 and 12.8 cm in rim diameter. These
are therefore somewhat larger than the pinch pots found in other great kivas, but can probably
still reasonably described as “miniature.” Apparently nothing was found within any of the
vessels. The only other objects Gerald describes as directly associated with the great kiva itself
were “a bone awl and turquoise bead” found together in the complex western floor vault and a
copper bell recovered from the great kiva’s northeast corner roughly 10 cm above the level of the
uppermost floor. A large collection of artifacts—including a substantial amount of ground stone,
sherds, a few ornament fragments, minerals apparently used for pigment, and “a corrugated jar
full of hematite”21 (Gerald 1957:94)—was found well below the late great kiva floor level in the
northeastern part of the great kiva space. Some or all of this material might be associated with a
tentative surface that predates the earliest construction of the great kiva. Alternatively, it may be
associated with the floor of a room (Substructure 2), which seems to have been in use during the
earlier incarnation of the great kiva but which subsequently was partially razed and its wall stubs
21

Gerald’s complete description lists: “2 metates, 8 stone ‘digging tools’, 1 paint palette, 21 manos (3 broken), 9
polishing stones, 2 concretions or tuff balls, 2 axes, 1 maul, 2 choppers, 1 arrow straightener, 1 knife, 1 turquoise
bead (broken), 1 bone awl, 2 worked slate [sic], 1/2 shell bracelet, 2 pitch wads, loose paint chunks of azurite,
hematite, malachite, limonite, minerals such as asbestos, quartz crystal, specular hematite ? [sic], 1 corrugated jar
full of hematite, and a quantity of sherds.” (Gerald 1957:94)
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floored over during the expansion of the great kiva. Artifacts and other material apparently
associated with floors in rooms adjacent to the great kiva included two “parrot or macaw burials”
from one room to the north of the great kiva, a “large quantity of large shell artifacts” from
another room to the north, and a burial of a hawk or other raptor and “great quantities of paint of
all types” including “several fragments of large size” from a small room on the east side of the
great kiva, immediately north of the entryway (Gerald 1957:96-97). Hargrave’s study of macaws
throughout the Southwest confirms that the remains of two macaws were recovered from the
room north of the great kiva (Room 31), although it is somewhat unclear whether either
individual represents a complete burial. Hargrave also reports that a single element of a macaw
(a right ulna) was found below floor level in the northwestern portion of Point of Pines Pueblo
great kiva (Hargrave 1970:45).
A substantial amount of the research at Grasshopper Pueblo has focused on the site’s
human remains, and the Grasshopper great kiva stands out both within the site and among the
great kivas discussed here in the enormous number of burials recovered from within the space.
Clark (1967) gives a count of 120 burials in the great kiva and the rooms around it, and
Whittlesey’s (1978) sample of relatively intact burials included 49 from within the great kiva
itself. The majority of these interments seem to have been carried out before the conversion of
the earlier plaza into a great kiva, although some burials also appear to have taken place after the
great kiva retirement. I will not review the Grasshopper burial assemblages here—not only
because most predate the great kiva proper and because the information has been discussed
elsewhere, but also because there are practically no burials for comparison at other great kivas—
but will note that there is general agreement that the burials in the earlier plaza area tended to
“richer” in burial goods that those elsewhere at the site (Clark 1967:46; Whittlesey 1978, 2012).
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Grasshopper’s most remarkable burial (Burial 140) was located in the central portion of the great
kiva—the individual was an elderly male interred with a remarkable quantity and variety of
material including ornaments, hair pins, pigments, several clusters of projectile points (totaling
about 130 points), a bullroarer or wand incised with an elaborate design and made from a grizzly
bear femur, and some 36 ceramic vessels (Griffin 1967; Reid and Whittlesey 2012; Whittlesey
and Reid 2001). The Grasshopper great kiva’s floor vault overlies (and intrudes into) the burial
pit, and Reid and Whittlesey (2012) have argued that this represents a purposeful connection to
the individual buried there. The other available information for the Grasshopper great kiva
assemblage focuses on the faunal remains. Birds in particular appear to be important—the great
kiva space contained the remains or burials of five macaws, and the intentional burials of three
red-tailed hawks and a golden eagle (McKusick 1982; Olsen 1990; Whittlesey 2012), although,
again, it is somewhat difficult to distinguish between placement in the earlier plaza and
placement within the great kiva. McKusick (1982:91-92) described an apparent concentration of
birds with black or blue plumage in and around the great kiva, and Olsen (1990:85) noted that
the great kiva was one of three contexts at the site with the greatest diversity in bird remains—
avifauna from the great kiva included waterfowl, owls, and what might be a burial of an acorn
woodpecker, among others. Olsen also reports unusual mammal bone from the great kiva,
including rare pronghorn cranial material, bear remains (again, including cranial material), and
mountain lion and gray fox elements. Finally, a metate found in the northeastern corner of the
Grasshopper great kiva seems to have been used to process clay or pigment (Riggs 2001:Figure
3.39; Whittlesey 2012:109) and may have had a parallel in the Kinishba great kiva.
James and Margaret Shaeffers’ description of their excavations in the 1940s at Kinishba
has recently been made available in a new edited volume focused on the site (Welch, ed. 2013).
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The report contains no systematic description of artifacts from the great kiva (and, sadly, the
artifacts from the Shaeffers’ excavations have been lost) but does offer information about two
particularly interesting deposits. The first of these was a cache of objects associated with a post
located somewhat northwest of the structure center and apparently recovered from at least
roughly the level of the great kiva floor. The material consisted of a “small, well-formed
Roosevelt olla” (Shaeffer and Shaeffer 2013:67) containing a miniature indented corrugated
bowl and covered with two tabular stone disks and, atop the disks, a small polishing stone. The
Shaeffers speculated that “some sort of perishable material” had been placed between the two
disks. The caption of the accompanying picture (Shaeffer and Shaeffer 2013:Figure 4.14), which
proposes a diameter of under 10 cm for the stone disks suggests that the painted jar would have
been quite small. Little of the painted design can be seen in the picture, but presumably the
Shaeffers meant to describe the vessel as Roosevelt Black-on-white. Green and red pigment,
along with a tabular sandstone slab painted with a green and black design, were recovered in at
least roughly the same area. The painted slab, and probably the red pigment, appear to have been
recovered from below the level of the great kiva floor and may have been associated with an
earlier pit structure, although several painted slabs were recovered from elsewhere at Kinishba
(Cummings 1940). Another, smaller group of objects seems to have been placed in association
with a post located somewhat southeast of the structure center; this consisted of “a small circular
piece of black-on-white pottery . . . placed to hold three thin, rectangular pendants and a bead, all
of turquoise” (Shaeffer and Shaeffer 2013:68). The Shaeffers described several pits in the
Kinishba great kiva as “caches;” at a minimum, these seem to have contained artifact-rich fill.
Some kind of yellow material—possibly pigment, although the Shaeffers described it as
“organic”—was found in at least some of these pits. Of particular interest are two large pits
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roughly aligned with one another and placed near the southwestern and southeastern corners of
the great kiva. Along with probable artifact-rich fill, these are supposed to have contained “parts
of an animal skeleton.” Although frustratingly vague, this may suggest some connection to the
importance of faunal material at Grasshopper. A feature in the southeastern corner of the great
kiva may have been a metate rest and was apparently associated with traces of pigment (and
possibly of maize), also suggesting a potential connection to the Grasshopper great kiva.

Great Kiva Assemblages Summary
Some of the material from the great kiva assemblages is truly exceptional—the stone
effigy from the Hooper Ranch crypt, the painted stones at Higgins Flat, the copper bells at Foote
Canyon and Point of Pines Pueblo, and in some senses the human burials and macaw remains at
Grasshopper (to the extent that these are associated with the great kiva rather than earlier use of
the same space) are very clearly set apart from more mundane artifacts. At the same time, most
of the ceramic, stone, and shell objects recovered from the great kivas belong to the same general
categories as material recovered elsewhere in the same sites. Yet even the limited available data
suggest, first, that several categories of material were important in the use of great kivas across
sites and regions and, second, that there is a degree to which these objects are “marked” varieties
or represent marked uses of these categories of material culture.
Shell and stone ornaments and unworked stones or minerals, including quartz crystals
and minerals probably selected for their color and/or for the production of pigment, were
recovered from all or almost all of the great kivas considered here (see Table 6.3 at the end of the
chapter). The placement of ornaments in religious structures is not uncommon elsewhere in the
Southwest—to take an extreme example, large numbers of beads and other ornaments were
sealed within niches and other features in kivas and great kivas in Chaco Canyon (Mills 2008).
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The scale of deposition in the rectangular great kiva assemblages considered here is certainly
much smaller, and some of the single ornaments could conceivably have been deposited
accidentally. Parsons describes the use of single beads or small numbers of beads in a variety of
historic Pueblo religious contexts (e.g., Parson 1996:299), however, and it seems likely that the
small numbers of stone and shell ornaments in these assemblages would have been sufficient to
represent the importance of their raw materials or color rather than in some sense being
perceived as “wealth.” Projectile points, and particularly dart points that presumably predate the
great kivas in which they are found by hundreds or even thousands of years, were common
among the assemblages. The central placement of the San Pedro point on the WS Ranch great
kiva floor suggests a strong similarity to the Fornholt assemblage, and dart points were also
present at the Hough 70, Sawmill, and Hooper Ranch great kivas. I would tentatively propose
that the moderately large bifaces found in great kiva assemblages (including those at Hooper
Ranch, Higgins Flat, and Foote Canyon) might have occupied a similar category to the dart
points relative to their presence in great kivas. Smaller points are common, and in some cases are
associated with floor features (i.e., the vaults, particularly the southern vault, at WS Ranch, the
small stone lined pit at Hough 70, and a posthole at Higgins Flat). The exceptionally large
number of points from WS Ranch is particularly interesting, although some of the disparity in
numbers may be a result of comparing screened to unscreened collections and differences
between researchers in labeling less well-finished objects as points. Like ornaments, projectile
points or complete arrows were widely used in religious contexts in both the prehispanic and
historic Southwest—see, for example, Parsons’ description of stone points as altar furniture
(Parsons 1996:331-333). Particularly relevant to the larger study area here is the presence of
arrows found along with tablitas and other religious equipment in caves in the Upper Gila and
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eastern Mogollon Highlands (Cosgrove 1947; Hough 1907). It ought to be noted that the use of
dart points in particular transcends the boundary between rectangular and circular great kivas—
dart points were recovered from the circular great kivas at Mineral Creek and (possibly) Carter
Ranch22 near Vernon, the Village of the Great Kivas near Zuni (Roberts 1932:Plate 59, Table 3),
and from Hough’s Great Kiva near Silver Creek (Herr 2001:45).
The patterning in clay artifacts is perhaps somewhat more surprising. Small or miniature
vessels appear in several great kivas and are probably the artifact type with the strongest
association to great kiva floors or features. The vessels in eastern Mogollon Highlands great
kivas—those from Sawmill, Higgins Flat, and Hough 70—are comparatively simple brown ware
pinch pots and include both bowls and jars. While about half of a similar pinched bowl was
recovered from the fill in the entryway at the Hooper Ranch great kiva, the glaze-on-red
miniature jar that accompanied the painted figure in the crypt offers a much more secure
association with great kiva use and is the only one of the small vessels to contain something that
might be considered an “offering.” The question of whether the vessels might have contained
something perishable remains open, although the analysis of pollen samples from miniature
vessels at Hough 70 notably didn’t show evidence for maize pollen, but only the pine,
chenopodium-or-amaranth, and Asteraceae pollen present elsewhere at the site (Holloway 1990).
Miniature vessels offer perhaps the most secure tie between the assemblages in the Arizona
Transition Zone great kivas and the assemblages elsewhere. The two miniature vessels arranged
together at Kinishba were a painted jar and corrugated bowl, while the all three vessels at Point

22

This is based on an examination of the collections from these sites curated at the Field Museum. A San Pedro
point was recovered from the southwestern portion of the Mineral Creek great kiva floor; another dart point
(probably a Gypsum point) was recovered from the fill. Two smaller projectile points were also recovered from the
Mineral Creek great kiva floor. The dart point from the Carter Ranch great kiva is less convincing as part of the
larger pattern, as it is either a fragmentary or reworked base. A more complete dart point was recovered from the Dshaped kiva at Carter Ranch.
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of Pines Pueblo were corrugated brown ware. There is a hint of spatial and temporal patterning
in these vessels, with painted or more “formal” vessels present outside of the eastern Mogollon
Highlands. To reiterate an argument made in the previous chapter, while local production of
painted ceramics was limited or absent in the eastern Mogollon Highlands, the production of
well-made corrugated vessels was not—the users of eastern Mogollon Highlands great kivas
could certainly have produced small corrugated vessels (or painted vessels, for that matter) had it
been important for them to do so. Larger complete vessels seem generally to be absent from
great kiva assemblages—the vessels at the less clear of the two Rudd Creek great kivas seem to
be an exception, along with the jar in the Hough 70 floor vault, although the latter is incomplete
and may have been broken before being deposited in the feature.
Pinched clay effigies, or effigy fragments, are also very common, although they are
somewhat less well associated with floors or lower fill. The degree to which these are present in
great kiva assemblages across sites (and the concentration of them in the Hough 70 great kiva)
suggests the effigies are unlikely to have been “just trash,” despite their battered or broken
condition. These have been recovered elsewhere from rooms and from cave assemblages (e.g.,
Martin et al. 1952:Figure 67, 1956:Figure 65; Nesbitt 1938:Plate 42), and a rather differently
shaped—apparently unfired—clay animal effigy was recovered as part of what seems to have
been an altar assemblage in a room at the Canyon Creek Cliff Dwelling. The Canyon Creek
material consisted of a grouping of small objects on a flat stone, including a “small unfired
animal effigy,” globular in shape, with a pinched head and stick legs, as well as “a cane arrow
with stone point, a bit of textile in which was tied a small quantity of salt, a broken shell pendant,
fragments of a black-on-yellow bowl, and two clay legs of other effigies” (Haury 1934:53-54).
The significance of worked sherds—that is, to what degree these were chosen and placed within
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great kivas rather than having been present within trash-rich fill—presents more of a problem.
The apparent continuity in the presence of sherd disks in the Point of Pines area, including their
presence as the only named artifacts in the Turkey Creek great kiva, is intriguing. Worked sherds
are certainly present on floors or in features at other sites, including the disks and other worked
sherds in the floor vaults and elsewhere in the WS Ranch great kiva, the single small sherd disk
in the Fornholt great kiva’s central pit, and the more oblong worked sherds at the Higgins Flat
and Hooper Ranch great kivas. However, I am hesitant to place too much weight on these objects
without comparisons to the complete site assemblages.
For the most part, the examination of “bulk material” from these assemblages (sherds,
lithic debitage, etc.) must await further study. There are, however, intriguing hints of the
placement of sherds of rare and/or early pottery types on great kiva floors—particularly at the
Sawmill and WS Ranch great kivas—again, offering a tie to the assemblage in the center of the
Fornholt great kiva. Interestingly, Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white—one of the rare types present in
the Fornholt great kiva and possibly in the WS Ranch great kiva—was also present in the
Higgins Flat great kiva assemblage and Foote Canyon “plaza” assemblage. In the latter case, no
provenience information within the plaza itself is available, although the type isn’t present
elsewhere at the site. Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white was more common at Higgins Flat than at the
other sites. The type was present in the great kiva fill and floor material and in small numbers in
room fill, but is over-represented in the great kiva in comparison to the rooms (at 0.7% of the
assemblage in comparison to 0.2%). The type was produced between about 850 and 950 CE,
making it contemporaneous with the Late Pithouse period rather than the great kivas discussed
here; like the other Cibola White Ware types, it would have been imported from the Colorado
Plateau (Hays-Gilpin and van Hartesveldt 1998). There is no reason why lithic raw material
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might not also be subject to selection based on rarity, source, or color, but testing such a
proposition would require substantial reanalysis of the collections. The faunal assemblage from
the Grasshopper great kiva is probably unique in at least some senses—it seems highly unlikely
that excavators elsewhere would have failed to at least mention or curate complete bird burials,
particularly macaw burials—but the Grasshopper material, and the limited discussion of the
faunal remains from the Hough 70 great kiva, suggest that a systematic comparison of the
unreported or unanalyzed material from other great kivas would likely produce interesting
results.
While the patterns in the classes of material culture present in great kivas seem fairly
strong, patterns in the placement of material are far less apparent, at least in part because of
inconsistency in the availability of provenience data. Certainly there was some purposeful
placement of material within floor features—including postholes, floor vaults, and, of course, the
Hooper Ranch crypt—but the object classes described above are by no means concentrated in
floor features. This provides an interesting contrast to the emphasis on postholes, particularly
central postholes, in Late Pithouse period great kivas in the Mimbres area (Creel and Anyon
2003). This may to some extent reflect a broad difference in retirement processes—posts may
have been less likely to be removed during the retirement of the great kivas considered here. It is
difficult to judge the possible importance of the great kiva center in object placement. The San
Pedro point and pieces of shell at WS Ranch suggest some focus on the structure center, but this
impression might change if the western portion of the great kiva was excavated. The unique
Wingate Black-on-red sherds in the Sawmill great kiva are centrally located, but in general the
provenienced material in that great kiva is not concentrated in the structure center (always
bearing in mind that the ornaments are only described as having been recovered from the floor
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and floor features). The quarter or quadrant system of excavation used elsewhere makes it
difficult to consider centrality, and the center of the Hooper Ranch great kiva was actually not
excavated. In fact, there may be at least some tentative evidence for the concentration of objects
in the southwestern quadrants of great kivas. The crypt at Hooper Ranch is in the southwestern
quadrant of the structure. The miniature vessels at Higgins Flat and the Sawmill site, the clay
quadruped effigies and effigy fragments at Higgins Flat, Hough 70, and WS Ranch, and the San
Pedro point and a substantial number of pieces of red or yellow pigment from the Sawmill site
all were recovered from the southwestern quarters of their respective great kivas. I am reluctant
to place too much interpretive weight on this pattern however—both because none of these
classes of material are entirely restricted to the southwestern quarter (the small vessels at Hough
70, for example, were found in the northeastern part of the great kiva) and particularly because at
even the smallest great kivas a “quarter” comprises about a 25 square meter area. The variability
in the available vertical provenience data also creates some difficultly in determining which
objects would have been placed on structure floors. Creel and Anyon (2003) argued that some of
the material recovered from the Late Pithouse period great kivas they examined had been placed
within the great kiva architecture, and it is possible that this accounts for some of the material
described here that was recovered from above the floor level (i.e., the dart point in the Sawmill
great kiva, and perhaps those at Hough 70, along with many of the ornaments recovered from
WS Ranch).
The number of potential pigment stones and variety of colorful ornaments at the Sawmill
great kiva, the painted stones at Higgins Flat, and particularly the painted figure and
accompanying assemblage at Hooper Ranch all argue for the importance of color in material
placed within great kiva assemblages. Even outside of the crypt assemblage, color seems to have
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been a concern at Hooper Ranch, based on the presence of raw pigment sources, stones used for
grinding pigment, and even the diversity of raw material shown in the projectile points. Colors
are closely tied to directionality in cosmology across the Pueblos (and, indeed, throughout North
America [DeBoer 2005]). Rinaldo (in Martin et al. 1962:71) attempted to map Hopi or Zuni
color directionality—in which north is associated with yellow, west with blue, south with red,
east with white, the zenith with either black (Hopi) or multicolored (Zuni), and the nadir with
either multicolored (Hopi) or black (Zuni) (Parsons 1996:365)—onto the great kiva at Hooper
Ranch, noting the presence of stones used for processing blue/green pigment against the great
kiva’s western wall and the presence of a substantial amount of yellow pigment in one of the
small kivas to the north of the great kiva. Given the presence of white and red pigment (and
probably a piece of blue/green mineral) near the northern wall of the great kiva, I am skeptical of
Rinaldo’s interpretation. Nor does the colorful material at the Sawmill great kiva seem to be
associated with specific directions. However, the stone figure and the different colors of beads
accompanying it, the painted stones at Higgins Flat, and even the larger colorful assemblages
from the Hooper Ranch and Sawmill great kivas seem to me to suggest the possibility that the
great kivas might have been associated with a “multicolored” direction. Given the association of
small kivas with the place of emergence, and sipapus in small kivas in particular as
representations of places of emergence from the lower, previous world (e.g., Mindeleff
1989[1891]:117, 131; Parsons 1996:246, 309-310), it doesn’t seem particularly radical to suggest
that semi-subterranean great kivas—and pit features within them, like the crypt with the figure
and the vaults associated with the Higgins Flat painted stones—might be associated with the
nadir or with the larger concept of a layered cosmos. The emphasis on color is admittedly much
less evident at other great kivas; the ornaments and small pieces of minerals (and large numbers
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of obsidian projectile points) at Hough 70 and WS Ranch account for at least small amounts of
white, black, and blue/green but the large number of pieces of hematite and limonite present in
the Sawmill assemblage are not present in these structures. The Foote Canyon assemblage is
comparatively small, but did contain pieces of both potential red and yellow pigment sources.
The limited evidence from the great kivas in the Arizona Transition Zone suggests some concern
with color, including the evidence for pigment processing and possibly for the placement of
pigments at Kinishba and the use of birds with specific colors of plumage at Grasshopper.
The state of the available great kiva assemblage data makes it easier to draw conclusions
about commonalities than about any differences that might set specific great kivas or regions
apart. The Hooper Ranch figure is certainly unique in the great kiva assemblages considered
here, and human effigies in any medium are in general rare in the archaeology of the central and
northern Southwest. The cache of painted ground stone objects, including two quadruped
effigies, from Room E at Higgins Flat (Martin et al. 1956) and the painted pebbles from the
Higgins Flat great kiva point to an existing tradition of painted stone in the eastern Mogollon
Highlands. Several painted slabs and an anthropomorphic “palette” were apparently recovered at
Kinishba; these included the small painted slab from the great kiva (Shaeffer and Shaeffer 2013)
and, perhaps more relevantly, a slab showing an anthropomorphic human figure in the same
posture as the Hooper Ranch figure and also associated with a rainbow (Cummings 1940:Plate
XXXIV).23 Interestingly, a few other stone anthropomorphic figures have been found in the
study area. Two of them are from the Upper Gila—a stone head from the Cliff phase Dinwiddie
23

Other stone animal effigies, as well as a bas-relief of a turtle or horned lizard, illustrated by Hough (1914:32) were
apparently recovered from a site somewhere on the San Francisco river. Hough also described a painted stone bowl
or mortar from the Blue Post Office site (on the Blue River) and a painted rectangular stone vessel apparently found
with a slab painted with vertical stripes in a room from the Spur Ranch site, near Luna (1914:31). Painted slabs were
also found at late small sites in the Point of Pines area (Di Peso 1950) and in a burial from Chevlon Ruin (Fewkes
1904); the former may depict katsinas or katsina-like figures, but the latter seem to represent peaks or clouds with
birds rather than masks or anthromorphic figures.
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site in the Cliff Valley (Mills and Mills 1972) and a slab-like figure with a clear face and hands
crossed over its body supposed to have been found with other material in a cave near the Cliff
Valley (Argend-Farlow 1989; Walt 1978). The third is a bas-relief carving of a male figure on a
stone slab from Starkweather Ruin (Nesbitt 1938:105, Plate 16b). The Dinwiddie effigy, the
painted slabs at Kinishba, and possibly the Cliff Valley cache24 likely date to the fourteenth
century—meaning they are either roughly contemporaneous with or post-date the Hooper Ranch
figure. The Starkweather figure may be somewhat earlier, as the site dates to the Tularosa phase.
The four figures have similar rectangular noses and small oval mouths, suggesting the possible
existence of a common style for representing anthropomorphic figures in stone.25
Anthropomorphic figures certainly were (and are) used in religious practice at the historic and
modern Pueblos (notably including the Zuni war gods) (e.g., Parsons 1996:337, see also the
comparisons made in Martin et al. 1962:72). Relative to the larger goals of this discussion, the
human shape of the Hooper Ranch figure may be of less interest than the process by which it
entered the archaeological record. That is to say, it may be less surprising that something like the
Hooper Ranch figure existed than that it was left in the great kiva at retirement. The figure is
missing its left arm and was placed face down within the crypt. It is plausible that the effigy
could have been broken accidentally while it was in use, but it is perhaps more likely that it was
purposefully broken during the process of retirement. At the very least, it seems significant that
the arm is not just broken, but missing. The placement of the figure within the crypt was neither
violent nor obviously disrespectful—it was, after all, left within a sealed formal floor feature and
accompanied by the jar and its contents—but there may still be a degree to which the breaking of
the figure was related to ending the power, meaning, or use it possessed. The possibility of
24

The radiocarbon dates from the wooden figure and a cotton textile in the Cliff Valley cache are reported in Walt
1978.
25
Interestingly, the wooden figure from the Cliff cache has a much more naturalistic face.
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purposeful breakage is somewhat more difficult to see in other categories of material culture.
The copper bells at Foote Canyon and Point of Pines Pueblo are crushed, but this might easily be
the result of having rooms collapse on top of them. Almost all of the clay quadruped effigies are
broken—these are often missing limbs or heads, parts that might be expected to break in general
use. In a few cases the effigies were broken across the torso, however, and the effigy head from
the Fornholt great kiva is broken at the neck while the delicate ears and mouth are intact, all of
which is somewhat more suggestive of intentional breakage. And most or all of the birds in the
Grasshopper great kiva were almost certainly literally killed in order to be placed within the
great kiva or plaza space.

Variations on a Theme: Spatial and Temporal Patterning in Great Kivas
Two themes run in counterpoint through this chapter’s discussion of great kivas. The first
is that rectangular great kivas shared substantial commonalities with one another and fit within
the larger world of southwestern religion. To a large extent, these great kivas share a form and
orientation—they are large, rectangular masonry structures that have ground-level entrances that
open to the east or southeast—and share certain key features—they have heaths, typically less
formal hearths than those found in rooms, and floor vaults or grooves. A large number of them
seemed to have been burned as part of the process of retirement or closure. Certain elements
seem to be common across great kiva assemblages—particularly miniature vessels, but also dart
points and smaller projectile points, pinched clay effigies, shell and stone ornaments, and raw or
worked pigment sources. As stated above, several of these broader classes of material tie great
kivas to broader trends in religious practice throughout southwestern history. The use of dart
points in particular seems to have transcended the social boundary between rectangular and
circular great kivas. Small numbers of ornaments have also been recovered from circular great
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kivas on the southern Colorado Plateau,26 and the assemblage from the two entryway rooms in
the oversized unroofed great kiva at Hubble Corner (or Site 143) on Mariana Mesa included
unworked hematite and limonite and the body of a pinched clay effigy. There is a degree to
which the common elements in great kivas can be seen as conservative—by which I mean that
they purposefully reference the past, rather than that they faithfully reproduce past patterns or
remain unchanging over time. Except for the enclosed variants, rectangular great kivas were
essentially very large, formalized pit structures. They made use of features (floor vaults) found in
many Pithouse period great kivas; indeed, it might be of particular interest that features which
are present in only some earlier great kivas appear to become a crucial component of later great
kivas. They also used a deliberately simple—and perhaps old-fashioned—form of hearth. The
widespread use of dart points might be another reference to a (possibly mythical) past, and the
placement of sherds of at least one type, Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white, that predates the great
kivas themselves again suggests a connection to the past. Except at Grasshopper, burials are
almost entirely absent from rectangular great kivas, but Reid and Whittlesey argue that the
placement of the Grasshopper floor vault over the extremely “rich” Burial 140 was a purposeful
reference back to this individual and what he might have represented. The placement of the
burial—also of an older male—in the Hough 70 great kiva might likewise represent a concern
with the past and with continuity.
The second theme is the simultaneous presence of substantial differences among great
kivas, and in particular differences among regions that suggest the association of
experimentation, including hybridity, with spatial boundary zones or situations of culture
contact. The benches at Upper Little Colorado great kivas, and perhaps the southern floor vault
26

Again, based on the examination of the Field Museum collections, shell and turquoise beads were recovered from
the floor of the Mineral Creek great kiva, and a fragment of a shell bracelet was found in the Carter Ranch great
kiva.
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at Hooper Ranch, show links with the circular great kiva tradition. Nor is potential hybridity
restricted to rectangular great kivas—circular great kivas along the southern Colorado Plateau,
including those near Vernon and Silver Creek as well as the late oversized unroofed circular
great kivas in west-central New Mexico, tend to have east- or southeast-facing entryways rather
than the north-south orientation typical of more northern circular great kivas. The circular great
kivas at Mineral Creek and Carter Ranch both have short entry ramps and slab-lined, but
otherwise comparatively simple, floor vaults. Other traits seem more consistent with
experimentation—these include the altars or deflectors known to be present in several Upper
Little Colorado great kivas, several features of the Hooper Ranch great kiva, and the massive,
overbuilt walls of the Casa Malpais great kiva. The greater size of Upper Little Colorado great
kivas sets them apart from eastern Mogollon Highlands great kivas, and is equally relevant to a
borderland-focused argument—their especially large size, along with the overbuilding at the
Casa Malpais great kiva, might suggest a greater degree of emphasis on great kiva visibility and
construction in the Upper Little Colorado borderland. While the late great kivas in the Arizona
Transition Zone have ties to the great kiva tradition elsewhere (and further examination of the
great kiva collections might strengthen this), they differ strongly both from eastern Mogollon
Highlands and Upper Little Colorado great kivas and from one another. None of the three late
enclosed great kivas replicates the layout of the others’ floor features—this holds true even if we
add both of the earlier great kivas in the Point of Pines area and the Foote Canyon “plaza” to the
comparison. At the same time, their shared position—fully enclosed within room block space—
has real consequences for their accessibility and use. These structures are hidden and restricted in
access in ways that great kivas elsewhere are not. While the great kiva at Point of Pines Pueblo
can be viewed as the last manifestation of a tradition stretching back to the great kivas at Turkey
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Creek and Dry Prong, and in fact into the Pithouse period, there seem to be no earlier great kivas
in the Grasshopper area (and this is probably also true for Kinishba). In this sense, the
construction of a great kiva at Grasshopper at all is to some extent experimental. Finally, I have
argued in the previous chapters that the Fornholt great kiva is positioned in what might be
viewed as the southern borderland of the great kiva tradition. Like its size, shape, and
orientation, elements of the Fornholt great kiva’s assemblage fit well with the other great kivas
considered here; this includes the dart point, ornaments, clay effigy fragment, the selection of
unusual sherds, and possibly the sherd disk. Given the Fornholt great kiva’s unusual location—
surrounded by, but not contiguous with, the room block—and its apparent lack of a roof, it is
interesting that Fornholt’s nearest neighbor in the great kivas considered here is the WS Ranch
great kiva, which is surrounded by an unusual small room block and may, like the Fornholt
structure, lack a roof. I return in the concluding chapter to how these patterns might speak to the
articulation of religion with social boundaries, the history of the Upper Gila as a borderland, and
the broader history of great kivas in southwestern religion.
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Table 6.1 Rectangular great kivas considered in the architectural discussion. “Excavated” great kivas are considered to be those in
which most of the structure interior was exposed by excavation, while “tested” great kivas are those in which at least a portion of the
structure walls was exposed by excavation. Because no published information is available about excavation in the Sherwood Ranch
and Casa Malpais great kivas, I include them with the unexcavated great kivas here, but the available architectural information for
these structures is substantially more precise than that for the great kivas recorded on surface survey. Note that several great kivas for
which detailed architectural data were not available (e.g., the Foote Canyon “assembly kiva,” the less well defined great kiva at Rudd
Creek, and the great kivas at the Blue Post Office and Delgar sites) are not included here.
Dating

Relationship
to Other
Architecture

Dimensions and Orientation
N-S (m)

E-W (m)

Area (m2)

Entryway

Sources

Eastern Mogollon Highlands
Excavated
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Sawmill

Reserve phase

Separate

10.5

8.7

91.4

SE

Ramp (8.2m in
length)

Bluhm 1957

Foote Canyon (plaza)

Tularosa phase to
Fourteenth Century

Enclosed

16

8.5

136

NE

Unclear

Rinaldo 1959

Higgins Flat

Reserve phase and
Tularosa phase

Separate

10.5 (early)
12 (later)

9.5 (early)
10.7 (late)

99.8 (early)
128.4 (late)

SE

Ramp (10m in
length, late)

Martin et al.
1957

Hough 70 (LA 3279)

Tularosa phase

Adjacent on
one side

10.5

9.15

96.1

SE

Oakes and
Zamora 1999

WS Ranch

Tularosa phase

Enclosed

12

11

132

ESE

Ramp (5.9m in
length)
Ramp (10m in
length)

Tularosa phase

Separate

11

11

121

SE

Ramp

University of
Texas field
documentation

14

14

196

SE

Ramp? (> 5m
in length)

USFS site form

13.5

12.5

168.8

E

Ramp?

ARMS data

Tomka 1988

Tested
Apache Creek
Unexcavated
Devil's Park

Reserve phase

LA 39973

Unknown (Reserve
and/or Tularosa phase)

Adjacent or
attached on one
side
Adjacent or
attached on one
or more sides?

Dating

Relationship
to Other
Architecture

Dimensions and Orientation
E-W (m)
11

Area (m2)
132

E

Entryway

Sources

ARMS data
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LA 98671

Probably Reserve phase

Separate

N-S (m)
12

LA 108589

Unknown (Reserve
and/or Tularosa phase)

Isolated

13

13

169

E

Ramp? (5m in
length)
Ramp?

LA 128016

Probably Reserve phase

Separate

14

14

196

E

Unclear

ARMS data

Pueblo Park/East Ridge
(LA 21153)

Unknown (Reserve
and/or Tularosa phase)

Separate

15

13

195

SE

Ramp? ( about
5m in length)

ARMS data

Sign Camp (LA 83317)

Probably Reserve phase

14

14

196

E

Ramp?

ARMS data

Toriett Lake

Unknown (Reserve
and/or Tularosa phase)

Adjacent or
attached on one
or two sides
Separate

14

15

210

E

Ramp?

Valley View (LA3259)

Tularosa phase

Separate

14

14

196

SE

Ramp?

Wild Olive

Probably Tularosa phase

Adjacent or
attached on one
or two sides

13.3

11.25

149.6

ESE

Ramp? (>10 m
in length)

Field notes
from James
Neely
ARMS data;
Oakes 2004;
Schroeder and
Wendorf 1954
Field notes
from James
Neely

Dry Prong

Reserve phase

Separate

16

16

256

E

Olsen 1960

Turkey Creek

Tularosa phase

16

12

192

ESE

Grasshopper Pueblo

Fourteenth Century

Attached on
two sides
Enclosed

15

12

180

SE

Stepped (about
4.5 in length)
Break or
doorway
Into anteroom

Kinishba

Fourteenth Century

Enclosed

19.2

15.5

297.6

S

Into anteroom

Point of Pines Pueblo

Fourteenth Century

Enclosed

15.7

16.75

263

SE

Into anteroom

Shaeffer and
Shaeffer 2013
Gerald 1957

Arizona Transition Zone
Excavated

ARMS data

Johnson 1964
Riggs 2001

Dating

Relationship
to Other
Architecture

Dimensions and Orientation
N-S (m)

E-W (m)

Area (m2)

Entryway

Sources

Upper Little Colorado
Excavated
Hooper Ranch

Thirteenth and
Fourteenth Century

Attached on
one side

14.5

15.5

224.8

ENE

Short ramp
(<3m in
length)

Martin et al.
1962

Late Thirteenth Century

Separate

13

13

169

E

Unknown

Clark et al.
2006

Tested
Rudd Creek (later)
Unexcavated

Mid-Thirteenth to MidFourteenth Century

Separate

12.5

14

175

SE

Ramp (5m in
length)

Coyote Creek

Thirteenth Century?

Adjacent or
attached on two
sides

13

13

169

E

Short ramp (<3
in length)

DeGarmo 1975

Sherwood Ranch

Thirteenth and
Fourteenth Century

Enclosed

13.5

13.5

182.3

E

Short ramp
into hallway?

Gann n.d.

Tularosa

Separate
structure
enclosed by
room block

Ramp? (>6.5m
in length)

University of
Arizona/
Archaeology
Southwest field
work
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Casa Malpais

Danson and
Malde 1950;
Douglas Gann
personal
communication
2015;
Hohmann 1990

Upper Gila
Tested
Fornholt

12

9.5

114

ESE

Table 6.2 Summary of great kiva features and life histories. The tested and unexcavated great kivas in the Upper Little Colorado do
not offer the same amount of information as the completely or heavily excavated great kivas but do demonstrate the widespread
presence of benches and deflector/altars among great kivas in that area.
Features
Site

Hearth

Life History

Groove/Vaults

Bench

Altar/Deflector

Other?

Remodeling

Burning

Present

Present

Eastern Mogollon Highlands
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Sawmill

Basin/Burned area

Two, north and south of
hearth

Absent

Absent

Foote Canyon
(plaza)

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Higgins Flat

Basin/Burned area

Two, north and south of
hearth

Absent

Absent

Hough 70 (LA
3279)

Basin/Burned area

Two, north and south of
hearth

Absent

Absent

WS Ranch

Basin/Burned area

Two, north and south of
hearth

Absent

Absent

Present?
Circular pit near center of
back wall
Pits; small slab-lined pit
immediately southwest of
hearth

Present
Present
Multiple
floors?

Ash in
fill?

Present

Present

Arizona Transition Zone
Dry Prong

Basin/Burned area

Two, north and south of
hearth

Present

Absent

Turkey Creek

Basin/Burned area

Two, bracketing hearth
on north, west, and south

Absent

Absent

Grasshopper
Pueblo

Rectangular Slablined Hearth

One, centrally located

Absent

Absent

Kinishba

Possible Fire
Box?

Absent

Present

Analogous
Feature?

Metate in northeastern
corner; concentrations of
stones and pits.
Possible metate stand;
several pits

Point of Pines
Pueblo

Basin/Burned area

Four, radiating out from
hearth

Absent

Absent

Several pits

Circular pit near center of
back wall.

Present?
Present
Present

Present?

Features
Site

Hearth

Life History

Groove/Vaults

Bench

Altar/Deflector

Other?

Remodeling

Burning

Two, north and south of
hearth

Present

Present

Slab-lined crypt; niche in
bench face; "bin" in bench
corner; pits

Present

Possible slab-lined cyst in
the earlier great kiva

Present
(both)

Upper Little Colorado
Excavated
Hooper Ranch

Basin/Burned area

Tested
Rudd Creek

Present
(later)

Unexcavated
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Casa Malpais
Sherwood
Ranch
Upper Gila
Tested
Fornholt

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Central pits

Present?

Table 6.3 Summary of key artifact types in great kiva assemblages (see text for descriptions of individual assemblages and objects).

Site

Clay Artifacts
Miniature
Quadruped
Vessels
Effigies

Projectile Points
Dart
Other Points
Points
or Bifaces

Ornaments

Sawmill

Present

Present

Present

Present

Higgins Flat

Present

Present

Hough 70

Present

Present
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Other

Present

Minerals or Pigment
Quartz, hematite, limonite,
copper mineral

Present

Present

Azurite, limonite

Painted circular pebbles

Present

Present

Present

Quartz, chrysocolla

Present

Present

Present

Quartz, turquoise and/or
serpentine, hematite

Present

Present

Limonite, hematite

Copper bell

Present

Present

Turquoise or malachite,
hematite, worked pigment

Anthropomorphic figure,
basalt cylinders

-

-

-

Turquoise or malachite

Full-sized vessels

-

-

-

WS Ranch

-

Present

Foote Canyon (plaza)

-

Present

Hooper Ranch

Present

Rudd Creek

-

Turkey Creek

-

Present

Present

Present?

Point of Pines Pueblo

Present

-

-

-

-

Kinishba

Present

-

-

-

Present

-

-

-

-

Present

Present

Grasshopper

-

Fornholt

-

Present

Present

-

Sherd disks in postholes

-

Copper bell, macaw bone?

Worked pigment?
Turquoise or malachite,
red pigment

Stone "lids,” polishing stone,
and painted slab with cache
Macaw, hawk, and eagle
burials; other fauna; metate
Unusual faunal material

CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION
One of the overarching goals of this study was to examine the articulation of great kivas
as religious spaces with social and spatial borderlands, including the position of the Fornholt
great kiva in the Upper Gila frontier and the larger rectangular great kiva tradition throughout the
eleventh- through fourteenth-century central Southwest. The importance of large scale
population movement in the late prehispanic Southwest in general—and the diversity present in
the large late settlements in the Arizona Transition Zone that contain some of the latest
rectangular great kivas in particular—has been well established by a large body of existing
scholarship. There is also ample evidence to support an interpretation of the Upper Little
Colorado area and southern Colorado Plateau in west-central New Mexico as, in some sense, a
social and spatial borderland through time. The work outlined in the previous chapters
demonstrates that the Upper Gila area of New Mexico can also be viewed as a borderland or
frontier through time. There are also clear differences between the great kivas in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands and those in borderland contexts or diverse late settlements. The
substantive question that remains is what those differences might mean—for the great kiva
tradition specifically and for how we view religious spaces and religious practice in the
Southwest and in non-state societies more generally.

Marked, Conservative, and Political: Great Kivas and Religious Practice
In laying out the theoretical basis for this study, I argued that the longstanding treatment
of religion and large-scale religious architecture in non-state societies as fundamentally
integrative limits our ability to examine religion as a driver of change. It is not my intention to
treat “political” (or even divisive) great kivas as an alternative hypothesis to integrative great
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kivas. The founding assumption that religion serves to hold a society together and to naturalize
the social order is in itself a political model. That is to say, such models are also, however tacitly,
models of the operation of power within a society. In this, integrative models applied to non-state
societies differ very little from those in which religious practice is held to naturalize the power
structure of “complex” societies. What I am proposing is that, even when religious spaces are or
are intended to be integrative, they have equal potential to be divisive. They may be subject to
disagreements about their use and construction, including who has the right to use and construct
them. Particularly relevant to this study, they may be subject to manipulation in the negotiation
of social boundaries. Fowles (2013) has proposed that southwesternists ought to abandon the
discussion of “religion” altogether, precisely because he sees the term as freighted with the
modern distinction between religion and politics (particularly politics-as-government) as distinct
categories. While I don’t adopt Fowles’ proposed alternative of “doings”—largely because I am
wary of the level of particularism involved in abandoning categories that can be used in broader
comparisons and in communicating to the public—my view of religion is in many ways similar
to his description of “doings,” with its emphasis on awareness and references to Durkheim’s
model of religion. I have suggested that religion might be viewed as marked practice (sensu
Keane 2008, 2010), that is, practice that is understood by its practitioners to be in some sense set
apart. Borrowing from a broader semiotic or linguistic sense, the description of a category of
practice as “marked” has the implication less of a dichotomous relationship—as in the sacred and
secular—than of a set of practices that are both a part of, and set apart from, the general world of
social activity. Finally, I would add that I draw on several of the same post-secular critiques
(e.g., Asad 1993) that influenced Fowles in viewing religion as something that people do as
much as something that they believe, and therefore I describe great kivas and great kiva practice
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as religious, rather than “ritual.”
Great kivas fit particularly well into a model of marked space—not only in their
architecture, but also in the assemblages recovered from excavated structures. They are
substantially larger than the rooms within room blocks at the sites where they occur and are
constructed to notably difference specifications—with the exception of the late, enclosed
structures in the Arizona Transition Zone, great kivas are almost universally semi-subterranean
and have external exits elaborated as steps or ramps. They have features not found in room block
space—particularly floor vaults—and hearths that take a form very distinct from most of the
hearths in rooms. Both the final, highly visible, form of the great kivas and the process of their
construction would have set them apart. The discussion of great kiva assemblages in Chapter 6
admittedly focuses on comparisons between great kivas across sites rather than between great
kivas and room block space within sites. There is certainly at least a modest degree to which very
unusual material is associated with great kivas; this includes the painted stones at Higgins Flat,
the Hooper Ranch painted figure, the copper bells at Point of Pines Pueblo and Foote Canyon,
and the burials of both birds and humans in the Grasshopper great kiva (which seems to have
been marked space even before it was a great kiva). There is also a degree, however, to which
great kiva assemblages seem marked in the specific sense of being simultaneously a part of and
set apart from the broader categories of material culture common in site assemblages. This
includes the use of dart points and miniature vessels and the apparently purposeful selection of
sherds of rare or early types. These are versions of comparatively common objects set apart by
their size, construction, and/or origin.
In many ways, the same elements that contribute to great kiva “markedness” suggest that
these structures were in some sense conservative. In general terms, Reserve and Tularosa phase
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great kivas are larger, formalized versions of earlier pit structures and Late Pithouse period great
kivas. The use of sherds that predate the great kivas and of Archaic points suggests some degree
of reference to a real or imagined past, and, certainly by the Tularosa phase, great kiva hearths
might have seemed deliberately old fashioned. Theorizations of religion or ritual have often held
conservatism to be a key element (e.g., Bell 1997). For example, Rappaport’s (e.g., 1979)
theorization of religion as integrative, often cited by southwesternists, invokes the political
ramifications of conservatism; in Rappaport’s model, “ultimate sacred postulates” lend a sense of
unquestionable truth to other elements of the social order. Conservatism ought to be viewed as a
focus on ideas about the past, however, rather than an actual lack of change. Pueblo period great
kivas are probably more formal than their Late Pithouse period predecessors (for example, the
use of floor vaults in Pithouse period great kivas varies heavily by site, time period, and region
[Gilman and Stone 2013]). Emphasizing religion as practice acknowledges that great kivas’
meanings would have been re-produced and reassembled within the context of their use—and
that the practice surrounding great kivas viewed in the long term may have provoked change in
unexpected ways. Rather than grounding the social order in an unquestionable sacred past, great
kiva conservatism might relate to great kivas as political spaces in ways that varied in space and
time.

Eventful Histories: Experimentation and Hybridity in the Borderlands
My goal here was not merely to examine great kivas through the lens of religious
practice, but to examine variation and change in the religious practices associated with great
kivas. In broad terms, I am primarily concerned with the articulation of religious practice with
culture contact and with the geographic areas characterized by diverse social connections that
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might be described as borderlands or frontiers. While there are real issues of scale in discussing
“culture contact” outside of the context of long-distance transportation and modern empires,
population movement has become one of the key themes in the study of the prehispanic
Southwest. There is ample evidence that, particularly in the late prehispanic Southwest, largescale immigration redrew the social map at a grand scale, bringing groups with diverse origins
together within single settlements or regions. Much of the discussion of potential relationships
between material culture and social boundaries in the prehispanic Southwest has focused on
migration—including the identification of immigrants through material culture; the social
contexts associated with the maintenance and display, or alternatively the rapid abandonment or
suppression, of immigrant material culture; and the development of new identities, technologies,
or ideologies in these diverse contexts. The social implications of long-term borderlands have
seen less discussion in the region, although several authors have weighed the merits of hinterland
or frontier models (e.g., papers in Sullivan and Bayman 2007). A model of a thinly populated
frontier, particularly Kopytoff’s (1987) model of an internal frontier as used by Herr (2001), is
especially relevant to the discussion of the Upper Gila here. Culture contact might be described
in some senses as “eventful” (sensu Beck et al. 2007; Sewell 2005)—that is, as stimulating the
rearranging and repurposing of existing practices and ideologies in light of substantial changes in
the social milieu. By the same token, borderlands might be viewed as regions particularly
characterized by creativity and hybridity. Such contexts might easily see the recruitment of
religious practice and its associated material culture in the negotiation of social boundaries—see
the seminal ethnographic studies cited in Chapter 2 (Comaroff 1985; Ortner 1989; Sahlins 1981)
for examples in relation to global empires. There has been some suggestion that, in the absence
of grossly unequal power relationships (“symmetrical contact”), material culture and practice,
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including religious practice, should flow freely across social boundaries (Alexander 1998). There
is certainly evidence for the sharing of religious practice between and among groups in the
historic Southwest, as in the “re-seeding” of societies or traditions from other Pueblos (Ortiz
1994). Some practices were certainly not shared, however, and secrecy remains a key component
of Pueblo religion (e.g., Brandt 1980, 1994). An exclusive focus on the flow of religious practice
across social boundaries to some extent begs the question of what significance should be drawn
from the situations in which religious practice does not cross such boundaries.
There is certainly evidence that the assemblages recovered from great kivas were in many
ways situated within ideas about the religious significance or use of specific kinds of material
culture that were widely shared across the Southwest through history. This includes the use of
stone and shell ornaments and probably the use and importance of projectile points and color
symbolism. The use of Archaic dart points in particular can be demonstrated to cross the
boundary between rectangular and circular great kivas. Some of the material in great kivas—the
very common marine shell and the much more rare copper bells and macaws—would have had
to be obtained over great distances. These objects would have literally crossed social boundaries
and would presumably both have drawn meaning from their foreign origins and have had at least
somewhat different meanings in the contexts in which they were found than at their points of
origin. Finding the initial source, either in time or space, for the shared importance of the specific
classes of material used in great kivas is a difficult proposition, and one that is outside of the
scope of the discussion here—but see, for example, the discussion of the Flower World for one
approach to the deep history of some widely shared symbolism and its possible linguistic
association (Hays-Gilpin and Hill 1999). I would suggest that the shared elements of great kiva
assemblages in fact lend more significance to the highly visible differences in the basic forms of
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circular and rectangular great kivas. If ideas about the use and significance of objects spread over
long distances, the differences among great kivas cannot be attributed entirely to provincialism.
The history of rectangular great kivas as considered here encompasses multiple
borderland or culture contact contexts, each in some sense distinct—these include the Upper
Little Colorado, the late large settlements in the Arizona Transition Zone, and the Upper Gila.
The southern Colorado plateau in west-central New Mexico and along the Upper Little Colorado
can be viewed to some degree as a borderland in place through time. For example, the eleventhand twelfth-century Cox Ranch great house near Quemado seems to have drawn in a diverse
population (Duff and Nauman 2010) and may show some hint of borderland innovation in
religious practice in its possession of a circular, unroofed great kiva-like structure. The later
oversized unroofed circular great kivas in the Cibola area (e.g., McGimsey 1980) might be seen
in the light of borderland experimentation as well (Dungan and Peeples 2014). The diversity
visible in the corrugated ceramics at Cox Ranch presages the thirteenth- and fourteenth-century
distinctions in the production of corrugated vessels that Peeples’ work shows between the
northern (i.e., around the Zuni and Puerco Rivers) and southern (i.e., the Upper Little Colorado,
Vernon area, and eastern Mogollon Highlands) parts of his greater Cibola area. Duff’s (2002,
2004) work in the Upper Little Colorado has demonstrated the diversity in ceramic assemblages
among thirteenth- and fourteenth-century sites, including differences between those with and
without rectangular great kivas. But the history of Upper Little Colorado great kivas may also be
viewed as eventful—the rectangular great kivas in the Upper Little Colorado were likely built, at
least in part, by people who had left the eastern Mogollon Highlands.
Upper Little Colorado great kivas are clearly distinct from those in the eastern Mogollon
Highlands on several counts—they are larger, with shorter entryways, and possess benches and
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deflectors. The position of these great kivas between the circular and rectangular great kiva
traditions, and the potential hybridity within them, has long been recognized. The presence of
benches provides by far the strongest argument for borrowing from the circular great kiva
tradition. Other elements of Upper Little Colorado great kiva construction—the deflectors
present in all of the Upper Little Colorado great kivas where the eastern portion of the structure
has been exposed, the overbuilt walls of the Casa Malpais great kiva, the placement of the
Sherwood Ranch great kiva in a room block, and several of the features in the Hooper Ranch
great kiva—seem more consistent with borderland experimentation. The two floor vaults in the
Hooper Ranch great kiva—the only heavily excavated great kiva on the Upper Little Colorado—
show diversity even within a single structure, with the southern, stone-lined vault perhaps
suggesting a connection to those in circular great kivas. I would argue that the construction of
Upper Little Colorado great kivas, including the elements of experimentation and change just
described, was tied to the negotiation and reconstruction of social boundaries. While Upper Little
Colorado great kivas were innovative, they were also clearly, visibly (except perhaps at
Sherwood Ranch, with its surrounding rooms) tied to eastern Mogollon Highlands great kivas in
their shape, orientation, and possession of external entryways. Despite the elements of great kiva
assemblages that either fit within very broad themes of southwestern religious practice (e.g.,
shell and stone ornaments) or cross the boundary between rectangular and circular great kivas
(e.g., dart points), the construction of rectangular great kivas at all in the context of the diverse
Upper Little Colorado landscape suggests the purposeful referencing of both past social
connections to the eastern Mogollon Highlands (and, again, great kivas are in some sense
conservative) and present social connections to other Upper Little Colorado sites with great
kivas. The larger size of the Upper Little Colorado great kivas implies they may have been
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intended to host larger audiences, but also suggests a greater investment in producing even
larger, more obtrusive (more legible and imageable, following Moore [1996]) structures. The
overbuilt walls at Casa Malpais in particular suggest an emphasis on the process of construction,
perhaps related to demonstrating the ability to muster the labor necessary to build such a
structure as much as to the intention to produce a monumental final product. Certainly most or
all Upper Little Colorado great kivas would have been sufficiently large to host audiences drawn
from beyond the immediate population of the site—but such gatherings would have been framed
within a space shaped by the traditions of the hosting group. Scholars working in colonial
contexts have argued that hybridity does not necessarily imply a seamless or harmonious joining,
but may be transgressive or subversive and freighted with ambivalence and ambiguity
(Liebmann 2013, following Bhabha 1985). The benches present in Upper Little Colorado great
kivas certainly suggest the borrowing of ideas about architectural space across a social boundary.
At the same time, they also divide great kiva interior space—probably into (local?) performer
and (visitor?) spectator space—in a way not previously present in rectangular great kivas.
Likewise, viewing the two floor vaults in the Hooper Ranch great kiva as a compromise between
northern and southern sensibilities implies the presence of disagreement.
The late great kivas in the Arizona Transition Zone are particularly tied to the role of
immigration in eventful histories, and especially to the presence of groups with diverse
backgrounds living within very large sites. Of Grasshopper Pueblo, Kinishba, and Point of Pines
Pueblo, only Point of Pines Pueblo is located in an area with a documented deep history of great
kiva use, and Point of Pines area great kivas seem always to have been somewhat distinct from
those in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. The presence of immigrants from the Colorado Plateau
is a key part of the narratives of Point of Pines Pueblo (Haury 1958) and Grasshopper Pueblo
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(Reid and Whittlesey 1999; Riggs 2001) and is very well established at both sites through
multiple lines of evidence, including human remains, variation in other forms of architecture, and
the production of ceramics. Kinishba has seen less research, but the available evidence suggests
this site, too, was home to a diverse population (Lyons 2013). The great kivas at all three sites
are large—larger than any of the excavated eastern Mogollon Highlands great kivas—and all
three are completely enclosed within the sites’ large room blocks, although the Kinishba and
Point of Pines great kivas eventually open into hallways that reach the exterior while the
Grasshopper anteroom must have been entered from the roof. Beyond this, there is a lack of a
common grammar among the three structures; none of them share the same layout or features. If
we consider the somewhat smaller roofed “plaza” at Foote Canyon as another enclosed great
kiva used during the fourteenth century—with its lack of floor features, this is one of the more
problematic of the great kivas considered here, but it is at least as great kiva-like as it is plazalike—we are left with a fourth, distinctive approach to the construction of an enclosed great kiva.
In this sense, the late great kivas in the Arizona Transition Zone seem to be characterized by
experimentation. While these great kivas, particularly the great kiva at Point of Pines Pueblo,
may reference past great kiva tradition, they don’t provide the highly visible, even monumental,
connection present in the Upper Little Colorado great kivas. In fact, the most distinguishing
feature of the enclosed great kivas is the degree to which their placement within room blocks
limits their physical and visual accessibility. Far from being on display, these great kivas are
private in an unprecedented way. In fact, their size may limit their accessibility as well. While
these great kivas are among the largest of those considered here (the Kinishba and Point of Pines
Pueblo great kivas are the largest and second largest respectively) they are also positioned within
the largest sites. Gerald (1957:15) speculated that the Point of Pines Pueblo great kiva could have
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hosted 570 spectators without encroaching on the central floor features. This strikes me as
something of an overestimate—using a bare minimum estimate of .46 square meters per
spectator (following Inomata 2006; Moore 1996:147) yields about the same number for the
complete great kiva floor area, failing to taking into account the space taken up by floor features
and posts or space required for religious performance. Even if the estimate is roughly accurate,
the great kiva is positioned within a site estimated to have around 800 rooms, and it may have
been that all three late great kivas were specifically intended to host only a portion of the
community within the settlement. Given the importance of immigration in the history of these
sites, the use of great kivas might represent a situation in which firstcomers expressly excluded
newcomers, particularly at Point of Pines Pueblo, where great kivas could refer back to a longestablished tradition.

Long Term Borderlands and Ambiguous Frontiers: Fornholt and the Upper Gila
The fieldwork, and some of the collections research, reported here focused on the
borderland dynamics of Mule Creek and the Upper Gila, and particularly on the Fornholt site
(LA 164471) in Mule Creek, New Mexico. The thirteenth-century Upper Gila may be viewed as
a frontier. There is a small concentration of settlement around Mule Creek—including Fornholt,
the 3-Up Site, and Danson’s Site 20—dating to this time period, and the Gila Cliff Dwellings
were constructed on the West Fork of the Gila River in the late thirteenth century. The
comparison of WS Ranch, located near Alma on the southern San Francisco River, to the Mule
Creek settlements suggests that it, too, might to some degree be viewed as positioned within this
borderland. Beyond this, there truly seems to be very little settlement in the Upper Gila,
including the Gila Forks, Cliff Valley, Red Rock Valley, and Big Burro Mountains, between the
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end of the Mimbres Classic period sometime in the twelfth century and the fourteenth century
Cliff Phase. At least one site supposed to show Tularosa phase use of the Cliff Valley (Villareal
Ranch Ruin 9) in fact dates to the Mimbres Classic, although there is some evidence that the
Mimbres Classic period did persist into the twelfth century in the Upper Gila—contrary to some
earlier proposed reconstructions of the region’s culture history (e.g., Nelson and Anyon 1996).
The use of the thirteenth-century Upper Gila was probably very limited and ephemeral; detecting
such modest use is further complicated by the long production date ranges of the relevant
diagnostic ceramic types, which are also characteristic of both the preceding (Mimbres Classic)
and succeeding (Cliff phase) time periods.
Fornholt’s borderland status is visible in the site’s material culture. Its masonry
architecture and the layout of the settlement fit reasonably well with those characteristic of
Tularosa phase sites to the north in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. Certainly Fornholt’s two
principal room blocks seem much more consistent with the Tularosa phase than with the adobe
architecture characteristic of contemporary Black Mountain phase sites to the east and southeast
in the Mimbres Valley. Fornholt’s painted ceramic assemblage contains a limited quantity of
Tularosa phase diagnostics types (i.e., Cibola White Ware and White Mountain Red Ware types),
as well as very small numbers of sherds of types produced to the south and east (including El
Paso Polychrome and Playas Red Incised). These latter types are more characteristic of Black
Mountain phase sites and are completely or almost completely absent from sites farther to the
north. A comparison of Fornholt’s ceramic assemblage to that from the Gila Cliff Dwellings
reveals some interesting differences—while both sites possess a scattering of unusual “southern”
types that suggest movement of material across the Upper Gila borderland, the Gila Cliff
Dwellings collection contains a much higher proportion of Tularosa phase painted diagnostic
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types, as well as a higher proportion of certain corrugated surface treatments (particularly
Tularosa Fillet Rim) typical of eastern Mogollon Highlands Tularosa phase sites. These contrasts
suggest that the peculiarities in Fornholt’s ceramic assemblage—particularly its very low
frequency of painted wares diagnostic of Tularosa phase sites—cannot be solely attributed to
distance from the areas that produced these vessels. The detailed examination of the techniques
used in producing corrugated vessels, using a cluster analysis of several variables recorded for a
sample of vessels from six sites, exposes further variation. The corrugated vessels from the
Upper Gila borderland sites (Fornholt, the Gila Cliff Dwellings, and the earlier Villareal Ranch
Ruin 9) differ in comparison to those from sites in the eastern Mogollon Highlands, although
again, the Gila Cliff Dwellings material seems to show somewhat more similarity to the eastern
Mogollon Highlands than the material from Fornholt does. One driver of the differences in
ceramic production visible in the cluster analysis seems to be the presence of a greater degree of
smearing or obliteration over the coils of vessels in the borderlands sites, a pattern of difference
that apparently had roots in the Upper Gila Mimbres Classic. The corrugated production data
from WS Ranch suggests that this site’s geographically intermediate position between the Upper
Gila borderland and two sampled sites farther north was also a culturally intermediate position.
Indeed, the low frequency of diagnostic Tularosa phase painted wares and of Tularosa Fillet Rim
in the WS Ranch assemblage suggests that, in some ways, this site might be considered to
occupy the same borderland as Fornholt.
An examination of Upper Gila culture history suggests that the region may have had a
deep history as a borderland, substantially predating its thirteenth-century incarnation as a thinly
populated frontier. Some differences in design style applied to painted ceramics in the Upper
Gila and Mimbres Valley seem to be have been present in the Late Pithouse period (Powell
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1996), and there are certainly clear differences between the Mimbres Classic period of the
Mimbres Valley and that in the Upper Gila. These include contrasts in settlement layout and in
the stylistic choices made in producing Mimbres Black-on-white pottery, the greater presence of
exotic material in the Mimbres Valley proper, and the greater use and possibly production of
smudged vessels in the Upper Gila (Gilman 2015; Lekson 1990). The more dispersed settlement
pattern in the Upper Gila may hint at a connection with the Reserve phase in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands. The same may be true of the smudged vessels, although the analysis of
later corrugated wares suggests that there were long-term differences in ceramic production
between the Upper Gila and eastern Mogollon Highlands. In the eleventh and twelfth century,
Mule Creek and the southern portion of the San Francisco seem to fall within the broader Classic
Mimbres period pattern. The Fornholt site itself was occupied during both the Late Pithouse
period—when the settlement included a great kiva currently visible as a very large depression
between the two later room blocks—and the Classic period, although we don’t have sufficient
data to place the Classic occupation within a specific portion of the site. The adobe walls that
underlie a Tularosa phase room in the southern room block may suggest the presence of a Classic
or Post-classic adobe room block. That the walls of the Tularosa phase room were built up from
the stubs of the adobe walls—even maintaining the location of the doorway in the south wall—
suggests a concern with maintaining the original shape of the space, but at present we do not
have sufficient data to make an argument either for or against continuous occupation at the
Fornholt site from the Classic into the Tularosa phase. At the regional level, it seems to me that
many or most of the builders of Fornholt’s late room blocks would likely have been the
descendants of the Mimbres Classic populations in the area, in some sense rooting the site in the
deep borderland history of the region. If Fornholt is to be viewed as growing out of a long-term
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borderland position, this also goes some way toward explaining the contrasts with the Gila Cliff
Dwellings—the dates from the Gila Cliff Dwellings and the northern connections in its
assemblage both imply that it was likely built by emmigrants from the eastern Mogollon
Highlands, and in this sense, the Cliff Dwellings may have been much more of a frontier site
than Fornholt was.
Like the other material culture at the site, Fornholt’s great kiva shows a mix of
similarities to, and distance from, developments in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. The
structure’s great kiva-like shape and size can be balanced against its lack of a roof and its
unusual position largely surrounded by (but not contiguous with) the southern room block.
Fornholt’s great kiva may also lack the floor features most characteristic of great kivas, although
the excavated proportion of the structure isn’t large enough to state this with any certainty. At the
same time, the results of even the limited excavation demonstrate connections with other great
kiva assemblages. The use of ornaments probably offers only a weak argument for similarity,
given the widespread use of such material in religious structures and contexts throughout
southwestern history. The dart point, the purposeful selection of sherds of rare pottery types, and
the pinched clay effigy head together suggest a clear relationship to the assemblages recovered
from other great kivas, however. It is surely relevant that the great kiva at WS Ranch possessed a
similar centrally placed dart point and lacked the postholes that would suggest it was roofed in
the same manner as great kivas to the north. The WS Ranch great kiva was also surrounded by a
room block—although in contrast to the Fornholt great kiva, the single row of rooms that
surrounded the WS Ranch structure is contiguous with the great kiva but clearly separated from
the other room blocks at the site. It is difficult to know how Fornholt’s great kiva would have
been imagined in relationship to the lengthy history of the Upper Gila as a borderland, although
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it might easily have been conceived of as harkening back to the site’s Late Pithouse period great
kiva (which even today is a highly visible feature of the site). The Mimbres Classic settlements
in the Cliff Valley and Gila Forks seem, like those in the Mimbres Valley, to lack great kivas,
although Sedig (2015) has argued that there was some Classic period repurposing of one of the
great kivas at Woodrow Ruin. The question of whether great kivas might have been used along
the far southern portion of the San Francisco in the eleventh or twelfth century remains open.
Whether the Fornholt great kiva was viewed as continuing or reviving a local tradition, or as a
local adaptation of an eastern Mogollon Highlands tradition, it seems to fit with a pattern of
ambivalence or ambiguity in relationship to more northern great kivas.
We do not have the data to say whether the two other thirteenth-century sites in Mule
Creek were Fornholt’s exact contemporaries, but the Fornholt great kiva could certainly have
been intended to draw an audience from outside the immediate settlement or even outside the
valley. Mule Creek was separated from the “other side” of the Upper Gila borderland—that is,
the Black Mountain phase Mimbres Valley or the Animas phase Bootheel—by the largely
unoccupied portions of the Upper Gila. The material culture at Fornholt suggests the presence of
some movement or contact across that borderland, however, and Fornholt’s great kiva would
have been one element that clearly set it apart from sites across the borderland. At the same time,
the Fornholt great kiva lacks the very large size of the great kivas in either the Upper Little
Colorado or the Arizona Transition Zone—it ought to be noted here that many or most of the
Upper Little Colorado sites with great kivas are no larger than Fornholt, despite the size of their
great kivas. Nor does it have the exclusivity of late Arizona Transition Zone great kivas. While
Fornholt’s great kiva was ultimately surrounded by the room block—or was at least intended to
have been surrounded by the room block—it had an exterior entryway and probably never had a
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substantial roof. The presence of multiple floors and the remodeling represented by the back wall
suggest that the great kiva wasn’t simply terminated in the process of construction (and could
perhaps be viewed as a connection to the evidence for remodeling or renewal present at several
other great kivas). At the same time, the Fornholt great kiva’s central pit is in roughly the correct
location for an unused central posthole and the unfinished construction to the north of the great
kiva suggests a degree to which the position of the great kiva in the settlement was in flux. The
structure’s position as an unroofed great kiva at the edge of a thinly populated frontier echoes
Herr’s (2001) work on the circular great kivas in the Silver Creek area, where she suggested that
the lack of roofs in circular great kivas might be related to the limited amount of labor available
to participate in such an undertaking. I would suggest that the lack of a roof could also result
from a failure to recruit the necessary labor. If Fornholt’s great kiva and other elements of its
material culture suggest an ambivalent or ambiguous relationship between the Upper Gila
borderland and the eastern Mogollon Highlands—and it ought to be noted that, if the thirteenthcentury Upper Gila can be considered a frontier in the sense of being thinly populated, it is to
some degree core-less, as it seems unlikely that the eastern Mogollon Highlands exerted any kind
of dominance over Upper Gila settlements—it also seems possible that the great kiva occupied a
somewhat ambiguous or ambivalent position within the history of the site itself. The borderland
innovation in Fornholt’s great kiva might also represent the scaling back and adaption of an
ambitious project in the face of dissent (cf. Fowles 2004 on the large kiva at T’aitöna/Pot Creek
Pueblo). The apparently wide-spread burning in Fornholt’s southern room block cannot be
dismissed as an accident. It does not necessarily follow that the fire was the result of violent
conflict—it’s plausible Fornholt’s inhabitants set the fire before leaving the settlement, although
if this was the case there seems to have been some intent to render the rooms, their contents, and
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a large amount of food unusable. At the same time, it is possible that Fornholt’s ambiguous and
intermediate borderland position was also a dangerous one. The choice made by the immigrants
who built the Gila Cliff Dwellings to settle in a cliff dwelling in a remote canyon suggests at
least the perception of insecurity.
While I would argue that Fornholt’s story is rooted in the growth of the Upper Gila as a
borderland through time, the region is also part of the complex history of population movement
in the late prehispanic Southwest. The Gila Cliff Dwellings can be viewed in this light, but the
more substantial event in the history of the Upper Gila was the construction in the fourteenth
century of the large Cliff Phase Salado settlements in what had been, for the preceding century or
more, a thinly used frontier. Such sites are particularly concentrated in the Cliff Valley but also
include settlements in the Redrock Valley and, notably, at the 3-Up site in Mule Creek. The 3-Up
site in particular possesses evidence for the entry of immigrants with roots in northern Arizona
into an existing site (perhaps inviting some comparison with Point of Pines Pueblo). It is
plausible that these “Kayenta” immigrants arrived at 3-Up before the final depopulation of
Fornholt, but a comparison of the date ranges for the ceramic types at 3-Up and the radiocarbon
dating from Fornholt suggests this is probably unlikely. Ultimately, however, the Cliff Phase
settlements in the Upper Gila show a substantial amount of diversity, including variability in
settlement layout and in the ceramic assemblages recovered from sites. Some of the unique
elements of the Upper Gila “Salado”—the presence of smudging on painted pottery, the use of
bowls within mealing features as seen at Ormand Village (Wallace 1998), and possibly the
existence of the smudged type Cliff White-on-red—bespeak a historical connection to earlier
Mogollon Highlands settlements, and I strongly suspect that the late resettlement of the Upper
Gila involved individuals with ancestral ties to the landscape. The great kiva tradition was not
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carried into the late Upper Gila settlements—nor, based on our current knowledge, is there any
distinct religious architecture at these sites, making for an interesting comparison to the kivas
that appear at Kayenta “enclaves” in southern Arizona (Clark and Lyons 2012) and as part of
later settlement in the Point of Pines and Safford areas (e.g., Smiley 1952). The “ceremonial
structure” at Ormand Village, a low-walled rectangular space enclosing an area of about 71
square meters, may represent a last experiment with the great (or small, or both) kiva tradition.

The Political History of Great Kivas (a Modestly Heterodox Proposal)
The great kiva data presented here, both through time and in specific borderland contexts,
could certainly be approached (and by and large has been approached) taking the integrative
properties of religion and religious architecture as founding assumptions. Reserve phase great
kivas—positioned as they are with one great kiva per community of several small sites—seem an
unlikely venue in which to discuss power or division within society. Tularosa phase sites are
hardly more impressive, particularly in comparison to the great houses of Chaco Canyon or
massive late prehispanic settlements that have seen the greatest discussion of politics and power
in southwestern archaeology. The great kivas in the Upper Little Colorado borderland and in the
diverse late sites of the Arizona Transition Zone might be viewed primarily as bringing together
people from across social divides (literally) under one roof. The Fornholt great kiva might have
brought together individuals in a thinly populated frontier, perhaps drawing in populations from
farther north or even across the Upper Gila borderland. Great kiva assemblages show the degree
to which these structures fit together as a tradition and fit within the larger world of southwestern
religion. Certain elements of assemblages (dart points) and architecture (the use of benches)
clearly moved, or were shared, across social boundaries.
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Yet this one-dimensional approach to great kivas is ultimately unsatisfactory. The
practice associated with great kivas—including the question of who had the right to perform and
witness great kiva activities and whether those activities were done correctly—would have been
important to their builders and users. Great kivas would have carried meanings related to their
history and use. If great kiva conservatism had political significance—which seems to me to be
likely—that significance might have been actively manipulated and would certainly have been
viewed in relationship to other events in great kivas’ “present.” Even where great kivas were
intended to bring in participants or spectators across social boundaries, such attempts need not
have been successful, nor is such “integration” politically neutral. If a Reserve phase great kiva
was associated with one settlement out of several within a cluster of small settlements, might this
not have implications for who within the larger community had the right (and ability) to
coordinate the construction and use of a great kiva or the responsibility for its upkeep? If there
was some value or prestige associated with proximity to a great kiva, this may in fact help
explain the aggregation into larger sites—many or most of which seem to have great kivas—
from the Reserve phase into the Tularosa phase. Our understanding of the demography or
detailed settlement distribution in the eastern Mogollon Highlands remains somewhat limited—a
new synthesis of this region is badly needed—but there are certainly a large number of great
kivas in the area around the Tularosa and upper San Francisco rivers. If these were intended to
draw audiences from within and across multiple sites, there may also have been a degree to
which they were in competition for participants.
Where does such an approach leave the late great kivas, and the borderlands or diverse
sites in which they were located? Of the great kivas discussed here, I admit that I have least
experience with those in the Arizona Transition Zone, but these seem to me to fit the least
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comfortably into a model in which great kivas were intended to be particularly inclusive. The
placement of these structures within room block space makes them physically and visually
inaccessible in ways not present elsewhere, and their size—while quite large—might still imply
that they were intended to host only a portion of the site’s community. At Point of Pines Pueblo
in particular the great kiva could have drawn from a long local tradition, making a distinction
between the site’s firstcomers and its immigrants. In short, the late great kivas of the Arizona
Transition Zone may have been actively divisive. The Upper Little Colorado great kivas are very
large, both in comparison to other great kivas and in relationship to the comparatively modest
size of most of the sites, and were presumably intended to draw participants from beyond the
individual settlements. Whether those participants would have come only from sites with similar
social connections or would have been drawn from across the social boundaries among Upper
Little Colorado sites is an open question. The greater size of Upper Little Colorado great kivas
can also be interpreted, however, as an intention to place greater emphasis on these structures as
visible representations of particular social connections and of the labor required to construct
them. These great kivas draw to at least some degree on the conservative tradition of great kivas
in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. The hybridity represented by the presence of benches need
not imply a harmonious joining between traditions. If there is an extent to which the Upper Little
Colorado great kivas represent an attempt at integration, they were certainly also an attempt to
set the conditions of that integration. The Fornholt great kiva is neither overlarge nor particularly
inaccessible, but insofar as it references the larger rectangular great kiva tradition it would have
displayed some degree of contrast with sites across the Upper Gila borderland. Perhaps more
significantly, it seems to occupy an ambiguous position in both the great kiva tradition and the
site, and could easily have been as much of a source of dissent as of cooperation within the site.
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The great kivas in all three culture contact or borderland contexts are to some degree
characterized by experimentation—this is consistent with a view of borderlands as zones of
creativity and suggests that the significance of great kivas was actively remade, and likely
contested, within these spaces. The great kivas at the Arizona Transition Zone sites, and some of
those in the Upper Little Colorado, were the last rectangular great kivas to be used in the
prehispanic Southwest (Fornholt’s great kiva would have been retired as much as a century
earlier but, depending on whether the WS Ranch site is considered part of the Upper Gila
borderland, seems to have been the last great kiva to have been used in the Upper Gila). It is
certainly possible that later religious spaces were the heirs to the practices associated with great
kivas. Plazas have been proposed as replacing great kivas as larger and larger public spaces were
needed, but the late prehispanic plaza kivas present at large plaza-focused sites—structures that
were certainly intended to host only a proportion of the site population at any given time—might
equally be successors to rectangular great kivas. If indeed the last great kivas were recruited to
reinforce social boundaries between or within settlements, they may have been dropped from the
repertoire of southwestern religious practice after these sites were abandoned specifically
because they were freighted with a history of division and conservatism. Elements of great kiva
religious practice might easily have been absorbed into the articulated religious calendars
developing in large settlements in the very late prehispanic Southwest—for example, Hopi oral
history underscores the importance of different clans bringing with them religious objects and
ceremonies (e.g., Ferguson 1998)—but the great kivas themselves may not have been welcome.
The people who had used the great kivas were no longer first-comers and may have been neither
willing nor able to emphasize the social differences great kivas had come to represent. The
difference between this history and one focused on integration is a difference of point of view—
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the change is in the interpretive framework, not the data—but is nevertheless significant. If we
wish to examine how and why non-state societies (and religion in non-state societies) changed,
to draw comparisons among societies in ways beyond those dictated by neo-evolutionary
categories, or to understand how ancient people “made their own history,” it behooves us to
understand and to make explicit the political implications contained in our models of those
societies. I would argue that abandoning integration and its depiction of religion as the perennial
tool of the status quo, or at least making explicit the political dimensions of the models that
comprise an understanding of religious “integration,” provides a critical first step in
understanding premodern religion in any context as part of a rich and complex social history.
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APPENDIX A. FORNHOLT (LA 164471 OR NM S:13:9 [ASM]) EXCAVATION AND
FEATURE DESCRIPTIONS
Fornholt was first formally recorded during the 2009 Mule Creek Archaeological Testing
Field School in cooperation with Hendrix College. The three 1-m by 2-m units excavated at the
site during the 2009 season produced only a modest collection of artifacts, but reinforced the
impression of Fornholt as a Tularosa Phase site with similarities to settlements in the eastern
Mogollon Highlands to the north. Work at Fornholt during the 2010 field season consisted of two
weeks of intensive mapping of the walls visible at the site surface or after a minor amount of
wall clearing. The latter consisted of the removal of no more than 20 cm of fill around a
suspected wall. The work was carried out by a small volunteer crew supervised by professional
archaeologists. Individual rocks were mapped and coded by general type for each cleared
segment. Our original intention was to record evidence for burning and bond-abut data, but in
practice more substantial excavations—“cornering” rather than wall clearing—would have been
necessary to capture such data with any consistency and accuracy. Fill from the wall clearing
effort was not screened; grab samples of sherds larger than one square inch were collected, as
were diagnostic artifacts such as projectile points and worked shell.
The bulk of the excavation at Fornholt was carried out during the 2011 and 2012 field
seasons as part of the joint Archaeology Southwest/University of Arizona School of
Anthropology Preservation Archaeology Field School. The excavation strategy focused heavily
on testing within the apparent great kiva (Feature 1, described below), with the placement of
units intended to expose portions of the structure’s walls, entryway, and central features typical
of great kivas in the eastern Mogollon Highlands. Outside of the great kiva, excavation was
intended to capture a sample of architectural space and artifacts from across the site, including
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confirmation that the tallest portion of the architectural mound did indeed represent two-story
architecture. After the discovery of a catastrophically burned room (Feature 2) in 2011, the 2012
excavation was also intended to explore the extent of burning at the site. In room block space
outside of the great kiva, units were placed in room corners with the general intention of
sampling about one quarter of any given room. After a room floor was exposed, typically a small
subunit was excavated below the floor level. Intact plaster was removed from room walls only
within room corners in order to record bonding or abutment patterns and construction techniques.
Portions of two rooms in the northern room block and four rooms in the southern room block
were excavated. Only limited testing was carried out outside of the site’s two primary room
blocks. Two units were placed in a large depression (Feature 9) between two major room blocks
in order to explore whether this feature was associated with the Tularosa phase occupation. In
fact, it appears to date to the Late Pithouse period.
During the 2011 and 2012 seasons, excavated fill was screened through 1/4 inch wire
mesh, except in a few instances in which the fill of floor features (i.e., hearths, pits, postholes,
etc.), or a sample of room fill, was screened through 1/8 inch mesh. All artifacts recovered from
the screens were collected. Soil samples for flotation were generally taken from alternating
levels, from floor fill, and from floor features. Large macrobotanical specimens were collected
individually at the discretion of the supervisors, and soils samples for pollen analysis were
typically taken from floors and floor features. Excavation proceeded by natural strata. Within
strata, units were typically excavated in 10 cm or, occasionally, 20 cm arbitrary levels. The final
excavation level above a surface was considered to be “floor fill.” The project used forms
developed by Desert Archaeology, Inc., and the codes used to describe stratum type, feature
type, etc. can be found in the DAI field handbook. Units excavated in 2011 were given
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sequential numerical designations beginning with 101; 2012 units were numbered beginning
with 201. Depths were recorded during excavation based on individual unit datum stakes;
elevation across the site was subsequently standardized in comparison to an arbitrary datum
height of 10 meters above the principal site datum located between the two principal room
blocks. Elevations given in meters below datum (MBD) are measured in comparison to this
point. The sterile substrate everywhere at the site consisted of an orangish eroded conglomerate.
Particularly in the southern room block, the site axis is oriented somewhat east of north; cardinal
directions used in describing units and features should be assumed to align roughly with the
orientation of the site, rather than with true geographic directions.
In 2013 and subsequent seasons, the Field School excavation effort shifted to the Cliff
Valley. However, the 2013 season did include systematic recording of the surface density of
artifacts across the whole of Fornholt (see Chapter 5) and a limited remote sensing effort.

Excavation in the Great Kiva and Adjacent Areas
The large, great kiva-like structure located in the central portion of the southern room
block was labeled Feature 1. A substantial portion of both seasons’ excavation was devoted to
the exploration of this structure. Excavations exposed the structure’s northeast corner, part of the
western edge, portions of the interior including two central pits, and a portion of the entryway
and entryway wall. See Chapter 5 for the detailed interpretation of this feature.

Entryway Excavation
Four excavation units were placed around the great kiva entryway as recorded at the site
surface. Unit 102 (measuring 1 m by 1 m) and Unit 106 (a 1-m by 0.5-m extension of Unit 102)
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were placed across the end of the visible portion of the northern entryway wall; excavation in
this area stopped at about 15 cm below the ground surface as the continuation of the wall was not
immediately apparent. Unit 107 was a 1-m by 2-m unit placed with its longer axis against the
northern entryway wall and was the only unit in this area to be excavated to any depth. Unit 110,
a 1.5-m by 0.5-m unit, was placed immediately north of Unit 107, in order to confirm the
presence of the wall. Only about 10 cm of fill, along with the uppermost course of the wall, were
removed within this unit. Roughly 40 cm of fill mixed with collapsed masonry and mortar or
adobe were removed from Unit 107. Masonry collapsing southward into the structure from the
north wall is clearly visible in the unit profile. Below the level of the collapsed masonry,
excavators removed about 20 cm of cultural fill mixed with rodent-disturbed or churned eroded
conglomerate before reaching entirely sterile substrate. No intact floor or use surface was found
in the unit. Presuming that the surface associated with the wall would have been level with the
lowest course, floor level in this area would have been roughly 8.6 or 8.7 MBD. Including the
removed course, the wall at present stands to a height of about 50 cm and is constructed almost
exclusively of large, roughly shaped pieces of conglomerate.

Northeast Corner Excavation
Excavation in this area consisted of four units, although only one of these seems to have
been within the actual boundaries of Feature 1. Unit 105 was initially laid out as a 1-m by 2-m
meter unit with its long axis placed against an east-west oriented wall visible at the site surface
and marking the northern edge of the great kiva depression. The construction of this wall was
unusual compared with other walls visible at the site surface, as it consisted of a double row of
large upright cobbles (see also the discussion of Feature 11). Very little collapsed masonry, about
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17 cm of fill mixed with architectural material, was removed from the unit. Small, disturbed
fragments of apparent human bone were uncovered in the western portion of Unit 105 in the
second level of excavation. Subsequently, the excavation area was reduced to 1 m by 1 m in the
eastern portion of the unit and about an additional 70 cm of cultural fill were excavated in this
smaller area. The excavation in Unit 105 demonstrated that the wall visible at the site surface in
this area consists of little more than two surviving courses—its status as a remnant “footer” is
likely responsible for its unusual appearance compared to other walls visible at the site surface.
This wall was built on a mortar or adobe foundation (possibly laid in a foundation trench) that
was itself clearly built on or within cultural fill, ending well above the sterile substrate. Unit 112
was laid out as a 1-m by 2-m perpendicular extension of Unit 105; the uppermost 72 cm of fill
were recorded as containing collapsed masonry, but the majority of the architectural material in
this unit consisted of semi-intact courses of an inner wall first exposed at about 30 cm below the
surface and running perpendicular to the wall exposed by Unit 105. Unit 114 (1-m by 1.7-m in
area) extended the excavated area to the south again, following this exposed inner wall. In all
three of these units, the material above the sterile substrate consisted of a 15 to 25 cm stratum
containing an abundance of small caliche-covered cobbles and a small amount of cultural
material mixed with the eroded conglomerate that comprises the sterile substrate across the site
and throughout the valley. Excavation in Unit 114 stopped at the beginning of this stratum, while
in Units 112 and 105 excavation continued to the sterile substrate. The depth of sterile in this
area was somewhere between 8.8 and 8.9 MBD.
Unit 117 was originally laid out as a 1-m by 2-m unit inside and paralleling the exposed
interior wall; excavation in this unit fairly quickly uncovered a northern interior wall parallel to
the wall in Unit 105 and forming a corner with the wall first exposed in Unit 112. Because these
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walls were exposed within the unit, the actual area excavated inside the walls is somewhat less
than 2 m2. About 63 cm of fill mixed with wall collapse was removed from Unit 117, with the
collapsed masonry particularly concentrated in the northeastern corner. Below the wall fall, an
additional 10 cm of more artifact-rich fill, which included a small amount of charcoal and ash,
was removed before reaching a poorly preserved and somewhat rodent intruded surface at about
8.9 MBD. A small amount of fill separated this upper surface from a second, much better
preserved surface or floor at about 8.95 MBD, including a shallow posthole about 80 cm from
each wall. This lower floor was a reddish color, and we assumed at the time that it was prepared
sterile and ended excavation in the unit (time constraints at the end of the 2011 season were also
an issue). Given the stratigraphy in the western and central excavation areas of Feature 1, it
seems likely that there are in fact deeper deposits in this area. The cobble-rich layer present in
Units 105, 112, and 114 was entirely absent in Unit 117. The surviving exposed interior wall
stands to a maximum height of 83 cm, with two to five courses surviving; the corner is largely
collapsed. The wall seems to be composed almost entirely of roughly shaped conglomerate slabs
and large volcanic cobbles, with the former being much more common. No plaster survived, but
the wall seems to have been finished on only the interior side. That is, it seems likely to have
been constructed against fill on its exterior side.

Western Excavation area
As in the northeast corner and entryway, initial excavation in the western portion of
Feature 1 focused on defining the walls associated with the structure. Also as in the northeastern
area, the wall visible at the site surface appears not to have been the wall that actually bounded
the Feature. Four units were placed within this area. Unit 202 was initially laid out as a 1-m by 2-
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m unit with its long axis against the north-south wall visible at the site surface at the western
edge of the Feature 1 depression. Unit 206 was laid out as a .6-m by 2-m unit atop the visible
wall. When the uppermost visible course of the wall in Unit 206 was removed, no second course
was immediately visible. Unit 208 was a 1.5-m by 1-m western extension perpendicular to Unit
206 placed to search for an exterior wall farther to the west. Subsequently, the second course of
the outermost wall was found at about 10cm below the removed uppermost course in Unit 206,
and excavation stopped in both Units 206 and 208. Prior to this, a total of about 40 cm of fill
were removed from Unit 208. The lower levels in this unit contained an increasing density of
collapsed masonry and artifacts, presumably representing the fill of the room on the western side
of the wall exposed in Unit 206. This room was assigned the label Feature 10. While it is clear
that this space was not part of Feature 1, the minor excavation in Unit 208 was not sufficient to
provide any real information about the nature of Feature 10.
The upper fill in Unit 202 contained a moderate amount of collapsed masonry. Between
roughly 50 and 60 cm below the ground surface, excavation in Unit 202 exposed the top of a
second, inner wall paralleling the more substantial wall visible at the ground surface.
Subsequently, Unit 202 was restricted to the area between the two walls. An additional
approximately 30 cm of fill were removed, exposing a discontinuous, compact, and possibly
plastered surface, which articulated with the western wall. This was the first of a series of six
possible surfaces, separated by between 2 and 8 cm of fill, none of which were well preserved.
Artifact density within these strata was generally low, and the excavators encountered sterile
substrate at about 4 cm below the final surface, at an elevation of about 8.67 MBD. While at
least the uppermost of the possible surfaces are clearly associated with the western (i.e.,
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outermost) wall, the construction of the eastern (i.e., inner or middle—see below) wall seems to
have cut through, and hence post-dated, these surfaces.
Unit 209 was laid out as a 1-m by 2-m extension to the east from Unit 202—after the
removal of the balk between the two units, the unit size increased to 1 m by 2.4 m. Yet a third
wall, parallel to the other two, was uncovered in Unit 209 between 70 and 80 cm below the
ground surface. The unit was subsequently split into Units 209.01, between the middle and
easternmost walls and 1-m by 0.5-m in area, and Unit 209, the space within the
innermost/easternmost wall and 1-m by 1.6-m in area. Because of the difficulty inherent in
excavating a small space between two walls, excavation was stopped in Unit 209.01 after the
removal of about 30 cm of cultural fill. Almost a meter of fill mixed with collapsed masonry,
including material removed both above and below the uppermost surviving height of the
innermost wall, was removed from Unit 209 before a poorly preserved surface was uncovered at
a depth of about 8.9 MBD. Artifact density increased substantially in the level immediately
above the surface. Three additional apparent floors or surfaces were uncovered in Unit 209, at
8.95 MBD, 9.12 MBD, and 9.14 MBD, with the last immediately above the sterile substrate. A
shallow posthole visible in the surface at 9.12 MBD may actually be associated with the poorly
preserved higher surfaces. Artifact density remained very high in the fill between floors,
dropping off somewhat above the last surface and sterile substrate.
The westernmost wall was the best preserved, with a thick layer of eroding plaster or
mortar covering most of the face of the wall exposed in the unit. The uppermost courses exposed
by excavation consisted of large conglomerate and volcanic cobbles, and the removal of the
plaster facing on a portion of the wall suggested construction of poorly coursed large cobbles in
abundant masonry. Including the course removed in excavation, the surviving wall stood to
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about a meter in height. The base of the wall appears to be associated with the surfaces
uncovered in Unit 202. The wall was about 40 cm in width, and may have consisted of a single
row of masonry in width (i.e., rather than consisting of separate inner and outer faces as in
several walls elsewhere in the site.)
No plaster survived on the middle or easternmost walls. Both of these walls were
constructed of a mix of large and small, mostly unshaped, cobbles of volcanic rock and
conglomerate set in abundant mortar. In both cases, the eastern face of the walls presented a
more even, “finished” face, although the largely collapsed state of the easternmost wall makes
speculation about its original appearance somewhat difficult. The lower part of the middle wall
was certainly built against sterile fill on its west side. Both walls were only a single row of
cobbles wide and somewhat less than 30 cm in width. The surviving portion of the middle wall
stood at least somewhat over a meter in height—excavation in Unit 209.01 was stopped before
reaching the bottom of this wall. The surviving portion of the easternmost wall was collapsing
eastward and stood about 50 cm in height. Several courses (at least enough masonry to account
for an additional 60 cm or so of construction) are visible in the northern profile collapsing
eastward from this wall. The exact association of the middle and eastern walls with the surfaces
exposed in Unit 209 remains somewhat uncertain. The lowest and most intact courses (and there
is admittedly some difficulty here, as the entire wall was in a state of partial collapse to the east)
of the easternmost wall seem to be associated with the upper surface or surfaces in Unit 209.
However, the lowest level excavated in Unit 209.01 ended at approximately the same level as the
uppermost surface in Unit 209 without encountering any apparent surface. We can therefore at
least tentatively suggest that the middle wall is somewhat older and associated with the lower,
earlier surfaces, and that the easternmost wall represents later remodeling. The original standing
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height of these walls remains an open question. A substantial amount of collapsed masonry was
recovered from Unit 209, some of which is clearly associated with the innermost wall. Whether
this indicates that one, two, or all three of the walls stood a full story in height is unclear.

Central area
Unit 111 was a 1-m by 2-m unit positioned in the north-central portion of the Feature 1
depression to align with the eastern side of Unit 105. The upper 30 cm of fill contained little
architectural material and only moderate artifact density. Below this, slightly over 20 cm of more
artifact-rich fill mixed with abundant collapsed masonry were removed from the unit above a
possible poorly preserved surface at almost 9 MBD. The sterile substrate, here somewhat
uneven, was encountered at 9.08 MBD. The presence of wall fall concentrated in the eastern
portion of the unit is consistent with the collapse inward of a continuation of the eastern wall
exposed in Units 112, 114, and 117.
Units 201 (2 m by 2 m) and 211 (1.4 m by 1 m) were placed slightly east of the center of
the Feature 1 depression. The uppermost 25cm of fill in Unit 201 contained a moderate density
of artifacts and a small amount of architectural stone consistent with an impression of material
eroding from the higher areas of the room block and washing into the Feature 1 depression.
Below this, artifact density increased substantially and, by about 45 cm below the surface (9.04
MBD), unit fill included a number of small cobbles that may be collapse from Feature 1’s walls.
The high-artifact-density fill below this included a cluster of ceramic sherds and an intact San
Pedro projectile point above a heavily disturbed and eroded surface at about 9.14 MBD. In the
northern and western portions of the unit, this surface was constructed over sterile fill. The
central and southeastern portions of the unit were heavily disturbed by rodent activity, but this
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area clearly contained evidence of anthropogenic excavation into the sterile substrate. Fill in this
area continued to be artifact-rich (see interpretation below). The lower portion of the central
excavation contained two large adjoining pits. Feature 1.01, the western pit, was basin-shaped,
roughly circular, and slightly less than 80 cm in maximum width. It may have been plastered.
The deepest portion of this feature was about 9.5 MBD. Feature 1.02, the eastern pit, was
straight-sided and deeper than Feature 1.01, with a maximum width of about 90 cm. Unit 201
bisected this feature, and Unit 211 was added as an eastward extension to capture the remainder
of the pit. Feature 1.02 was capped by a largely intact 10 to 15 cm layer of reddish mortar or
redeposited sterile sediment. Below this, the pit fill contained a large number of cobbles and
ground stone objects—including a central, subrectangular slab—within and above an additional
layer of culture fill. The deepest portion of the feature was about 9.9 MBD. Fill in both Features
1.01 and 1.02 was very artifact rich (see interpretation below) and was screened through 1/8 inch
mesh; a sample of the fill from the levels immediately above the pits was also screened through
fine mesh.

Excavation and Interpretation in the Southern Room Block
Feature 2
Feature 2 actually consists of an upper and a lower story room located in the southern,
tallest portion of the southern room block. Both the upper and lower stories burned, with bushels
of carbonized maize and broken vessels eventually collapsing from the upper floor into the
damaged lower room. Portions of two corn cobs and a carbonized bean were radiocarbon dated,
providing the only chronometric dates for the site. In addition to whole and partially
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reconstructible vessels, ground stone and burned perishable material were recovered from the
room.
Excavation. Unit 101 was initially laid out as a 1-m by 2-m excavation unit against an
east-west wall alignment visible from the surface on the highest part of the architectural mound.
Unit 108 was a 1-m by .50-m western extension of Unit 101 intended to confirm the presence of
the western wall of the room and was then discontinued. Unit 109 was a 1-m by 2-m northern
extension of Unit 101, and, after the excavation of the fill above the surviving remnants of the
upper floor, the two units were combined into a single 2-m by 2-m unit under the Unit 101 label.
Finally, Unit 113 was a 1-m by 1-m extension of the northwest corner of this unit added during
the excavation of the feature in order to provide safe access into this deep unit.
The excavators encountered the discontinuous and poorly preserved remains of a
surface—presumably the room’s upper floor—after the removal of between 40 and 50 cm of fill
and collapsed masonry. The fill above the upper floor contained a moderate amount of charcoal,
as well as burned daub or plaster and a very small amount of burned maize. About 1.4 m of fill
was removed from between the upper and lower floors, including a substantial amount of burned
material—primarily carbonized maize cobs with intact kernels and architectural wood, but also
carbonized beans and a few fragments of burned basketry and cordage—and architectural stone.
In levels with very high volumes of burned maize, only a sample of this material was collected.
The fragments of an adobe bin, probably part of a mealing feature, were recovered from within
this stratum and, although not in situ, were given Feature number 2.01. No other identifiable
floor features—either collapsed or in place—were encountered within the room. A low to
moderate amount of rodent disturbance was visible in the floor of the lower story, which was
otherwise largely intact. Excavation below the level of the lower room’s floor plaster exposed a
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single earlier floor associated with the room, with about 15 cm of cultural fill separating it from
the more recent lower-room floor. This earlier floor appeared to have been constructed at, or
very slightly above, the level of the sterile substrate. Excavators removed the wall plaster in a
portion of the room’s southwest corner in order to examine construction techniques and the
presence of bonding or abutment.
Interpretation. Feature 2 clearly stood to two stories during the life of the room. The
surviving walls are between 1.8 and 1.9 m in height, and the volume of collapsed masonry
removed from the excavated portion would have been sufficient to account for the remainder of
the upper story walls. The lower story would have had a very low ceiling, however, with the
bottom of the ceiling beams only about a meter above the floor, based on the beam socket visible
in the southern wall. It seems likely the space was used for storage, rather than as living space.
The upper room floor seems to have been constructed with smaller secondary beams laid across
larger primaries and subsequently covered by a layer of reeds or other material capped with a
plaster or mortar floor. While none of the burned beams submitted to the University of Arizona
Laboratory of Tree-ring Research were datable, the architectural wood from the room includes
species unusual at the site and in the area, particularly Douglas fir, as well as a small amount of
ponderosa pine. The masonry in both walls consists of large cobbles or minimally shaped pieces
of conglomerate, with a smaller amount of volcanic cobbles and tabular stone. These were set in
thick, abundant adobe mortar with little detectible coursing except in the clear row of footing
stones visible after the removal of a portion of the lower story floor. Insofar as it is possible to
tell, the walls appear to have been a single course wide. The west wall abuts the south wall. The
plaster in the lower portion of the feature was clearly discolored by an intense fire, but is better
preserved than that on the upper walls and in general elsewhere at the site. It consists of a 2 to 5
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cm layer of well-sorted, fine-grained, clay-rich material. The southern wall may have been
replastered during the lifetime of the room, and the wall plaster and floor plaster of the lower
room’s upper floor join in the room corner. The wall alignments visible at the site surface aren’t
sufficiently clear to indicate the dimensions of the complete room with certainty; it likely
measures approximately 4 m by 4 m in area.
The exposed portion of the room contained no entryways or ventilators, although the
upper portions of the walls are in general poorly preserved, presumably at least in part because of
the collapse of the upper room floor. Nor do we have any evidence for the placement of a hatch
which would have presumably joined the two stories—even if such a hatch was present in this
part of the room, the floor collapse could easily have eliminated any sign of it. The lack of floor
features in the shallow lower story room is unsurprising if the room served primarily as basement
storage space. Floor features present in the upper story would have been largely destroyed as the
floor collapsed. The partially reconstructible adobe bin was recovered from the fill in the
southeastern corner of the unit and seems likely to have been part of a mealing feature in the
southern portion of the upper room. The placement of mealing facilities near room walls was
common in Tularosa phase sites.
The recovery of several manos, most of which were heavily burned, also suggests the
presence of a grinding facility in the upper story room. About half of the complete or
reconstructible vessels (including the two whole vessels) recovered from the site were from this
room. The partially reconstructible material included five Tularosa Fillet Rim bowls, one incised
jar, one red-slipped obliterated corrugated jar, and a St. Johns Black-on-red bowl. The two
complete or almost complete vessels were a largely intact obliterated corrugated jar and a
complete well-polished, brown ware seed jar. Of all of these, only the intact jar was in contact
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with the lower floor. The seed jar was removed from the south profile about 25 cm above the
lower floor, and the fragments of the rest were dispersed throughout the fill between the remnant
upper and intact lower floors, with the largest number of pieces concentrated about 30 cm above
the lower floor. Large pieces of other vessels (many of them probably obliterated corrugated
jars) are also present, and it is unlikely that the material cataloged as reconstuctible vessels
represented the entire ceramic assemblage in use in the room at the time of the fire. The St.
John’s Black-on-red bowl is the only partially intact painted vessel recovered from the site. The
room also contained the largest (though still very modest) number of El Paso Polychrome sherds
from any single context at the site, and it’s possible that these represent part of a single vessel
within the room. In general, however, the proportion of painted sherds in the room is quite low.
As elsewhere at the site, the painted sherds from the room consist of small sherds from
throughout the Mimbres sequence with a smaller amount of Tularosa phase diagnostics,
emphasizing the comparatively small amount of painted ware even in intact assemblages at the
site.
The Tularosa Fillet Rim bowls might also be related to the mealing facility—sites in the
eastern Mogollon Highlands frequently have groups of bowls of this type set into room floors as
elements of mealing stations (e.g., Martin et al. 1956). The fill within the intact jar recovered
from the lower floor contained only burned material (including carbonized reeds) probably from
the collapse of the upper floor, but the seed jar appears to have been used to store beans. The
burning in the room preserved a few remains of organic artifacts not preserved elsewhere at the
site; these include carbonized fragments of a rod-and-bundle basket, faint remnants of plaited
textiles preserved in contact with lumps of burned corn, fragments of cordage, and a cotton
textile fragment. A shell disk bead and a quartz crystal were recovered separately from within the
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masonry collapse above the upper floor. Unusual material from within the fill between floors
included a small piece of a green mineral, a whole valve Olivella sp. bead, and a 4-cm by 5-cm
tabular piece of hematite that was ground on both faces and two edges. This latter is by far the
largest piece of mineral used for pigment production recovered from the site.
The material collected from Feature 2 seems likely to be the remains of the artifact
assemblage in use in the upper room at the time of the fire. The presence of burning in the lower
story room is evidenced by the charred remains of roof beams, as well as the pattern of burning
visible on the intact plaster of the room’s south wall. Burned material, including the carbonized
remains of foodstuffs and burned or sooted artifacts, also clearly collapsed from the upper story.
The floor between the two rooms only partially collapsed—the pieces of surviving floor
uncovered during excavation and visible in the unit profile suggest that some parts of the floor
decomposed in place, and the profile shows corn and other material collapsing downward in
areas where the upper floor is absent. Given the amount of fill separating the collapsed burned
material from the lower room floor, the room collapse may actually have been comparatively
gradual, although there is no real evidence for the room having been cleaned out after the fire. A
few fire-altered sherds and pieces of obsidian were recovered, suggesting very intense burning in
places. A number of questions remain about the fire itself. The fire might have started in the
lower story and spread upward or have been ignited separately on each floor; if the fire started on
the upper floor, the burning in the lower story might conceivably have been started by burning
material falling through the hatch between rooms. Whether the corn was stored in the room
(which would have been convenient for mealing) or was brought in as fuel is also uncertain.
More than 20 gallons (or about 2 bushels) of carbonized corn were removed from the room,
considering only the material that could be removed in the aggregate. Even assuming that sherds
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unattributable to reconstructible vessels mostly came from large jars, the ceramics in the room
seem unlikely to have been able to hold this volume of material, but the corn could have been
stored in perishable containers or an open enclosure, which would also have made it easier to
ignite.
As in the other rooms at Fornholt, we have no dates for the construction of the room,
although its comparatively central position within the room block suggests that this may be an
older part of the site. The fire is the only directly dated incident we have in the life of the site;
AMS dates from two carbonized maize cobs and a carbonized bean produced ranges (calibrated
and corrected for isotope fractionation) from the twelfth century into the mid- or late thirteenth
century (see Appendix B). The St Johns Black-on-red bowl should provide a terminus post quem
of about 1200 CE, and the fire therefore likely occurred in the early or, perhaps more likely, the
mid-1200s.

Feature 3
Feature 3 is a large room located at the northern edge of the southern room block and is
part of the Tularosa Phase occupation of the site. Excavations in the room exposed a portion of
the hearth and a nearby pit, as well as a doorway opening into an adjacent room to the south. The
room appears to have been largely cleaned out at retirement and may have been burned, although
not to the catastrophic degree exhibited by Feature 2. Subfloor testing suggests that Feature 3
may have been remodeled or built over an earlier room.
Excavation. Units were placed in both the northeast (Unit 103) and southwest (Unit 116)
corners of Feature 3, with each unit intended to sample one quarter of the room. Unit 103 was
approximately 2.5 m by 1.8 m (4.5 m2) in area. Unit 116 was roughly 2.3 m by 1.9 m (4.4 m2) in
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area. Approximately 70 cm and 90 cm of fill were removed above the floor in Units 103 and 116
respectively. The uppermost levels of fill contained collapsed masonry, with a substantially
higher volume of rock recovered from the deeper, more southerly Unit 116. In both units, the
lower roughly 40 cm of fill saw a dramatic reduction in collapsed masonry and a modest increase
in the amount of charcoal and ash. A low to moderate amount of rodent activity was evident in
the fill and disturbed the plastered floor, which was otherwise largely intact throughout both
units.
Feature number 3.01 was a partially plastered pit adjacent to the hearth, Feature 3.02, in
the southwest corner of Unit 103 (i.e., near the room center). Feature number 3.03 was originally
thought to be an irregularly shaped pit but was probably a rodent burrow. A break in the northern
wall, likely a ventilator, was assigned Feature number 3.04. The door exposed in the southeastern
corner of Unit 116 (i.e., near the center of the southern wall of Feature 3) was not assigned a
feature number. A 1-m by 1-m unit excavated below floor level in the northeast corner of Unit
103 exposed a masonry wall stub. At this point, the subfloor unit was split into excavation on
either side of the wall stub (Units 103.01 and 103.02). In the larger, western unit, the excavator
recorded several possible surfaces before reaching the sterile substrate at about 80 cm below the
floor of Feature 3. The very small size of the sub-unit on the east side of the wall made
excavation to sterile impractical.
Interpretation. All four of the walls of this room were mapped at the site surface.
Considered in terms of percent area, Feature 3 is the most intensively excavated room at the site.
The two units would have exposed about half of this roughly 5-m by 4-m room. The northern
wall of the room seems to have collapsed downslope, to the north. The surviving walls stand to
between 1 m and 60 cm, and the original room would have been a single story in height. Where
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intact, the walls were faced with a thick coat of plaster. The east, west, and north walls seem to
have been constructed of an outer layer or face of larger, roughly shaped and coursed pieces of
conglomerate and river cobbles and an inner layer or face of smaller cobbles, pieces of
conglomerate, and occasional pieces of tabular stone or sherds set into abundant mortar. While
none of the masonry at Fornholt is particularly well coursed, the walls of Feature 3 show
somewhat better coursing than those in the northern room block and certainly are better coursed
than those elsewhere in the southern room block. The northern wall of this room, and probably at
least portions of the eastern and western walls as well, seem to have been the exterior walls of
the room block. Although the walls in the portion of the room block to the south of this area were
difficult to define based on surface remains or wall clearing, Feature 3 is clearly attached to the
main room block on its southern side, as evidenced by the southern facing entryway as well as
the height of the architectural mound. Both corners exposed by excavation were bonded.
The base of the door was an adobe sill raised to about 15 cm above the floor. The door
was probably slightly less than 60 cm wide. This is about the same width as the sealed door in
Feature 8 and is consisted with doorways at sites excavated in the eastern Mogollon Highlands
(e.g., Martin et al. 1957; Rinaldo 1959). The height of the door cannot be determined from the
surviving architecture. None of few stones in the fill above the doorway were long enough to
have served as a lintel, and these seem to represent collapse rather than intact masonry. The
smaller gap in the northern wall is collapsed and difficult to define, but given its position on a
central line with the hearth and the presence of a similar feature in Feature 7, it seems plausible
that this feature served as a ventilator.
Feature 3’s hearth was square or rectangular and faced on each side with a stone slab; two
of these were worked conglomerate, and one seems to have been vesicular basalt. The base of the
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fire pit was the sterile substrate. Given its position in Unit 103, the hearth seems to have been
slightly to the east of the room center; the excavation unit contained only a portion (probably
about half) of the hearth. Measured from the top of the slabs, which project slightly above the
level of the floor, the hearth is about 30 cm deep. In the dimension that does not run into the unit
profile, the hearth is about 64 cm in width, measured from the exterior of the slabs (or 48 cm
measured from the interior). The hearth was almost completely filled with ash, presumably from
its final use. Macrobotanical analysis of a flotation sample of this material showed the remains of
maize, as well as juniper and oak charcoal. Few artifacts were recovered from the hearth fill.
These included small amounts of faunal bone and a small amount of lithic debitage, as well as a
single sherd of Tularosa Fillet Rim. The pit immediately adjacent to the hearth was damaged by
rodent activity on its eastern side but appears to have been plastered and to have remained open
at the time of the room’s retirement. The pit is about 35 cm deep and somewhat less than 40 cm
across in maximum width, with a tapering cross-section. In addition to a few small plain ware
sherds and pieces of flaked stone, faunal material was recovered from the pit, including fish
bone—it should be noted that material from this feature was screened through fine mesh, which
might have contributed to the recovery of fish remains in this feature and not elsewhere at the
site. A single red disk bead was also recovered from the pit. The flotation sample from this
feature produced only oak and unidentified charcoal. The other possible pit assigned a feature
number in this room proved to be rodent disturbance; evidence for the ultimate fate of the
rodents in question was present in the form of a large number of snake bones. No artifacts were
recovered from a possible posthole recorded in the north portion of Unit 103, and it is possible
that this represents another rodent burrow.
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Comparatively few artifacts were recovered from the floor and floor fill—including a
fragmentary abrader and a few pieces of apparently unmodified tabular stone—and it seems
likely that the room was cleaned out at retirement. The fill between the collapsed masonry and
floor contained a low to moderate amount of charcoal, possibly indicating a minor degree of
burning in the room at the time of, or post-dating, the room’s retirement. An almost complete,
very large vesicular basalt open trough metate was found in the lower levels of masonry collapse
in Unit 116 and was likely part of a roof assemblage. Whole and fragmentary manos, along with
another complete netherstone used to process pigment, were also found in the levels within and
below the masonry wall collapse. A scattering of rare material was also recovered from the levels
below wall collapse; this included two bilobed or “figure eight” shell beads, two shell bracelet
fragments, and a quartz crystal, as well as a concentration of unworked obsidian nodules found
near the center of Unit 103. Possibly these objects were stored in the ceiling level or contained
within the fabric of the roof. They may also have been deposited after the retirement of the room,
although the comparatively low artifact density within the room fill suggest that there was little if
any substantial trash deposition after the room was retired. In places, sherds are visible within the
construction of the surviving walls, and this is presumably responsible for at least some of the
sherd density within the levels of wall fall.
As elsewhere at the site, the sherds in the floor assemblage provide limited chronological
evidence at best. The few small painted sherds in the floor fill consist of Mimbres Black-onwhite of all three styles and a single Reserve or Tularosa Black-on-white sherd. The presence of
Tularosa Fillet Rim and the comparatively high proportion of smeared or indented corrugated
sherds date Feature 3 to the same Tularosa Phase occupation as the rest of the two late room
blocks. The room’s position at the northern edge of the room block suggests it may have been
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constructed later than more central rooms. Material from within the levels of collapsed masonry
includes Pinedale and Tularosa black-on-whites, St John’s Black-on-red or Polychrome, Pinedale
Polychrome, Undifferentiated White Mountain Red Ware, and San Carlos Red-on-Brown.
The limited area exposed by the subfloor test provides some evidence for remodeling or
reuse. The first flat lying layer in the subfloor unit may represent an earlier floor associated with
Feature 3. The wall stub exposed in the subfloor test has only a few surviving courses and seems
to pass beneath Feature 3’s north wall. Both this earlier room and Feature 3 seem to have been
built on earlier cultural fill. The dating of the earlier feature and the material below it remains an
open question, although there is a noticeable absence of clearly Tularosa Phase material. The
very few (i.e., 6) painted sherds are Mimbres Black-on-white types, half of which were typable
as Late Pithouse period types, and the unpainted sherds consist almost entirely of plain brown
ware or plain corrugated.

Feature 8
Feature 8 is a heavily remodeled room located in the western portion of the southern
room block. The masonry room associated with the Tularosa phase occupation of the site was
built atop adobe wall stubs, possibly associated with an earlier component. Excavation in this
room exposed a sealed doorway, intact upper floor with a hearth and posthole, and several
remnant floors associated with the lower, adobe wall.
Excavation. Unit 203 was initially laid out as a 1-m by 2-m unit placed in the southeast
corner of Feature 8, with its long axis oriented to the north. Unit 205 was subsequently added as
a 1-m by 2-m extension immediately to the west. About 50 cm of fill mixed with collapsed
masonry was removed from each of these units, and, after the excavation of this material, the two
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units were combined to a single 2-m by 2-m unit under the Unit 203 label. An additional 70 cm
of material, including pockets of ash and moderately large pieces of charcoal along with a
discontinuous layer of melted mortar or adobe which might represent roof collapse, separated the
collapsed masonry from the uppermost room floor. This floor was largely intact across the unit
and contained a posthole with the in situ fragmentary remains of a burned post and a basinshaped, clay-lined hearth (Feature 8.01). A doorway was located in the central portion of the
room’s southern wall and, prior to the retirement of the room, had been sealed with plaster to
form a large recessed niche. Several partial corrugated jars were found on the floor.
Excavation below the uppermost floor was restricted to a 0.9-m by 1.85-m unit with its
long axis against the room’s southern wall. Slightly less than 20 cm of compact, low artifact
density fill served as a foundation for the uppermost floor, with about 30 cm of softer, low
artifact density, fill below this. The room walls continue well below the level of the uppermost
floor and include another filled doorway immediately below the filled doorway associated with
the upper floor. However, these lower walls were constructed of puddled adobe; the later,
masonry walls appear to have been built using the earlier adobe construction as a foundation.
Three remnant floors were associated with this lower wall. At least one of these floors was
intruded by an amorphous pit (Feature 8.02). Artifact density in the fill associated with the pit
and with the floors was low. About 20 cm of cultural fill were removed below the lowest of the
remnant floors, including a substantial portion of a very large clapboard corrugated jar. This
vessel was associated with a poorly preserved surface over a stratum with abundant small
cobbles directly above sterile (compare with the lowermost portions of Units 105, 112, 114 in the
area around Feature 1 and Unit 210 in Feature 11). The wall plaster was removed in the room
corner in order to record construction technique, and a small portion of the eastern wall was
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disassembled (Unit 113, a 60-cm by 60-cm area) in order to confirm the presence of adobe in the
lower portion of the wall.
Interpretation. The alignments visible at the site surface aren’t sufficiently clear to
provide a certain measurement of room size, but the room probably measured no more than 3 m
by 3.4 m, making our 4 m2 sample somewhat less than half of the total room area. The
incorporation of earlier adobe walls as foundations for masonry walls is unique in the excavated
rooms at the site. The upper walls are constructed primarily of unworked cobbles, including a
higher proportion of volcanic rock than elsewhere at the site, with a smaller proportion of
roughly shaped conglomerate slabs and tabular stone. The stones are set in abundant mortar and
are poorly coursed at best. The masonry construction begins at roughly the level of the
uppermost floor, although the contact between the adobe and masonry construction is not at an
even height. The surviving masonry stands to a height of between about 1.1 m to 1.3 m above the
contact with the adobe wall; the amount of collapsed masonry recovered from the unit is
sufficient to account for full height walls above the level of the uppermost floor. Based on the
disassembled portion of the wall, both the masonry and adobe walls were about 30 cm wide, and
the adobe construction may have been cobble-reinforced. The adobe wall stub in the southern
wall measures about 60 cm in height and the base of the wall seems to be associated with the set
of remnant floors. In the east wall, the base of the adobe wall stub is slightly deeper than that in
the south wall, and the south adobe wall seems to abut the east adobe wall. In contrast, the east
wall abuts the south wall in the masonry construction.
The final form of the doorway was as a plastered recess 60 cm tall by 50 cm wide and
perhaps 10 cm in depth. The vertically aligned flat stones visible in the wall above the door
might suggest sealing or remodeling a larger doorway, or perhaps merely remodeling after the
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removal of a lintel. The size of the plastered niche alone is well within the range of doorway
sizes in Tularosa phase sites. The doorway would have opened at the level of the floor rather
than having a raised sill. Interestingly, the sealed doorway in the masonry wall is positioned
immediately above the doorway or opening in the adobe wall, this one only about 30 cm wide,
filled in with mortar and cobbles. The hearth (Feature 8.01) in the uppermost floor was an oval,
plastered basin probably about 40 cm in diameter (the long axis runs into the profile) and 10 cm
in depth. The form of this hearth differs from the two rectangular box hearths uncovered in other
rooms at the site. However, like the other hearths it was roughly centrally located—in this case,
probably somewhat north and west of the room center—and was filled with ash at the time of
excavation. The flotation sample from the hearth was similar to those from other features at the
site, containing juniper and oak charcoal, along with reed charcoal and maize cupules. The
posthole measured about 20 cm in diameter and 30 cm in depth and contained the remnants of
the post. The room floor was oxidized around both the hearth and posthole. Material found on or
immediately above the room floor included seven vessel fragments—all from smeared or
indented corrugated jars—large enough to be assigned vessel numbers, as well as a fragment of a
ground stone abrader, large pieces of burned or sooted animal bone, and a zoomorphic shell
pendant.
The pit (Feature 8.01) that cut through the lower floor(s) was an irregular, roughly oval
shape with a flat bottom that exhibited a moderate amount of rodent damage at its edges. The
maximum dimensions of the pit were roughly 90 cm by 70 cm, with a depth of between 20 cm
and 40 cm. Although a moderate amount of ash and charcoal and a collection of unworked
cobbles were present in the pit, artifact density was low. The analysis of the flotation sample
showed the presence of the maize, juniper, and oak charcoal typical of other samples from the
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site. The lowest possible surface—that associated with several large pieces of a heavily sooted
plain corrugated jar—occurs at about the depth of the bottom of the eastern wall and so may be
associated with the very earliest construction in the room.
Feature 8 has perhaps the most complex life history of any room at the site, much of
which necessarily remains in the realm of speculation. The room’s position in the west-central
portion of the room block suggests that it may be one of the earlier rooms at the site, a suggestion
borne out by the amount of remodeling in the room. The presence of the earlier adobe wall stubs
raises a number of questions. In the Mimbres sequence, Classic masonry architecture is followed
in the Black Mountain and Cliff Phases by adobe architecture, although some adobe may have
been in use during the Classic period (Creel 1999). Adobe is generally absent from sites in the
eastern Mogollon Highlands in any time period. The latest version of the room is clearly
associated with the Tularosa phase use of site. Although we have no chronometric dates for the
room and very little decorated ware, Tularosa Black-on-white and Tularosa Fillet Rim, along
with undifferentiated Cibola White Ware and White Mountain Red Ware, were recovered from
the fill between the lowest masonry wall fall and uppermost floor. Perhaps more convincing as
evidence for a Tularosa phase date is the presence of indented and partially obliterated indented
jars—and no plain corrugated jars—in the assemblage from the uppermost room floor.
Stratigraphically, the adobe wall must be earlier than the masonry construction, but the question
of whether the earlier room can be assigned to a specific phase remains open. The large, plain
corrugated jar that is probably associated with the earliest construction in the room could fit
comfortably into a Mimbres Classic assemblage. This is the only plain corrugated partially
reconstructible vessel at the site, and plain corrugated is heavily outnumbered in the site’s
assemblage in comparison with indented or obliterated corrugated. Some of the plain corrugated
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sherds that do appear in the assemblage may have been used as chinking in the later walls. There
are only a small number of artifacts from any stratum below the upper floor, in part because the
exposed area below the upper floor is only half of that exposed above the upper floor. Of the
painted sherds recovered from below the uppermost floor, all but one can be assigned to the
Mimbres Black-on-white sequence. The exception is a piece of undifferentiated Cibola White
Ware from the very lowest level. The general scarcity of Tularosa phase painted ware at the site
makes it difficult to formulate a strong argument based on the absence of late painted types,
however. The absence of Tularosa Fillet Rim and the generally higher proportion of plain
corrugated relative to indented or obliterated corrugated may make a stronger argument that the
material below the upper room floor predates the Tularosa phase. It seems possible that the
adobe room represents late Classic or post-Classic construction. The south wall’s position higher
than and abutting the east wall suggests differences in the timing of their construction, and
therefore possible remodeling even during the use of the original adobe room.
There is also the question of settlement continuity between the use of the upper and lower
rooms. For example, were the lower floors used or reused after the construction of the upper
masonry walls—since the masonry walls were built directly on the adobe walls—or were the
construction of the masonry walls, the filling of the adobe room, and the creation of the
uppermost floor a single event? In broader social terms, does the room represent a continuous
occupation from an earlier time period into the Tularosa phase? The use of the adobe walls as
footers suggests a will to maintain the shape of the room, as well as the location of the door. If
the two doorways were in use as a single feature associated with the lower floors in the room,
they would have formed a large T-shaped doorway. The positioning of the apparent beam seat in
the southern wall might suggest that the lower floors were used with masonry wall. The bottom
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of the beam seat is only about 80 cm above the uppermost floor, but is about 1.3 m above the
lower floor—a distance that would make for a still shallow, but usable room. Alternatively, it is
possible that the apparent beam seat was not associated with a roof beam at all. A small amount
of unusual material was recovered from between the uppermost and earlier floors and may
represent either foundation deposits for the upper room or material involved in closing the lower
room. This included a bilobed shell bead, a fragment of a green mineral (probably turquoise),
and calcite and quartz crystals, in the fill below the floor, along with a Glycymeris sp. bracelet
fragment within the fabric of the uppermost floor.
Even excluding the earlier construction, the uppermost room appears to have had a
complex history of its own. The filling of the doorway indicates remodeling during the life of the
room. The room burned and, while this ended the residential use of the space, it is unclear if this
was part of the same major fire that destroyed Room 2 and other rooms in the southern portion of
the site. Feature 8 lacks the vast amount of charred material that was recovered from Room 2.
The artifact density between the collapsed masonry and uppermost room floor is comparatively
low, although there are some discrete ash deposits (possibly the result of dumping events) within
and below the wall fall, and possibly a higher density of faunal material than in the uppermost
levels. Again, a scatter of unusual material was recovered from the fill above the room floor and
below the wall fall, including quartz (or amethyst) and calcite crystals, a black stone pendant,
and a Glycymeris bracelet fragment. It seems unlikely that any significant deposition of “trash”
happened after the room burned, although it is possible that some of the above material may have
been purposefully placed in retiring the room.
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Feature 11
Feature 11 is located in the northeastern portion of the southern room block, immediately
to the north of Feature 1. The surviving walls are very shallow, and were built on a substantial
amount of cultural fill. There was no extant floor, and the room may never have been completed
or used.
Excavation. Unit 210 was placed in the southwest corner of a long rectangular area
immediately to the north of the Feature 1 depression; the area enclosed by masonry walls
measures 3 m by 8.5 m. The southern wall exposed by Unit 210 was the same wall (although a
different segment) exposed by Unit 105 immediately to the southwest. Unit 210 itself measured
1.5 m by 1.5 m, and was intended to provide a sample of what was assumed to be the
westernmost room within the larger rectangular area. Approximately 30 cm of fill mixed with
collapsed masonry was removed from the upper levels of the unit. The lowest level of collapsed
masonry corresponds roughly to the bottom of the surviving walls, but no floor or surface was
present. The excavators removed a further 85 cm of fill before reaching the sterile substrate.
Within this stratum, they encountered two relatively compact levels, the first at about 8 MBD (or
about 10 cm below the bottom of the masonry walls) and the second somewhat lower at about
8.4 MBD (or about 40 cm above sterile). As in the nearby Units 105, 112, and 114, the material
above the sterile substrate contained a high density of small cobbles and very few artifacts. A
moderate amount of rodent disturbance was present, particularly in the uppermost several levels.
Artifact density was modest at best throughout the unit; a minor amount of charcoal was present,
and an ash deposit extended through several levels well below the level of the walls. No features
were recorded within the unit.
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Interpretation. The Feature 11 designation was originally intended to refer to a presumed
westernmost room within the larger rectangular area visible on the surface north of Feature 1.
Given the shallowness of the walls exposed by excavation and the lack of cross walls visible at
the site surface, it seems possible that the area was never subdivided, and perhaps Feature 11
should be considered to be the entire 3-m by 8.5-m enclosure. Of the exposed southern wall, only
a single course less than 40 cm in height survives; as visible from the site surface, this course
consists of a footer about 35 cm wide, consisting of two rows of large conglomerate or basalt
cobbles. This sits atop a 20 to 40 cm layer of very compact, clay-rich mortar or adobe-like
material (also visible in Unit 105). In the western wall, portions of a second course consisting
primarily of tabular stone survive, along with a single stone of a probable third course of large
cobbles, for an absolute maximum surviving height of 50 cm. The footer consists of large
conglomerate or basalt cobbles. As the top of this course was not exposed, it is unclear whether it
consists of a double row of cobbles as in the southern wall or only a single row. Based on the
course visible at the site surface, the western wall is somewhat narrower, at about 30 cm. In
addition, the underlying compact layer present in the southern wall is absent. Little or no plaster
survived on either wall. The western wall apparently abuts the southern wall, although given that
only the footers survive this may not be representative of construction that may once have
existed higher in the walls. The wall fall visible in the western profile suggests the presence of
perhaps an additional three or four courses of masonry collapsing eastward from the west wall,
but the total amount of collapsed masonry recovered from the unit was insufficient to account for
full height walls.
The site surface slopes eastward within the large rectangular area, such that the eastern
side is roughly 40 cm lower than the western side. That the walls also slope downward may be
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seen by the differences in the depth of the southern wall in Units 210 and 105. How much of this
difference in elevation is the product of the gradual settling of a wall built on fill as opposed to
construction following the slope of the ground surface, presumably with a plan to add or remove
fill to produce a level floor, is unclear. However, the lack of surviving floors and paltry amount
of collapsed masonry together suggest that this area was never finished.
The modest artifact density present in the unit seems consistent with the presence of sheet
trash and low intensity trash deposition in an extramural area, and the two more compact levels
might represent trampled exterior spaces. The presence of a few sherds of later types (a single
sherd each of El Paso Polychrome, Tularosa Black-on-white, and undifferentiated White
Mountain Red Ware), along with the comparatively high proportion of indented or smeared
corrugated, in the levels immediately below the wall fall at least tentatively suggest the walls
were constructed late in the occupation, over Tularosa phase deposits. The lower levels contain
fewer corrugated sherds (and most of these have plain coils) and painted wares only from the
Mimbres Black-on-white sequence. Charcoal roughly associated with the lower compact level
includes pine and walnut charcoal (both very rare elsewhere at the site). A quartz crystal was
also recovered from this level. Artifact density drops off steeply below the lower compact layer.

Excavation and Interpretation in the Northern Room Block
Features 4 and 6
Feature 4 is a room located on the eastern side of Fornholt’s northern room block and was
part of the Tularosa phase occupation at the site. The floor in this room was heavily disturbed,
and no intact floor features and comparatively few artifacts were recovered. Feature 4 overlies
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Feature 6, which represents either the edge of a pit structure or a wall stub from an earlier surface
structure.
Excavation. Unit 104 was placed in the southeast corner of Feature 4. At what was
probably floor level, the unit measured 2.2 m by 1.34 m, or slightly less than 3 m2 in area. We
estimate this to be about one quarter of the complete room. About 70 cm of fill mixed with
collapsed masonry were removed from the upper portion of the unit. The discontinuous remains
of a surface were present in the first 10 cm level below wall collapse. In the same level, a
concentration of ash in the southwestern portion of the unit was labeled as Feature 4.01.
Beginning 10 cm below the level of the poorly preserved floor, the unit size was reduced to 1 m
by 1.2 m. Within this level, a roughly linear area of compact fill appeared in the center of the
unit. The fill on either side of this compact area was excavated separately. Artifact density was
very low on both sides in the 10 to 20 cm of remaining cultural fill above the sterile substrate.
The slightly deeper eastern side was assigned Feature number 6.
Interpretation. Based on surface remains, Feature 4 was the easternmost room of the
northern room block. As in some of the site’s other rooms, wall construction consisted of an
outer course of large, sometimes roughly shaped, conglomerate blocks and an inner veneer of
smaller volcanic cobbles and pieces of conglomerate, very unevenly coursed, embedded in and
covered with a very heavy layer of plaster. The surviving portion of the walls stands to between
60 and 70 cm in height, and the full height of the walls in Feature 4 would not have exceeded a
single story. The single corner (the southeastern corner of the room) exposed in the unit seems to
have been bonded. The floor was heavily disturbed, primarily by rodent activity, and the only
defined feature (Feature 4.01) had no definite shape and might represent an ash-dumping episode
rather than a hearth or in situ burning.
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Compared with other contexts at the site, sherd density was moderately low throughout
the unit. As elsewhere on the site, small amounts of Mimbres Black-on-white (including
indeterminate sherds and a mix of all three styles) were present throughout the fill of the unit
excavated in Feature 4. Cibola White Ware, including one piece typed as either Reserve or
Tularosa Black-on-white, and White Mountain Red Ware were recovered from within the levels
of wall fall, and two sherds of Tularosa Fillet Rim were recovered from at or below the level of
the remains of the floor. This provides our best chronological evidence in this room, along with
the shared masonry style and position in the same room block as Feature 7 (discussed below),
where the temporal evidence from the painted ceramics is marginally better. The presence of ash
and charcoal below the fallen masonry might suggest some minor trash deposition after the room
ceased to be used for occupation. Neither is present in sufficient quantities to suggest that the
room burned. No artifacts could be securely assigned to a floor assemblage. However, two quartz
crystals were found at or near floor level, and a shell bracelet fragment was found below the
level of the floor. Unworked fragments of turquoise or other green minerals, additional quartz
crystals, and a shell pendant made from a complete Pecten sp. valve were also recovered from
the masonry collapse. It is plausible that the shell and minerals are the remains of either
foundation or retirement deposits within the room construction. Perhaps the most interesting
aspect of the assemblage was a comparatively high frequency of projectile points, again,
recovered above floor level. It seems possible that these were somehow stored above the floor
level of the room and left as de facto refuse (all are small obsidian points reasonably consistent
with local production at the site). Conceivably, they could also have been deposited in the roof or
walls as foundation deposits.
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Considering the limited exposure, Feature 6 necessarily remains enigmatic. Adobe walls
predating masonry construction were present in Feature 8 (see above). However, the compact
area within Unit 104 is somewhat irregular in shape and can’t definitely be labeled a wall. If
Feature 6 represents the edge of a pit structure, the feature would have been shallow.

Feature 7
Feature 7 is a room in the southwestern portion of the northern room block dating to the
Tularosa Phase occupation at the site. The room was largely cleaned out at the end of residential
use, but the floor and floor fill assemblage included a red-slipped partial reconstructible vessel
and several pieces of ground stone. Excavation exposed a portion of the room’s slab-lined hearth
and a small, sealed empty pit.
Excavation. Unit 115 was placed in the southwest corner of Feature 7, with the intention
of sampling approximately one quarter of the room’s area. The unit measured 2.05 m by 2.1 m,
or about 4.3 m2 in area. The upper 65 cm of fill was mixed with collapsed masonry, and the 8 cm
of fill between the collapsed masonry and the intact floor were considered floor fill. The floor
was largely intact throughout the unit, with minor rodent disturbance present in places. The edge
of the room’s rectangular slab-lined hearth (Feature 7.01) was present in the northeast corner of
the unit. A break in the room’s south wall directly opposite the hearth may represent a ventilator
(Feature 7.02). Feature 7.03 was assigned to an apparently remodeled area of the room’s west
wall, and Feature 7.04 was assigned to a small sealed pit in the northwestern portion of the unit.
Excavation below the level of the floor was carried out in a 1-m by 1-m unit in the southwestern
corner of the Unit 115. No earlier floors or evidence of earlier construction were encountered,
and excavation reached the sterile substrate 14 cm below the level of the floor.
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Interpretation. All four of Feature 7’s walls were recorded during the 2010 wall clearing
and mapping project, and excavation in Unit 115 exposed about one quarter of an approximately
4-m by 4-m room. The southernmost wall of the room was the exterior wall of the room block.
As elsewhere in the site, the walls were heavily plastered over broken or roughly shaped pieces
of conglomerate and a smaller number of volcanic cobbles. Here too, the exterior face of the
walls consisted of larger pieces of conglomerate. Where the unit was excavated below the level
of the floor, a course of larger footers was visible in the western wall. Both tabular stone and
sherds were occasionally used as chinking in wall construction. The room corner was bonded,
suggesting (as does a jog in room block’s southern exterior wall) that the unexcavated room to
the west of Feature 7 may have been a later addition. The area of contrasting mortar in Feature
7’s western wall is irregular in shape, but might represent a sealed door. As in Feature 4, the
original room walls were no more than a single story in height.
The hearth (Feature 7.01) was located in the center of the room and consisted of a square
or rectangular pit edged with conglomerate worked into rectangular slabs, the tops of which
projected above the level of the room floor. Including the portion above floor level, the hearth
was about 30 cm in depth and about 60 cm in width (measured from the outside of the slabs). It
was almost completely filled with ash at the time of room retirement. In its shape, position, ash
fill, and association with a possible ventilator in an exterior wall, Feature 7’s hearth bears a very
strong resemblance to the hearth in Feature 3 in the southern room block. Very few artifacts were
recovered from the hearth. The macrobotanical analysis of flotation samples showed the charred
remains of oak wood and maize in this feature, material typical of flotation samples from the site.
The sealed pit is less easily interpretable. This feature was 15 cm in depth and narrowed from an
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oblong (22-cm by 15-cm) opening to a more circular (13-cm by 10-cm) base. The pit was nearly
devoid of artifacts.
With the exception of the material from the hearth, little charcoal or ash was found within
the room fill and artifact density was comparatively low, making it unlikely that Feature 7
burned or that it saw any significant trash deposition after the end of its residential use life. The
surviving floor assemblage, including artifacts recorded on the floor and from floor fill, is
modest at best. The room appears to have been largely emptied at retirement. Floor-associated
artifacts included fragments of a partially reconstructible red-slipped jar, fragments of ground
stone, and a ground stone slab apparently used for pigment grinding and possibly lapidary work.
Sherds within the floor fill included Heshotauthla Black-on-red or Polychrome, undifferentiated
White Mountain Red Ware, Tularosa Fillet Rim, and various indented or semi-obliterated
corrugated sherds, supporting the inclusion of this room in the Tularosa Phase occupation of the
site. The upper levels of fill within the room contained the usual mix of types, with the small
portion of painted ware dominated by Mimbres Black-on-white styles, presumably from within
the walls. El Paso Polychrome and Cibola White Ware were also present. A concentration of
fragmentary ground stone was recovered from the northwest corner of the unit in the lower levels
of collapsed masonry. As these objects are both fragmentary and burned it seems likely that they
were recycled within the masonry walls rather than being representative of a feature. A shell
bracelet fragment and quartz crystal were found immediately below the room floor in the subfloor unit excavated in the room’s southwest corner, suggesting an interesting similarity to
Feature 4 and the possible presence of a foundation deposit. Another piece of quartz and a
fragment of marine shell were also recovered from the levels of collapsed masonry.
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Extramural Features and Units
Feature 5
Feature 5 was a mapped but unexcavated area of masonry to the east of the large,
southern Tularosa phase room block. It may represent the remains of a small, two-room structure
of unknown temporal affiliation. There is no architectural mound associated with the alignments,
however, and it seems to either have been comparatively ephemeral or heavily stone robbed in
the construction of later architecture.

Feature 9
Feature 9 was a large pit structure—probably a great kiva dating to the later part of the
Three Circle Phase—centrally located between the two Tularosa Phase room blocks. It is clearly
visible from the surface as a large and deep depression between 7 m and 10 m in diameter.
Excavation. Unit 204, a 1-m by 2-m unit with its long axis oriented roughly north-south,
was placed at what was estimated to be the edge the pit structure depression. Unit 207 was
subsequently added as a 1-m by 2.5-m extension to the north. Unit 204 and the southern part of
Unit 207 exposed a portion of the pit structure’s ramped entryway. The sloping entryway appears
to have been over 3 m in length, and perhaps only 50 cm or so in width, and the deepest part of
the entryway contained between 75 cm and 80 cm of fill. About 70 cm of artifact-rich, high claycontent fill were excavated from Unit 207 before reaching a 40-cm thick stratum of roof collapse
and architectural debris above the structure floor. Unit 207 exposed a 0.8-m by 1.6-m portion of
the interior of the pit structure, including a posthole immediately adjacent to the entryway
(Feature 9.01). Rodent burrows were present in the two units, particularly in the upper levels of
Unit 204.
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Interpretation. The correspondence between the alignment of the entryway (slightly east
of south) and that of our unit was coincidental, although fortuitous. No masonry was used in the
construction of the pit structure, and the limited portion of the interior earthen wall that was
exposed by the excavation was lined by a small amount of intact plaster. The small portion of
exposed wall appears straight rather than curving, but given the large size of the complete
structure, we cannot make any real inferences about its shape. The structure was excavated at
least 50 cm into the sterile substrate. The posthole, the only floor feature exposed, measured 23
cm in diameter and 20 cm in depth. No portion of the post survived, and no artifacts were
recovered from the fill in the posthole. Small amounts of charcoal were present within the
architectural debris. The material from the small exposed area isn’t really sufficient to indicate
whether or not the structure burned.
The sherds recovered from the floor fill and levels of architectural debris—including
Mimbres Black-on-white Styles I and II and Three Circle Neck Corrugated—are consistent with
a Three Circle phase date for the structure. Some of the sherds in the upper architectural debris
might be interpretable as Style III, but this seems unlikely, and, by itself, is insufficient to raise
the possibility of Classic use or reuse of the pit structure (although such a possibility is certainly
intriguing, and Sedig [2015] has argued that the very large great kiva at the Woodrow site in the
Cliff Valley saw some use as a Classic shrine). The suggestion that Feature 9 was a great kiva is
based primarily on its large size, rather than any particularly significant artifacts found in our
modest test units.
Artifact density in the fill above the architectural debris is much higher than within and
below the architectural debris and is high in comparison with other contexts at the site in general.
The ceramics present show a mix of types from throughout the occupation of the site. Some of
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this may be the product of refuse having been dumped directly into a convenient depression and
subsequent churned by rodent activity, or some or all of the artifacts may have washed into the
depression from the surrounding area. The high clay content of the fill within the depression
suggests settling water, and the upper levels of Unit 204 contained the remains of a rill draining
into the great kiva depression.

Unit 212
Unit 212 was a 1-m by 1-m unit east of the southern room block excavated in order to
explore the depth of deposits in extramural space.
Excavation and Interpretation. Unit 212 was placed 13 m to the east of the edge of the
southern room block’s architectural mound. About 40 cm of low artifact density fill was
removed from the unit before reaching sterile in the northeastern portion of the unit. A clear line,
probably the edge of a pit structure, separated this part of the unit from the southwestern portion,
where deeper cultural fill was present. No excavation was carried out within this probable
feature. The low artifact density and comparatively shallow deposits suggest that this area would
have been comparatively “clean” during the Tularosa phase occupation. The larger space
demarcated by Feature 1 on the west and possibly by a group of three small volcanic boulders on
the east may be the best candidate for a “plaza” at the site. The present ground surface at Unit
212 was slightly downslope from that at the edge of the southern room block, but the elevation of
sterile in the unit (about 8.9 MBD) was roughly equal to the uppermost recorded floors in
Feature 1, 25 cm higher than the lowest recorded floors in Feature 1, and slightly lower than the
level of sterile in the Feature 1 entryway.
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APPENDIX B. RADIOCARBON DATES FROM ROOM 2 AT THE FORNHOLT SITE
The three radiocarbon dates from the Fornholt site (LA 164471) were obtained from
burned material recovered from one room and date a single event—the catastrophic burning of
Room 2. Given the presence of similar heavy burning elsewhere in the site’s southern room
block (see Chapter 5), there is a substantial likelihood that this also represents the end date for
the Tularosa phase occupation at the site. Dating was carried out by the University of Arizona
AMS Laboratory. All samples were prepared using a standard acid-base-acid pretreatment. The δ
13

C was measured off-line using a stable isotope mass spectrometer, and the measured

radiocarbon age is given with isotope fractionation correction and background subtracted. The
dates were calibrated by Greg Hodgins using the IntCat13 dataset in OxCal v. 4.2.4.
Table B.1 Radiocarbon dates obtained from burned material in Room 2.
Sample
Number
AA104855

Field
Number
FN 2011.449

Maize

-8.7±0.1‰

871±26

AA105851

FN 2011.388

Maize

-10.8±0.1‰

796±36

1170-1278

AA105852

FN 2011.449

Bean
(Phaseolus sp.)

-24.1±0.1‰

834±26

1163-1258

δ 13C

Material
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14

C age BP

Calibrated Date Range
(95.4% probability)
1046-1092
1120-1140
1147-1225
1235-1242

APPENDIX C. TULAROSA PHASE ROOM DIMENSIONS BY SITE
The table below lists the room dimensions from Tularosa phase sites summarized in
Figure 5.2 and Table 5.3. Sources include Bullard (1950), Martin et al. (1956 and 1957), Nesbitt
(1938), Oakes and Zamora (1999), Peeples (2011a, data available from the Digital
Archaeological Record, www.tdar.org), Rinaldo (1959), Robinson (1992), and Schroeder and
Wendorf (1954).
Table C.1 Tularosa phase room dimensions by site.
Room

Length

Width

Area

Room

Length

Width

Area

Apache Creek
Room 1

3.5

3.3

11.55

Higgins Flat
Room A

5.5

3.75

20.63

Room 2

5.2

3.7

19.24

Room B

5.8

7.4

42.92

Room 3

4.7

4.3

20.21

Room C

5.5

5.15

28.33

Room 3A

1.75

4.3

7.53

Room 4

1.65

1.65

2.72

Room D
Room E

2.6
4.4

4.35
5.8

11.31
25.52

Room 5

1.65

2.8

4.62

Room F

3.15

1.8

5.67

Room 6

3

3.9

11.7

Room G

4.3

4.3

18.49

3.5

3.05

10.68

Room 7

0.85

7.08

6.02

Room H

Room 8

4.5

4.9

22.05

Room I

4.3

5.2

22.36

Room J

5.2

1.2

6.24

Room K

2.35

1.55

3.64

1.5

3.28

4.92

DZ Site (LA 70185)
Room 1

3.75

3.3

12.38

Room L

Room 2

4.5

4

18

Room M

1.9

2.3

4.37

5.5

4.8

26.4

4.8

1.7

8.16

5

2.7

13.5

Foote Canyon
Room 1

5.4

5.15

27.81

Highway Salvage 12
Room 1

Room 2

4.45

5.15

22.92

Room 2

Room 3, floor 2

4.6

4

18.4

Room 4

3.6

2.64

9.50

Room 5, floor 1

4.75

4.25

20.19

Highway Salvage 13
Room 1

Room 6

1.95

1.6

3.12

Room 3

5

3.7

18.5

Room 7

2.3

3.8

8.74

Room 4

2.7

2

5.4

Room 8

3.45

4.55

15.7

Room 5/6

3.2

5.4

17.28

4.9

4.2

20.58

2.6

1.95

5.07

Room 7

Room 10

6

3.3

19.8

Room 8

3.2

5

16

Room 11

2.42

1.75

4.24

Room 9

2.2

3.9

8.58

Room 12

5.2

3.7

19.24

Room 10

4.4

3.9

17.16

Room 9
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Room

Length

Width

Area

Hough 70 (LA 3279)
Room 2

4.1

5.1

20.91

Room 3

4.72

4.45

21.00

Room 5

7.3

4.5

32.85

Room 6

4.7

4.4

20.68

Room 7

4.6

4.45

20.47

Room 8

4.3

2.71

11.65

Room 9

4.3

4.22

18.15

Room 10

4.3

2.1

9.03

Room 12

4.4

3.3

14.52

Room 13

4.35

3.4

14.79

Jewett Gap
Room 1

5

3.5

17.5

Room 2

2

3.5

7

Room 3

3.25

7.5

24.38

Room 4

4.5

4.5

20.25

Room 5

4

4.5

18

Room 6

3

4.5

13.5

Starkweather Ruin
Room 1

4.14

2.29

9.48

Room 2

6.93

4.22

29.24

Room 3

4.09

2.9

11.86

Room 4

2.92

2.16

6.307

Room
Starkweather Ruin
(cont.)
Room 5

Width

Area

3.68

2.18

8.022

Room 6

5.82

3.68

21.42

Room 7

3.86

2.29

8.84

Room 8

3.86

2.64

10.19

Room 9

6.81

3.51

23.90

Room 10

4.78

3.58

17.11

Room 11

5.87

3.56

20.9

Room 12

3.53

2.64

9.32

3.3

2.84

9.37

AR10

4.17

2.86

11.93

AR3

5.07

3.51

17.8

AR4

5.85

4.1

23.99

AR6

2.25

2.73

6.14

WS Ranch
AR1
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Length

AR7

4.1

2.8

11.48

AR9

3.97

1.95

7.74

BR2

4.85

3.75

18.19

BR3

5.71

3.28

18.73

BR4

4.5

1.5

6.75

CR2

5.5

4

22

ER1

6.05

4.16

25.17

ER2, floor 1

5.47

4.8

26.26

APPENDIX D. FORNHOLT CERAMIC TABLES
The tables below give the complete sherd counts for the excavations carried out by the Archaeology Southwest/University of
Arizona School of Anthropology Field School in 2011 and 2012 at the Fornholt site (LA 164471 or NM S:13:9 [ASM]).
Table D.1 Plain ware sherd counts by unit.

209.01

211

102

106

107

15

134

16

98

2

1

26

9

23

35

105

22

4

60

Plain Polished, Indeterminate Interior

6

17

31

20

3

14

Plain Unpolished, Indeterminate Interior

1

1

4

Red Ware, Plain Interior

21

21

74

9

Red Ware, Red Interior

2

8

8

4

Red Ware, Smudged Interior

9

9

30

6

Red Ware, Indeterminate Interior

1

2

Plain Corrugated, Plain Interior

35

41

180

73

8

83

8

43

Plain Corrugated, Smudged Interior

14

15

70

19

3

35

2

15

4

6

33

3

1

15

2

9

206

209

112

21

114

202/209

312

3

112

202

116

9

105

201

66

Type

Feature 1
(Exterior Units)

110

117

Feature 1 (Entryway)

111

Feature 1 (Interior)

2

73

5

1

15

68
3

17

28

2

16

19

20

17

3

4

2

8

2

14

6

2

6

4

1

4

Plain Brown Ware
Plain Polished Brown Ware
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Plain Unpolished Brown Ware
Smudged Brown Ware

9

1

Red Ware
3
1

30

3

26

5

2

14

1

1

5

11

14

5

2

3

3

5

2

7

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

Plain Corrugated Brown Ware

Plain Corrugated, Indeterminate Interior

1
1

1

25

20

24

7

12

7

11

15

3

5

5

1

1

1

1

104

Indented or Obliterated Corr., Smudged Interior

13

15

62

7

1

45

1

9

2

3

22

3

1

10

2

2

8

2

5

8

2

206

167

114

211

7

112

209.01

31

105

209

390

110

202/209

75

107

202

75

Feature 1
(Exterior Units)

106

201

Indented or Obliterated Corr., Plain Interior

Type

102

117

Feature 1 (Entryway)

111

Feature 1 (Interior)

1

29

16

22

7

6

10

4

6

4

Indented or Obliterated Corrugated Brown Ware

Indented or Obliterated Corr., Indeterminate Interior.

1

1

Red-Slipped, Indented or Obliterated Corrugated
Red Ware Indented or Obliterated Corr., Plain Interior.

4

Red Ware Indented or Obliterated Corr., Smudged Interior

6

1

4

1

1

1

1

Red Ware Indented or Obliterated Corr., Indeterminate Int.

369

Other Corrugated
Zoned/Patterned Corr. Brown Ware

1

Zoned/Patterned Corr. Brown Ware, Smudged Interior

1

1

2

12

2
1

Zoned/Patterned Corr. Red Ware
Tularosa Fillet Rim

1
2

Three Circle Neck Corrugated

1

4

4

2

San Francisco Red
Tooled Corrugated Brown Ware, Plain Interior

2

10

3

9

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1
25

14

81

8

Other/Indeterminate Corr. Brown Ware, Smudged Interior
Other/Indeterminate Corr. Brown Ware, Indeterminate
Interior

9

5

11

1

3

10

Other/Indeterminate Corr. Red Ware

1

Other/Indeterminate Corr. Red Ware, Smudged Interior

1

1

Tooled Corrugated Brown Ware, Smudged Interior
Other/Indeterminate Corr. Brown Ware

1

3
1

1

23

16

1

2

12

1

4

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

5

206

114

112

Feature 1
(Exterior Units)

105

110

107

106

102

211

209.01

Feature 1 (Entryway)

209

4

202/209

201

1

202

117

Type

111

Feature 1 (Interior)

Other Surface Treatments
Playas Red Incised
Incised Brown Ware

1

2

3

1

1

1

Incised Brown Ware, Smudged Interior
Cord Marked Brown Ware

1

Cord Marked Brown Ware, Smudged Interior

1

Cord Marked Red Ware
Punctate Brown Ware

1

1

Punctate Brown Ware, Smudged Interior

2

370

Scored Brown Ware
Brown Ware, Other/Indeterminate Surface Treatment

1

1

1
1

1

3

9

1

8

4

1
2

5

3

1

1
1

2

1

3

1

Red Ware, Other/Indeterminate Surface Treatment
Brown Ware, Other/Ind. Surface Treatment, Smudged
Eroded/Indeterminate
TOTAL PLAIN WARE:

1

4

4

8

4

336

411

1507

342

2
49

683

39

391

8

4

2

1

3

168

3

202

2

1

205

55

72

Table D.1 Continued.

7

3

21

1

5

No Unit

1

212

62

210

9

208

19

207

1

204

175

213

1

205

4

15

F11

203.01

171

2

F10

203

103.01

21

6

Feature 9

115

103

31

2

Feature 8

104

113

8

13

F7

116

109

223

F4

103.02

108

Type

Feature 3

101

Feature 2

13

120

217

46

124

73

32

15

152

331

20

100

11

1

64

23

42

19

3

3

2

75

140

6

39

4

5

66

79

14

73

30

14

17

35

95

15

38

1

1

5

40

6

17

14

3

3

29

74

2

2

6

4

8

5

1

1

2

7

37

3

7

2

22

83

14

8

2

17

60

3

14

1

12

24

1

2

2

3

14

2

1

4

2

Plain Brown Ware
Plain Polished Brown Ware
Plain Unpolished Brown Ware
Smudged Brown Ware
Plain Polished, Indeterminate Interior

30

Plain Unpolished, Indeterminate Int.

2

Gray Ware

1

1
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Red Ware
Red Ware, Plain Interior

42

Red Ware, Red Interior

13

1

Red Ware, Smudged Interior

25

9

Red Ware, Indeterminate Interior

4

2

5

38

1

23

8

1

16

6

11

6

1

2

19

8

25

3

6

7

1

1

1

3

1

1

9

2

Plain Corrugated Brown Ware
Plain Corrugated, Plain Interior

109

5

9

11

98

3

19

124

62

22

115

80

15

21

58

138

23

58

Plain Corrugated, Smudged Interior

28

2

2

2

56

5

18

55

34

3

63

28

17

6

17

29

7

19

Plain Corrugated, Indeterminate Int.

17

2

1

17

1

6

9

2

24

18

3

2

9

9

2

7

1

204

207

208

210

74

12

87

323

10

54

21

58

49

15

54

7

13

5

19

35

4

14

6

8

1

4

35

13

5

5

7

14

1

5

4

7

5

1

1

4

16

1

5

1

8

11

1

11

79

70

111

46

6

5

2

26

1

4

6

No Unit

213

27

433

212

205

287

103

50

113

54

109

157

108

203.01

F11

203

F10

115

Feature 9

104

Feature 8

116

F7

103.02

F4

2

101

Type

Feature 3
103.01

Feature 2

1

1

Indented or Obliterated Corrugated
Brown Ware
Indented or Obliterated Corr., Plain
Interior
Indented or Obliterated Corr., Smudged
Interior
Indented or Obliterated Corr.,
Indeterminate Interior

2

Red-Slipped, Indented or Obliterated
Corrugated

372

Red Ware Indented or Obliterated
Corr., Plain Interior
Red Ware Indented or Obliterated
Corr., Smudged Interior
Red Slipped Indented or Smeared
Corr., Indeterminate Interior

19
2

2

2

Other Corrugated
Zoned/Patterned Corrugated Brown
Ware
Zoned/Pattered Corrugated Brown
Ware, Smudged Interior

2

2

2

1

2

Zoned/Patterned Corr. Red Ware
Tularosa Fillet Rim

1
67

Three Circle Neck Corrugated

1

San Francisco Red
Tooled Corrugated Brown Ware, Plain
Interior
Tooled Corrugated Brown Ware,
Smudged Interior

1

Other/Ind. Corrugated Brown Ware

1

3

2

11

5

2

2

1

1

5

1

8

1

2

1

2
3

8

1

1

2

2

3

1

2

1

6

36

2

1

1
26

2

12

3

19

18

15

5

27

11

4

4

3

0

5

11

1

1

1

5

2

1

1

No Unit

1

3

212

3

210

6

208

1

F11

207

7

F10

204

1

Feature 9

213

11

205

203.01

Feature 8

203

103.02

103.01

F7

115

1

F4

104

1

103

113

1

109

9

Feature 3

116

Other/Indeterminate Corrugated Brown
Ware, Smudged Interior
Other/Indeterminate Corrugated,
Indeterminate Interior
Other/Indeterminate Corrugated Red
Ware
Other/Indeterminate Corrugated Red
Ware, Smudged Interior

108

Type

101

Feature 2

1
1

4
2

Other Surface Treatments
Playas Red Incised

1

3

Incised Brown Ware

6

1

Incised Brown Ware, Smudged Interior

2

1

2
1

373

Cord Marked Brown Ware
Cord Marked Brown Ware, Smudged
Interior

Eroded/Indeterminate
TOTAL PLAIN WARE:

1

1
1

Punctate Brown Ware
Punctate Brown Ware, Smudged
Interior

Brown Ware, Other/Indeterminate
Surface Treatment
Red Ware, Other/Indeterminate Surface
Treatment
Brown Ware, Other/Indeterminate
Surface Treatment, Smudged

1

2

Cord Marked Red Ware

Scored Brown Ware

2

1

2

1

1

3
1

2
10

1
1

2

2

5

1

1

2

4

1

3

1

2

4

2

15

19

1

2

6

2

2

2

7

98

581

1458

2

3

1
3

1

1

5
1347

3

4
46

198

145

712

15

64

2

13

1

5

12

756

685

331

911

351

198

106

367

27

4

Table D.2 Painted ware counts by unit.

206

114

112

105

Feature 1 (Exterior Units)

107

1

102

1

209.01

209

Feature 1 (Entryway)

202/209

202

117

211

201

Type

111

Feature 1 (Interior)

Cibola White Ware
Pinedale Black-on-white

1

Tularosa Black-on-white

4

Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white

1

1

Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white

1

1

Undifferentiated Cibola Black-on-white

1

1

1

1

Reserve Black-on-white
1

1

3

1

1

White Mountain Red Ware and Zuni Glaze Ware

374

Heshotauthla Black-on-red or Poly.
Pinedale Polychrome

2

St. Johns Black-on-red or Poly.
Undifferentiated White Mountain Red Ware

5

2

1

1

3

3

2

1

Mimbres Classic Black-on-white

3

7

3

5

7

2

Mimbres Black-on-white II/III Indeterminate

1

5

1

5

5

1

Mimbres Transitional Black-on-white

2

5

3

6

3

1

5

1

Mimbres Black-on-white I/II Indeterminate

1

6

2

5

2

1

2

2

4

3

1

3

2

11

25

5

17

14

1

Mimbres/Mogollon Sequence

Boldface Black-on-white
Undifferentiated Mimbres Black-on-white
Three Circle Red-on-white
Mogollon Red-on-brown

4

3

3

1

8

3

5

3

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

1

3

1

2

13

2

8

8

14

1
1

1

2

1
1

3
1

6

2

1

1

6

2

3

1

31

35

206

1

114

112

105

Feature 1 (Exterior Units)

107

102

209.01

209

Feature 1 (Entryway)

202/209

202

117

211

201

Type

111

Feature 1 (Interior)

13

3

Other Types and Wares
Chupadero Black-on-white
El Paso Poly.

1

San Carlos Red-on-brown
Socorro Black-on-white

1

Three Rivers Red-on-terracotta

1

Tularosa White-on-red

1

Undifferentiated Brown Ware

1

Undifferentiated Buff Ware

1

375

Undifferentiated White Ware

1

7

2

3

Indeterminate

2

9

1

2

2

28

89

21

43

41

TOTAL PAINTED WARE:

1
1

1
2

7

43

1
10

1

22

F 11
210

212

F10
208

207

204

Feature 9
213

205

Feature 8
203.01

F7
203

F4

115

116

103.02

103.01

103

Feature 3
113

109

108

Type

101

Feature 2

104

Table D.2 Continued

Cibola White Ware
Pinedale Black-on-white

1

Tularosa Black-on-white

1

1

1
2

Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white
Reserve Black-on-white

2
1

2

1

1

5

2

4

2

1

1

2

1

1

Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white
Undifferentiated Cibola Black-on-white

1

1

2

6

1

4
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White Mountain Red Ware and Zuni Glaze Ware
Heshotauthla Black-on-red or Poly.

3

Pinedale Polychrome

1

St. Johns Black-on-red or Poly.

7

1

1

Undifferentiated White Mountain Red Ware

1

2

1

1

1

2

8

11

6

3

6

1

1

3

2

5

1

1

1

1
1

Mimbres/Mogollon Sequence
Mimbres Classic Black-on-white

6

1

Mimbres Black-on-white II/III Indeterminate

8

1

Mimbres Transitional Black-on-white

5

Mimbres Black-on-white I/II Indeterminate
Boldface Black-on-white
Undifferentiated Mimbres Black-on-white
Three Circle Red-on-white
Mogollon Red-on-brown

2
1
3
1

1

9

9

7

2

7

15

5

5
19

7

4
7

5

19
2

1
2

7

3

2

4

1

4

4

4

1

1

34

45

9

13

11

2
2

2

1
3
2
1

7

18

1

8

6

21

2

4

1

7

17

11

2

2

2

11

11

1

1

2

14

2

2

3

29

53

14

2
1

F 11
210

212

F10
208

207

204

Feature 9
213

2

205

115

2

Feature 8
203.01

F7
203

F4
104

116

103.02

2

103.01

1

103

113

Feature 3

109

108

Type

101

Feature 2

Other Types and Wares
Chupadero Black-on-white

1

El Paso Poly.

5

San Carlos Red-on-brown

1

1

1

Socorro Black-on-white
Three Rivers Red-on-terracotta
Tularosa White-on-red

1

Undifferentiated Brown Ware

1

1

Undifferentiated Buff Ware
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Undifferentiated White Ware

1

Indeterminate

1

1

64

3

TOTAL PAINTED WARE:

1

3

1

7
13

12

72

4
1

5

76

96

26

50

18

5

5

3

1

1

3

10

63

157

3

54

7

Table D.3 Total plain ware sherd counts by surface treatment or type for the Fornholt site.
Type
Plain Brown Ware
Plain Polished Brown Ware
Plain Unpolished Brown Ware

Count

Proportion
(of Plain Ware)

Proportion
(of Total)

2799

0.217

0.200

534

0.041

0.038

1080

0.084

0.077

Plain Polished, Indeterminate Interior

389

0.030

0.028

Plain Unpolished, Indeterminate Interior

103

0.008

0.007

1

0.000

0.000

Red Ware, Plain Interior

567

0.044

0.041

Red Ware, Red Interior

148

0.012

0.011

Red Ware, Smudged Interior

206

0.016

0.015

32

0.002

0.002

1532

0.119

0.109

Plain Corrugated, Smudged Interior

605

0.047

0.043

Plain Corrugated, Indeterminate Interior

212

0.016

0.015

2772

0.215

0.198

Indented or Obliterated Corr., Smudged Interior

533

0.041

0.038

Indented or Obliterated Corr., Indeterminate Interior.

183

0.014

0.013

94

0.007

0.007

44

0.003

0.003

2

0.000

0.000

9

0.001

0.001

10

0.001

0.001

4

0.000

0.000

143

0.011

0.010

10

0.001

0.001

3

0.000

0.000

14

0.001

0.001

2

0.000

0.000

Smudged Brown Ware

Gray Ware
Red Ware

Red Ware, Indeterminate Interior
Plain Corrugated Brown Ware
Plain Corrugated, Plain Interior

Indented or Obliterated Corrugated Brown Ware
Indented or Obliterated Corr., Plain Interior

Red-Slipped, Indented or Obliterated Corrugated
Red Ware Indented or Obliterated Corr., Plain Interior.
Red Ware Indented or Obliterated Corr., Smudged Interior
Red Slipped Indented or Smeared Corr., Indeterminate Interior
Other Corrugated
Zoned/Patterned Corrugated Brown Ware
Zoned/Pattered Corrugated Brown Ware, Smudged Interior
Zoned/Patterned Corr. Red Ware
Tularosa Fillet Rim
Three Circle Neck Corrugated
San Francisco Red
Tooled Corrugated Brown Ware, Plain Interior
Tooled Corrugated Brown Ware, Smudged Interior
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Other/Indeterminate Corrugated Brown Ware

386

0.030

0.028

Other/Indeterminate Corrugated Brown Ware, Smudged Interior

91

0.007

0.007

Other/Indeterminate Corrugated, Indeterminate Interior

51

0.004

0.004

Other/Indeterminate Corrugated Red Ware

18

0.001

0.001

5

0.000

0.000

Other Surface Treatments
Playas Red Incised

22

0.002

0.002

Incised Brown Ware

Other/Indeterminate Corrugated Red Ware, Smudged Interior

13

0.001

0.001

Incised Brown Ware, Smudged Interior

2

0.000

0.000

Cord Marked Brown Ware

1

0.000

0.000

Cord Marked Brown Ware, Smudged Interior

2

0.000

0.000

Cord Marked Red Ware

2

0.000

0.000

12

0.001

0.001

3

0.000

0.000

12

0.001

0.001

103

0.008

0.007

1

0.000

0.000

Brown Ware, Other/Indeterminate Surface Treatment, Smudged

33

0.003

0.002

Eroded/Indeterminate

81

0.006

0.006

12869

1.000

0.920

Punctate Brown Ware
Punctate Brown Ware, Smudged Interior
Scored Brown Ware
Brown Ware, Other/Indeterminate Surface Treatment
Red Ware, Other/Indeterminate Surface Treatment

TOTAL PLAIN WARE:

379

Table D.4 Total painted ware sherd counts by type for the Fornholt site.
Total

Proportion
(of Painted Ware)

Proportion
(of Total)

Pinedale Black-on-white

6

0.005

0.000

Tularosa Black-on-white

20

0.018

0.001

Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white

12

0.011

0.001

Reserve Black-on-white

3

0.003

0.000

Kiatuthlana Black-on-white

2

0.002

0.000

26

0.023

0.002

Heshotauthla Black-on-red or Poly.

3

0.003

0.000

Pinedale Polychrome

3

0.003

0.000

St. Johns Black-on-red or Poly.

20

0.018

0.001

Undifferentiated White Mountain Red Ware

19

0.017

0.001

Mimbres Classic Black-on-white

119

0.106

0.009

Mimbres Black-on-white II/III Indeterminate

107

0.095

0.008

Mimbres Transitional Black-on-white

122

0.109

0.009

Mimbres Black-on-white I/II Indeterminate

75

0.067

0.005

Boldface Black-on-white

71

0.063

0.005

389

0.347

0.028

10

0.009

0.001

8

0.007

0.001

1

0.001

0.000

14

0.012

0.001

San Carlos Red-on-brown

2

0.002

0.000

Socorro Black-on-white

1

0.001

0.000

Three Rivers Red-on-terracotta

1

0.001

0.000

Tularosa White-on-red

2

0.002

0.000

Undifferentiated Brown Ware

6

0.005

0.000

Type
Cibola White Ware

Undifferentiated Cibola Black-on-white
White Mountain Red Ware and Zuni Glaze Ware

Mimbres/Mogollon Sequence

Undifferentiated Mimbres Black-on-white
Three Circle Red-on-white
Mogollon Red-on-brown
Other Types and Wares
Chupadero Black-on-white
El Paso Poly.

Undifferentiated Buff Ware

1

0.001

0.000

Undifferentiated White Ware

38

0.034

0.003

Indeterminate

41

0.037

0.003

1122

1.000

0.080

TOTAL PAINTED WARE:
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APPENDIX E. METHODOLOGY FOR THE CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF
CORRUGATED CERAMIC PRODUCTION
The analysis of corrugated ceramics briefly described above in Chapter 5 extends a study
carried out by Matthew Peeples as part of his dissertation research—his methodology and results
are described in his dissertation in Chapter 6 and Appendices B and C (Peeples 2011a). I have
modified Peeples’ methodology in a few instances, which are outlined below, but beyond this the
approach is his, and I’m grateful to Matt for sharing both his expertise and his data. Peeples’
original analysis included data from 31 sites in west-central New Mexico and east-central
Arizona and showed a strong division between a northern and southern group of sites. While an
analysis adding my sample to the complete dataset from the original study might produce
interesting results, my primary interest was in the comparison of the Upper Gila borderland with
the eastern Mogollon Highlands, and I used Peeples’ data from only the Mogollon Highlands
sites in his sample.

Sample Selection
The large sample of corrugated ware from Fornholt was intended to include all large or
moderately large (i.e., over about 16 square centimeters in area) corrugated sherds and whole or
partial corrugated vessels from Tularosa phase contexts at the site. Because of the greater amount
of excavation in Feature 1 (the great kiva), as well as the presence of denser deposits of material
or more intact vessels in particular rooms, most of the sample from Fornholt was drawn from
Rooms 2 and 8 and from Feature 1. Material from Feature 9, the Three Circle Phase great kiva,
was intentionally excluded from the analysis, as the Tularosa phase sherds in the upper levels of
this feature were heavily mixed with earlier material. I attempted to avoid coding multiple sherds
from a single vessel (i.e., based on similarities in surface treatment, sooting, paste, etc.) as well
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Site
Apache Creek
Foote Canyon
WS Ranch
Gila Cliff Dwellings
Fornholt
Villareal 9

Sherds Vessels Total Sample
27
15
42
74
8
82
69
23
92
63
0
63
386
7
393
47
22
69

Table E.1 Sample sizes for sites used in the cluster analysis. Data from Apache Creek, Foote
Canyon, and WS Ranch were taken from Peeples’ original analysis (2011a), although a small
number of plain (i.e., not corrugated) sherds or vessels originally included in Peeples’ WS Ranch
sample were excluded from the analysis here.
as sherds that were most likely to date to earlier time periods (i.e., wide, coarse-coiled plain
corrugated). The analyzed corrugated sample from Fornholt therefore contains a somewhat
smaller proportion of plain coil corrugated sherds than does the complete site assemblage.
Somewhat limited provenience data are available for the Gila Cliff Dwellings and Villareal
Ranch Ruin 9 collections. In the former case, the plain ware was grouped by cave rather than by
room. In the latter case, most of the vessels and many of the groups of sherds have provenience
data by room, but a substantial amount of material only has provenience data at the site level.
The samples from these sites were drawn from large sherds from multiple boxes, again
attempting to avoid coding multiple sherds from a single vessel, as well as all complete
corrugated vessels from Villareal Ranch Ruin 9 (see Table E.1). Peeples’ samples were drawn
from randomly selected excavated contexts within the sites and from complete vessels. The two
sets of samples should be internally consistent—I carried out all of the recording within my
sample, and Peeples’ tested for variability among recorders within the small group of individuals
who recorded his sample. Although we discussed the variable recording methodology, it is
possible that there is some variability between the two samples; my attempts to minimize the
effect of this variability for individual variables are discussed below.
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Variables Included in the Analysis
The thirteen variables included in Peeples’ original study include both categorical and
metric variables (see Table 5.5), many of which have been used repeatedly in the
characterization of corrugated ceramics. I dropped two of the original categorical variables from
the analysis—interior surface treatment and elaboration. The original interior surface treatment
variable was recorded on an ordinal scale of 1 to 4, ranking vessel interiors from entirely
unpolished or unsmoothed to highly polished. The interior surfaces of Mogollon Brown Ware
vessels (including jars as well as bowls) are often at least somewhat smoothed or polished
(Wilson 1999c)—those at Fornholt are almost universally smoothed or polished—and it’s
possible that this variable at least may be strongly related to the properties of the clay used to
produce the vessel. Given that the data set would have been heavily skewed toward the higher
values on the ordinal scale, as well as doubts about consistency between recorders in assigning
the values, it seemed reasonable to exclude this variable. Few sherds in the sample showed any
kind of elaboration (e.g., incising over coils, applique, etc.). Given the prevalence of red-slipped
material in the complete assemblages at borderlands sites, I replaced the more general
elaboration variable with a variable specifically recording the presence or absence of a red slip.
Given the strong differences in obliteration between sites (see Chapter 5), the most
significant alteration in the recording and use of variables for the analysis is probably my
treatment of obliteration. Peeples original methodology for this variable was to record the
proportion of obliterated coils visible within a 3-centimeter by 3-centimeter template. My initial
method was to record the proportion of obliterated coils for an entire sherd, or the average
proportion of obliterated coils counted multiple times on a complete vessel. Both methods
yielded values ranging from 0 to 1, but the difference in method would have produced a
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tendency in my data toward a greater number of moderate proportions, and there is a certain
amount of potential for disagreement between analysts in what constitutes an obliterated coil join
on vessels that are not heavily or completely obliterated. For the final analysis, I generalized the
proportions recorded in Peeples’ and my original data sets into an ordinal scale with three
levels—proportional values of less than 0.33 were recorded as 1, values between 0.33 and 0.66
were recorded as 2, and values greater than 0.66 were recorded as 3. This does presumably
preserve the greater number of intermediate values in my data to some degree, but note that
using an ordinal scale rather than treating obliteration as a presence/absence or categorical value
in the calculation of Gower’s measure of similarity (see below) at least allows for semiobliterated sherds to be treated as somewhat similar to both unobliterated and obliterated sherds.

Steps of the Cluster Analysis
The cluster analysis was carried out using R and the RStudio integrated development
environment (R Core Team 2015), following the steps outlined in Peeples’ work as follows:
1) The metric and categorical data recorded for each sherd were first used to create a
matrix of distances for each potential pair of sherds across the entire sample. Gower’s general
coefficient of similarity (Gower 1971) essentially scales the relationship between two cases by
the greatest possible similarity between the two cases, yielding scores between 0 (maximum
dissimilarity) and 1 (maximum similarity). Importantly for this analysis, this similarity measure
can incorporate categorical, ordinal, and continuous data and can also be used for data sets in
which some cases have missing values—in this case, instances in which any given variable was
indeterminate or could not be recorded, or the instances in which variables didn’t apply to a
given case (for example, plain coil corrugated doesn’t have indentations on which to measure
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depth, width, or density). In the calculation of Gower’s coefficient for any given pairing,
categorical variables for which the two cases have the same value are assigned a score of 1,
while categorical variables with mismatching values are assigned a score 0. For ordinal or
continuous variables, a score is assigned by dividing the absolute value of the difference between
the values of the variable for the two cases by the total range for that variable across the
complete dataset and then subtracting the result from one. The final Gower coefficient for the
pairing is calculated by adding the scores for all variables and dividing the result by the number
of variables shared by the two cases (that is, any variable which is missing data for one or both
cases is excluded from the calculation). The similarity coefficient can be inverted (i.e., subtracted
from 1) to produce a dissimilarity or distance measure. The daisy function in R’s cluster package
(Maechler et al. 2015) produces a distance matrix using Gower’s methodology by default for
datasets in which some variables are not numeric. It ought to be noted that the variables
recording the presence or absence of smudging and the presence or absence of a red slip were
treated as categorical variables in the calculation of the distance matrix, rather than as true
presence-absence variables, which are treated somewhat differently in the calculation of Gower
coefficients.
2) In the second stage of the analysis, the distance matrix is subjected to principal
coordinates analysis (PCoA, also called classical multidimensional scaling [Gower 1966], see the
cmdscale function in R [R Core Team 2015]). PCoA is a method of ordination in which the
values in a distance or dissimilarity matrix are used to place individual cases in coordinate space,
typically in two or three dimensions, in such a way that the distances between points correspond
as much as possible to the dissimilarities in the original matrix; that is, it reduces the
dimensionality of the original matrix—in which each distance measurement exists only in
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Figure E.1 Results of the principal coordinates analysis reducing the relationships in the
dissimilarity matrix to three vectors accounting for most of the variability in the original matrix.
Each point represents a sherd or vessel.
relationship to the two cases it compares—to two or three dimensions which account for most of
the variability within the original matrix (Shennan 1988:280-281) Figure E.1 shows the samples
from the analysis—each point represents a single sherd or vessel—plotted on the first three axes
produced by the principal coordinates analysis.
3) The actual cluster analysis is carried out on the PCoA coordinate set using K-mediods
cluster analysis (also called partitioning around mediods or PAM [Kaufman and Rousseeuw
1990]). K-mediods analysis is similar to K-means analysis in that it is a divisive, nonhierarchical approach that assigns cases to clusters in such a way as to minimize the distance
from cluster centers and maximize the distance between clusters. Also like K-means, K-mediods
relies on the analyst to specify the number of clusters to be produced. Unlike K-means analysis,
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K-mediods uses cases from the sample as cluster centers, making it less sensitive to outliers or
noise in the dataset.
Various tools and metrics exist for evaluating the best number of clusters for a given
dataset. In general, a good cluster solution is one which balances a comparatively low number of
clusters, a high similarity within clusters, and a low similarity between clusters. Peeples’ analysis
used a method of evaluating potential K-means clusters solutions using summed squared error
(SSE), that is, the sum of the squared distances between points and their cluster centers for all
points in the dataset, which can serve as a global measure of the effectiveness of a cluster
solution; a lower SSE implies that the members of clusters are more similar to one another.
Peeples’ approach uses methodology developed by Kintigh and Ammerman (1982, Kintigh
1990) to compare the SSE for cluster solutions applied to the observed data against the SEE for
cluster solutions applied to multiple randomized iterations of the same dataset (Peeples 2011c).
This method tests for the degree to which clustering is actually present in the observed data—if
the observed data is clustered, the SSE should decrease much more rapidly with increasing
numbers of clusters for the observed data than for the randomized data—although the use of
categorical data in the construction of the original distance matrix ought to insure that the
corrugated sherd data is clustered to some degree. In this method, clear hinges or “elbows” in the
plot of the SSE for the original dataset—that is, solutions that offer a steep increase in the
similarity within clusters over the previous number of clusters—are considered to be potentially
good solutions (Figure E.2). The same comparison between cluster solutions for randomized and
observed data can be used to plot the difference between the SSE for cluster solutions based on
the observed data and the average SSE for cluster solutions generated from the randomized data
(Figure E.3). Useful cluster solutions are considered to be those which show particularly large
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Figure E.2 Plot showing the summed squared error for K-means cluster solutions against the
number of clusters for observed and randomized data (Peeples 2011c).

Figure E.3 Plot showing the difference between the summed squared error for K-means cluster
solutions for observed data and the mean summed squared error for K-means cluster solutions
for randomized data.
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differences in comparison to the randomized data. Applying this methodology to the Upper
Gila/Mogollon Highlands dataset suggested that eleven clusters might be an appropriate cluster
solution—at greater numbers of clusters the difference between the SEE for the cluster solutions
observed and random data remains fairly consistent.
Silhouette width provides another measure of the strength of a clustering solution and is
built into the pam function in R’s cluster package; the silhouette width for each point in the
analysis is calculated as the difference between its average distance from points in the nearest
neighboring cluster and the average distance from points within the cluster, divided by the larger
of either the average distance to points in the nearest neighboring cluster or the average distance
to points within the cluster. Silhouette widths approaching a value of 1 indicate that points are
well-clustered, smaller values indicate poorer clustering, and negative values suggest that a case
is assigned to the wrong cluster (Rousseeuw 1987). Average silhouette width can therefore also
be used to evaluate potential cluster solutions—of solutions using between 2 and 15 clusters,
comparison of average silhouette width (using the pamk function in R’s fpc package [Hennig
2015]) supports a 12 cluster solution. In reality, the 11 and 12 cluster solutions produce almost
identical results considered in terms of comparison among sites, and the 11 cluster solution is
displayed below on the PCoA scatterplots (Figure E.4) and in the mosaic plot by site given in
Chapter 5.
4) In the final stage of Peeples’ methodology, the proportional cluster data is used to
generate Brainerd-Robinson (Brainerd 1951; Robinson 1951) coefficients to facilitate the
comparison between sites. The coefficient is calculated using percentage data, taking the sum of
the absolute differences in the percentages—in this case the percentage of corrugated sherds
assigned to each cluster—between two sites, and subtracting this from 200. The potential values
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Figure E.4 Results of the eleven cluster k-mediods/PAM cluster solution displayed on the PCoA
coordinates.
for the Brainerd-Robinson coefficient therefore range from 0 (no similarity) to 200 (complete
similarity). The coefficients for the six sites included in the cluster analysis is given in Table 5.6.
Peeples has also developed a script (2011b, following DeBoer et al. 1996) for testing the
sensitivity of observed Brainerd-Robinson values to sampling error. The code compares the
observed coefficients to coefficients generated for random samples of the same size drawn with
replacement from the complete dataset; that is, it tests against the assumption that the samples
from all of the sites were in fact drawn from a single population. The values returned represent
the proportion of the random iterations (in this case, out of 1000 iterations) that returned
Brainerd-Robinson coefficient values equal to or lower than the observed coefficient. In other
words, the values provide a measure of the likelihood that the observed differences between sites
are a product of chance (Table E.2). The results of this Monte Carlo simulation suggest that the
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Apache Foote
WS
Gila Cliff
Creek
Canyon Ranch
Dwellings Fornholt
0.889
Foote Canyon
0.231
0.097
WS Ranch
0.025
0.017
0.119
Gila Cliff Dwellings
0
0
0
0.005
Fornholt
0
0
0.002
0.001
0.003
Villareal 9
Table E.2 Results of the Monte Carlo simulation testing the degree to which observed Brainerd-Robinson
coefficients (see Table 5.6) may be due to sampling error. The values in the matrix below give the
proportion of randomized repetitions of the sample in which Brainerd-Robinson values equal to or below
the observed values were obtained (values of 0 indicate a proportion of less than 0.001). The low
similarity values between Fornholt and other sites in the analysis are unlikely to have been obtained by
chance.

differences among sites are fairly robust, although WS Ranch’s middle range similarity values
may be more sensitive to sampling error. It ought to be noted, however, that the null hypothesis
for the test is that all sites’ samples were drawn from identical populations—given the strong
differences between Fornholt and the more northern sites, this is very unlikely to be true—rather
than that the samples from any given two sites were drawn from identical populations.
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